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ABSTRACT
This thesis consists of an anaIysis of the Iithic assemblage recovered during the 1994 and
1995 excavations of the Tsini Tsini site (FcSm 11) in the Talchako River Valley of British
Columbia. The goals of this thesis are: 1) to ide&@ the nature of the reduction strategies
employed at the site, 2) to identiQ the manner in which the inhabitants of the site organized their
technology, and 3 ) to ascertain if any substantive differences existed between the three
excavation areas of the site in terms of the reduction strategies employed. An analysis of this
nature is important due to the relative iack of data concerning early lithic technoIogy in the Bella
Coola region as well as the relative Iack of data concerning the manner in which the early
inhabitants of this region organized their technology.
The analyses combined the results of an analysis utilizing a techno-morphological
typology with the results of three forms of debitage analyses including a mass analysis, a flake
completeness analysis, and a cornplete flake analysis. The results of these analyses where then
interpreted utilizing concepts derived fiom the study of technological organization.
The analysis revealed that: 1) the technology of the inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site
appears to have been organized around the production of bifaces with the assemblage recovered
ffom the site appearing to be indicative of only a narrow range of early-to-midstage biface
production with other forms of tooIs being manufactured expediently out of biface production
detritus, 2) the inhabitants of the site appeared to have practised a material dependant differential
utilization of raw materials with exotic materials being utilized more conservatively, 3) no
substantive differences between the three excavation areas of the site in terms of the biface
reduction strategies empioyed or the stages of production represented. 4) differences behveen the
upper and lower terraces were apparent in terrns of the distribution of fonned tools, recognizable
artifacts, and the distribution of particular reduction strategies, and 5) the assemblage consisted
of a main, undated, early assemblage and a small, late-dated assemblage (ca. 500 BP) associated
with an Athapaskan presence within the upper Bella Coola Valley.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Generai

This thesis consists of an analysis of the lithic assemblage recovered during the 1994 and
1995 excavations of the Tsini Tsini site (FcSrn 11) in the Talchako River Valley of British
Columbia. The goals of this thesis are to: 1) identify the nature of the reduction strategies
employed at the site, 2) identiQ the manner in which the inhabitants of the site organized their
technology, and 3) ascertain if any substantive differences existed between the three excavation
areas of the site in terms of the reduction strategies employed. The analysis described in the
following employs a techno-morphological t y p o l o ~
(e.g., a type of typology based upon shared
.
to a number of different
methods of production as well as final morphological form) i ~addition
forrns of debitage analyses. The results of these analyses are then interpreted utilizing concepts
derived from the study of technological organization.
An analysis of this nature is important due to the relative iack of data concerning the
nature of early lithic technology within the Bella Coola region and the relative iack of data
concerning the manner in which the early inhabitants of this region organized their technoloa.
SpecificaIly, while the late prehistory of the Bella CooIa Valley and surrounding region is fairly
well delineated as a resuIt of previous excavations conducted within the valley (Hobler and
Bedard 1988, 1992), the early prehistory of the BelIa Coola Valley (defined ostensibIy as the
time period prior to 2000 BP) and the surrounding immediate region remains relatively unknown
despite extensive excavations and research by Simon Fraser University within the region under
the direction of Phi1 Hobler and Roy Carlson (Carlson 1970, 197 1, 1972a, 1972b, 1975, 1976,
1977, 1979a, 1984; Hobler 1969a, 1969b, 1 9 6 9 ~
1970a,
~
1970b, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1972c,
1976, 1978a, 1W8b7 1979,1980a, 1980b, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c, 1983a, 1983b; Hobler and
Bedard 1988, 1990, 1992; Hobler et al. 1983).
OnIy two excavated sites within the entire inner Dean-Burke Channel system appear to
predate 2000 BP (Kobler 1995: 1). These consist of the Axeti site (FeSr 5) at the mouth of the
Dean River near Kirnsquit and the Joashila site (FaSu 19) near Kwatna. The Axeti site (FeSr 5)
consisted of a relatively small, spatially resticted cultural deposit discovered atop an isolated,
craggy, bedrock outcrop that included in its uppemost stratum an early historic component. In
its lower levels, juxtaposed with clearly proto-historic and historic artifacts, were typologically
early-Iooking pebble tools, obsidian microblades, and a single leaf-shaped basalt bipoint, items
which were thought to represent an earlier component predating 5000 BP (Hobler 1982a:8,

19865; Prince 1992). The other pre-2000 BP site, Joashila (FaSu 19) consisted of a typical
Northwest Coast shell midden which extended fkom the shore into the inter-tidal zone. This site
exhibited a typoIogicaIIy early-Iooking chipped stone component found stratigraphically beneath
the shelI midden deposits (Hobler 1978a, 1979, 1980a). A radiocarbon date of 5900

* 70 BP was

derived fiom charcoal in a hearth within the uppermost strata of the early Iooking chipped stone
deposit (Kobler 1982a: IO). This date appears to represent the minimum age of this component.
In addition to the two early excavated sites previously noted, a number of possibly early
lithic assemblages have been recovered in the inter-tidal range along the Central Coast. These
assemblages were originally thought to date to between 6000-3000 BP based upon the
reconstnicted sea levels provided by Retherford (1972) for the Bella Coola region. However,
recent research in the region conducted by Aubrey Cannon has suggested that the majority of
these assemblages more than likely predate 5000 BP (Roy Carlson, persona1 communication
1998). These assemblages, which have come to be known as the "inter-tidal" lithic assemblages,
included bifacial projectile points including leaf-shaped forrns, "crude bifaces", scrapers, spurs,
denticulates, retouched flakes, notches, and pefiorators based primarily on what appears to be
locally derived andesitic and basaltic raw materials (Apland 1977, 1982). Also associated with
the inter-tidal assemblages is the possible presence of a n obsidian microblade industry.
Further out towards the outer Central Coast, the early period is represented by the weIl
stratified site of Namu (ElSx 1) (Cannon 199 1, 1995, 1996; Carlson 1977, 1979a, 1996b;
Conover 1972 Curtin 1972; Finnegan 1972; Hester 1969a, 1978; Hester and Conover 1970;
Hester and Nelson 1978; Hutchings 1996; Luebbers 1970, 197 1, 1978; RahemtuIla 1995). At
Namu, the sequence begins in period l a (dating between 10,000 and 9,000 BP) with a typical
Pebble Tool Tradition deposit including simple flake tools (scrapers, retouched flakes, notches,
spurs, and gravers), core scrapers, bifacial projectile points (including leaf-shaped forms), and
choppers. In the second period, Namu 1b (dating between 9,900 and 8,000 BP) a microlithic
industry is added to the previously noted tool types with the microbIade industry persisting at
Namu until approximately 4500 BP (Carlson 1996b:Table 2). Recent investigations conducted
by RahemtulIa (1995) exarnining the debitage recovered fiom the early period at Namu have

shed light on the technologicat organization of the inhabitants of Namu. However, Little is
known about the nature of lithic technotogy at other early sites along the Central Coast. In
particular, it has yet to be determined how lithic technology was organized at these sites and how
the technology and the manner in which it was organized at these sites differs from that at Namu.

In addition to the three excavated sites previously noted and ApIandys(1977, 1982)intertidal lithic assemblages in the region, a number of surface finds of typologically early-looking
lithic artifacts have also been recovered within the Bella Coola and Dean River Valley systerns
particularly on elevated terraces and terrace edge dunes relatively high above the vaIley floor
(Hobler 1995, 1996a). These finds appear to suggest an earty human presence within the area
and could possibly represent the only tangible remains of an early obsidian trade route ancilor
transportation corridor that extended down the Bella Coola Valley and out to the outer Coast.
This corridor must have been in place early on in prehistory as suggested by the presence of
Anahim Lake obsidian in a context dating to 9500 BP at the site of Narnu (Carlson 1994:3 13).
However, to date, none of these purportedly early finds have been recovered from datable
contexts. Thus, due to the relative lack of data regarding the early prehistory of the BeIla Coola
Valley and the entire Dean-Burke channel fjord system, the excavations at Tsini Tsini were
undertaken in order to address the nature of the early occupation of the Central Coast in general
and the Bella Coola Valley specifically, as well as the nature of early lithic technology in the
region.
The analysis of the Tsini Tsini assemblage described in the following chapters attempts
to build on the earlier work of Rahemtulla by expanding our knowledge of the nature of early
Iithic technology along the Central Coast and the way that it was organized. The analysis
utilizeci a number of analytical techniques including the utilization of a techno-morphological
typology-, and a number of foms of debitage analyses including a mass analysis (AhIer 1975,
l989a, 1%Wb), a flake completeness analysis (Sullivan and Rozen 1985), and a complete flake
anatysis. The results of these various forrns of analyses are then interpreted utilizing concepts
derived from the study of technological organization.

Chapter Two: Theoretical Background
2.1 The Study of Technological Organization
A number of theoretical advances have been rnadc within the discipline of
archaeology in the last thirty years in terms of the search for, and the identification of, the
underlying sources of the variability seen within lithic assemblages. One of the more recent
approaches to develop in this regard has been the study of technological organization. The study
of technological organization, which developed during the late 1970's but had its roots in earlier
anthropological and archaeoIogica1 research in the 1960's (Nelson 1991), combines elements of
cultural ecoIogy, optimal foraging theory (and its concepts of energetic efficiency), design
theories (with some salient etements borrowed from engineering theory), style theories, spatial
distribution studies, middle range theory, ethnoarchaeological studies, Schiffer's (1972) concept
of the behavioural systern and Iife cycle history of tools, and various hunter-gatherer settlement
and mobility rnodels. Although a thorough discussion of the study of technological organization
is beyond the scope of this thesis, several of its concepts are particularly relevant to this thesis
(see Nelson 1991 and Carr 1994 for reviews of the perspective).
The study of technological organization considers the selection of strategies for the
use, manufacture, maintenance, and discard of stone tools as representing adaptive responses to
the various constraints imposed by biotic resource availability and predictability, raw material
availâbility, and differentially organized human populations (Nelson 199 1). Within this
perspective, the contents of lithic assemblages and their spatial distribution across the Iandscape
are interpreted as being the manifest material expressions of hurnan adaptive behaviours with the
selection of various adaptive strategies representing the behavioural responses of prehistoric
groups to the differential distribution of resources within various environs (AndrefsIq 1994a;
Bousman 1993; McAnany 1988; Nelson 1991; Ricklis and Cox 1993). Studies of technological
organization have emphasized how such factors as patterns of mobility, resource availability,
scheduling, time stress, and resource distributions affect the way that the technology of any
particular group is organized. Arnong the factors considered in a shidy of technological
organization are strategies of raw material procurement, lithic reduction and manufacturing
sequences, the relative amount of expedient and curative behaviours, and the presence and/or
absence of caching behaviours (Binford 1977:34).
Studies utilizing the technological organization perspective differ from most
traditional typologically and fùnctionally attribute-based foms of lithic analyses which focus

almost exclusively on the final morphology of an artifact in that they atternpt to make an effort to
consider context and planning in terms of the resulting overall design and form of the resulting
technology (Nelson 199 158). As such, studies concerning technological organization attempt to
identi5 the various behavioural, social, and environmental conditions that may have lead directly
andror indirectly to the manufacture and production of particular imptements beyond their
obvious utilitan'an usage(s) (Nelson 199158). Thus, studies of technofogical organization
attempt to examine lithic technologies as representing the manifest material expression of various
human behaviours and strategies and the effects of various environmental constraints (Nelson
199159). Prominent mongst certain studies of technological organization are the use of such
tems as reliability, rnaintainabiw, andfre.xibilify, design tems borrowed from engineering
theory and applied to archaeological impIements (see Bleed 1986; Myers 1989). Due to the lack
of utility of these t e m s and the problems pointed out by Hayden et al. (1996) in applying these
tems and concepts to the archaeological record, the use of these terms will be avoided within
this thesis.
The study of technological organization owes a great deal of its existence to the
ethnoarchaeological research of Binford (1977, 1978% 1978b, 1979, 1980) conceming the
Nunamiut Eskimos of Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska. In his study of the Nunarniut, Binford examined
the technology of the Nunamiut and their subsistence strategies in relation to the periodicity of
the availability of the caribou herds on which the Nunamiut focused their subsistence, the
temporai constraints imposed by the periodicity of this resource, the observed spatial and
temporal incongmity between the manufacture, use, and discard of various forms of tools, and
the distribution of raw materials over the landscape. During his tenure with the Nunarniut,

Binford identified various technological strategies utilized by the Nunamiut and attempted to
assess how the various implements produced by the Nunamiut and their techniques of
manufacture, utilization, and subsequent disposa1 varied temporally and spatially across the
landscape. In addition, he assessed how these items, manufacturing techniques, and discard
behaviours reflected the degree to which the various implements were transported andlor
maintained through successive uses (Raymond 1984). Arnong the concepts to emerge fiom
Binford's work among the Nunarniut (Binford 1977, 1978, 1979) and earlier research regarding
the Mousterian in Europe (Binford 1973) are the twin concepts of curation and expediency. The
distinction between these two concepts Iies in the differential amount of energy and effort
expended in terms of the acquisition of raw material, method of production, and maintenance of

tools, as well as in terms of the amount of caching behaviours and differences in discard and
transport behaviours.
Binford (1977, 1979) argued that in a curated technoiogy, tools tend to be
manufactured before their intended need, are often maintained and rejuvenated through a
multitude of successive use episodes, and are often recycled into other forrns of tools fotlowing
exhaustion. Binford also suggested that curated tools are more likely to be transported from
location to location, are more likely have multiple functions, are more likely be cached for
subsequent Iater use, and, in general, do not tend to be intentionally discarded while still in a
functional state. In contrast, Binford (1977, 1979) argued that in an "expedient technology"
(consisting of what he described as "situational geaf'), tools are expediently manufactured out of
locally obtained raw materials in response to Immediate dernands and conditions. Thus, in an
expedient technology, tools tend to be utilized in close proximity to where they were
manufactured, they tend not to be retained, they tend not to be the subject of rejuvenation and
maintenance activities, they tend not to be transported from site to site, and they tend not to be
recycled into other tools following exhaustion afier their irnrnediate originally intended use.
According to Binford, in contrast to a curate technology, in an expedient technology there is no
i n c o n g r u i ~between the loci of manufacture and loci of use while this is often the case, he
argued, in a technology that exhibits a great deal of curative behaviours. It should be noted that
Binford did not argue that curative and expedient technologies were mutually exclusive and that
sites should therefore be classified as either representing an expedient or curate technology
accordingly. Rather, he argued that they represent the two polar ends of a continuum with any
one archaeological assemblage displaying any relative amount of expedient and curatorial
behaviour. Bringing his concepts together, Binford suggested that "the organization of
technology and ultimately variability in archaeological sites will be seen at different sites as
different proportions of situational (expedient) and more curated types of gear" (1979:269).
Subsequent researchers have redefined and refined Binford's twin concepts of
"expediency" and "curation" in a number of different ways. Accordingly, there are currently
now a number of different definitions as to what constitutes an expedient or curated technology
(Le., Bamforth 1986; Shott 1996). For example, Nelson (1 99 1:64-65)has argued that Binford7s
concept of expediency can be further subdivided into opportunistic technological behaviours and
'?rue" expedient technological strategies. According to Nelson (199 1:64-65), opportunistic
technological behaviour refers to a spontaneous technological response to an unanticipated and
immediate need while a "true" expedient technology is represented by a planned response to an
6

anticipated and/or expected task that involves a minimum expenditure of effort in t e m s of
rnanufacturing time, a minimum arnount of technoIogica1 complexity, the utilization of the
manufactured implements for only relatively short penods of tirne, and the discarding of the toois
in the immediate area of their utilization.
Other researchers have suggested a number of archaeologically directly observable
material correlates of Binford's concepts of curated and expedient technologies. For exarnple, it

has been argued that assemblages displaying predominantly curate behaviours will display hi&
relative arnounts of retouch due to fiequent resharpening and rejuvenation of working edges
during maintenance activities and will exhibit a high degree of rnorphological uniforrnity
(Bamforth 1985:253; Ebert and Camilli 1993:98). The implements within these assemblages will
also tend to be morphologically and technologically more cornplex in comparison to those
implements recovered fiom sites dominated by expedient technologies (Bamforth 1985:253;
Ebert and CarniIli 1993:98). Moreover, it has also been suggested that curated items wiIl tend to
be fashioned from exotic raw materials (Bamforth 1985:253; Beck and Jones 1990:284; Gramley
1980), will tend to utilize raw material more conservatively (Andrefshy 1994a:22; Barnforth
1985:253), and are cornmonly, but not always, hafted (l3inford and Stone 1985; Keeley 1982).
Further, it has also been suggested that curated tools wiil often be subsequently modified for
secondary uses (e-g., recycled) (Bamforth 1986; Nelson 199l), will more often be the subject of
caching behaviours (Bamforth 1986; Nelson 199 1), are more Iikely to be transported fiom
location to location (Raymond 1984:6), and often represent an individual's "personal gear"
(Binford and Stone 1985:152-153).
Conversely, it has been suggested that expedient technologies will tend to be
considered to be generally wasteful of raw material (Andrefsiq 1994a:22) and will often be
focused upon relatively "poorer" quality raw material (Amick 1984:177). Moreover, it has been
suggested that the products of an expedient technology are more likely to be composed of local
rather than exotic raw materials (Beck and Jones 1990:285) and tend to represent those
implements that are more likely to be produced, utilized, and subsequently discarded during a
single behavioural event (Ebert and Carnilli 1993:98). It has also been suggested that they will
reflect a minimal expenditure of energy (Ebert and Camilli l993:98), thereby resulting in the
production of simple, largely amorphously-shaped tools which exhibit less punctilious patterning
than curated implements (Andrefsb 1994a:22; Bamforth 1985:253). Finally, it has also been

suggested that an easily accessible supply of raw materials is necessary for the presence of
expedient technologies (Bousman 1993; Johnson 1987; Nelson 1991).

7

Arnong the other concepts to emerge from Binford's study of the technoIogica1
organization of the Nunamiut was the concept of embedded procurement patterns. During his
residence with the Nunamiut, Binford (1977, 1979) observed that the raw materials that were
later fashioned into finished implements were primarily composed of raw materials that had been
obtained incidentally to the effectuation of other basic subsistence tasks. Binford (1979)
described this "incidental" acquisition of raw materials as being "embedded" within other basic
subsistence activities and tasks and suggested that hunter-gatherers will rarely purposely set out
on a specific journey to acquire raw matetials. Rather, he argued that trips to acquire raw
material are generally "ernbedded" in other material and subsistence activities (Binford
1979:259). Binford's assertion as to the universal "embeddedness" of raw material procurement
patterns amongst hunter-gatherers was questioned by GouId (1978) and led to a debate within
archaeological and anthropologicaljournals as to the extent that raw material acquisition is
embedded within other subsistence pursuits (Binford and Stone 1985; GouId and Saggers 1985;
see aIso Seeman 1994). The importance of this debate stems fiorn the fact that a number of
researchers have suggested that lithic production systems will Vary in the way that they are
organized and structured and thus wil1 Vary in their final rnorphological form in relation to the
procurement strategies utilized in acquiring the raw material (Ericson 1984:6) and that the
acquisition of raw materials through either direct and indirect Iithic procurement strategies may
affect the extent andfor presence or absence of curatorial behaviours (McAnany 1988:7).
Among the other concepts to emerge from Binford's work on technological
organization are the collector/forager dichotomy and the concepts of Logistically and residentially
organized mobility patterns and their proposed resulting site types (Binford 1979, 1980; Kelly

1983; Shott 1989a). In logisticaily organized stratesies, small parties organized for the
extraction of specific procurement tasks sojourn from residential locations and establish
temporary camps (Binford 1980: 10). According to Binford (1979:27O), these groups range from
these satellite camps to procure various resources and characteristically tend to acquire raw
materials through embedded strategies. Binford (19805) calls these types of groups '~collectors".
Collectors create a number of different types of sites including what Binford (1980: 10) called
residential sites, locations, field camps, stations, and caches. Binford argued that "large and
highly visible sites are the result of Iogistically organized groups who frequently seek goods in
large quantities to serve as stores over considerable periods of tirne" (1980: 10). Binford

contrasted "collectors" with whst he calIed "foragers" (Binford 19805). According to Binford
(198O), foragers practice a high arnount of residential rnobility, that is, they fiequently move
8

from location to location often seasonally. In contrast to collectors, Binford argued that foragers
generate two main types of sites: residential sites (where most processing, manufacturing, and
maintenance activities take place) and Iocations (sites at which specific subsistence tasks are
conducted). Binford (1980) argued that the archaeoIogically observable expectations of
locations include that the utilization, exhaustion, and discard of tools will be at a low rate and
that therefore there should be few archaeological remains at such sites. Overall, the benefit of
Binford's work in the field of the study of technological organization is that it has provided
middle range models which subsequent authors have attempted to apply to the archaeological
record (Parry 1990). For example, it has been argued that residential bases should display the
remains of numerous tithic technologies at various stages of reduction while fieid bases should
reflect "the products of a single stage frorn a single curated Lithic system or a compIete
procurement, manufacture, use, and discard sequence with a single rock-e"

(Raymond

1984: 126).
Subsequent researchers have followed up on and expanded Binford's ideas
concerning technological organization and have argued that the way a technology is organized,
the amount of expedient and curatorial behaviour seen in the composition of archaeological
assemblages, the amount of exotic raw materials recovered, and the design of toolkits are
dependent on the constraints irnposed by the environments in terms of the spatial and temporal
distribution of resources (especially lithic raw rnaterials), and the constraints imposed by
settlement and rnobility patterns, task requirements, and raw material characteristics (Bamforth
1985:243; Prentiss et al. 1988; Stafford 1985: 158; Teltser 1991:372; Wiant and Hassen 1985).
As suggested by Bamforth (1985:243), it is the systernic interaction and interrelationship of these
factors that will ultimately contribute to the determination of the technoIogica1 organization of

any one particular group.
A number of authors have emphasized the role of raw material availability in influencing
the technological and morphoIogica1 composition of assemblages and, in turn, the relative
amount of apparent curatorial and expedient behaviours apparent within any technology
(Andrefsky 1991, 1994% 1994b, 1995; Bamforth 1985, 1986; Gould 1980; Gould and Saggers
1985: 134; Johnson 19875; Kelly 1988:719; Kuhn 1989; Meltzer 1984-1985; Parry and Kelly
1987). For example, it has been argued that the proxirnity to a readily accessible and abundant
raw material source may override other factors affecting technological organization ( h d r e f s b
1994a) while others have ernphasized the role of technology in optimization (Jeske 1992;
Torrence 1983) ernphasizing that the variability and strategies apparent in the archaeological

9

record reflect different adaptive choices in reference to time stresses and energy expenditure
(Jeske 1992).
Another of the major avenues of research within the study of technological organization
concerns the retationship between patterns of tools production and prehistoric mobility patterns
(Bamforth 1986; KeIly 1988; Parry and Kelly 1987; Shott 1986). It has been argued that there is
selective pressure for the adoption of a mobile settlement pattern and the adoption of a forma1
and portable technology emphasizing more curate behaviour in situations in which there is an
incongruity in the spatial and temporaI availability of various resources (Binford 1977, 1979;
Goodyear 1979; Johnson 1987; KeIly 1988; Pany and KeIly 1987; Patterson 1987; Sassaman
1992; Schiffer 1975; Wiant and Hassen 1985). One of the most often selected solutions to
situations in which there is a spatial and temporal incongruity between the availability of various
resources has been the adoption of a mobile settiement pattern and the adoption of a forma1
biface technology (Binford 1977, 1979; Goodyear 1979; Johnson 1987; Kelly 1988; Sassaman
1992).
It has been argued that a forma1 bifacial technology represents an efficient form of
technology (Kelly 1988). That is, that bifaces can repeatedly be utilized and subsequently
resharpened for future use (Kelly 1988). Moreover, it hzs been argued that bifaces represent
mu1tifÙnctionaI tooIs that can be utilized for numerous resource processinp tasks including
cutting and chopping and can also be used as projectile points (Andrefslq 199 1; Bamforth 1986;
Hayden et al. 1996; Johnson 1987; Kelly 1988; Morrow 1997; Shott 1986). It has aIso been
suggested that bifaces represent highly efficient forms of cores (Goodyear 1979; Kelly 1988;
Kelly and Todd 1988; Parry and Kelly 1987; Teltser 1991:372) that can be easily modified into a
variety of forms with only a small Ioss of mass (Andrefsb 1991; Barnforth 1986; Johnson 1987;
Kelly 1988; KelIy and Todd 1988). Bifaces are also considered to be extremely portable
(Andrefsb 1995; Hayden et al. 1996), conservative of raw materials (Goodyear 1979; Hayden et
al. 1996; Kelly 1988; Kelly and Todd 1988; Parry and Kelly 1987 Teltser L991), and are
considered to represent highiy efficient butchering tools (Jones 1979, t 980; Whittaker 1994).
The merits of a bifacial technology as an efficient adaptation for a mobile population have also
noted by a number of authors (Goodyear 1979; Hayden et al. 1996; Johnson 1987; Kelly 1988;
Pany and Kelly 1987; Sassaman 1992; Shott 1986).

In contrast, in conditions where predictable and reliable resources are apparent, it has
been suggested that there is selective pressure for the adoption of a sedentary lifestyle with an
accompanying decrease in logistical mobility and the adoption of a more expedient technology
10

based on a more generatized or amorphous core technology (Barnforth 1986; Johnson 1989;
Kelly 1988; Pany 1987; Pany and Kelly 1987; Wiant and Hassen 1985). As such, it has been
suggested that biface technologies and arnorphous core technologies are organized under
different constraints with societies that utilize biface reduction technologies and a mobile
adaptation rarely leaving at any one site the rernnants of the entire reduction process (Teltser
1991:373). Rather, the compiete reduction process is more likely to be found in a number of
isolated locations (e-g., at quarry sites and at various sites utilized during their particular seasonal
round) (Teltser 1991:3 73).
One of the key components to the study of technoiogical organization, especially those
studies that emphasize and examine forrnal bifacial technologies, has been the utilization of stage
and trajectory reduction modelling. Aithough stage reduction analyses predate the formulation
of the study of technological organization (i.e., Bradley 1975; Collins 1975; Holmes 1890,
l894b; Muto 1971; Newcomer 1971)' these types of analyses have been incorporated into
techno!ogical organizational studies since they provide a mechanism by which: 1) the
identification of spatially segregated trajectories can be made, 2) inferences regarding rnobiiity
patterns can be drawn, and 3) the presence of varying arnounts of curatorial and expedient
technological behaviour can be identified and/or inferred.
Integral to the study of stage trajectories and the study of inter and intra-site variability
has been the developrnent within the past 20 years of a number of types of debitage analyses
including those methods that study debitage en mass (e.g., the mass analysis approach of Ahler
1975, 1989a, 19896; Behm 1983; Van Dyke and Behm 1981) and retated approaches (e-g., Gunn
et al. 1976; Kalin 198 1; Stahle and Dunn 1982, 1984) and those types of debitage analyses that
study flakes individually (individual flake analyses or FA'S). FA'S c m be further subdivided
into three different categories. These include: 1) those analyses that focus exc1usiveIy on
presence/absence attributes (i.e., the flake completeness approach developed by Sullivan and
Rozen [1985] and the traditional primary, secondary, and tertiary or PST approach [Schneider
1972; Sharrock 1966; White l963]), 2) those analyses that look at a combination of
presence/absence attributes in addition to rnetric attributes (i.e., Burton 1980; Johnson and
Raspet 1980; Magne 1985b; Magne and Pokotylo 1981; Maudlin and Amick 1989; Morrow
1984; Pokotylo 1978; Prentiss 1993; Verrey 1986), and 3) those analyses that focus exciusively
on metric attributes (Andrefsky 1987). For a thorough review of the various currently utilized
types of debitage analyses the interested reader is directed to Bradbury and Carr (1995), Morrow
(1997), and Shott (1994)-
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Concurrent with the development and formulation of the technological organization
approach, a nurnber of other theoretical advances were also being made in t e m s of the atternpt to
understand variability within the archaeological record and site formation processes so that the
underlying human behaviour can be delineated andlor infened. For example, integral to the
study of stage trajectories, the study ofobserved patterns of variability within the archaeotogica1
record, and studies of technological organization have been the developments to come out of
those studies which have focused on fracture mechanics and the mechanical aspects of flaking
(Le., Cotterell and Karnminga 1979, 1986, 1987, 1990; Cotterell et al. 1985; Fonseca et al. 1971;
Sollberger 1994; Speth 1972, 1975, 1981; Thomsen and Thomsen 1971; Tsirk 1979), those
studies which have focused on and identified the effects of post-depositional forces on
assemblage compositions (Le., GIadfelter 1977; Wood and Johnson 1978), those studies
explorhg both cultural and non-cultural site formation processes and sources of variability (e-g.,
Binford 1977, 1978% 1978b, 1979, 1980; Bowers et al. 1983; Ebert 1979; Galiagher 1977;
Magne 1989; Murray 1980; Schiffer 1972, 1983; Shott 1989b; Stevenson 1985; Villa 1982;
Wood and Johnson 1978), and those studies which focus on replicative production and analysis
(e.g., Callahan 1979; Flenniken 1981).
Despite the flourishing of the study of technological organization particularly in relation
to paleoindian studies, to date, only Rahemtulla (1995) has applied the tenets of this perspective
to Iithics along the Central Coast. This thesis atternpts to build upon the prior research of
Rahemtulla and further illuminate the nature of early Iithic technology along the Central Coast
and how it was organized.

Chapter Three: Context of Research
3.1 History of Research at the Tsini Tsini Site

The following details the results of the 1994 and 1995 excavations at the Tsini Tsini site
(FcSm 11) in the Talchako River Valley conducted under the direction of Phi1 Hobler. The
excavations at the Tsini Tsini site were the direct outcorne of prior research in the area conducteci
by Simon Fraser University and the band-sponsored NuxaIk Heritage Project under the direction
of Beth Bedard. The Nuxalk project, which was established in 1992, discovered the Tsini Tsini
site in 1993 as part of a concerted effort on the part of the Nuxalk Heritage tearn to identify
potentially early sites within the Bella Coola and Dean River Valley systems in elevated contexts
above the valley floor which would not have been subject to the destructive power over tirne of
the Bella CooIa and Dean Rivers and their various respective tributaries. As noted previously,
the impenis for this Iine of research was the discovery of typologically early-looking sudace
finds on elevated terraces within the Bella Coola and Dean River valley systems which were
suggestive of an early prehistoric presence within these valleys. At the time of its discovery in
1993, Bedard and the Nuxalk Heritage tearn immediately recognized the possible significance of
the site and the potential of the site to contribute to the understanding of the prehistory of the
Bella Coola valley and the general surrounding region. However, despite a concerted effort on
the part of the Nuxalk Heritage team, no diagnostic or temporally sensitive artifacts or
rnanufacturing techniques were identified within the limited surface coIlection conducted at the
time of the site's discovery. Nevertheless, the sheer volume of cultural material apparent at the
site and the extensive horizontal distribution of this cultural material over such an extensive area
(the site covers an estimated area of approximately 120 x 130 m or approximately 15,600 ml)
suggested to Bedard and the Nuxalk Heritage team that the loca!ity of the site represented at
sorne point in the past the loci of a major focus of activity within the upper Bella Coola Valley
and that the site therefore warranted further investigation (HobIer 1995:2). Accordingty, Bedard
informed Phi1 Hobler of the Department of Archaeology at Simon Fraser University of the
discovery of the site and, in consultation with the Nuxalk people, Beth Bedard, and the Nuxalk
Heritage team, Hobler organized a systematic archaeological investigation of the site.
The excavations at Tsini Tsini detailed within this thesis were conducted as part of the
1994 and 1995 field seasons of the archaeological field school of the Department of Archaeology
at Simon Fraser University. Phi1 Hobler directed the excavations, which were conducted with
the full support and permission of the local Nuxalk people. The Tsini Tsini excavations were

authorized by the Provincial Archaeology Brmch in Victoria under permit numbers 1994-062

and 1995-097 (Hobler 1995, 1996a). The results of a third fùII season at the site are not part of
this thesis. Participants in the 1994 excavations included Natalie Munro (lab instructor), and
field school students Marianne Berkey, Amanda Crompton, Josef Drechsler, Carolyn Duguid,
Coleen French, Lisa Hodgetts, Simon Kaltenrieder, Mike Kljajic, Dyane Kirk, Katherine
Manning, Tracey Mathers, Duncan McLaren, Judy McLellan, David Metz, Tami SetaIa?Theresa
Tames, Sebastian Wang, Michele WoIstonecroft, and Tracie Yule. Additional volunteers also
participated in the excavations. These incIuded Beth Bedard, Gaye Burton and Kathy Burgar of
Williams Lake, and Nuxalk Heritage Project team members Ray Morton, Alanna Andy, and
DawnelIe Mack.
Participants in the 1995 excavations included the author (lab instructor), research
assistant Simon Kaltenrieder, and field school students Tanya Ainsworth, Yvonne Broeder, Mark
Bussanich, Réne Carrière, Pasha Carruthers, Bret Guisto, Rick James, Jennifer Jackson, Elena
Kirshner, Erika Laanela, Scott Lawrie, Jennifer Little, Joanne McCullough, Linda Nobrega,
Erica Parrott, Lisa Seip, Dale West, and Kris Wright. Nuxaik Challenge students Chris and
Travis Nelson and volunteers Sebastian Wang, John Heurnan, Kathy Burgar, Farid Rahemtulla,

and h g e Dahm also participated in the 1995 excavations. Department technician John Breffitt
assisted during both the 1994 and 1995 field seasons.
3.2 Geologic, Geographic, and Ecological Context of the Tsini Tsini Site

The Tsini Tsini site (FcSm 11) is Iocated in the Talchako River Valley along the Central
Coast of British Columbia and is situated approximately 500 km north of Vancouver. The site is
situated approximately 30 m above the left bank of the Talchako River and is located
approximately 45 km E (90") of the c o m m u n i ~of Bella Coola, approximately 2 km W (270") of
the cornmunity of Stuie, and approximately 15 km SE (208") of the community of Firvale. The
site daturn is positioned at 126O 05' 42", 52" 2 1 5 1" (Figure 1).
The Talchako River, above which the Tsini Tsini site is situated, joins the Atnarko River
to form the Bella Coola River. The Talchako River Valley and the entire Bella Coola Valley
system lie within the western system of the Canadian Cordillera (Baer 1973; Clague 1984;
Holland 1976) within the Pacific ranges of the Coast Mountains (Desloges and Ryder 1990;
Heusser 1960). The Dean-Burke charnel systern, of which the Talchako and Bella Coola Valleys
are a part, represents what is considered to be the transitional interface between the Northen
extension of the Pacific Ranges and the Southern extension of the Kitimat Ranges of the Coast

mountains (Retherford 1972: 17). The Coast rnountains physiographic division consists of a
moderately-to-heavily forested, rugged mountainous area which is intersected by numerous
prominent fjord inlets and deeply incised river valleys (Baer 1973:3). The terrain in the Coast
mountain physiographic division is in general dorninated by landforrns of glacial origin myder
and Thomson 1986:273) and includes a number of prominent peaks in the 3500-2500 m range of
elevation (Luternauer, Conway, CIague, and BIaise 198959). A number of modem icefields and
valley glaciers are currently present within the area today (Desloges and Ryder 1990).
The Bella Coola River drains an expansive area of approximately 5050 km2 (Desloges
and Church 1987:99; Desloges 1990:99). It is formed by the confluence of the Atnarko and the
Talchako Rivers near the present day community of Stuie (Tempest 1974:7). Of the two
tributaries of the Bella Coola River, the Talchako is the largest. The Talchako River is a glacierfed river that supports a hi& silt sediment load which has its source in the Talchako glacier and
Monarch Icefields (Desloges 1990: 103; Leany and Moms 1981:35; Munday l939a:8; Tempest
1974:7). The Talchako drains approximately 1300 km2 of the partly glaciated southem portion
of the Bella Coola basin and represents the source for both the majority of water and sedirnent to
the Bella Coola River (Desloges and Church 1987:99; Desloges 1990:99). From its source in the
Monarch Icefields, the Talchako flows in a generally northerly direction approxirnately 20 km
until it confluences with the Atnarko River near Stuie (Tempest 1974:7). Within this initial 20

km stretch, the Talchako River descends verticalIy approximately 762 m at an average gradient
of approximately 1.5% (Tempest 1974:7). Presently, modem day glaciers extend over
approximately a third of the Talchako River drainage area (Church 1983:172). The smaller
Atnarko River, which has its source in the numerous lakes on the adjacent Fraser Plateau
including Charlotte and Turner LaRrs (Department of Lands 1921:20;Desloges and Church
l987:W: Province of British Columbia 1919: LO), drains an area of approximately 2430 km2 of
the Fraser Plateau (Desloges l99O:W; Tempest 1974:7).
The Bella Coola River is intersected at various intervals by a number of tributaries of
varying sizes which drain long glacially-forrned often hanging valleys and troughs which are
generally orientated at right angles to the main direction of the valley (Munday 1937; Palmer
1863; Tempest 1974:8) (Figure 1). Base levels of the majority of these tributaries are at
elevations of approximately 45-60 rn above the present day floor of the Bella Coola Valley
(Tempest 1974:29), thereby attesting to the relatively young age of these tributary creeks.
Presently, the BeIIa Coola %ver flows for the most part with its right bank backed against the
north wall of the valley. It has been suggested that this configuration may be due to the clastic
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deposits within the various fans of the tributary strearns that flow into the Bella Coola valley
from the south being largely more resistant to degradational fluvial actions than the largely
loosely compacted, predominantly alluvial deposits of the main floodplain of the river (Tempest
1974:9).
The Bella Coola, Atnarko, and Talchako rivers flow in a generally westerly direction in
typical glacially formed "U-shaped" valleys (Tempest 1974:8). The Bella Coola River
eventually debouches into North Bentinck Arrn, a typical narrow-sided (2-3 km) and deep (mean
depth 400 m with a 550 rn maximum depth recorded) west coast fjord which represents the
easternrnost extension of the Burke Channel fjord system (Kostaschuk f 984; Kostaschuk and
McCann 198752; Tempest 1974:8). The Bella Coola basin includes some of the highest
mountains in the Coast mountain physiographic division with setected peaks achieving elevations
of over 3000 m (Desloges and Church 1987:99; Holland 1976:42). Significant elevational
differences occur within the Bella Coola and Talchako River Valley systems (Baer 1973:4). For
exarnple, there is an elevation difference of approximately 2542 rn between the floor of the Bella
Coola Valley and the top of Table Mountain (E3aer 1973:4). Pleistocene and Holocene
glaciations in the region have significantly modified the preglacial topography of the Bella CooIa
region thereby producing a topography that is characterized by deeply-incised troughs and
valleys which extend between steeply-graded, parallel-sided, rocky peaks (Baer 1973; Church
1983; Kostaschuk 1984). These glacial modifications have resulted in approximately 25% of the
Bella Coola basin being comprised of exposed bedrock with the remaining 75% exhibiting only a
thin veneer of sediments of predominantly colluvial, fluvial, and glacial origin (Desloges
I990:99). Bedrock within the Bella Coola area is primarily composed of material of volcanic
origin (Baer 1967, 1973). Within the Bella Coola valley itself, the walis of the valley are
cornprised of rnainly felsites (rhyolites) and andesitic tuffs with scattered areas of andesite dykes,
greenstone, chlorite schists, granodiorite, quartz monozonite, and quartz diorite (Baer 1967,
1973; Cockfield n.d. in Munday 1937:42, Munday 1939b524).
The Bella CooIa and Talchako River Valleys lie within the Anahim VoIcanic belt, a
prominent and widely distributed chah of volcanoes that extends inland from the coast east-west
across Central British Columbia and includes the Ilgachuz and Rainbow Range mountains
(E3evier 1978; Souther 1986). Further physiographic, geornorphologicaI, and geologic
descriptions of the Bella Coola and Talchako River valleys and the surrounding region can be
found in Baer (1967, 1968, 1973), Church (1983, 1988), Department of Lands (1921), DesIoges
(1 987, 1990), DesIoges and Church (1987, 1989), Desloges and Ryder (1990), Dolmage (1 926),
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Graham (1908), Harris (1983), Kostaschuk (1984, 1985), Kostaschuk and McCann (1983, 1987),
Leany and Morris (198 l), McDonald and Barnston (1862), Ministry of Lands (1938), Munday
(1937, 1938, 1939a, 1939b), Palmer (1863, 1874), Smith (1925d), Souther (1984, 1986),
Tempest (1974), Whitmore (1965): and Windross (1926).
The Chilcotin Plateau, a subdivision of the larger Fraser Plateau, bounds the Bella Coola,
Talchako, and Atnarko River Vaileys ta the east (Baer 1973). The Chilcotin Plateau consists of a
gently undulating, hummocky, and hilly t~pographyof low-to-rnoderate relief (Baer 1973:4;
DoIrnage 1926:156). Mean relief of lower than 400 rn in the region has resulted in the formation
of a number of lakes, shallow ponds, and wetlands in alrnost al1 of the depressions within the

region (Department of Lands 192 12;Des toges 1987: 19). On the western and northern periphery
of the West Central Plateau are three small mountain ranges: the Rainbow range, the Ilgatchuz
range, and the ltchas range. The Chilcotin Plateau contains a sornetirnes patchy forest cover of
primarily lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. lutifolia) interspersed with some spruce (Picea
sp.), trembling Aspen (PopziZus tremuloides), and interior Douglas-fir (Psezrdotsuga menziesii
var. glauca) distributed between numerous muskegs and M e s (Department of Lands 192 1 :2;
Desloges 1987: 2 9; Ministry of Lands 1938; Smith 1877~;Weir 1964; Wilrneth 1977a). Further
geologic, geomorphological, and physiographic descriptions of the West Central Plateau can be
found in Bevier (1978, 198 1), Bevier et al. (1979), Dawson (1 877), Department of Lands (192 l),
Dolmage (1926), Hansen (1955), Harris (1983), Hebda and Allen (1993), HoIland (1976),
Horetsky (1877): Kershaw and SpittIe (198 l), Ministry of Lands (193 8), Munday (1 939a),
Palmer (1863, 1874), Tipper (197 la, 1971b), Lady Tweedsmuir (1938), Ricker (1983), Smith
(1874, 1877a, 1877b, 1 8 7 7 ~Souther
)~
(1984, 1986), Souther et al. (1987), Swannell(1958),
Waddington (1868), Weir (1 964), and ZilImer (1965).
The Tsini Tsini site is situated on what appears to be incised, relict raised glaciomarine
delta fonned by Tsini Tsini Creek (Joseph Desloges, persona1 communication 1996; Hobler
1995:4). This delta was formed during the late Pleistocenelearly Holocene marine transgression
that is known to have taken place within the Bella Coola Valley prior to 10,500 BP (Desloges
1987; Hobler 19%: 18; Hobler and Bedard 1992:65; RetherEord 1972:iii) as Tsini Tsini Creek

debouched into a transgressive sea. Within the Bella Coola Valley, the presence, location, and
elevation of raised deltas and fil1 terraces as well as dates derived from shells and basal peat
samp1es from within the Bella Coola Valley have been used to delineate the timing and the
magnitude of the marine transgression within the valley (Andrews and Retherford 1978;
Desloges l987:29 1; Retherford 1972:iii, 17). These data have also been used to delineate a sea
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level curve for both the Bella Coola (Retherford 1972) and the Central Coast regions (Andrews
and Retherford 1978). For a detailed discussion of the formation of the Tsini Tsini landform, the
history of glaciation and relative sea level fluctuations in the region, and a reconstruction of the
palaeoclimate during the Holocene in the region, the interested reader is directed to (D. Hall
1998b).
in terms of climate, precipitation within the Bella Coola Valley, as in other areas along
the coast, is primarïly controlled by the magnitude of the easterly flows of moisture-saturated air
fiom the North Pacific, the prevailing currents of the ocean, and physiography (Clague 1954;
Shalk 1978). In ternis of the specific influence of topography on the climate of the Bella Coola
valley, tbe Bella Coola basin is largely sheltered fiom the maximum impact of incorning Pacific
weather systems in cornparison to the outer coast by the approxirnately 44 km of territory that
extends fiom the mouth of the Bella Coola River to the outer coast. Consequently, the Bella
Coola region has a relatively drier climate than the exposed outer coast (Tempest 1974:10).
in the Bella Coola Valley itseif, the orographic effects of the topography of die Coast

rnountains and the physical shape of the valley itself combine to produce a strong precipitation
gradient within the Bella Cooia basin that extends from West to east (Church 1983:172; Desloges
and Church l987:99; Kostaschuk 1984; Kostaschuk and McCann 1983:27O). This rainshadow

effect significantly influences air temperature and precipitation rates within the region and in
tum strongly influences the distribution of biotic resources within the Bella Coola basin (Shalk
1978:10). The curving of the valley and the altitude of the higher peaks in the region also causes
the majority of available moisture to be released on the prominent mountains near the mouth of
the river with the upper portion of the Bella Coola valley residing in a rainshadow on the lee side
of the mountains present at the mouth of the river (Desloges and Church I987:99; Shalk
1978:11). Thus, due to the topography of the surrounding region, rainfall at the mouth of the
Bella Coola River being relatively heavy, approximately 2000 mm per annum (Church 1983:172;
Desloges and Church 1987:99) declining to approximately 750 mm per annum in the upper
valley near Stuie (Yole et al. 1982:43). Maximum precipitation values within the Bella Coola
Valley generally occur in October while minimum precipitation values tend to occur in the early
summer (Leany and Morris 1981 :xxii). Air temperahire within the Bella Coola Valley, like
precipitation, is also strongly influenced by the effects of the eastward-moving Pacific air, and
the effects of westerly rnovement of continental air masses, elevation, and topography (Ministry
of Environment and Parks 1986:ll; Kostaschuk 1984). Similar to precipitation rates, there is
also an east to west temperature gradient within the Bella Coola Valley with mean daily
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temperatures at the mouth of the river varying from -2.8OC in January to 16.4OC in July while in
the upper valley, temperature extremes are more severe (Leany and Morris 198 1:xxvi).
According to the ~Iassificatorysystem of geographical units developed by the Ministry
of Lands, Parks, and Housing (1982) based on Holland's (1976) physiographic classificatory
scheme, the Tsini Tsini site is located within the geographical unit known as the "Western
Chilcotin Transitional belt" (in Ministry of Environment and Parks 1986:18). This area is
described as representing Yhe topographic and climatic transition from Western Coast
Mountains to the dry Central Interior Plateau" (Ministry of Environment and Parks 1986:18). To
local residents, the region Iocated adjacent to the confluence of the Atnarko and Talchako rivers
is known as the "Stuie dry belt" (Hobler and Bedard 1992:4) or the "Stuie Region" after the
ethnographically known Nwalk village by that narne in the region (Boas 1898; Hobler 1995;
Hughes 1977; Kennedy and Bouchard 1990; Lane 1953; Mcllwraith 1948 1: 10; Palmer 1863). In
this area, the climatic regime of the Fraser, and specifically, the Chilcotin Plateau is noted as
dominating any maritime influences (Desloges 1987: 19). The microcl imatic weather pattern in
the upper valley has been described as being sipificantly more "semi-arid" and "Plateau-Iike"

than the area at the mouth of the Bella Coola River (Smith 1925d).
The flora of the Bella CooIa valley has been mapped and described by a number of
researchers (eg., Desloges 1987; Hanna 1987; Kay 1995; McAvoy 193 1; Smith 1920-1922,
1929; Turner 1973a, 1973b, 1974). A number of attempts to classi@ the floral resources of the
Bella Coola vaIley have also been made including Lepofslq's (1985) and LepofsS, et al.'s
(1985) research which attempted to classi@ the valley's resources according to ethnographically
utilized species, and the work of Klinka et al. (1991), Krajina (1970), Leany and Morris (1981),
Pojar et al. (199 1)' Robinson and Pojar (198 l), and Yole et al. (1982) who classified the valley's
floral resources according to the biogeoclimatic ecosystem classificatory scheme meil et al.
1976; Krajina 1970; Pojar et al. 1985).
Five biogeoclimatic zones have been identified within the Bella Coola Valley (Leany and
Morris 198l:87). These zones consist of the Coastal Cedars-Pine-Hemiock zone (CCPH), the
Coastal Western Hemlock zone (CWH), the Mountain Hemlock zone (MH), the Engelmann

Spmce-subal pine Fir zone (ESSF), and the Alpine Tundra (AT) zone (Leany and Morris
1981:87). The Tsini Tsini site is located within the Dry Submaritime Subzone of the Coastal
Western Hemlock zone (CWHds2) (Ministry of Forests 1993) (Figure 2). This subzone includes
a forest cover of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga rnenziesii), western redcedar (ïhujaplicata), and

western hernlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and an understorey of a number of different srnall shrubs,
herbs, and mosses including prince's-pine (Chimaphila umbellata) (Pojar et al. 199 1). Flora
identified on the surface of the site during excavations included Kinnickinnick (Arctostaphylos
uva-urso and Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus). A considerable proportion of the flora

identified in the proceeding represent resources utilized ethnographically by the Nuxalk (see
Turner 1973a, 1974; Smith 1920-1922, 1929) and the Carrier and Tsilhqot'in (see Kay 1995;
Parrish et al. 1996; Smith 19204922, 1929). Accordingly, it seems probable that any prehistoric
inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site woutd have aiso utilized at least some of these same floral
resources as they would have been present in their immediate surroundings.
The Bella Coola Valley and its surrounding environs contain a wide variety of available
marine, terrestrial, avian, and riverine resources. These resources include the five species of
anadromous salmon that are available within the Bella Coola River system inctuding pink
(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), chum (0. keta), chinook (0.tshawytscha), coho (0. kisutch), and
sockeye salmon (0. nerka) (Kennedy and Bouchard 1976:28; Kuhnlein 1984:794-797; Leany
and Morris 198 I :xxx; Mack 1994; Manzon and MarshaIl 1980; Ministry of Environment and
Parks 298634). These five species of salmon found within the Belia Coola Valley watershed are
available within the valley at various tirnes of the year with the pink salmon, who represent 90%
of al1 fish species within the Bella Coola system, running between July-August, chum ruming in
late surnmer and fall, coho running between August and October, chinook running from May to
July, and sockeye running in September (Kuhnlein 1984:794-797; Leany and Morris 1981:xux;
Ministry of Environment and Parks 1986:34; Parker 1968). AIso available within the Bella
Coola basin are cutthroat (Salmo clarki clarki), rainbow (Salmo gairdnerz), and steelhead trout
(S. gairheri) as well as Dolly Varden (Sahilinus malrna) (Boland 1974:20; Leany and Morris
1981:xy.y;Ministry of Environment and Parks 1986:3 1). Steelhead trout, which utilize the lakes
and strearns in the area, run throughout the year with these runs peaking between July and
August (the surnmer run), between October and March (the early winter run), and between
March and June (the spring run) (Leany and Morris 1981:m;Ministry of Environment and
Parks 1986:3 1). The ethnographically important eulachons (Thaleichthyspacificus) are also
available within the Bella Coola River system Wemedy and Bouchard 1976:29, 1990:325). At
the mouth of the Bella Coola River, a 2.5-3.0 m Iayer of freshwater overlays saltwater for a
considerable distance into North Bentinck Arrn (Kostaschuk and McCann 1983:275). Once
seaward enough for salinity levels to rise to acceptable levels, a wide variety of littoral and
marine resources are also available for procurement. These resources include Herring (Clupea
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pallasir], Halibut (Hippoglossus stenolpis), FIounder (Platichthys stellatus), seals (Phoca
vifulina richardsiï), sea lions (Eztmetopiasjzibata), beached whales, and various species of perch,
sole, rockfish, clams, mussels, crabs, sea cucumbers, and octopi (Kennedy and Bouchard
l990:325; Mack 1994:30).
in terms of available terrestrial fauna, available resources within the Bella Coola Valley
include the ethnographically important mountain goat (Oreammnos americanzis americanus),
Coast deer (Odocoilezts hernionus sitkensis), mule deer (O. h. hemionus), black bear (Urszrs
americanus), grizzly bear (U.arctm horribilis), lynx (Zyn.x cunudensis canadensis), rabbit (Lepzis
americanus), porcup ine (Erethizon dorsatztm nigrescens), beave r (Castor canadensis), marmot
(Marmora caligata), wo lverine (Gulo l w c w ~ztsczis),marten (Martes americana caurina), rnin k
(Mzistela vision energurnenos), racoon (Procyon lotor), red fox (Vulpesfiilva), coyote (Canis
latrans incolatris), otter (Lun-a canadensis pacrfxa), skunk (Mephitis mephitis hudsonica),
weasel (Mutsela erminea), fisher (Mautespennantti cournbiana), and muskrat (Ondatra
zibethica) (Lepofslq 1985:97).
A great variety of avian resources are also available within the Bella Coola Valley and

the surrounding region. These resources include mallards (Anas plapynchos), Canada Geese
(Branta catzadensis), whistling swans (Olor columbianzrs), ba1d eagles (Haliacetzcs
lezicocehalus), gruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellzcs), and the common loon (Gavia imrner)
(Lepofslq 1985:212). In addition to the resources noted above, a number of terrestrial, avian,
and riverine resources on the nearby West Central Plateau and would therefore have been also
been available to inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site due to the proximis of the region to the Tsini
Tsini site. These include a wide variety of game including caribou, bears, goats, sheep, marmots,
and rabbits (Jenness 1932:362) and a wide variety of floral resources. Further descriptions of the
floral, faunal, avian, and riverine resources of the West Central Plateau can be found in Dawson
(1878), Donahue and Habgood (1974), Lewicki and Donahue (1973), Morice (1893), and
MacKinnon et al. (1992).

In specific regard to the Tsini Tsini site, according to LepofsS/'s (1985) resource
availability classification system, the resource species available within the "cover type" in the
immediate vicinity of the site include ruffed goose, mule deer, black bear, grizzly bear, rabbit,
porcupine, beaver, wolverine, racoon, red fox, and fisher (Lepofsky 1985:153). In addition to
these resources, Mack (1993) aIso notes tbat mountain goats, deer, and soapberries are also
avaiIable in the immediate vicinity of the site with Birchwater (199 1:17) and Kay (1 995:49)
noting that the area around Stuie was utilized extensively for b e y picking. Thus, it would
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appear that prehistoric inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site would have had a wide variety of
resources available for exploitation. The exact nature of the resources actually utilized by the
prehistoric occupants of the Tsini Tsini site remains open to speculation however as few faunal
remains and no preserved floral remains were recovered dunng the excavation of the site (see
Appendix A).
Surnmarizing the preceding, it appears that the location of the site at an interface
between two different environmental and biotic areas and the wide variety of availabIe resources
in the area would have made the area of the site attractive for occupation by prehistoric human
populations. The elevated position on the edge of the scarp above the bank of the Talchako
River would have made it an excellent lookout over the ranges of ungulates and would have
provided protection from the vast numbers of bears known to roam the Talchako and upper Bella
Coola Valley regions (Shelton 1994). Moreover, salmon could have been procured in the srna11
eddies and shallows at the base of the foreslope of the Tsini Tsini landforrn with the warm, dry
climate of the upper valley being ideal for drying salmon (L. Kopas Z 976: 174). Furthermore, the
position of the site at the confluence of two rivers would have undoubtedly situated the site on
prehistoric trade and communication networks (cf. BlackIaws et al. 1984). Thus, due to the vast
array of resources potentially available and the benefits of occupation of the site provided by the
physical configuration and location of the site previousty noted, it would appear that the Tsini
Tsini landform would have represented an attractive location for occupation by any prehistoric
populations existing within the region.
3.3 Ethnographie Background of the Study Regîon
The general area within the Bella Coola and Talchako River Valleys in which the Tsini
Tsini site is situated is generally considered to be the beginning of the transition zone between
the traditional territories of the Salishan-speaking Nuxalk and the Athapaskan-speaking Carrier
and Tsilhqot'in (Hobler and Bedard 19925). As such, a discussion of the ethnographie,
linguistic, and archaeological background of the three ethnohistorically identified groups within
the region is necessary as, assurning a high degree of linguistic stability, it is Iikely that members
of these three groups, or their progenitors, more than likely represent the people responsible for
the creation of the assemblage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site.
3.3.1 The Nuxalk

The first of the ethnohistorically noted groups in the region, the Salishan-speaking
Nuxalk, represent a linguistic isolate geographically separated from the rest of the Salishanspeaking peoples (Boas 1898:26; Kennedy and Bouchard 1990:323; Nater 1979). The Nuxalk,
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formerly collectively known to Euro-Canadians as the Bella Coola, are surrounded by the
Athapaskan-speaking Carrier and Tsilhqot'in to the east and northeast, the Wakashan-speaking
Heiltsuk to the west, and the Oweekeno to the southwest (Baker 1973:7; Boas l898:26; Borden
1954: 188; Kennedy and Bouchard 1976: 1). At the time of contact, the Nwalk lived in a number
of villages within the Bella CooIa, Dean, and Kimsquit River Valleys, the middIe and upper
reaches of the Dean and Burke Channels, and in Kwatna inlet (Borden 1954: 187- 188; Drucker
1965:14; Mack 1993; Mcilwraith 1948). There is also some suggestion that the geographic
extent of the Nuxalk may have at one time extended much fbrther inland and onto the adjacent
West Central PIateau (Lady Tweedsmuir 1938:45 1; Lane 1953:I 06- 107, 1981:402). A number
of Nuxalk villages were only seasonally occupied while others represented year-round permanent
settIements. Ethnographically, the Iargest and rnost populated of the NuxaIk villages were
located within the BeIla Coola Valley itself (Hobler 1970b:77, 85).
The Nuxalk have been described as "something of anomaly" amongst Northwest Coast
groups in that they had what was perceived to be more of a riverine rather than a coastal
orientation (Lane 1953:13). Accordingly, they have been described as having a culture greatly
influenced by the interior (Drucker 1955:76). However, at the same time, they have aIso been
described as having been significantly influenced linguistically and culturally by the Kwakiutl
peoples (particularly the Heiltsuk) (Drucker 1963; Nater 1979: 169; Newman I973:203). Similar
to most groups on the Northwest Coast, the Nuxalk practised a hunting-gathering-fishing
economy incorporating specific logistical forays ranging over wide territorial areas in search of
specific resources (Turner 1973a: 194; 1973b:lS). Subsistence for the NuxaIk was based on the
hunting of terrestrial mammals (e-g., the economically important mountain-goat and deer), the
gathering of various floral resources (e.g., berries and the products of the westem redcedar tree),
and fishing (e-g., the various available species of salmon and the ethnographically important
eulachon) (Hobler l99Qa:298; Kennedy and Bouchard l990:325; Kuhnlein 1984:794;
19896: 103; Palmer l874:Z 1; Smith 1920-1922; Turner 1973b: 15, 1974:9). Material culture of
the Nuxalk at the time of contact was dominated by the extensive use of products derived from

western redcedar (Thz@ plicata) (Smith 1920- 1922)- Products fashioned from westem redcedar
included large ocean-going canoes, large rectangular plank houses with intricately carved house
posts, totem poles, cerernonial masks, comptex latticework fish weirs and fish traps, mats, and
various forrns of clotiiing (Boas 1905; Jenness n.d.:6; Kennedy and Bouchard 1976:28; Palmer
1863; Smith 19 lO:4 1, 1920-1922, l92Sa: 116; Viken l894:4). In addition to the concentration on
material culture denved fiom western redcedar, a number of irnplements within Nuxalk material
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culture were fashioned fiom stone and bone. Ground stone implements particularly those
imptements fashioned frorn sqalst, a v p e of greenstone whose source is known within the Bella
Coola Valley (located above the village of Nusqalst), were particularly important as were ground
slate points and knives, mauls, adzes, and incised pebble net sinkers (Hobler 1990a; Hobler and
Bedard 1988, 1990, 1992; Smith n.d.). Although chipped stone implements and projectile points
fashioned fiom primarily basalt and obsidian are present in late prehistoric components at sites
within the Bella Coola Valley, at the time of contact, they played a fàr less important role in
Nuxalk technology and subsistence than pecked, polished and ground, bone, antter and stone
implements (Hobler l99Oa).
The Nuxalk were ethnographically noted as being, and rernain to this day, expert
woodworkers, carvers, and painters (Smith 1925a:1 16). Moreover, they were noted
ethnographically as having (and maintain to this day) a rich and complex cosmological and
mythological cultural tradition (E3oas 18%b7 1898; Kennedy and Bouchard 1976:18; McIlwraith
1948). Similar to most Northwest Coast peoples, the Nuxalk emphasize prestige and rank,
participate in secret societies, and perform a variant of the potlatch (Boas 2898; Jenness n.d.:6;
McIlwraith 1948; Rosman and Rubel 1971). While plank houses manufactured from planks
"borrowed" from western redcedar appear to represent the primary habitation form for the
Nuxalk, there is some question as to whether or not pithouses rnay also represent an ancestral
form of habitation. Oral histories noted in Boas (1898:64, 79, 87) suggest that this is indeed the
case with Boas suggesting that the pithouse style described within these oral histories is
sornewhat reminiscent of the Tsilhqot'in form of pithouse (Boas L898: 123).
Exactly how far back into prehistory the ethnographic pattern described above extends is
open to question. Moreover, it should be noted that while the pattern described above reflects
the general ethnographic pattern for the Nuxalk as a whole, it has been suggested that the upriver
Nuxalk (Le., those Nuxalk who were in constant contact with the Athapaskan-speaking Carrier
and Tsilhqot'in and who lived in a fargely different environmentai context) may have differed
culturatly fiom those Nuxalk groups near the mouth of the Bella Coola river and those who
resided on, or near, tidewater (cf. Lane 1953:13).
A full account of the ethnographic subsistence pattern of the Nuxalk is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Further accounts of Nuxalk ethnography, rnythology, language, subsistence
practices, cultural practices, and material culture can be found in a number of primary and
secondary sources including, but not Iimited to Bagemihl(199 1)- Baker (1973), Barker (1992),
Birchwater (1991,1993), Boas (1886, 1887% 1887b, 1888a, 1888b, 1889, 1890a, 1891, 1892,
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1895% 1895b, 1898, 1905, 1924), Boas and Farrand (1898), Bouchard and Kennedy (1988), Cole
(1982): Cook (l994), Crompton (1995), Davis and Saunders (1973, 1974, 1975% 1975b, 1 9 7 5 ~ ~
1975d, 1975e, 1976% 1976b, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980), Drucker (1950, 1955), Edwards (1978,
1979, 1980), EImendorf(l962), Forrest (1994), Gibbs (1877), Gjessing (i967), Haberland
(1987), Hamington (1953), Hayes (1975), Heyerdah1(1952), Hobler (1988), Jackson (1972),
Jenness (ad.), Jorgensen (1969), Kennedy and Bouchard (1976, 2990), KenneIly (1986), Kirk
(1986), C. K o p a (1970), L. Kopas (1976), Kuhniein (1984, 1989a, 1989b, 1990, 1992),
Kuhnlein and Kluckner (I982), Kuhnlein and Turner (1986), Kuhnlein et al. (1982), Landar
(1972), Lane (1953), Leechman (1957), Lepofslq (1985), Lepofsky et al. (1985), McIIwraith
(1925, 1948, 1964, 1987[1924]), Mack (1993, 1994), Mackenzie (l927[l8O l]), Nater (1977,
1979, 1984, 1990, 1994, 1998), Newman (1947, 1969% 1969b, 1971, 1973), Nuxalk Food and
Nutrition Prograrn Staff(1984), OIson (1935): Palmer (1 863, l874), Pojar and MacKinnon
(1994), Prince (1992), Province of British Columbia (1952), Richardson (1982), Roman and
Rubel (197 1, 1986), Scouler (1841, l848), Hadan Smith (19 IO, 1920-1922, 1924% 1924b,
1 9 2 4 ~1925a, l925b, 1 9 2 5 ~1925e,
~
1927, 1929, n-d.), Harlan Smith 1920-1924 in Capes (n.d.),
W. H. Smith (1956, 1967), Storie (1973), Stott (1975), Suttles (1957), Suttles and EIrnendorf

(1963), Swadesh (1949, 1950), Swanton (1904b), Tepper (1991), Thommasen et al. (1995),
Tolmie (1963), ToImie and Dawson (1 884), Turner (1973a, 1973b, 1974, 1975, 1979, 1981,
1982), Turner and Davis (1993), Turner et al. (1992), Turner and Kuhnlein (1982, 1983), Urban
(198 1), and Woodcock (1978). The post-contact history of the Nuxalk, the history of EuroCanadian and Nuxalk interactions, and the history Bella Coola Valley can be found in a number
of works including Breatey (1995), Duff (l964), Fougner (1904), French (1994), C. Kopas
(1955, 1970, 1977), L. Kopas (1976), Lyons (1969), and Viken (1 894, 1895, 1896).

3.3.2 Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in
Ethnohistorically, the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in, members of the Athapaskan or Déné
linguistic family (Morice 1890), inhabited the West Central PIateau. The Carrier and the
Tsilhqot' in, while differing linguistically and culturally, displayed similar patterns in terrns of
material culture and subsistence practices (Morice 18%). The Tsilhqot'in at the time of contact
occupied the headwaters of the Chilcotin, Homalco, Kiinakini, and Dean rivers, and the Anahim
Lake district (Jemess 1932:361; Lane 1981:402). Subdivisions of the Tsilhqot'in Nation present
on the West Central Plateau include the TI 'etinqox (Anaham), Tsi deldel (Alexis Creek), Xeni
wemiah), Gek mats 'eneghilhr 'i (Stone), ?Esdilagh (Alexandria), and TI 'esqox (Toosey) Bands
(Yip 1994: 17). The Carrier ethnographically occupied the area directly north of the Tsilhqot'in
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in the valleys of the Upper Fraser, Blackwater, Nechako, and Bulkley rivers (Jenness 1932363).
Various classificatory schemes have been introduced to distinguish between the various Carrier
groups with a number of authors emphasising either a bipartite or tripartite division of the Canier
(see Goldman 1941; Morice IS9S; Tobey 1981). In reference to the study area of this thesis, the
Carrier groups who resided in or who claim temitory on the West Central Plateau consist of the
Southern Carrier groups of the 'Ulkatchot 'en (Ulkatcho), the Lhoosk'uzt 'en(Kluskus), the

Nazikat 'en (Nazko), and the Lhfako-Dene (Red B l u m (Geordie Howe, personal communication
1997; WilI and Rousseau 1995:26). The traditional division between the southem Carrier groups
and the Tsilhqot'in is suggested as having been located approximately midway between the
present day communities of Ulkatcho and Anahim Lake @avis 1970a:60).
The Carrier and TsiIhqotYinat the time of contact were both Band level societies who
practised similar seasonai rounds (Alexander et al. 1985: 122; Bussey and Alexander 1992:21;
Jenness 1943; Lane 1953: Morice 1892, 1893; Tyhurst 1984). Both groups were divided into
loosely-organized famiiially associated groups who maintained a semi-sedentary existence that
included seasonal migrations and logistical forays for the acquisition of specific resources
(Alexander et al. 198551; Bishop 1987:74; Burnard-Hogarth 1987; Furniss 1993a; Morice 1893,
1906; Ray 1939:248; Tyhurst 1984; Wilson 1986a:2, 1986b:2). These migrations included a
pattern of summer and winter aggradations near large rivers and lakes with subsequent dispersal
during the spnng and the fa11 (Alexander et al. l98S:5 1; Bishop 1987:74; Bumard-Hogarth 1987;
Furniss 1993a; Morice 1893, 1906; Ray 1939:148; Tyhurst 1984; Wilson 1986a:2, 1986b:2).
During the seasonal round, population aggradations tended to be at their maximum near the end
of summer coinciding with the main annuai salmon runs and the ripening of seasonally available
berries (Helmer and Wilson 1975:9). During these periods of aggradation, members of
individual families combined to operate as task groups in order to procure specific resources (3.
Hall 1980a; Morice 19IO; Tobey 198l:4 14). In general, subsistence for both groups was based
on fishing, hunting (often communally using deadfalls, traps, drive lanes, and fences), and the
collection of various floral resources (Bumard-Hogarth l987:72-74; Morice l893:24, 1910).
Ethnographically, both the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in constructed cache pits along major salmon
rivers and near the outlets of lakes (Burnard-Hogarth 1987; Morice 1893: 197). Both groups also
constnicted root roasting pits for the stearning and roasting of various tubers and other floral
resources as well as semi-subterranean winter pithouses (Borden 1952:38; Jenness l932:9 1; Lane
198 1:403; Ray 1939: 134; White 19 l3:487). in addition, both groups also constructed open-plan
temporary shelters created fiorn brush, bark, and skin at sumrner fishing stations (Anderson
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l863:77; Birchwater 199 1: 15; Borden 1954:192; Burnard-Hogarth 1987: 142; Envirocon Ltd.
1981:39; Fumiss 1993a; Jenness I929:Z; Lane 1953:172; Morice 1892: 120, 1893:193; Ray
1939: 148; Teit 1909:776; Tobey 198 1:425). There is some question as to how far back in the
past the practice of constructing pithouses by the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in extends back into
prehistory. It has been suggested that the Carrier and Tsilhqot'in adopted the pithouse relatively
tate in tirne and only after copying the fonn from the Shuswap (Anderson 1863:77; Borden
1952:38; Furniss 1993a:27; Jenness l932:9 1; Lane 198l:4O3; Morice 1892: 120, 1893: 19 1,
1905: 197, l928:77; Ray 1939: 134; Scott 1953: Teit 1909:776-777).
Material culture of both the Carrier and Tsilhqot'in at the time of contact was primarily
based on the use of bone, woocl, antler, stone, and a variety of florai resources (Morice 1893,
1910; Smith 1920-1922). Frorn these various raw materials, the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in
constructed fish weirs and basketry traps in lakes and streams, dip nets for fishing, and fences
and drive lanes for communal hunts (Morice 1893; 1910; Smith 1920- 1922)- They aIso

manufactured bone and stone knives, stone ccdaggers",various f o m s o f scrapers, adzes, bone
awls and needles, bone fish lures, drills, and snowsboes (Morice 1893; 19 10; Smith 1920-1922).
Both groups traded extensively with each other and with surrounding groups such as the Nuxalk
and Shuswap, utilizing an extensive network of aboriginal trails including the farnous "Grease
Trails" to the Coast. Trade comrnodities exchailged included ocean shells (including dentalium),
copper, obsidian, furs, nettle fibres, and hides (Cranny 1987; J. Hall l98Ob: 181). A full
discussion of the ethnographie subsistence pattern and material culture o f both the Carrier and
Tsilhqot'in is beyond the scope of this thesis. Further descriptions of Carrier and Tsilhqot'in
ethnography, mythology, language, subsistence practices, cultural practices, and material culture
can be found in a nurnber of primary and secondary sources including, but not lirnited to, works
by Alexander et al. (1 98S), Alexander and Matson (1986), Anderson (1863), Archeo Tech
Associates (1993), Barrett-Lennard (1 862), Birchwater (199 1, 1993), Bishop (1 983, 1987),
BlackIaws (1980), Brown (1873), Burnard-Hogarth (1983, 1984, 1987), Carrier Linguistic
Cornmittee (1973), Clark (1974), Cook (1985), Cox (1832), Cranny (1986), Davis (1970a, 1970b,
197l), Dawson (1 878), Duff (195 l), Duncan (1989), Dyen and Aberle ( 1974), Ehrhart-English
(1994), Farrand (1 898, 1900a, 1900b, 19 IO), Fiske (1987), Fraser (1960 [l808]), Furniss (1993%
1993b), Glavin (1992), Goldman (1 940, 194l), Grossman (196S), Haeberlin et al. (1928), Hale
(1846), J. Hall (1980% 1980b), L. Hall (1992, 1996), Hannon (1957[1816]), Harrington (1943),
Henry (1982), Hill-Tout (1goy), Hoijer (1956), Hudson (1972, 1983), Ives (1 WO), Jenness (1929,
1932, 1934, 1943), Kay (1995), King (1979), KobrinsS, (1973, 1977, 1982), Lane (1953, 1981),
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Magne and Tyhurst (1984), Mayne (1862), Matson et al. ( 198O), Mackenzie (l927[I 80 II),
MacLeod (1925), McGillvray (1937[1827]); McLean (1932), Morice (1890, 1892, 1893, 1895,
1900, I902a, 1902b, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1910, 192 1, 1925, 1928, 1932, 1933), Munro
(1944), Nater (1994), Ogden (Z853), Parish et al. (1996), Pike (1986), Ray (1939, 1942), Rubel
and Rosman (1983), Scott (1953), Scouler (1848), Harlan Smith (1920-1922: 1924% 1925b,
1929), Steward (l94la, 1941b, 1 9 4 1 ~
1955,
~ 1960), Swanton (I904a), Teit (1909), Tepper
(199 l), Tobey (198 l), Tolmie and Dawson (1 SM), Turner (1977, 1979, 1982, 1997), Turner and
Davis (1993), Turner et al, (1992), Tyhurst (1984), Vanstone (1974, 1993), Von Tiesenhausen
(1966), Whyrnper (1 868), and Yerbury (1975). The post-contact history of the Carrier and
Tsilhqot'in, the history of Euro-Canadian and Carrier and Tsilhqot'in interactions, the history of
the so-called "Chilcotin War", and the post-contact history of the West Central Plateau can be
found in a number of works including Barlee (1976), Birchwater (1 99 L ), Blacklaws (1987),
Bonner et al. (1999, Brealey (1995), Brown (1 873), Bussey and Alexander (!992), Duff (l964),
Fisher (1992), French (1994), Furniss (1993b), Glavin (1992), j.Hall (1980a, 1980b), Hewlett
(1972, 1973), Morice (1904), Teit (1909), Tyhurst (1984), and Whitehead (1981).
Ethnographically, there are nurnerous references to interaction in tems of trade,
intermarriage, and others forrns of contact between the Nuxalk and both the Carrier and the
Tsilhqot'in especially within the upper Bella CooIa Valley near the Tsini Tsini site near Stuie
(Alexander et al. l985:3 7; B irchwater 199 1, 1993; Boas l898:26; Borden l952:34; Bussey and
Alexander l992:67; Cos l832:3 74; Donahue 1977a:49; Edwards l978:37; Farrand l9OOa:3;
Furniss 1993a; Glavin 1992: 105; Goldman 1941:4 14; J. HaIl 1980a:32, 1980b: 181; Hobler and
Bedard l992:66; Jenness 1932:362; Kennedy and Bouchard 1976:1; Kay 1995:7; L. Kopas
1976: 174; Lane 1953: 192; Lepofsky 1985:72; Mack 1994; Mctlwraith 1948; Morice 1892: 120,
l925:479; Munro 1944:4; Nater 1994:177; Newman 1973:202; Ravenhill 1938:23; Scouler
1848:23 1; H. Smith 1920-1924 in Tepper 1991; H. Smith 1910, 1920-1922, 1925d; W. H. Smith
1967:88; Teit I909:762; Tobey 1981:4l7; Turner 1975:33; Tyhurst 1984:25; Walker 1976:32;
White 19 13:487). A number of these accounts suggest that both the Carrier and Tsilhqot'in
descended into the upper Bella Coola Valley and resided there seasonally particularly during
severe winters (e.g., Bussey and Alexander 1992:67; Duff 1953 in Harrington 1953:43-44;
French 1994:3; Furniss 1993a:27; J. Hall 1980a:32, l98Ob: 181; Hewlett 1972:101; Lane
1953: 1 13; Goldrnan l940:339) with others suggesting that these groups entered the vaIley during
the summer to fish, pick berries, and trade with the Nuxalk (e.g., W. Cassam n.d. in Birchwater
1993:s; Birchwater 1991:4; French 1994:23, 105; Fumiss 1993a; Goldman 1940:339; Jenness
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1932:3 63; L. Kopas 1976; Mack 1994; McIlwraith 1948; Munro l944:225; Newman 1973;

Harlan Smith 192Sd; Tyhurst 1984: 144) particularly when interior salmon mns had failed
(Hewlett 1972: 13; Tyhurst 1984: 144).
It has been suggested that the upper valley settlements east of Nusqalst were bilinguat
(HobIer 1992; Phi1 Hobler, persona1 communication 1996; Hughes 1977:2). A careful reading of
Mackenzie's (1927:4O 1[180 11) account of his initial foray into the Bella Coola ValIey suggests
that Mackenzie's guides understood the first natives that they encountered within the upper
vaIley but that it w2s not until Mackenzie's group had ventured further downriver that his guides
from the PIateau were not able to translate for Mackenzie. The presence of interior natives
within the BelIa Coola Valley can also be inferred by an account in Mackenzie's entry for July
18, 1793 in which Mackenzie notes that he gave some rernaining venison to a member of a flesheating "stranger" tribe (presumably either a Carrier or Tsihqot'in person) who was present at the
first presumably Nuxalk village that he encountered (cf. Hudson 1972:36). Specific accounts
describing the distribution and interaction of the ethnohistorically identified groups within the
region suggest that the Ulkatcho Carrier shared territory within the upper Bella Coola Valley
with the Nuxalk (Birchwater 1991 :17, 1993: 13; Furniss 1993a) with some groups fishing in the

vatley for several weeks at a time with other groups returning repeatedIy within a single season
to the upper valley to fish (Harlan Smith 1925d:2 12; Mack 1994: 111). This annual migration,
albeit in a somewhat modified form, appears to continue to this day as evidenced by the annual
Stuie gathering of Carriers at Stuie (Bryant Paul, persona1 communication 1996) and the
presence of Carrier fishing stations at Nusqualst, Canoe Creek, and Stuie (Boland 1974:20; Phi1
Hobler, persona1 communication 1998). However, it should be noted that the presence of
Carriers at any time in the past within the upper Bella Coola Valley has been questioned by
Morice (1925:479) in that he stated ernphatically that "no Carrier bands ...saw Bella Coola Inlet"
rather only the Tsilhqot'in did. Despite Morice's daims to the contrary, it is apparent that both
Carrier and Tsilhqot'in groups ofien visited andor seasonally resided in the upper Bella Coola
Val ley.

Chapter Four: Archaeological Background of the Study Region
The review of the archaeological background in the study area detaifed in the foilowing
sections concentrates on the Early penod along the Northwest Coast, that is, the period prior to
4500 BP since that tirne period appears to be most relevant for comparative purposes.
4.1 Early Northwest Coast Cultural Traditions
In a recent synthesis of the early prehistory of the Northwest Coast, Carlson (1996a)
suggested that five early technological cornpiexes or basal cultural traditions were present along
the Northwest Coast. These consist of the Fluted Point Tradition, the Intermontane Stemmed
Point Tradition, the Pebble Tool Tradition, the Plano Tradition, and the Microblade Tradition.
Within the study area covered by this thesis, two of these eady cultural traditions are known to
occur. These consist of the PebbIe Tool Tradition and the MicrobIade Tradition. The following
is summarized from Carlson (1983c, 1990a, 1996a).
4.1.1 The Pebbie Tool Tradition

The Pebble Tool Tradition is characteristically defined on the basis of the diagnostic cooccurrence of both pebble tools and Ieaf-shaped bifaces (Carlson 1996b). In certain Pebble Tool
Tradition sites, relatively simple flake tooIs (such as notches, spurs, and scrapers) a d o r tools
based on cortical spalls and split pebbles are also often found in association with the diagnostic
combination of pebble tools and leaf-shaped bifaces. However, at other sites only isolated
pebble tools are found. The Pebble Tool Tradition on the Northwest Coast, which is
predorninantly spatially confined to unexposed bays and inlets in close proximity to rivers with
saIrnonoid resources, is thought to date back as far as 10,000 BP (Carlson 1983c:18, 1990a:62).
Components of this tradition, which has been variously dubbed the "Old Cordilleran
culture" or cornponent (Butler 1961, 2965b; Matson 1976, 198 1, IW6; Mitchell 1988), the
"Youngs River Complex" (Minor 1984), and the "Milliken cornponent" (Mitchell and Pokotylo
1996), and the "Protowestern Tradition" (Borden 1969, 1975, 1979), have been identified at a
number of sites along the Northwest Coast including the Bear Cove site (C. Carlson 1979), the
OYConnersite (Chaprnan 1982) on Vancouver Island, and at the site of Namu (R. CarIson 1979a,
1996b; Hester and Nelson 1978). Components of this traditions have also been identified in
intertidal sites along the Central Coast (Apland 1977, 1982), at various beach sites within
Quatsino Sound on Vancouver island (Carlson and Hobler 1974, 1976), at the Glenrose C a ~ e r y
site (Matson 1976) and at the Milliken-Esilao sites (Mitchell and Pokotylo 1996) on the Fraser
River, as well as a few sites on Haida Gw'aii (Fladmark 1990; Hobler 1978~).Further south,

components of this tradition have also been identified at Five Mile Rapids (Cressman 1960) and
at a number of sites at the rnouth of the Columbia River (Minor 1984). The srnaII number of
faunal assemblages that have so far been found associated with Pebble Tool tradition
assemblages suggest that the people who utilized this tradition focused their subsistence on both
marine and terrestrial resources with the presence of certain marine resources in early
assemblages and the physical locations of some of these sites suggesting that the prehistoric
popuIations who utilized this tradition built and utilized watercraft (Carlson 1983c: 19, l99Oa:6S,
1990b:82).
Currently, there is a Iack of agreement regarding the origin of the tradition, the direction
of the lines of difision that it followed, and the relationship of this tradition to ethnographically
knotvn groups (cf. Carlson 1 9 8 3 ~
1996d).
~
Carlson ( 1 9 8 3 ~1990a)
~
has argued that the Pebble
Tool Tradition should be viewed as a primarily coastal tradition that extended inland from
coastal origins following expanding Salmon runs while others (Le., Butler 1961 and Matson
1996) have argued for an "emergent" interpretation of the tradition suggesting an ultimate
interior, and specifically, southern interior origin for this cornplex. h apparent confirmation of
Carlson's model, however, Pebble tooI sites andor sites containing pebble tooI culture
components appear to occur earliest on the Coast and Iater inland (Carlson 199 1: 113). Carlson
(1983~:19, 1990a:67, 1996b:216) has also suggested that the progenitors of the various
ethnographically known Salishan and Wakashan groups along the Northwest Coast were the
bearers and purveyors of this tradition.
4.1.2 The Northwest Coast Microblade Tradition

The other major early cultural tradition found within the study area is the Northwest
Coast Microblade Tradition. It has been hypothesized that between 10,000 and 8,000 BP the
~orthernNorthwest Coast was settled by a southward-migrating, already marine-adapted
population whose technological repertoire included a microblade technology as well as the
production and utilization of watercraft (Ackerman 1990:73; Carlson I990a:67). It has been
suggested that this group of people represents a second wave of migration along the B.C.Coast
following the migration of the purveyors of the Pebble Tool Tradition (Carlson lWOb:8 1). In
apparent confirmation of this model, some of the earliest dated microblade sites found along the
Northwest Coast occur along the Alaska panhandle. These sites inchde the Ground Hog Bay 2
site located at the confluence of Icy Strait and Lynn Canal, at which a small microblade
component dating between 9200-4200 BP was discovered on an elevated beach tenace
(Ackerman 1974, 1980, 1992; Ackerman et al. 1979:204), the Hidden Falls site on Baranof
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Island, at which a microblade and prirnarily unifacial component dating to approximately 9500

BP was uncovered (Davis 1989), and the Locality 1 Site at Chuck Lake on Heceta Island site
which was cornprised of a midden site in which a cobbIe flake core and microblade industry of
prirnarily argillite dating to approximately 8200 BP was identified (Ackerman et al. 1985). Other
than the aforementioned sites along the Alaska panhandle, a number of early microblade sites
have also been identified in Haida Gw'aii.
in Haida Gw'aii, early microblade assemblages have been identified at a number of
different sites in a variety of different contexts. These sites include a Graham Island midden
(Ham 1988 in Carlson 1990a:67), the excavated sites of Kasta and Lawn Point (Fladmark
1986a), and a number of inter-tidaI lithic sites (Fedje et al. 1996; Hobler 1978~).The
assemblages from Lawn Point and Kasta, which are thought to date between approximately
7400-5500 BP, include a microblade tradition based prirnarily on split pebble cores, the presence
of pebble flake tools, and a variety of unifaciaIly retouched flakes (Fladmark 1982:109). These
sites have been combined into what has been dubbed by Fladmark (1982: 109) as representing the
Moresby Tradition.
Prior to approxirnately 7000 BP, the presence of microblades and a microblade
technology on the Northwest Coast appears to be spatially restricted to those areas occupied at
the time of contact by the Haida and the Tlingit (Carlson 1990a:68). By 5000 BP, however, this
early tradition, which was characterized by a relative absence of bifacial flaking and bifacial
projectile points, appears to have been widespread north of Johnstone Strait (Fladmark 1974).
The only exception to this North-South temporal gradient apparent along the Northwest Coast of
earlier dated sites occurring in the north with younger sites occurring in more southeily clines is
the site of Namu on the Central Coast.
The Namu site (ElSx 1) is the oldest-dated site containing microblades on the entire
mainland B.C. coast. The earliest components at the site have been described as being similar to
the assemblages fiom the Ground Hog Bay 2 site and the Hidden Falls site (Carlson 1983a:gl).
Excavations at Namu have shown that after its first appearance approximately 9500 BP, that
rnicroblade technology persisted at Namu for approxirnately 5000-4000 years (Roy Carlson,
persona1 communication 1995). Microblade technology is then thought to be absent on the
Central Coast after about 4500 BP (Hobler 1990a:304) and is thought to be entirely absent along
both the North Coast and the Central Coast by approximately 4000 BP (Fladmark 1982:128).

4.2 Previous Archaeological Investigations on the Central Coast

Previous archaeological research on the Central Coast (defined foltowing Hobler
[1990a:298] as extending between Douglas Channel on the north to River's inlet on the south)
has included excavations at the Bear Cove Site (C. Carlson 1979), at the 0' Conner site
(Chapman 1982), excavations in the Owikeno Lake region (May 1978b), excavations on
McNaughton Island (EITb 10) (Carlson 1975, 1976; Porneroy 1972, 1980), excavations at the
historic site at Old Bella Bella (FaTa 4) (Hobler et al. 1983; Maas 1994), excavations at a
historic Bella Bella house (FbSx 9) (Carlson 1984), excavations in the Kwatna (Antle 1981;
Carlson 1970, 1971, 1972a, 1972b; HobIer 1969a, 1970% 1972c, 1976, 1978a, 1979, l980a; H. 1.
Smith 1924b)' and Kimsquit regions (Hobler 1971. 1972a, 1972b), excavations and research
conducted at, or associated with, the excavations at the site of Namu (Cannon 1991, 1995, 1996;
Carlson 1977, 1979% 1996b; Conover 1972; Curtin 1984; Finnegan 1972; Hester 1969a, 1978;
Hester and Conover 1970; Hester and Nelson 1978; Hutchings 1996; Luebbers 1970, 1971, 1978;
Rahemtulla 1995), and research conducted on the intertidal lithic assemblages of both the inner
and outer coasts (ApIand 1977, 1982). 1n addition, a number of archaeological surveys and
research have been conducted for impact assessment, heritage inventory, mitigation, and research
concerns on both the inner portion of the Central Coast (Apland 1974; Barrow 1942; Bastion
Group Heritage Consultants Ltd. 1995; Bedard 1994 in Dahm and Hobler 1997; BIacklaws 198 1;
Carlson and HobIer 1974, 1976; Chatan et al. 1995; Cheechik and Hutchcroft 1986; Croes 1997;
Dahm and Hobter 1997; Garvin 1995; Germann 1979; Hobler 1969b, 1969c, 1970b, 1980b,
1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1990b; Howe 1990; Howe et ai. 1989; Hughes 1977; MiIlennia Research
Ltd. 199Sa, 1995b; Mitchell 1964; Pomeroy 1980; Rafferty 1976; Seymour 1977a, 1977b;
Sirnonsen 1995c; Smith 1909b; Stewart and Ewing Associates Ltd. 1989; Wilson 1 9 8 6 ~1989,
~
1994a, 1994b, 1994c) and the outer portion of the Central Coast (Apland 1974; Arcas 1993;
Brown 1988, 1989; Burton 1986, 1987; CarIson and Hobler 1974, 1976; Dmcker 1943; Hester
1968, 1969a, 1969b; Hill 1996; Hobler 1969b, 1969c, 1983c; Mishra 1975; Mitchell 1969, 1988;
Porneroy 1976, 1980; Rollins and Blake 1975; Simonsen 1973, 1992, 1994, 1995a. 1995b, 1997;
Smith 1909a). Common sites types identified along the Central Coast include shell middens, fish
traps, canoe runs, lithic scatters, habitation remains (including house mounds and occasional
housepits), pictograph and petroglyph sites, tree and cave burial sites, and forest utilization sites
consisting of cu1turalIy modified western redcedar trees (CMTs) including aboriginally-logged
trees such as planked and tested trees, and bark-stripped trees. OveraII sumrnaries of the
prehistory of the Central Coast region as a whole can be found in Carlson (1979b) and Hobler
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(1982a, 1990a). The interested reader is referred to MiIlennia Research Ltd. (1997) for an
excellent overall review of al1 of the prior archaeological research conducted in the Central Coast
region. Further overall syntheses of early Northwest Coast prehistory, the distribution of early
prehistoric traditions, and the possible relationship of these early traditions to the later
ethnographically known groups aIong the Northwest Coast c m be found in Carison ( 1 9 8 3 ~ ~
1WOa, 1W6a, 1 9 9 6 ~Fladmark
)~
(1982, l986b), Matson and Coupland (1995), and Moss and

Erlandson (1995).
4.2.1 Eariy frehistory of the Central Coast

The following synthesis of the prehistory of the Central Coast is summarized from
Apland (1977), Carlson (1972% 1979b, 1983b, 1990b, 1996b), and Hobler (1982a, 1990a). The
early period on the Central Coast (ca. 10,000-4500 BP) is represented by the presence of a srnail
number of sites which contain elernents or components o f what appear to be Pebble Tool and
Northwest Coast Microblade Traditions. information regarding the early period along the
Central Coast is primariiy based on the well stratified sequence at Namu (specifically periods laperiod 3) although a few other eariy period sites (pre-5000 BP) have also been identified such as
the sites of Axeti (FeSr 5) (Hobler l982a:8, 19865; Prince 1992) and Joashila (FaSu 19) (Hobler
1978a, 1979, L980a, 1982a). The sequence at Narnu begins in period la (dating to between
10,000 and 9,000 BP) with a typical Pebble Tool Tradition deposit Including simple flake tools
(scrapers, retouched flakes, notches, spurs, and gravers), core scrapers, bifaces (including a
single leaf-shaped form), and choppers. In the second period, Namu 1b (dating to between 9,000
and 8,000 BP) a microlithic industry is added to the previously noted tool m e s (Carlson

1996b:Table 2). Bone tools and implements such as harpoon heads, bone points, and awls
appear in the sequence at Namu during period 2 (dating between 6000 and 5000 BP) and persist
until late prehistoric times (Carlson 19966). The site of Namu according to Carlson (1990b:67)
represents an intefiace between the Pebble Tool Tradition of the south and the Northwest
Microblade Tradition of the north in that the assemblage recovered from the site contains
elernents of both traditions. The faunal assemblages recovered from Namu and the location of
the site suggests that watercraft were utilized during the early period along the Central Coast
(Carlson 1983c: 19, 1990a:65, 1990b:82). Faunal assemblages, which are absent in the earliest
deposits at Namu but appear later on during the early period, suggest that subsistence during the
early period along the Central Coast was based on fishing, sea marnmal hunting, and shellfish
utilization (Cannon 1991, 1995, 1996). Evidence of a possible early trade system is inferred
during the earIy period along the Central Coast by the presence at Narnu of obsidian recovered
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fiom a context dating to 9700 BP and sourced to the Anahirn Peak region (Carlson 1994:3 13).
Around 4500 BP along the Central Coast, there appears to be a definite shift in both material
culture and subsistence strategies that is reflected in changes in technology a d in terms of
intensification of usage of certain site types (particularly middens). These shifts appear to be
contemporaneous with the establishment of modern forest regime including the present
distribution of western redcedar (Hebda 1995:55; Hebda and Mathewes 1984). These shifts
include the disappearance of microblades after ca. 4500 BP (Apland 1982; Carlson 1983a;
HobIer 1982a, 1990a:304), the appearance of wedges and ground stone celts which persist until
contact (Luebbers 1978: 101; Mitchell l988:34O), and a significant increase in the size of shell
middens in the region after this point in time (Hobler 1990a304). After this point in tirne,
chipped stone industries become less important and are replaced in importance by bone, antler,
and ground stone industries (Hobler 1990a; Mitchell 1988).
While the sequence described above may be appropriate for the outer Central Coast, it is
possible that the sequence on the inner Coast and specifkally in the Bella Coola Valley may have
differed substantially. Therefore, a review of the archaeological research conducted closer to the
Bella Coola Valley was thus instigated.
The closest known well-documented early (prior to Ca. 2000 BP) sequence to the Bella
Coola valley on the Central Coast occurs to the west of the Bella Coola Valley in the Dean-Burke
Channel system. This sequence is based on the work conducted on the intertidal lithic
assemblages in the region (Apland 1977, 1982) and excavations conducted in the area of Kwatna

(R. Carlson 1970, 1971,1972a, 1972b; Hobler 1969% 1970a, 1972c, 1976, 1978a, 1979, 1980a)
and Kimsquit (Hobler 1971, 1WSa, l972b). From these excavations, Carlson (1972a) defined
three sequent phases based on the presence/absence, and CO-occurrenceof certain diagnostic
artifact types and diagnostic reduction techniques and methods o f manufacture. These phases
consist of the Cathedra1 phase (dating to 6000-3000 BP with components of which being
identified at FbSu 1, FaSu 18, FaSu 19, and FaSu 21), the Anutcix phase (dating between 1800600 BP with components of this phase being present at a number of sites including FaSu 2), and
the later Kwatna Phase (present at a number of sites including FaSu 1, FaSu 2 and thought to
date to between 600-200 BP) (Carlson 1972a:41-44, 1983b: 122). The earliest phase of these
three phases, the Cathedra1 phase, is characterized by an exclusively flaked stone industry.
Artifacts found within Cathedral phase sites (which crossdate to period 2 to period 5 at Namu
and whose assemblages are similar to those associated with Apland's [1977, 19821 inter-tidal
lithic assemblages) include bifacial projectile points, "crude bifaces", core scrapers, denticulates,
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retouched flakes, notches, spurs, and perforators (Apland 1982:40). In addition to these formed
artifacts, a number of prepared flake cores, and few possible microblades and a single microblade
core (recovered at FbSu 1 and FaSu 18) have also been identified at Cathedra1 phase sites
(Carlson 1972a:45). The later Anutcix and Kwatna phase assemblages are differentiated from
the earlier Cathedra1 phase rnaterial primarily on the basis of the presence of specific
rnanufacturing techniques such as the pecking, grinding, and polishing of heavy ground stone
material and the relative lack of evidence of a flaked stone technology (Carison 1972a:48). Both
Anutcix and Kwatna phase sites contain greenstone adze blades, mauls, and pebble
harnrnerstones. Also included within assemblages representative of these two respective phases
are artifacts and works of art fashioned from perishable materials such as bone and wood
inchding components of various furrns of harpoon points including composite toggling and
unilaterally barbed forms, bone points and awls, spindle whorls, whalebone barkbeaters, rodent
ground incisors, bear tooth and antler pendants, cordage made fiom the bark of cedar, plaited
mats and bags, woven cedar hats, wooden wedges, wooden spoons, and cornponents of
composite fish hooks (Carlson 1972a:46-47; Carlson 1983b). In general, bone and antler tools
are thought to be particularly diagnostic of Kwatna phase sites (Hobler 1978a: 18).
On the extreme south periphery of the study region, a different sequence to that proposed
by Carlson has been put forth. Mitchell (1988, 1990) has proposed that three sequent culture
types can be found in the southern Central Coast region. The earliest culture type (ca. 8500 BP)
is represented by the Old Cordilleran Culture Type which is characterized by pebble choppers,
leaf-shaped points, and an assortment of primary flake tools made fiom cortical spalls and pebble
choppers. This is followed sequentially by the Obsidian Culture Type (dating to Ca. 4750-2750

BP) with assemblages including le&-shaped points, obsidian bipolar flakes, harnmerstones,
abrasive stones, bone bipoints, ulna tools, and musse1 shell celts and knives (Mitchell 1988:249).

The youngest of Mitchell's defined culture types, the Queen Charlotte Strait Culture Type
(dating to ca. 2500 BP to contact), is characterized by pecked and ground stone tools of various
forms including celts, hand rnauls, harnmerstones, abrasive stones, and composite toggling
harpoon valves, ulna tools, awls, bark beaters, and musse1 shell celts and knives (Mitchell 1988,
1990).
4.3 Previous Archaeological Research in the Bella Coola Valley

Prior to the excavations at Tsini Tsini, previous archaeological work within the Bella
Coola Valley itself consists of the excavation of the protohistoric-historic site of Nusqualst (FcSo

1) (Hobler and Bedard 1988, 1990), excavations at the historic village of Snxlhh (FcSq 4)
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(Hobler and Bedard 1990), excavations at the prehistoric sites of Upper and Lower Qwliutl
(FcSm 6) (Hobler and Bedard 1992), test excavations at Canoe Crossing and Stskiitl (FcSq 8)
(Hobler and Bedard 1988), and research associated with the petroglyphs at Thorsen Creek
(Gould 1997). In addition, a number of surveys conducted for research, heritage inventory, and
impact assessrnent concems have also been conducted within the Bella Coola Valley (Gerrnann
1978; Hobler 19966; Hughes 1977; Mitchell 1964; Raffew 1976; Wilson 1994c; Winram and
Thomas 1977). Unpublished surveys and excavations within the Bella Coola Valley are also
known to have been conducted by Harlan Smith (noted in Capes n-d.; Hughes 1977:3; Tepper
199I :vii), Thor Heyerdahl, and Beth Bedard (Phi1 Hobler, persona1 communication 1996).
4.3.1 The Prehistory of the BeIla Coola Valley

As noted earlier, the early period in the Bella Coola Valley is poorly known and is only
Iiinted to by the presence of isolated typologically early-looking material that has been recovered
from non-datable contexts along elevated areas of the valley walls sometimes associated with
such features as terrace edge dunes. Prior to the excavations at Tsini Tsini, the oldest securely
dated site within the BeIla Coola Valley consisted of the site of Upper Qwliutl (FcSm 6), at
which circular housepit depressions and a number of small cultural depressions were excavated
(Hobler and Bedard l992:40-4 1). The assemblage recovered from the site included bifaces,
projectile points, microblades, cores, perforators, retouched flakes, scrapers, harnmerstones,
debitage of various raw materials as well as 2 lirnited amount of ground stone and bone artifacts
(Hobler and Bedard 199237-38). This site, which produced a radiocarbon date of 1 170

+ 80 BP

(Beta 49137), was estimated as dating bebveen 2000-1000 BP (Hobler and Bedard 1992:40-41).
Lithic raw materials at the site included obsidian, basalt, chakedony, and what was originally
identified as chert but Iater identified as Tsini Tsini andesite. Hobler and Bedard (1992:38),
citing an observation made by John Breffitt, suggested that the flakes and bifaces fashioned from
Tsini Tsini andesite were representative of an earlier pre-pithouse occupation of the site with the
pithouses having been dug into this earlier deposit. Other excavations within the Bella Coola
Valley include the excavations at the prehistoric site of Lower Qwliutl (FcSm 6), the excavations
at the historic site of Snxlhh (FcSq 4), and the excavations at the prehistoridhistoric sites of
Nusqualst (FcSo l), and Stskiitl (FcSq 8). At these sites, a nurnber of different prehistoric and
historic artifacts were recovered incIuding a vast quantity of sqaCst, European trade goods, a
limited amount of obsidian, pecked and ground stone, with the remains of a number of different
types of house forms, particularly the elevated and unelevated rectangular ptank houses of the

ethnographically known variety, also being identified (Hobler and Bedard 1988). Unfortunately,
a well-defined sequence for the Bella Coola Valley has yet to be delineated.
4.4 Previous Archaeologicaï Research on the West Central Plateau
East of the Bella Coola Valley, the prehistoric sequence of the West Central Plateau is
far from well established. A number of researchers have comrnented that the prehistoric
sequence of the adjacent West Central Plateau, particuhrly the early period, is Iess well known
than other areas of the Canadian Plateau (Bumard-Hogarth 1987; A. Carlson 1993:7; Klassen
and Merchant 1996:100; Rousseau 1989% 1989b, 1993; Rousseau and Muir 1990a, 1991;
Vanstone 1993; Wilson 1983:14, 1986b:3, 1988:6), is largely biased in favour of pithouse sites
(Fladmark 1985:202; Magne 1985b; Pokotyio and Froese 1983; Rousseau and Muir 199 1; Stryd
1971), andor is biased by the vast majority of the archaeological research being primarily
concentrated on major river valleys (Brolly 1984; Bussey and Alexander 1992; HandIey 1996;
Spafford and Klassen 1995). Previous archaeological rzsearch on the West Central Plateau
includes the excavations conducted at the sites of Ulkatcho (FfSk 1) (Donahue 1970, 1971,
1973), Tezli (FgSd 1) (Donahue 1970, 1971, 1972% 1972b, 1977a), Chinlac (GaSv 1) (Borden
1951a, 1952; Cranny 1986, 1987, 1988), Hom Lake Southwest (EkSe 1) (Mitchell 1970a,
1%O
' b),

Poplar Grove (FaRx 1) (Mitchell 1WOa, 1970b),Natsadalia Crossing (FdSi 2 ) (Mitchell

1970% 1970b), Natalkuz Lake (FiSi 19) and its associated sites (Borden 195La), the Punchaw
Lake Site (FiRs I ) (Fladmark 1973, 1976; Helrner and Mitchell 1975; Helrner and Wilson 1974;
Montgomery 1978; Wilson and Helrner 1974), the Pantage Creek Site (Brandon and Irvine
1979), the cornpiex of sites in the Anahim Lake Region including the NukwantIun Site (FdSi 1l),
Danikto site (FdSi 3), Potlatch site (FcSi 2) and Goose Point Site (FcSi 1) (Wilmeth 1969a,
1969b, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c, 1971a, 1971b, 1973% 1977% 1977b, 1977c, 2978a, 1978b, 1979a,
1980), excavations associated with the University of British CoIumbiaYsEagle Lake Project
(Alexander and Matson 1986, 1987; Alexander et al. 1985; Magne 19846; Matson et al. 1980),
excavations associated with the related Taseko Lakes Project (Magne 1984a, 1985% 1 9 8 5 ~ ) ~
excavations at the Deep Creek site near Williams Lake (FbRn 13) (Kenny 1972, 1973),
excavations at the mouth of the Chilcotin River (Matson et al. 1984), and srnaIl scale excavations
conducted by archaeological consultants near Alexis Creek (Bussey 1983) and on the ChiIco
River (Arcas 1998). In addition, previous archaeological work on the West Central Plateau has
included, but is not limited to, a number of mitigations, archaeological overviews, excavations,
and areal surveys for impact assessment, heritage inventory, and research concerns (see Apland
1976, 1980; Apfand and Wilson 1980; Arcas Consulting Archeologists Ltd. 1986, 1990, 1995,
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1996% 1996b, 1996c, 1997; Aresco Ltd. 1982; Bailey 1995; Beattie 1993; Blacklaws 1978,
1979; Blacklaws et al. 1984; Borden 195la, 1951b; BrolIy 1984; Brolly and CaIancie 1982;
Burley 1975; Bussey 1989, 1991% 1991b, 1993, 1994; Bussey and Alexander 1992; Bussey and
May 1974; Campbell 1997; Car1 1971, 1972; A. Carlson 1993; Curtin 1986; Danvent 1994;
Darwent and Danvent 1995; Eldridge 1976; Eldridge and Eldridge 1980; Envirocon Ltd. 1981;
Equinox Research and Consulting Ltd. 1996; Feast and Klassen 1997; Franck 1995; Franck and
Howe 1995, 1996; French 1996; Friesen 1994; Gerrnann 1978, 1979; Ham 1975, 1987; Handley
1996 Helmer 1975, 1976, 1977; HeImer and Wilson 1975; Heritage Research Group 1982;
Heyman and Smith 1970; Howe 1980; Kaltenrieder and Spafford 1997; Keddie 1972;KIassen
1996, 1997; Klassen and Merchant 1996; Klassen and Spafford 1996; Klassen and Stryd 1996;
Lawhead 1979; Mackie and Montgomery 1977; Magne 1984a, 1985a, 198%; Magne and Matson
1984; May 1975, 1978a; Merchant 1995. 1996; Middleton 1995, 1996; David Mitchell 1964; M.
Mitchell 1997; Montgomery 1979; Nelson and WilI 1976; Nordquist 1967; Pike 1975; Rafferty
1976; Rousseau l989a, 1989b; Rousseau and Muir 1WOa, 199Ob, 199 1; Rousseau and Stryd
1989; Sewell 1950; Spafford, Bailey, and Rousseau 1995; Spafford and Klassen 1995; Thomas
1976; Walde 1994, 1996; Warner 1979; WilI and Rousseau 1995; Will et aI. 1997; Wilmeth
1971, 1973a; 1. R. Wilson 1983, 1984, 1986% 1986b, 1988, 1991, 1994d; Wilson and Smart
1994; P. Wilson 1977; Winram and Williams 1976; Winrarn and Thomas 1977; Yip 1994; Yip
;
1990, 1994) and unpublished research conducted
and Choquette 1996a, 1!B6b, 1 9 9 6 ~Zacharias
in the area by Beth Bedard (Phil Hobler, personal communication 1996). Sites types identified
within the West Central Plateau include cache pits, housepit sites, isolated Iithic starters, quarry
sites, burial sites, pictograph sites, and various forms of culturally modified trees (CMTs)
including bark stripped trees. The interested reader is referred to Bussey and Alexander (1992)
for an excellent summary of archaeological research conducted in the study area up to 1993 and
Arcas Consulting Archaeologists (1 997) for a summary of the more recent forestry and impact
assessment reIated research conducted in the area.
While a number of overall archaeological syntheses for the Plateau culture area have
been published (Le., Browman and Munsell 1969; Bussey and Alexander 1992; Clark 198 1;
Fladmark 1982, 1986; Richards and Rousseau 1987) and a nurnber of syntheses dealing aimost
excIusively with the southem Canadian Plateau have been produced (Rousseau 1993; Rousseau
and Richards 1985; Sanger 1967, 1968b, 1969, 1970b; Sû-yd 1971; Stryd and Rousseau 1996),
despite a number of early attempts (Le., Helmer 1975, 1977; Mitchell 1970a, 19706; Wilmeth
1978a), the West Central Plateau currently Iacks an overall accepted comprehensive regional
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cultural chronology that is specifically geared to the region. Instead, most previous
archaeological research within the region has been interpreted utilizing sequences developed for
O ther areas.

Chapter Five: The Tsini Tsini Site

5.1 Site Description
The Tsini Tsini site was narned by the discoverers of the site, Beth Bedard and the
Nuxalk heritage team, after Tsini Tsini Creek, a srnaII steeply-graded, north-easterly-flowing,
swiftfy-flowing creek located approximately 800 m West of the site (Hobler 1995:3) (Figure 3).
Although Tsini Tsini is thought to be a Bella Coola word, no rneaning can be determined (L.
Pootlass, personal communication in Hobler 1995:3; Ross Saunders, personal communication in
Hobler I995:3; Hank Nater, persona1 communication 1998). A search of selected primary and
secondary resources containing references to the language of the Nuxalk (including but not
limited to Bagemihl 1991; Boas 1886, 1890a, f 895a; Cook 1994; Davis and Saunders 1973,
1975a, 1975b, 197Sc, 1975d, 197Se, 1976% 1976b, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980; Forrest 1994; Gibbs
1877; McIlwraith 1948; Nater 1977, 1979, 1984, 1990, 1994, 1998; Newman 1947, l969a,
1969b, 1971, 1973; Tolmie and Dawson 1884) and surrounding groups (Boas 1934; Cook 1985;
Henry 1982; King 1979; Landar 1972; Morice 1932; Munro 1944; Nater 1994; Pike 1986) faiIed
to identiQ the word/phrase anaor its meaning. Correspondence with Geographic Data BC a
subdivision of the British Columbia Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks suggested that
according to their records that the narne "Tsini-Tsini" was adopted on the second of luly, 1953
on topographical map sheet 93D following the creek's identification by alpinist Don Munday in
the Canadian Alpine Journal, Volume XXV, 1937, page 48 (Janet Mason, persona1
communication 1997). According to Ministry Records, Tsini Tsini Creek had previously been
labelled "Tscheetseneetaine Creek" on a 1905 BelIa Coola rnap (Lands Series) with
"TscheetseneeltaineCreek" being also identified on an old BC name card as representing another
early spelling for Tsini-Tsini Creek (the map/document title and date are not cited, accordingly
the addition of an "1" might be a typographical error) (Janet Mason, persona1 communication
1997). Unfortunately, like Tsini Tsini, no meaning for ccTscheetseneeltaine"c m be established
(Hank Nater, persona1 communication 1998). Currently, the name Tsini Tsini is stiIl being

passed down between successive Nuxalk generations (Phil Hobler, personal communication
1997).
GeoIogically and sedimentologically, the specific region of the Talchako River Valley in
which the Tsini Tsini site is situated is described as being covered by alluvial and glacial
deposits and underlain by volcanic bedrock consisting of predominantly chlorite-rich schist, and
greenstone, which is interspersed with abundant andesite dykes (Baer 1973: Map l327A).

Figure 3. Location of FcSm 11 (150,000; 93D/8;Series A721; 2nd Ed.) (Roduced under licence
h m Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, with permission ofNatural Resources
Canada).

Further up the headwaters of Tsini Tsini Creek bedrock is comprised exclusively of andesitic
Iava (Baer 1973: Map 1327A). In ternis of surficial geology, the mouth of Tsini Tsini Creek is
described as representing either an alluvial fan or delta according to Baer's (1973) map of the
region, with the upper Tsini Tsini Valley being described as being characterized by areas of
undifferentiated tiI1, talus, and various morainai features (Baer 1973: Map 1329A). Reflecting
the volcanic affinity of the bedrock of the area that it drains, sedirnents within the Tsini Tsini
Creek have been described as being composed of 100% bedrock l i t h o 1 0 ~with samples taken at
the Creek revealing a composition of Chlorite-rich lithic fragments (5 1%), Feldspar (26%),
Mafic Minerals (22%), and Quartz (1%) (Desloges 1990: 104). Tsini Tsini Creek itself has a
catchment basin of 47 km2 and constitutes approxirnately 0.9% of the total catchment area of the
Bella Coola River (Desloges 1990:104).
The relict raised delta on which the Tsini Tsini site is situated is surrounded on the north,
east, and west by a prominent sandy scarp. Two relativety flat and narrow and terrace-like areas
are located on the feature: one at the northern distal end of the feature and the other at
approximately the midpoint of the feature. An undulating gentle slope (approximately 6") with a
northern aspect characterizes the terrain at the site. The area of the Tsini Tsini site, like much of
the Bella Coola watershed, has been previously Iogged with second-growth stands of timber
comprising most of the existing forest cover in the region (Leany and Morris 1981:xxix).
Stumps observable at the site and early photos of the specific Iocality of the area (Munday
1939a:11) suggest that a mature climax forest was present in the vicinity of the site until Iogging
took place during the 1970's (Hobler 1995:3). Currently, a thin, immature, second growth stand
of hand-planted cultivated trees covers the site.
Presently, the main channel of the Talchako River runs parallel to the base of the
foreslope of the Tsini Tsini landform. This channel, which is lined along its bank by mature
cottonwood trees and a layer of thick underbmsh, may be responsible for an undetermined
amount of erosion at the front of the landfonn on which the site is situated (Hobler 19953). The
presence of culturaI material eroding out of the face of the Tsini Tsini landform suggests that an
undetermined portion of the distal section of the landform on which the site is situated (and
possibly a portion of the site) has been obliterated by erosional forces. However, it appears that
the erosional area apparent on the distal end of the feature is a relatively recent phenomena
which may have been caused by construction activities associated with the building of a right-ofway at the base of the feature during the 1970's (B. Lenci, personal communication in Hobler

1995:lS). Surficial exposures of unconsolidated sand are apparent in a few areas at the site. At
the rear of the site, a sheer bedrock rockface extends vertically for approximately 50 m. An
expansive accumulation of colluvium is apparent at the base of this sheer face with at least a
portion of this deposit resulting fiom the construction of a recent logging road above the site. On
the eastemmost portion of the landform, a prominent gully cut by an ephemeral strearn is present.
Identifiable "cherrypickei' trails are clearly visible at the site with these tracks niming in an
East-West orientation on a line parallel to the edge of the foreslope of the feature. Debris frorn
logging operations at the site (e-g., large cables) can also still be seen at the edge of the site.
The Tsini Tsini site is situated to the south of one of the at least five identified Grease
trails that extend inland from the Bella Coola Valley ont0 the adjacent West Central Plateau
(Birchwater 1993). The site overfooks to the east a triangularly shaped morainal formation that
was formed between the right bank of the Talchako River and the left bank of the Atnarko River
(Munday 1937:47). Irnmediately adjacent to this morainal feature is one of the two large
spawning beds for pink salmon found within the Bella Coola River system (Parker l968:783).
Ethnographically, the headwaters of Tsini Tsini Creek is purportedly the location of a lake
'%vhere tndian warrior benefited by magicaI powers of the waters" (Munday 1937:48). This lake
can still be seen on present day topographical maps of the area. The Tsini Tsini Valley is also
known as being the location of a number of native traplines (Walker 1976:47) and is situated
approximately 10 km due east of Burnt Bridge Creek, the spot where Alexander Mackenzie
descended into the Bella Coola Valley in Juiy 1793, thereby becorning the first recorded
European to set foot in the valley (Harris 1983:18) (although there is some question as to the
possible unrecorded presence of Europeans within the valley prior to Mackenzie's arriva1 see

Dahm and Hobler 1997).
A review of available ethnographic literature conceming the Nuxalk detailing the

location of the ethnographically known villages within the immediate vicinity of the site (Boas
1898; Kennedy and Bouchard 1990; Lepofslq 1985; Mcllwraith t 948; Smith n.d. in Hobler
1988:apprendix D) failed to locate any ethnographically known Nuxalk villages in the immediate
region of the site. However, within approxirnately 5 km of the site, a number of ethnographically
, Qwljrul
known Nuxalk villages were located including the villages of Tivina, S n ~ i xand

(Kennedy and Bouchard 1WO:3 25). Stuie was known ethnographically as "the place of refuge"
in the upper Bella Coola valley where Nuxalk groups who resided at the mouth of the river could
seek refuge from Haida and Tsimshian raiding parties (Ministry of Lands 1938: 10).

5.2 Excavations

The excavations at Tsini Tsini concentrated on the two relatively flat terrace-like areas
focated at the Front of the site and at the mid-point of the feature. A total of 41 2 x 2 m uni&
were excavated during the 1994 and 1995 field seasons at Tsini Tsini. These excavations

focused on three areas of the site: 17 units were excavated on the Lower terrace, 17 units were
excavated near the large, isolated granodiorite boulder which served as the datum rock, and 7
units were excavated in the area at the foot of the sheer rockface at the rear of the site (see Table
for unit coilrdinates and Figure 4). These three separate areas were cornbined for the purpose
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of analysis into two larger areas consisting of the upper terrace area (consisting of those units at
the datum rock and rock face excavation areas) and lower terrace of the site (represented by those
excavation units situated on the lower tenace of the site). In addition to these main excavations,
a number of additional test excavations were also conducted during the two field seasons. These
excavations included: 1) a 50 x 130 cm sectioning by Beth Bedard of a srnaII pit-Iike depression
near the edge of the lower tenace located at 28.5S7 115W during the 1994 field season, 2) a small
50 x 50 cm test pit located at 1 1 1.5-1 12S, 28-28.5W excavated by the author in 1995 in order to

test the nature of the sedirnentary strata at the rock face and the extent of the cultural deposits in
that location, 3) a smal! 1 x 1 rn test unit located at 103-104S, 23-24E undemeath a prominent
rock overhang along the rock face excavated during the 1995 field season which uItimately
proved to be sterile, 4) a small exploratory test unit during the 1995 field season and located at
the extreme rear of the landform (223.77-224.77S, 2 12-2 l4W), 5) a small test unit located at 3334S, 55-56W excavated during the 1995 field season to test the extent of a Lens of burnt material

and fire cracked rock (FCR), and 6 ) a srnall, approximately 480 cm long x 50 cm wide x 90 cm
deep, trench extending between unit 112-1 14S, 108-1 10W and unit 118-120S, 112-1 14W
(specifically between pit stakes 1145, I1OW and 120S, 1 12W) which was excavated during the
1995 field season to test the nature of the stratigraphie interface between those two units.
5.3 Excavation Methodology

The foliowing is sumrnarized and based on Hobler (1995, 1996a). On the first day at the
site, a horizontal excavation grid was established across the site. This grid utiIized as a reference
point a hypothetical point in space suspended above the valley floor that was given the arbitrary
CO-ordinatesof O rn S and O m W. ALI subsequent unit CO-ordinateswere made in reference to
this hypothetical point in space with the grid being laid out in such a manner that every
excavation unit would be situated within the same quadrant (Le., al1 having south and west coordinates only). A permanent site datum was established on a prominent, solitary granodiorite
boulder situated on a narrow terrace located at the approximate mid-point of the landfonn on
which the site is situated. This boulder which is located at 126' 05' 42", 52O 2 1' 5 1" has the coordinates 114S, 102W. The boulder or "datum rock" is located approximately 250 rn due east of
the TaIchako Iogging road. It is situated on a barely visibIe E-W-traversing trail that bisects the
landform. A permanent transit station was establishcd on top of this boulder. The datum rock
appears to represent a large colluvial clast that appears to have been introduced to the surface of
the site following the main occupation of the site. This is suggested by the fact that cultural

material was found beneath the boulder during the 1994 excavations. The finding of cultural
material beneath the datum rock precludes the possibility that the boulder was deposited during
the formation of the Tsini Tsini delta or that the clast represents a glacial erratic.
Following the establishment of the site datum at the datum rock, a linear N-S and E-W
baseline was established with both of these baselines emanating in the cardinal directions fiom
the site datum. Wooden stakes were placed every 4 m along these baselines. Grid -‘art!! for the
site is orientated at approximately 3 1" magnetic with the transit reorientation landmark being
represented by a large tower situated on the peak of a mountain to the NW of the site. This tower
is situated at a bearing of approximately 290" rnagnetic from the datum rock. By reorienting the
transit to 258O, 50', 0" on this reorientation point, the main N-S and E-W baselines subsequently
align.
Locations of excavation units were judgementally selected for reIative flatness,
proximity to the river and rock face, and their assessed relative degree of lack of disturbance.
Two x two m excavation units were established extending off of the two baselines with the unit
boundaries being laid out utilizing two different rnethods depending on their location. In the
upper portion of the site, units were laid out using chains and direct transit sightings from the site
datum. On the lower terrace and against the rock face, secondary instrument positions were
established. Reshooting the back azimuth to the site datum checked the location and orientation
of the secondary instrument positions used during establishment of the excavation units. Once
these secondary instrument positions were establislied, right angles from the baseline were then
sighted with units then being laid out along a plane established by these right angles. The
corners of individual excavation units that could not be sighted directly from either the prirnary
or secondary transit stations due to obscured sight lines were estabtished using right angle
compass sightings fiom two points along the baseline. Wooden posts were driven into each of
the corners of the excavation units with unit outlines subsequently being strung out using
cornmon garden twine. Al1 units were referred to by their grid CO-ordinateswhich consisted of
two m measures (distance along grid) and two different directional vaIues (direction along grid)
Le., 106-108S,106-108W. Unit Depths Below Datum @BD's) were established at the sarne
time that grid CO-ordinateswere assigned.
The vertical datum a t the site to which al1 subsequent vertical measures were related
consisted of a hypothetical horizontal plane that passed through a chiselled Ietter 'k" on the top
of the datum rock. Using this vertical point as a "O" point datum rekrence, al1 subsequent

vertical measures were expressed in relation to this point and expressed as DBD7s. Within each
of the units, the height of the highest corner was measured and related back to the site dattlm.
The highest stake within each unit was designated the unit datum or the "datum stake". The
datum stake of each unit was then used to identiQ the vertical provenience of cultural material
within each mit in relation to the datum stake. This allowed for al1 within-unit vertical
rneasurements to be related back to the overall vertical datum for the site. Any vertical values
above the datum plane were expressed as negative values. Unit vertical measurements that could
not be directly sighted using a transit and stadia rod were achieved using line levels, garden
hvine, and nails.
Excavation techniques were consistent dunng both the 1994 and 1995 field seasons. The
ground level, once the littermat had been removed, was designated Level O. Excavations
proceeded fiom Level O in arbitrary 10 cm levels using the datum stake as the vertical point fiom
which subsequent excavation proceeded. Vertical provenience was recorded in the following
rnanner: Level O represented the material immediately on the surface or incorporated within the
littermat, Level 1 consisted of the cultural rnaterial and non-cultural matrix 0-10 cm below the
unit datum, Level3 consisted of the material 10-20 cm below the unit daturn, etc. Al1 material
was screened using 54" screens and whenever possible, nested %" and '18' screens. Al1
recognizable tools and artifacts were recorded in 3D provenience using the datum stake as the
vertical reference point and unit corners and CO-ordinatesas horizontal reference points. In those
cases when the recording of 3D provenience was not possible (Le., when artifacts were found
during screening), artifacts were recorded by unit and level. Early on during the excavations at
Tsini Tsini, it was deterrnined that due to the volume of cultural material at the site, that the
recording of 3D provenience for al1 rnaterial recovered would be unduly prohibitive. Therefore,
it was decided that only formed tools and recognizable artifacts were to be recorded in 3D
provenience. Recognizable artifacts and formed tools were assigned individual artifact numbers
in the field. Debitage was collected per Ievel and assigned an artifact number per excavation
level. Excavation continued until two sterile 10 cm levels were completed or until time
limitations forced the abandonment of the unit. Following the completion of each level, plan
level drawings and photographs were done with natural stratigraphy and matrix descriptions
being noted and recorded. Following the completion of an excavation unit, plan photographs in
black and white were taken and unit profiles and unit descriptions were completed. Matrix
samples were taken for pedological analysis in al1 units with sarnples for flotation analysis being

taken in selected units. Unfortunately, the results of the analysis of the matrix and flotation
samples were not available at the time of the writing of this thesis.
5.4 Site Matrix Descriptions

It appears that largely unsorted, looseiy compacted, glacio-fluvial sediments represent
the primary geomorphological context for the majority of the cultural material recovered from
the site. The following discussion detaiIs the main characteristics of the matrix within each of
the three major excavation areas (the Iower terrace, the datum rock, and the rock face areas).
5.4.1 Lower Terrace Matrix

A sarnple profile of one of the lower tenace excavation units is presented in Figure 5.

The matrix in the majority of units on the tower terrace consisted of a thin littermat and weakly
developed "A" soi1 horizon that is stratigraphically superimposed over an appro?cimately 50-60
cm Iayer of unsorted matrix-supported stratigraphy with little or no identifiable imbrication
(preferred grain orientation) (Hassan l978:303). This loosely cornpacted pale brown (1 OYR 6/3)
layer constituted the main culture bearing strata at the site and contained numerous well rounded,
rounded, and sub-rounded (Powers 1953) andesitic and granodioritic pebble, cobble, and
bouIder-sized clasts (Wentworth 1922) interspersed with varying amounts of root incursions
within a silty-sand textured matrix. The hi& degree of roundness exhibited by the clasts within
the excavation units on the lower tenace suggests that for at least part of their transport history
that the larger clasts were the subject of fluvial actions and a high energy environment.
Stratigraphically below the main culture-bearing deposit is a primarily culturally sterile,
unconsolidated sandy strata of an unknown depth. This fine-grained sand, due to its lack of
identifiable structures, appears to be fluvial rather than aeolian in origin. Cultural rnaterial was
disûibuted both on the surface and subaerially. Overall, considering the distribution of cultural
materia1 by level in the units on the lower terrace, it appears that the rnajority of the culturaI
material recovered fiom this area (approximately 90%) was concentrated within the first 30 cm
(3 levels) of excavation (Figure 6). OnIy a few isolated small flakes were found in the

uncompacted sands lying directly below the main culture-bearing deposit. These few isolated
artifacts (primarily small pieces of debitage) appear to be the result of the percolation of small
items fiom the overlying deposit down into the underlying non-culture bearing sands.
5.4.2 Datum Rock Matrix

The units at the datum rock, which are situated on the terrace approximately 7 rn
vertically above the lower terrace and in turn approximately 40 rn above the Talchako River,
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Figure 6. Cumulative Distribution of Artifacts by Level, Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 11)
displayed alrnost identical stratigraphie profiles and granulometric characteristics as those units
present on the lower terrace (see Figure 7 for a sample profile of an excavation unit at the daturn
rock). Sirnilar to the lower terrace, the unis at the datum rock displayed a thin and poorly
developed soi1 humic "A" horizon and littermat followed stratigraphically by an approximately
60-70 cm layer of poorly sorted, loosely compacted, light reddish brown (2.5Y6/4) culturebearing diamicton containing no identifiable imbrication (cf. Hassan 1987). This layer, as was
the case on the lower terrace, contained numerous primarily andesitic and ganodioritic well-

rounded, rounded, and sub-rounded (Powers 1953) pebbie, cobble, and boulder-sized clas&
(Wentworth 1922) within a silty-sand textured matrk. As on the lower terrace, the displayed
spherocity and rounding of the larger clasts within the main culture-bearing deposit suggests that
for at least part of their m s p a history that these clasts were subject to high energy fluvial
transport mechanisms. This strata is followed by an up to 70 cmdeep deposit of primarily
culturally sterile light grey (2.SY 7/2), unconsolidated, loosely compacted, coarse-grained sand.
Samples of this sandy -ta

taken from unit 112-114S, 104-106W were subjected to a diatom

analysis by Daryl Fedje of Parks Canada and produced some illuminating results.

Diatom analysis is a type of analysis that has been found to be particularly informative in
terms of the reconstruction of palaeoenvironments (Anderson and Vos 1992) especially in areas
subjected to marine transgressions and regressions (Le., Pienitz et al. 199 1). These types of
analyses have been instrumental in the delineation of past-sea levels (Le., StabelI 1980), the
identification of the extent of uplift of formerly glaciated regions, and in the identification of
palaeoenvironmental change especially in coastal sedimentary areas as various diatoms have
specific tolerances regarding temperature, salinity, and water depth (Pienitz et al. 1991; Vos and
de Wolf I993a, 1993b). The analysis conducted by Fedje of the sample taken from the sandy
layer beneath the main culture-bearing strata at the site revealed the presence of a number of
saltwater diatoms and a single sponge spicule (Hobler 1995:7). The presence of these items
within the sandy strata at the datum rock suggests that this sandy layer is glaciomarine in origin
and therefore associated with the marine transgression known to have occuned within the valley.

Of the marine diatoms identified within the samples exarnined by Fedje, only one could be
identified to species Ievel (DaryI Fedje, personal communication 1997). This consisted of the
marine plantonic diatom Pmalia sulcata (Daryl Fedje, persona1 communication 1997) or
Melrosia sulcata, as it is known in early literature regarding diatoms (Stabell 1996: 156).
Paralia sulcata is a common form of rnicroscopic unicellular coastal algae (Hendey
1964:2) which is considered a 'bue bottom form" (Hendey 1964:73). This particular type of
diatorn is ofien found in fossil marine sediments (Loseva 1988:83) and is ofien found in the basal
sand layer of oceans (Pienitz et al. 1991), thereby suggesting that the sandy strata beneath the
main culture-bearing deposit within the Tsini Tsini fearure was once the bottom of a glacial sea.
The diatom ParaZia sztlcata is considered to be tide-indifferent (Vos and de Wolf 1993a) with a
salinity tolerance of greater than 20% (Vos and De Wolf 1993a:289). It is considered to
represent a type of diatom easiIy transported (i.e., by tidal actions). Therefore the presence of
this particular species of diatom can only provide information about the wider surrounding
environment and not the specific location in which it was found (Vos and De Wolf 1993a:29 1).
As silch, Parafia diatoms have been described as being less usefbl for paiaeoenvironmental
reconstructions than other types of diatoms (Anderson and Vos 1992:24) as one can only suggest
that the environment at the time of the deposition of the diatom was strongly influenced by the
sea (Vos and De Wolf 1993b:304; Anderson and Vos 1992:24). UnfortunateIy no datable
material was recovered in the samples exarnined by Fedje (Daryl Fedje, personal communication
1997). The identification of the marine material in the sand stratum and the sandy nature of the
56

uppermost strata at the site (which is thought to be a characteristic of deltaic topset beds)
suggests that uppermost layers of the site at one time represented the top layer of a subaqueous
delta and therefore the bottom of a glacial sea.
Test excavations conducted by the author during the 1995 field season in unit 112-114S,
104- lO6W suggest that this sterile sandy strata is underlain by a highly compacted, partialIy
cemented, cIast-supported strata consisting of well-rounded spherical to sub-spherical pebbles,
cobbles, and boulders (Wentworth 1922) within a matrix of highly compacted silty sand.
Leeching of chemicals fiom the overburden of sediments above may have lead to the degree of
cementing and compaction seen in this lower stratum. While the sedimentary characteristics
descnbed above charactenze the ma&

in the majority of units at the rock face, a few anornaIous

units deviate from this overall pattern. For exarnple, unit 118-120S, 112-1 14W Iacks the rounded
cobble Iayer seen in the majority of the units at the site. Instead, the uppermost layers of this unit
displayed a largely homogenous, sandy-silt matrix punctuated by the occasional presence of wellrounded cobbles and boulders to a depth of 70 cm. A test trench to expose the stratigraphic
interface between units 1 12-1 14S, 108-1 10W and unit 118-120S, 1 12-1 14W revealed that there
was an interlensing of layers that extended between the two units (Figure 8). The presence of
intercolatecl facies and inter-fingering of stratigraphic layers tapering into each other is
considered a common sedimentological feature of beach contexts (Fladmark 1 W 2 ) ,thereby
suggesting that the top of the Tsini Tsini feature at one time represented a beach context. Similar
to the uni& on the Iower terrace, cultural material within the units at the datum rock were
concentrated within the frst 3 levels with over 90% occurring within the first 30 cm (Figure 6).
5.4.3 Rock Face Matrix
The units at the rock face had an 80 to approximately 120 cm overburden of culturally
sterile, very angular, and angular (Powers 1953) colluvium that had to be removed pnor to
excavation in order to expose the ground original surface (see Figure 9 for a sample profile of an
excavation unit at the rock face excavation area). This rnaterial appears to represent recent mass
wastage rnaterial that is either the result of parent material destabilized due to mechanical forces
during repeated freeze-thaw cycles and mechanical weathering, or the result of the disturbance of
the siope above the rock face units due to recent road construction above the site. Beneath this
colluvial overburden was a dense 10-15 cm Iayer of ash and burned organic material thought to
be associated with a small localized brush fire or forest fire. This layer was followed by an

unsorted 1argeIy silty-sand brownish-yellow (lOYR 6/1) matrix that was interspersed by both
large rounded and angular andesitic and granodioritic boulder-sized clasts of both colluvial and
alluvial origin. The relatively hi& degree of roundness exhibited by the more rounded cIasts in
the strata suggests that a portion of this deposit was at one t h e subject to fluvial forces. Due to
the location of the units (backed up against a sheer rock face), the silty-sand matrix within these
units may be aeolian in origin or a combination of fluvial and aeolian sands. As the units are at
the base of a siope, an area often thought to be prone to aeolian deposition due to the Ioss of

transport energy caused by the presence of the dope, it is possibIe that at least a portion of the
fine sands found at the rock face are aeolian in origin. However, this does not preclude the
possibility that the fine sands and sitts seen in the profiles of the excavation units from the rock
face may represent the fine fa11 out of marine silts and sands deposited at the most dista1 end of
the deltaic formation or that these fine deposits may represent a combination of aeolian and
marine origin silts and sands. Further matrix analyses will need to be conducted before the
genetic origin of these sands and si1ts can be established.
A srnail 50 x 50 cm test pit Iocated at 11 1.5-1 12s' 28-28.5W excavated by the author in

1995 revealed that the silty sand matrix found beneath the colluvium and the ash layers was
followed by a Iayer of poorly sorted pebbles and cobbles of presumably glacio-fluvial origin.
Cultural material was absent in the colluvium overburden but was found interspersed throughout
the units at the rock face in a pattern unlike the other two excavation areas. in contrast to the

units on the lower tenace and at the daturn rock, cultural material at the rock face was more
widely dispersed vertically with the 90% plateau not being reached until Leve15 (Figure 6).

5.5 Site Matrix Discussion
Overall, the sediments at the site did not reveal any visibly detectable arrangement in
terms of imbrication (vertical orientation of particles) nor any visibly detectable fabric
(horizontal orientation of particles) (cf. Gladfelter 1977524). Moreover, in general, the noncultural matrix at the site shared predominantly similar granulometric characteristics. The larger
clasts at the site appeared to display approximately the same weathered colour as the cultural
material recovered from the site suggesting that the sarne types of mechanical and chernical
weathering processes may have affected the non-cultural as well as cultural rnaterial at the site.
Previous logging at the site was conducted during the 1960's utilizing "cherrypickers" (B. Lenci
personal communication in Hobler 1995:8). Tracks from this equipment are still visible at the
site as well as on aerial photographs of the region (Figure 10). The use of these particular

Figure IO. Section of Aerial Photograph of Upper Bella Coola Valley/Stuie Area.
logging techniques and the apparent integrity of the material at the site as suggested by the
morphology of the cultural material recovered suggests that M e disturbance of the main deposit
can be attributable to Iogging operations.
The general lack of sorting of both the cultural and non-cultural material makes it
unlikely that the landform on which the site is situated and the main culture-bearing deposit are
the result of gradua1 fluvial depositional origin (Hobler L995, 1996a). Two possibilities can be
suggested for the origin of the main culture-bearing strata at the site. Firstly, it is possible that
the upper-rnost culture-bearing deposit may represent a type of lag deposit of coarse alluvium
that is often noted as being present on raised deltas. These types of deposits are thought to
reflect lag deposits left behind during the rapid regression of glacial seas and the loss of energy
budget of tributary strearns (Corner and Fjalstad 1993:155; Fedje 1996:136; Postma and

Cruickshank 1988: 154; Retherford l97S:X). Alternatively, it is possible that the main culturebearing deposit at the site represents a mass wastage event in that the stratum does exhibit at least
some of the characteristics of a debris flow or colluvia1 flowage (cf. GIadfelter 1977526). That
is, the matrix at the site does appear to display the rnatrix-supported poorly sorted stratigraphic

profile containing large boulders and cobbles in a sandy matrix with little or no identifiable
imbrication which is characteristic of debris flow strata (Carobene and Ferrini 1993:230; Costa
1988:119).
Debris flow events are common events in the Western CordilIera (Bovis and Dagg 1992)
with raised marine terraces often noted as exhibiting continental Iayers comprised of debris fIow
residues superimposed over sedirnents of marine origin (Carobene and Ferrini 1993:236; Dumas
et al. 1993:25 1;Nemec 1990:45). If this were the case, it is possible the uppermost culturebearing layer at the site may represent a debris flow event laid down afier the main formation of
the deltaic landform and prior to habitation of the site. However, the lack of a unifonn deposit of
this nature covering the entire site and the apparent lack of this deposit above certain specific
units (Le., 1 l8-l2OS9 1 12-1 14W on the upper terrace) argues against the debris f iow origin for
the top main culture-bearing Iayer at the site. However, it is possible that this rnay be a fûnction
of the unevenness of the energy budget within debris flow events. The fact that the sample
profile along the side of the feature excavated by the author and Farid Rahemtulla in 1995 did
not reveal the same massive deposits seen in the excavation units but rather only revealed
alternating bands of poorty sorted gravels further suggests that the main deposit represents a lag
deposit and not the result o f a debris flow event.
As it appears that the uppermost stratigraphie Iayer at the Tsini Tsini site represents a
type oflag deposit deposited on top of the deltaic landform as relative sea Ievel feI1, this suggests

that the artifacts that were found in this layer must have been affected by post-depositional
turbatory action (bioturbation, cryoturbation, logging disturbance etc.) for them to be integrated
within these older deposits. It does not appear possible that the cultural materials could have
been deposited contemporaneously with the coarse material on the surface of the Tsini Tsini
landform since the surface at that time wouid have been either underwater or part of an active
delta system. As the cultural rnaterial recovered frorn the site appears to display "fiesh edges"
and appears to be largely unmodified by fluvial actions (Hobler 1995) especially in comparison
with the rounding apparent on the non-cultural clasts at the site, this suggests that the cultural
material at the site was deposited close to the location where they were eventually unearthed as
fluvial transportation would have rounded and blunted the edges of the cultural materia1
(Gladfelter 1977:524). Moreover, the fact that the cuItural material does not dispIay evidence of
the rounding and dulling of edges, the size sorting and winnowing of srnaller flakes, the lack of
preferred dip, orientation, and imbrication, that is thought to be indicative of post-depositional
fluvial transport (see Bunn et al. 1980:129; Carter 1980: 199; Isaac 1967; Patterson et al. 1987;
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Patterson and Sollberger 1978; Schiffer 1987; Shackley 1974; Shick 1978; Spurrell 1880; Stiles
et al. 1974) in combination with the successful conjoining of fragments recovered in close
proximity to each other also suggests that post-depositional fluvial transport has been minimal
(cf. Bunn et al. 1980).
However, this does not necessarily imply that the vast majority of the culturat material is
in a prirnary depositional conte-.

Rather, it could be that the mechanism(s) that integrated the

cultural material within the older coarser deposits were not destructive enough to round or
redistribute the flakes horizontally yet were strong enough to cause the vertical disposition of the
original deposits. Thus, it appears that the main component at the site began as a largely surficial
deposit and that the combined effects of vertical displacement as a result of various 'Wtransforms" (Schiffer 1988:473-474) such as tree throws, soi1 creep, and the effects of
cryoturbation, bioturbation, and fiost heave (Butzer 1952; Schiffer 1987) appear to have
combined to result in an almost uniform vertical redistribution of the deposit over the first 30 cm
of the site. As such, the vertical distribution of the assemblage at the Tsini Tsini site does not
appear to be culturaHy related nor does it appear to have any chronological significance. The
lack of any identifiabIy significant vertical stratification andor stratigrap hic facies or structures
at the site other than the naturat stratigraphic interface between the rounded clast facies and the
culturaIly sterile sands underneath therefore suggests that the deposit began as a large surface
deposit that was originally deposited on top of the original deltaic surface.
It could be suggested that Ieeching fiom the high content of chlorite-rich material
identified as behg present in the Tsini Tsini Creek (Desloges 1990: 104) could be responsible for
the high degree of patination seen on both the cultural material and non-cultural pebbles and

cobbles present at the Tsini Tsini site. The non-cultural pebbles and cobbIes at the site, which
appear to be comprised of coarse-grained andesite and various volcanic tuffs, also appear to
exhibit the same type of patina that covers the cultural material recovered from the site. It should
be noted that a number of artifacts at the site exhibit potlid fractures, a type of fracture associated
with excessive heat (Harnmatt 1975:4; Price et al. 1982:469; Purdy 1975). This is not surprising

considering that the area in which the site is situated is subject to forest fires. These forest fires
may also be responsible for the small amount of ash and charcoal found throughout the site
especially in the rock face area and may be responsible modern dates achieved on the majority of
radiocarbon samples submitted for analysis. It should be noted that no datable tephra layers were
identified at the site.

Chapter Six: Material Culture and Anaiysis

6.1 MatenaI Culture
A complete description of a11 of the artifacts recovered fiom the 1994 and 1995

excavation can be found in Appendix A. The total assemblage recovered from the site during the
bvo years of excavation consisted of a total of 149,660 items al1 but five of which consisted of
items fashioned fiom Iithic raw materials. The vast majority of the items recovered from the site
(99.38% of the total assembiage) consist of debitage of an unusual form of fine-grained,
rnoderately-to-heavily patinated andesite that the excavators initially identified as representing a
kind of low grade chert (see Table 2 for a listing of raw material types and their distribution
across the site). Of the remaining 93 1 items (0.62% of the total assemblage), 393 consisted of
various amounts of obsidian, argillite, chert, jasper, basalt, quartz crystal, quartzite, and vein
quartz debitage with the remaining 538 items consisting of recognizable artifacts, again almost
al1 primarily of andesite, in the form of utilized and retouched flakes, denticulates, piercers,
tested cobbles, 16 obsidian microblades and fragments, a single possible basalt microblade, cores
and core fragments, bifaces and biface fragments, unifacial and bifaciaI choppers, a small
Table 2 . Distribution of Raw Material Types by Excavation Area Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm II)

- Raw
-

.

Material

Andesite
Obsidian
Argillite
Basalt
Jasper
Quartzite
Chert
Granodiorite
Bone
Quartz Crystal
Vein Quartz
Volcanic Tuff
Glass
Red Ochre
Totals
-

-

-

_Lower
Terrace
116,018
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73
37
7
6
1
4
1
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4
4
1
O
3

O

1
2
3

3
2
1
O

O

1

O
116,415

1
32,763

'.

Generai Site
Surface

48 1
1
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
482

Site
Total
149,2 14
29 1
77
41
*

-

'

8
6

4
4
4
3
3
3
1
1
149,660

number of projectile points, a single pièce esquaée, a quartz crystal point, and various forms of
scrapers, spurs, and notches.
The andesite that makes up the majority ofthe collection is unique within the Bella
Coola Valley and is unIike what rnost coastal archaeologists would identie as being andesite

(Phil Hobler, persona1 communication 1995). Andesite is an extrusive volcanic Iithic material
that is considered to represent an intermediate form between basalt and rhyolite (felsite)
(Crabtree 1967: 17; Van der Flier-Keller and McMillan 1987:1 1). The andesite that comprises
the majority of the assemblage recovered has a hardness of 7 on the Moh's scale and when
freshly broken displays a medium dark grey colour (N4) (Dunlop 1997). The rnzjority of the
andesite recovered fiorn the site exhibits what appears to be a bleach patina (Honea 1964: 15;
Howard 1994:325-326) that is geyish orange (10YR 7/4) in colour. It also displays a fine
crystalline grain size with a compact aphantic texture (Dunlop 1997). Analyses conducted by
Robbie Dunlop, a lab instmctor in the Earth Sciences division at Simon Fraser University, of
selected sarnples of andesite recovered fiom the site revealed that the andesite was cornposed of
ferromagnesian and plagioclase rninerals held together by silica cernent (Dunlop 1997). On its
surface, the andesite exhibits a great deal of organic staining which appear to be the result of the
ef6ects of adjacent root traces. This staining at least visually emulates the types of fossiliferous
inclusions seen in many cherts and may understandably be the cause for the early
misidentification of the raw material as chert. A number of the andesite artifacts recovered from
the site display "double patina" that is, an area "where a patinated tool has been refractured,
leaving scars in unpatinated or less patinated condition" which indicates "a lapse of time between
fracture and refracture" (Goodwin l96O:3O 1). AIthough a number of attempts have been made at
relative dating artifacts on the basis of relative amounts of patination (e.g., AhIer 1986; Mitchell
1970a, 1970b), dating using relative arnounts of patination has long been recognized as a poor
and largely unproven relative dating technique (Nelson 1933:1 17-1 18). This is largely due to
rates of patination being dependent on a number of interactive factors such as the texture and
microstructure of the raw material, the type of raw material and its permeability to water and
other foreign substances, the type and distribution of impurities within the material, and
environmental factors such as temperature, the perrneability of soil, and various aspects of soil
chernistry (e-g., soil acidity) (Hurst and Kelly 1966522; SchmaIz 1960:49). As such, relative
dating using degree of patination will not be utilized within this study although the identification
of "double patinas" wil1 be used to identiS, relatively recent refiacturing of cuItura1 material.
Examination of the assemblages recovered fi-om the three major excavation areas at the
site reveals that there are substantia1 differences between the three excavation areas in terms of
the relative density of rnaterial recovered. Of the total approxirnately 149,660 items recovered
from the site, 116,416 items (approximately 77.8% of the total assemblage) were recovered frorn
the lower terrace excavation area, 32,133 items (approxirnately 2 1.5% of the total assemblage)
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were recovered fiom the datum rock area, 629 items (approximately 0.4% of the total
assembIage) were recovered from the rock face area, and an additional 482 items (approximately

0.3% of the total assemblage) were recovered as general surface finds andlor from test
excavations at the extreme rear of the site. These raw counts work out to a relative density of
approximately 6,692 items per excavation unit in the units on the lower terrace, approximately
1888 items per excavation unit at the datum rock, and approximately 97 items per excavation unit
in the rock face excavation area. It is currently uncIear whether these extreme differences in
relative densities represent differential intensity of usage or repeated usage of preferred areas.
Cornbining these totals into the two Iarger areas of the site for analysis purposes, 116,416 items
(approximately 77.8% of the total assemblage) were recovered from the lower terrace with

32,762 items (approximately 2 1.9% of the total assemblage) being recovered from the upper
terrace. As noted, the remaining 482 items (approximately 0.3% of the total assemblage) were
recovered fiom the general site surface.
Overall, in terms of vertical distribution, it appears that the assemblage recovered fiom
the site is concentrated within the first 3 arbitrary excavation [evels (LeveI 0-3 or 0-30 cm below
the various respective unit datums) with approximately 86.64% of al1 cultural material (I29,6 1O
items) recovered within the first 30 cm of excavation (Figure 6). Breaking the vertical
distribution of the assemblage into the constituent excavation areas which make up the site, the
Iower terrace and the datum rock excavation units display similar vertical distribution patterns
with 86.77% of the material recovered from the lower terrace (98,574 items) and 90.5 1% of the
material from the datum rock area (29,048 items) being recovered from the first three levels of
excavation. However, the vertical distribution of artifacts within the rock face excavation units
differs considerably from the vertical distribution of artifacts within the other two excavation

areas. In the rock face excavation area, only 67.1% of the items recovered (40 I items) were
recovered within the first three leveIs of excavation with the vertical distribution of the artifacts
not reaching the 90% plateau until Level5 (50 cm below the unit datum).
The apparent difference in the vertical distribution of the artifacts behveen the three
areas at the site could be due to a number of factors. For exarnple, post-depositional forces may
have differentially affected the vertical distribution of artifacts at the rock face (e.g., the rnatrix at

the rock face may have been more permeable and therefore more conducive to vertical artifact
redistribution), the distribution may have been the result of anthtopomorphic factors, or the
distribution may have been the result of a combination of anthropomorphic and natural factors.
It may be possible that the presence of the significant overburden of colluvium overlaying the
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original ground sudace at the rock face excavation area may be the source for the differential
vertical distribution in that location. It is possible that the impact caused by these falling pieces
of debris and the resulting mass of the overburden on top of the sedirnents may have compacted
the othenvise fairly uncompacted sandy-silt matrix at the rock face thereby causing substantial
vertical displacernent of the cultural material in that area. This appears to be the rnost plausibie
explar.ation to account for the apparently anomalous vertical distribution of the artifacts at the
rock face as no vertical stratification could be identified within the units at the rock face nor
could any definitive evidence of anthropomorphic disturbance be identified.
It should also be noted that the overall vertical distribution of the assemblage recovered
from the site according to arbitrary levels is admittedly somewhat deceiving as many of the units
at the site were situated upon stightly to rnoderately graded surfaces. As is apparent from the
contour map of the site (Figure 4), the surface of the site slopes gently to the north. As a resuIt of
this overall slope and the result of small scale undulations on the site surface, the first level (first
arbitrary 10 cm of excavation) ofien did not encompass the entire horizontal surface of a 2 x 2
unit. Rather, in the case of many units, the entire horizontal surface of the excavation unit was
not encompassed until the end of the excavation of Level3. Taking this into account, the vertical
distribution of the artifacts at the Tsini Tsini site must be considered as being primarily on andor
just below the surface. Consequently, comparisons of the vertical distribution of artifact
assemblages between units and between excavation areas would not be valid as any differences
that may have been apparent rnay not reflect '%rue"differences but rather may reflect differences
in the microtopography of the site.
6.2 Analysis MethodoIogy

As noted earlier, for the purpose of analysis, the site was broken down into three areas
consisting of the [ower terrace, datum rock, and rock face excavation areas, and a residual
general site surface category (cultural material lacking appropriate provenience was also
included in this category). In order that substantive "intra-terrace" comparisons between the
upper and lower terrace could be achieved, the rock face area and the datum rock area were
combined in certain instances for comparative purposes. For the purposes of analysis the "Lower
Terrace" excavation area was defined as consisting of those units and surface Fids on the lower
terrace with "southings" ranging from O to 75 rn S. The "Datum Rock" excavation area consists
of those units in proximity to the daturn rock and included surface finds with c'westingsy'greater
than 50 m W and with "southings" between 75 m d 150 m South. The "Rock Face" excavation

areas consisted of those unie and surface finds with "westings" east of 50 m W and "southings"
south of 75 m.
The analysis to be described in the following consists of a technological analysis of the
tithic assemblage from the Tsini Tsini site. in a technological analysis, a specimen is placed
within defined types based upon a perceived series of cornrnon manufacturing techniques
common to that group (Sheets 1975:372). This type of analysis differs from most traditional and
largely descriptive morphological typologies that are based primarily on the resulting fonn of the
artifact (Bordes 1969:2).
As a primas. step in the analysis, al1 recovered material was examined using a 10x hand
Lens for evidence of utilization and retouch, and morphological and technological simiiarities to
known artifacts types. Once recognizable objects were sorted from unmodified debitage, technornorphoIogical types were defined and devetoped according to the observation of repeated
patterns in tenns of morphology, raw material, techniques and methods of manufacture, and
resemblance of objects to known archaeological types both in the region and in surrounding
areas. The typology employed within this study was deveioped exclusively for the Tsini Tsini
assemblage and was devised in consukation with Phi1 Hobler and incorporated S p e s defined
during previous research concerning the Tsini Tsini site (Hobler 1995, 1996a). It should be
noted that artifact frequencies and the definitions of certain artifact types are not consistent with
earlier studies (Hobler 1995, 1996a) due to the utilization of a different typology and due to the
re-examination of the material. The flake typology employed was based on the typology devised
by Sullivan and Rozen (1985). Given Tkier's (19601325)assertion that there is a problem in

terms of the standardization of terms in regards to lithic typology, the typology utiiized for the
anaiysis of the Tsini Tsini collection was based on techno-morpho logical types using quasifunctional names (Le., scraper etc.) as is common practice within archaeological reports, articles,
and theses dealing with lithic assemblages on both the Canadian Plateau and the Northwest
Coast. This approach was adopted in order that future cornparisons to other sites within the
surrounding region c m be made.
In tenns of rnetric attributes, al1 weights over 1000 g were measured using a Ohaus
Triple Beam Balance utilizing 1000 g weights as counterbalances. Al1 other weights were
measured utilizing a Sauter SM 1000 electronic scale. Unless otherwise indicated, length was
measured as the maximum dimension of the object on a single plane. Width was measured as the
maximum measurement of the object taken at the maximum point perpendicular to the h e

created by length. Thickness was measured at the maximum point between the two faces of the
object measured extending between the plane created by lengdt and width to the opposing face.
This method of measurement was chosen in order to provide a replicable mechanism for the
measurement of difficult to orientate artifacts. This was done in an attempt to minimize apriori
assurnptions of artifact orientation and the resulting subjectively defined and non-replicable
measures that these assumptions produce. Al1 metric attributes were recorded using vernier
callipers andhr rulers and measured to the closest 0.1 mm whenever possible. Al1 weight
measures are given in g r a s . Statistical analyses were conducted on SPSS for W. Shape
attributes of artifacts were based on iI1ustrations provided in Binford (1963), Black and Weer
(1936), and White (1963) with technological attributes for Iithic implements being based on a
number of works including Callahan (1979), Crabtree (1972), Grace (1998), Tixier (1974), and
Whittaker (1994). Suggestions as to the technological origin of artifacts (Le., hard hammer
flakes, bipolar flakes, soft hammer flakes etc.) were made using a polythetic approach (Hayden
1980) as it has been recently demonstrated that many of the "one-to-one" relationships between
certain attributes and technological origin are not necessarily well-founded (Pelcin 1997~).
6.3 Material Culture Analysis

A total of 149,660 artifacts were recovered during the 1994 and 1995 field seasons at the
Tsini Tsini site. In addition, three possible cultural features were also identified (see Appendix B
for a discussion of the three possible features identified at the site). Of the total assemblage
recovered, 52,94 1 items (3 5.4% of the total) were recovered from excavations during the 1994
field season and 96,2 15 items (64.3% of the total) were recovered from excavations during the
1995 fieId season. An additional 504 items (0.3%) were recovered during surface collections
conducted during both years. Of the totaI assemblage, 138,729 items (99.38% of the total
assemblage) consisted of andesire debitage, 393 items (0.26% of the total assemblage) consisted
of non-andesitic debitage, and the remaining 538 items (0.36% of the total assemblage) consisted
of recognizable tools or artifacts (al1 primarily of andesite).
As andesite debitage constituted 99.37% of the total assemblage recovered from the site,
debitage analysis was the primary focus of analysis. Due to the sheer volume of debitage
recovered fiom the site, time constraints necessitated the adoption and implementation of a mass
analysis program ALA AhIer (1975, 1986, 1989% 1989b). Unfortunately, the differential use of
1

/8<' screens during excavations (e-g., not al1 units were screened with both %" and '/iY
screens)

forced the exclusion of eight of the 41 units excavated at the site from the mass analysis. This
was due to the fact that the mass analysis approach requires as a precondition of its use the use of
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both !4" and '/," screens during excavations. Mass analysis data from the 1994 field season was
obtained with the permission of David Metz who examined the 1994 debitage assemblage as part
of an honour7sthesis (Metz 1996). Ln order to ensure that compatibility between the 1994 and
1995 debitage collections, weight values for the 1995 mass analysis data were rounded to the
nearest O. 1 g as the scale utilized during the analysis of the 1995 data measured to the nearest

0.01 g.
ï h e mass analysis approach to debitage analysis has been used in a number of different
contexts to analyze debitage of a variety of raw materials produced during various reduction
techniques (Ahler 1975, 1986, 1989% 1989b, Behm 1983; Goulding 1980; Morrison 1994;
Rahemtulla 1995; Van Dyke and Behm 198 1). The approach represerits a relatively easy and
replicable form of analyses that is an efficient and inexpensive means by which to analyze large
amounts of lithic detritus. The approach is based on the size sorting of debitage using nested I",
K", %", and '18' screens. According to the terminology of the approach, those flakes and flake

fragments that remain in the 1" screen are caIIed G1-sized flakes, those that remair? in the !4"
screen are called G2-sized flakes, those that remain in the !4" screen are called G3-sized flakes,
and those that rernain in the

'/c screen are called G4-sized flakes.

Once the debitage is size

sorted using the nested screens, the total number of cortical flakes per size grade are counted, the
aggregate number of flakes per size grade is tallied, and the contents of each size grade being
then weighed en masse. From these values, a number of variables are derived for statisticat
analyses with a number of ratios also then being computed in order to facilitate various
comparisons. The mass analysis approach is based on the premise that diflerent relative
proportions of these derived variabtes represent different reduction events and the utiIization of
different reduction techniques (Ahler 1989a:86-88). For a full discussion of the approach and its
theoretical basis see Ahler (1977, 1986, 1989a, 1989b).
While the mass analysis approach to debitage analysis has most often been used to
compare archaeological assembIages to replicated assembIages (Le., Ahler 1975, 1986; Behm
1983; Van Dyke and Behm 198 l), time constraints made the implementation of a full replication
project impractical. It should be noted that the lack of a replicated assemblage limits the strength
of the inferences that can be made in terms of determining the technological origin of debitage
assemblages using various forms of debitage analyses. Accordingly, the inferences made within
this thesis in regard to techno togical origin utilizing data derived from published replicated
assemblages are put forth only cautiously in this regard due to the number of possible
confounding factors involved. These possible confounding factors indude the fact that most
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published replicated studies have utilized different and often f i e r grained raw materials (Le.,
fine-grained basalts and cherts) which may exhibit different fracture properties than the Tsini
Tsini andesite. In addition, another possible confounding factor would be the fact that rnost
replicated assembiages previously created were produced to replicate the production of specific
irnplements. These specirnens may or may not morphologically reflect the final intended product
of the manufacturing sequence apparent at the Tsini Tsini site. While a repticated assemblage
would undoubtedly increase the strength of the inferences that could be made regarding the
stages of production evident at the Tsini Tsini, it should be noted that the validity of a replicated
assemblage of the Tsini Tsini rnanufacturing sequence would be hindered by the fact that the
source of the Tsini Tsini andesite has yet to be discovered and by the fact that no finished bifaces
were recovered from the site. Nevertheless, a future study incorporating a replication of the
Tsini Tsini production process would be beneficial in further confirming the inferences made
within this thesis.
Acknowledging the problerns with not conducting a replicative study, cornparisons to
previously produced experimental assemblages produced by other authors using the rnass
analysis approach can be, and have been, successfully accornplished (Le., GouIding 1980;

.

Rahemtulla 1995). This is made possible by the fact that the results of rnass analyses have been
shown to be generally consistent across experiments irrespective of the raw rnateriai being
studied (Morrison 1994). It should be noted that among the main drawbacks of the approach
noted by a number of authors, including Ahler himself, is the ability of the approach to
distinguish debitage collections of mixed technological origin (Bradbury and Carr 1995; Clark
1986; Shott 1994) and those colIections that have been subject to hi& degrees of trarnpling
(Shott 1994). Nevertheless, the m a s analysis approach is thought to be sensitive to general
trends at a site (Brian Hayden, persona1 communication 1996; Morrison 1994; Morrow 1997;
Scott 1991) with the relative size-grade composition of experimentally replicated assemblages
produced during various reduction events (Le., soft hammer biface reduction) having been shown
to be consistent between experiments and between different raw materials (see Ahler 1975,
1989a, 1989b; Morrison 1994).
As vertical provenience can not be justifiably compared between units, for the purposes
of analysis, the contents of entire excavation units at Tsini Tsini were treated as single analytical
units. This approach to analysis was felt justified as the cultural rnaterial at the site kvas for al1
intents and purposes confined to one natural stratum.

Hobler (1995) initially suggested that the debitage assemblage recovered fiom the Tsioi
Tsini site was dominated by biface reduction debris. The results of the mass analysis appear to
substantiate these early observations. Raw counts and weights denved from the mass analysis of
the andesite debitage recovered fiorn the site are presented in Table 3. The relative percentages
of weight per size grade for each unit can be found in Table 4. The relative count percentage of
each size grade per unit can be found in Table 5. Rather than displaying a barrage of bar graphs
(a common feature of most mass analyses), it was felt that the results of the mass analysis couid
be surnrnarized by examining the dominant size grade by weight and by count within each unit.
Due to the unusual nature of the andesite debitage assemblage recovered from the site, this form
of summary is believed to be justified.
In terms of inferring reduction techniques and stages, one of the rnost discriminating set
of variables derived from the mass analysis procedure is the relative contribution of weight by
each size grade (Morrison 1994). The results of the mass analysis (see Table 6 ) indicate that the
G2 size class contributed the highest percentage of weight in the vast majority of the units (75%

or 24 of the 32 units) with the G3 size class contributing the highest percentage of weight in only

15.6% or 5 of the 32 units.
Cornparisons to published research on experimentally produced assemblages suggest that
the G2 dominated weight distribution apparent in the majority of the units at the site is somewhat
unusual with it occurring in only a few experimentally replicated assemblages including the
relative weight distribution produced during the experimental rep lication of Stage 3 biface billet
thiming (Morrison 1994: 13 1) and the experimental replication of billet flaking of large, thin
bifaces (Ahler 1975:Figure 13, experiment 2). Similady, the G3 dominated weight distribution
seen at the site appears to be sirnilar to the relative weight distribution produced during the
experimental replication of the resharpening of large, thin bifaces (Ahler 1977:Figure 13,
experiment 6; Ahler 1989). The similarities of these expenmentally produced assemblages to the
relative compositions of the debitage assemblages recovered from the units at the Tsini Tsini site
suggests that the majority of the debitage recovered fiom the site was produced during mid-stage
biface reduction and retooling. In the remaining 3 units availabie for analysis, the G1 size grade
contributed the highest percentage of weight. The exact nature of the reduction process
represented by these units is unclear as many experimentally modelled reduction episodes exhibit
weight distributions dominated by G1-sized flakes (Ahler 1975, 1989% 1989b; Morrison 1994).
However, as cortex is relatively rare within the collection, this would largely eliminate early
stage reduction of cobbles as being the possible source for the GI dominated units.
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Table 3. Raw Data fiom Mass Analysis of Andesite Debitage Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 1 1)

Table 5. Mass AnaIysis Results by Weight Andesite Debitage Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 1 1 )
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Table 6. Dominant Andesite Mass Analysis Size Grade by Weight Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 11)
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Overall, the results of the mass analysis appear to suggest that the debitage assemblage is
dorninated by mid-stage biface reduction debris. These results appear to be consistent with those
initially put forth by Hobler (1995). Moreover, the results of the mass anaiysis also appear to
suggest that the andesite debitage recovered from the units near the daturn rock and units on the
lower terrace areas are remarkably similar in terrns of their relative composition and
technological origin (primarily the result of biface reduction), but that the debitage recovered
from these two areas may differ in these respects from the debitage assemblage recovered from
the rock face area.
When the debitage assemblages from the various units within each of the three areas are
combined, a remarkable similarity in terrns of their relative size distribution of the different
respective size grades of the andesite debitage recovered from the iower terrace and the daturn
rock excavation areas is apparent (Table 7). Considering that the debitage collection recovered
from the lower terrace is far Iarger than the debitage assemblage recovered from the datum rock

and rock face excavation areas, the nearly identical relative size grade composition of the
debitage in the two excavation areas suggests that the same behavioural activities were taking
Table 7. Size Grade Distribution of Andesite Debitage (Excavated Materia1 Only) Tsini Tsini
Site (FcSrn 1 1)
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1 13,074
3 1,943
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place in both areas (e-g., the same forrns of reduction strategies were being conducted). In
addition, it is also apparent that the relative size mgradedistribution of the andesite debitage from
the rock face differs significantly from the distribution of debitage in the other two areas ( e g ,

the G2 and G4 counts).
While the results of the mass analysis appear to confinn the subjective observation that
the debitage assemblage is dominated by flakes produced during rnid-stage biface reduction, the
results are somewhat problematic as the relative distribution of size grades at the site is unlike
any other non-midden debitage assemblage previously studied using the mass analysis procedure.
Examination of the composition of the excavated andesite debitage assemblage revealed that
only 235 fraaments (approximately 0.17% of the total andesite debitage colIection) consist of
Gl-sized items, 10,584 items (approximately 7.27% of the total) consist of G2-sized items,

6 1,075 (approximately 41 -95% of the total) consist of G3-sized items. and 73,687 items
(approximately 50.62% of the total) consist of G4-sized items. Examination of the relative
contribution of respective size grades reveals a considerabte difference between the three
excavation areas of the site in that G3-sized items are the most numerous in 19 of the 32 units
with G4-sized items being the most numerous in 10 of the 32 units. The G1 and G2-sized items
are the most numerous in the remaining three of the 32 units. These three units were restricted to
the upper terrace of the site and in particuIar to the rock face area (Table 8).
Cornparisons to other experimentally produced and archaeological debitage assemblages
(Ahler 1975, 1986, 1989a, 1989b; Behm 1983; Burton 1980; Henry et al. 1976; Johnson and
Raspet 1980; Kalin 1981; Magne and Pokotylo 198 1; Maudlin and Amick 1989; Momson 1994;
Prentiss 1993; Stahle and Dunn 1984; Sullivan and Rozen 1985; Van Dyke and Behm 1981;
Table 8. Dominant Andesite Mass Analysis Size Grade by Count Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 11)

Excavation
' Area':
- .- - -

Uni& with G1
Highest % b y .

.
.

Lower Terrace
Daturn Rock
Rock Face

*

1

Count

-1

-

.

Units with G2
~ i g h e s%
t by-

.- Count .

2

"

-'

Units with Ci3
Highest % by
Count

--

Units with G4
Highest 98 by
-Count

7
11
1

5
4
1

Verrey 1986) suggest that the site in general is characterized by a relative lack of the normalIy
observed proportions of large-sized (Gl) and small-sized (G4) flakes irrespective of
technological origïn, an observation consistent with that made by Metz (1996) during his analysis
of the 1994 debitage collection. The G4 size egade is usually thought to dorninate rnost

archaeological and experimentally produced assemblages irrespective of the technoIogica1 origin,
particularly biface reduction assemblages (Ahler 1975, 1989~1,1989b; Henry et ai. 1976; Kalin
1981; M O ~ S1994;
O ~ Patterson 1981, 1982a).
The Iack of the expected amount of this proportion of G4 flakes has been used by a
number of researchers in the past to suggest the presence of dumping and cleaning activities
(Behm 1983; Rahemtulla 1995; Van Dyke and Behm 1981). Behm (1983), basing his assertions
on ethnographicdly observed dumping behaviour in Ethiopia described by Gallagher (1977),
suggested that undisturbed primary assemblages should display a G4 ratio to G3 ratio of
approximatety 2: 1. In the case of the Tsini Tsini assemblage, however, examination of those
units screened with both %" and '/," screens found that only one unit, unit 34-363,90-92W
reached the hypothesized 2: 1 ratio with this unit having a G4:G3 ratio of 2.17: 1. On average, the
site exhibit an overall G4:G3 ratio of 0.75: 1 with the units on the lower terrace having an average
G4:G3 ratio of 0.99: 1, the units at the datum rock excavation area having an average G4:G3 ratio
of 0.73: 1, and the units at the rock face exhibiting an average G4:G3 ratio of 0.29: 1. Considering
the extensive horizontal distribution of the units at the site, i t would appear that dumping and
cleaning activities could not realistically account for the apparently anomalous G4:G3 ratios
apparent at the site. Rather, it appears more likely that the debitage at the site appears to
represent "de facto refuse" (material that has entered the archaeolo,sical record without dumping
activities) (Schiffer 1972). Accordingly, it appears that the relationship of G4 to G3 flakes and
the overdl size distribution of the debitage at the site is the result of sorne inherent property of
the andesite (e.g., some property of the andesite may inhibit the propagation of secondary
multiple flakes that tend to be created during the detachment of any flake [Gunn et al. 1976;
Jelinek et al. 197II), the result of andesite fracturing in a different way in cornparison to other
raw materials as suggested by Amick and MaudIin (1997), the result of post-depositional forces,
the result of a particular technological strategy not previously experimentally modelted, or a
combination thereof (cf. B a u d e r 1985; Clark 1986).
The relative Iack of G1 flakes at the site is also somewhat perplexing. However, as the
majority of G1 dorninated distributions tend to be associated with early stage core and early stage
biface reduction, this appears to Iend support to the interpretation that the andesitic debitage
assemblage recovered from the site represents primarily the remains of rnid-stage biface
reduction. Moreover, the fact that the site exhibits a relative lack of identifiable primary and
secondary flakes within the andesite debitage collection (only 278 pieces of debitage [O. 19% of
the total andesite debitage collection] consist of primary and secondary flakes) further supports
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the assertion that the main debitage assemblage recovered from the site is reflective of only a
narrow range of the entire biface reduction continuum as Hobler (1995) initially postulated based
on non-quantitative observation. It should be noted that the relative lack of primary reduction
debris at a site has been suggested by a number of authors as being indicative of primary
reduction occumng elsewhere off-site (Fish 198 1;Minor and Toepel 1984; Schneider 1972; Van
Dyke and Behm 1981). It is also possible that the relative lack of G l flakes could be culturally
related, That is, that the lack of the G1 flakes may be due to cuntion with the cul1in.g and
removal of Iarger size flakes from the debitage and their subsequent transport etsewhere for
further reduction (Larson and Kornfeld 19979).
It is hypothesized that if substantive intrasite differences in reduction strategies and the
relative stages of reduction exist between the three excavation areas, that individual units within
the three excavation areas should combine within a cluster analysis into discrete clusters
representing the three discrete areas of the site. In order to test this hypotbesis, a number of
ctuster analyses using both standardized and unstandardized variables derived from the m a s
analysis procedure were run using SPSS's CLUSTER program (SPSS Inc. 1990:76-83) utilizing
Ward's (1963) method and squared EucIidean distance. Ward's method is a hierarchical type of
cluster analysis that is based on within-group sums of squares (Afifi and Clark 1990; Chatfield
and Collins 1980; Everitt 1974). Ward's method rnaximizes the interna1 homogeneity of each
cluster by taking into account at each stage the merger that provides the minimum increase in the
within-group error sum of squares (Chatfield and Collins 1980224; Everitt 1974: 15). Cluster
analyses using Ward's method lias been used successfulIy in a number of other archaeological
studies in a number of different contexts and are especially prevalent in studies conceming
spatial analyses, debitage analyses, and the anaiysis of attributes of specific artifact types (Le.,
Burton 1980; Greaves 1991 ; Magne and PokotyIo 1981;Matson and True 1974; Pitts 1978).
The results of the cluster analysis (Figure 11) reveal that, with the exception of the units
at the rock face, the units do not tend to combine into discrete clusters representing their original
site area provenience as hypothesized. This thereby further appears to suggest that the debitage
assemblages recovered from the lower terrace and datum rock areas are Iargely sirrrilar in terms
of their relative technological composition and the relative stages of reduction that they
represent. Therefore, these resuIts appear to suggest that the debitage assemblages recovered
from the units on the lower terrace and datum rock excavation areas represent the results of

sirnilar reduction activities andor the effects of sirnilar post-depositional factors and that the
debitage assemblages recovered from the excavation units in these two areas appear to differ in
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Re-scaled Distance Cluster Combine
Unit
34-36
32-34
106-108
34-36
32-34
112- 114
34-36
34-36
110-112
112-114
32-33
108-110
30-32
110-112
32-34
34-36
112-114
110-112
34-36
34-36
108-110
108-110
106-108
114-116
116.118
112-114
118-120
118-120
110-112
118-120
116-118
116118

50-42

56-98
106-108
104-106
58-60
100-102

40-42
92-94
106-108
108-110
92-94
106-108
92-94
108-110
104-106
90-92
104-106
110-112
56-58
58-60

%-98
104-106
98-100
100-102
30-32
102-104
28-3 0

30-32
100-102
112-114
28-30
26-28

DR = Datum Rock
LT = Lower Tenace
RF = RockFace
Figure 11. Dendrogram of SPSS Cluster Analysis Output Utilizing Mass
Analysis Variables Tsini Tsini Site (FcSm 11)
these respects from the debitage assemblages recovered fiom the units in the rock face
excavation area.
Overall. the resulü of the mass analysis and the cluster analysis suggest that the debitage
from the Iower terrace and datum rock area are sirnilar to each other in relative composition, size,

and technological ongin (king pnmarily the result of midstage biface reduction) but that the
debitage from these two areas differ considerably in these respects from the andesite debitage
assemblage recovered from the rock face excavation area.

Following the example of Morrïson (1994) and Rahemtulla (1995) and the suggestions of
Bradbury and Carr ( 1995), Carr (1994), Morrow (1997), Shott (1994), and Hayden (personal
communication 1996) that more than one type of debitage analysis should be used when
attempting to make technologicd inferences regarding debitage assemblages, a stratified
sampling strategy was instigated with three sarnple units being randomly selected from each of
the respective three areas of the site for further analysis. This method was chosen in order that a
representative sample from each of the areas could be selected for more extensive examination.

In this case the sampling frame (Binford 1964:428) consisted of al1 those units that were
screened with both W and

'fi'screens. The three sample units that were selected for Further

debitage analyses were unit 34-36S, 92-94W from the lower terrace, unit f 12-1 1 6 , 108-1 IOW
from the datum rock area, and unit 118- lZOS, 30-32W from the rock face area. These three units
selected represented a combined total of 11,410 pieces of debitage or 7.67% of the total andesite
debitage assemblage. Broken down into their respective areas, the sarnple unit selected from the
lower terrace represented approximately 8% of the total debitage assemblage recovered from that
area, the unit selected from the datum rock area on the upper terrace represented approximately

5% of the total assemblage recovered from that area, with the unit from the rock face
representing 5% of the total debitage assemblage recovered from that locality.
The three sample debitage assemblages from the three respective excavation areas were

subjected to two additional forms of debitage analyses. These consisted of a flalce completeness
analysis ALA Sullivan and Rozen (1985) and a complete flake analysis. The first of the two
methods of analysis employed, the Sullivan and Rozen fiake completeness analysis (1985)- is a
type of individual flake analysis (IFA) that is based on a hierarchical attribute key which
separates al1 debitage into four mutudly exdusive types based on the presence or absence of a
number of key attributes. The Sullivan and Rozen attribute analysis, and modified forms of it,
has been applied in a variety o f different contexts studying debitage from a variety of different
type of raw materials in order to make inferences regarding the technological origin of debitage
assemblages (Breffitt 1993; D. Hall 1997, l998a; Hall and Hobler 1997; Prentiss 1993; Prentiss
and Romanski 1989; RahemtulIa 1995; Sullivan 1992, 1995; Sullivan and Rozen 1985). An
unrnodified forrn of the SulIivan and Rozen Typology aIa Sullivan and Rozen (1985) and
SuIlivan ( 1992) was selected for utilization within this study.

In an unmodified f o m of the Sullivan and Rozen debitage analysis, each piece of
debitage is examined individually for the presence andor absence of a number of key attributes
with depending on the outcome, the piece of debitage progressing further down the hierarchical
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tree untii it is classified into one of the four mutuaily exclusive main debitage type categories
(Figure 12). The presence andor absence of a single interior surface represents the first level of

Single Interior Surface
Point of Applied Force

Margins

DEBITAGE CATEGORY

fin
Not Intact

I

Complete
Flake

Broken
Flake

Not Discemible

Absent

~lake
Fragment

Figure 12. Decision Tree of Sullivan and Rozen (1985) Debitage Analysis.
the hierarchical tree (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758). According to the terminology of the
approach, a single intenor surface is indicated by the presence of positive percussion features
such as the presence of ripple marks, force lines (fissure cracks), fracture wings, andlor the
presence of a bulb of percussion or fragment thereof (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758). The second
Ievel of the hierarchical tree is the presencdabsence of a point of applied force (Sullivan and
Rozen 1985:758). According to the definitions provided in Sullivan and Rozen (1985)- the
"point of applied force" is indicated by where the bulb intersects the striking platform. A
missing striking platform indicates that a single identifiable point of applied force can not be
identified (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758). The third Ievel of the hierarchical tree is represented
by the presencdabsence of intact margins. According to the approach, margins are considered

intact if the distal end of the flake exhibits either a hinge or a feather termination (Sullivan and
Rozen 1985:758). Step fnctures according to this approach are identified as k i n g non-intact
terminations due to the arnbiguity in distinguishing the difference between step fractures
produced during original flake detachment and those step fractures produced during the postdepositional and post-manufacture fracturing of flakes by various forces. Detailed definitions of
the four mutually exclusive flake types amved at by the Sullivan and Rozen (1985) method and
the similarity of these types to other debitage classification systems are provided in Appendix C.

The reasons for the impIementation and the selection of the Sullivan and Rozen method
of debitage anaiysis were threefold, The primary reason for the selection of this method of

andysis was that this approach provides a relatively non-subjective replicable methodology to
assess the relative degree of fragmentation apparent within any debitage collection. The second
reason for the selection of this methodology was that it could also be used to make inferences
regarding the technologicaï composition of debitage based on the relative proportions of the
different completeness categories. Finally, this method of analysis was seIected as it provides a
mechanism by which inferences regarding the relative arnount or the presence a n d o r absence of
trarnpling can be inferred. As there have been rnany questions regarding the validity of the flake
completeness approach in making inferences regarding the technologica1 origin of debitage
collections (see Arnick and Maudlin 1989; Bradbury and Carr 1995; Ensor and Roemer 1989;
Morrison 1994; Odell 1989; Prentiss and Romanski 1989; Shott 1994; Tomka I989), inferences
conceming reduction stntegies are only cautiously put forth in this regard.

In regards to the degree of fra,mentation apparent within the debitage collection, during
the mass analysis of the assemblage, subjective observation of the main andesite debitage deposit
suggested that the main andesite debitage deposit at the site was extremely fra,mentary
especially on the lower terrace and at the daturn rock. The analysis of the debitage assemblages
recovered from the three sample units confirms these subjective observations. Ail three of the
sample units have similar proportions of non-orientable debris (approximately 39%, 29%. and
32% respectively) with all three sample units also revealing a high degree of fragmentation with
the combined proportions of broken flakes, flake fia-pents, and non-orientable debris
constituting approximately 97%. 95%, and 68% respectively (Table 9)Table 9. Relative Proportions of Flake Completeness Categories (Sullivan and Rozen 1985) in
Three Sample Units

Excavation Unit and
Excavation Area
34-36S, 92-94W
(Lower Terrace)
1 12-1 14S, 108-1 10W
(Datum Rock)
1 18-120S, 30-32W
(Rock Face)

Broken

FIake . Cornpiete
-Fragments Flakes

Debris

Totds

(15.84%)

The relatively high degree of fragmentation apparent within the debitagc coHection may
be due to the nature of the raw material (the reduction of relatively heterogeneous raw materials
will result in the production of a high d e p e of fragmentation due to points of weaknesses and
inclusions inhibiting the progress of the fracture front), and/or the degree to which both natural

forces or "N-transforrns" (Schiffer l988:473-474) such as tree throws (Gifford 1978; Maide
1964; RoIfson 1980; Schiffer 1987; Wood and Johnson 1978), cryoturbation and frost heave
(Butzer 1982; Corte 1963; Inglis 1963; Jackson and Uhlman 1966; Johnson et al. 1977; Rolfson
1980; Strauss 1978; Wood and Johnson 1978) and anthropornorphically induced postdepositionat
forces or "C-transforms" (Schiffer 1988:471-473) such as trampling (Flenniken and Haggxty
1979; Gifford-Gonzales et al. 1985; Nielson 1991; Prentiss and Romanski 1989; Pryor 1988;
Shea and Klemck 1993; Stockton 1973; Tringham et al. 1974) and/or recent disturbance due to
logging may have affected the material.
Assessing the possible causes of this fra,omentation, it does not appear that recent
trampling could have caused the relative fra,omentation seen at the site as there are relatively few
artifacts from the site which exhibit "double patina" (cf. Goodwin 1960:301) andor "fresh"
exposures. This does not preclude the possibility that trampling was a major factor in the past.
If the assemblage was subject to significant post-depositional trample-induced darnage in the
past, it occurred far enough in the past for the welLdeveloped patina apparent on the vast
majority of the specimens to develop. in terms of the effects of natural factors, the fact that the
clasts within the surrounding matrix do not appear to exhibit the same degree of relative
fra,omentation suggests that "N-transforms" (Schiffer 1988:473-474) more than likely are not the
cause of the degree of fra,mentation apparent. Thus, anthropomorphic factors or "C-transforms"
(Schiffer 1988:47 1-473) andor particular knapping strategies andor some property of the raw
rnaterial may be the ultimate cause for the degree of fra,omentation apparent within the debitage
collection recovered from the site. UnfortunateIy, the only way to definitively establish whether
particular knapping strategies, properties of the andesite, or combinations thereof were
responsible for the relative fia-pentation apparent within the assemblage would be to conduct a
full replication project, something that was beyond the scope of this thesis. The lack of a
replicated assemblage unfortunately lirnits the strengths of the inferences that can be made in
identifying the ultimate cause for the degree of fragmentation apparent within the assemblage.
Therefore it would be beneficial if a replication project using Tsini Tsini andesite or a sirnilar
raw material were conducted in the future so that the definitive cause for the degee of
fra,mentation apparent in the assemblage coufd eventually be established.
The analysis of the flake completeness categones reveals that there is a great deal of
similaity in the relative composition of Sullivan and Rozen's four debitage types within those
sample units representative from the lower terrace and the datum rock* Further, the debitage
assemblages from these sample units appear to differ considerably from the sample debitage
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assemblage from the rock face in this respect (Table 9). As is apparent, the flake completeness
analysis reveals that the datum rock and lower terrace units had s i r d a r "signatures" in terms of
the relative percentages of broken flakes, complete flakes, flake fra,ments, and non-orientable
debris while the sarnple unit from the rock face excavation area displays a much higher number
of complete flakes in comparkon to the other two sample debitage assemblages. The remarkable
s i m i l ~ t seen
y
within the debitage assemblages recovered from the sample units from the Iower
terrace and datum rock area in terms of the relative proportion of the various respective debitage
types suggests that they either represent the product of similar knapping strategies andor they
were influenced by the same pst-depositional forces.
The inferences that c m be made conceming the technological origin and composition of
the debitage sample units using the Sullivm a d Rozen method are limited as the relative
proportion of flake types in the sample units do not confonn exactly to the expected relative
proportions put forth by Sullivan and Rozen (1985) or Sullivan (1987). Nevertheless, the sample
units from the lower terrace and the daturn rock area do appear to be generally consistent with
the expectations presented by Sullivan and Rozen (1985), and Sullivan (1987) of bifacial
reduction (high relative amounts of broken flakes and flake fra,aments and relatively low amounts
of complete flakes). Consequently, this appears to confirm the interpretation that the debitage
assemblages recovered from the lower terrace and the datum rock are dorninaeed by biface
reduction debris. The exact nature of the assemblage recovered from the rock face is uncertain
due to the srnall sample recovered from the area.
It should be noted that the assertions as to the representative relative proportions of the
four flake categories for core reduction and biface reduction put forth by Sullivan and Rozen
(1985) and SuIlivan (1987) have been questioned by a number of authors (Arnick and MaudIin
1989; Bradbury and Carr 1995; Ensor and Roemer 1989; Momson 1994; Odell 1989; Prentiss
1993; Prentiss and Romanski 1989; Tornka 1989). For example, Bradbury and C m (19951,
contrary to the assertions of Sullivan and Rozen (1985), found that the relative proportion of
flake fragments and complete flakes were essentially equal between reduction techniques.
Prentiss and Romanski (1989) aIso questioned the expected relative proportions put forth by
Sullivan and Rozen (1985) in that they found that while the relative proportions of flake
fra,aments and non-orientable debris produced in their core reduction and biface reduction
expenments confomed to Sullivan and Rozen's expectations, the results of their experîment
suggested that Sullivan and Rozen's (1985) stated expectations as to the relative proportion of
complete and broken flakes derived from the two reduction techniques did not. Sullivan and
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Rozen's methodology has further been questioned in that it has been argued that the relative
composition of flake types in experirnentally and archaeologically produced debitage
assemblages rnay be material and/or h a p p e r dependent (Arnick and Maudlin 1997; Bradbury
and Carr 1995; Momson 1994; Prentiss and Romanski 1989). Thus, it is apparent that the results
of the experimental testing of the Sullivan and Rozen (1985) methodology conducted by
Bradbury and Carr (1995), Prentiss and Romanski (1989), and Tornka (1989) appear to suggest
that while certain differences between the relative proportions of flake classes within biface and
core reduction are somewhat constant, these percentages are not consistent between experirnents.
Despite the possible problems with this approach in terrns of making technological inferences
based on the relative proportion of debitage types identified in the proceeding, the results of the
analysis and the techno1ogica.l inferences that can be made from the analysis appear to conforrn
to the results of the mass analysis (that the debitage assemblages from the lower terrace and
datum rock excavation areas are the result of biface reduction). Accordingly, the results were
accepted but are put forth but with some reservations.

In respect to the possibility that sample debitage assemblages may have been subjected
to trampling, Prentiss and Romanski (1989) found in their study that expenrnentally produced
untrampled biface production assemblages revealed relative compositions of approximately 34%
compIete flakes, 22% broken flakes, 36% flake fragment, and 4% non-orientabIe debris while
trampled biface production assemblages revealed a relative composition of approximately 16%
complete flakes, 29% broken flakes, 50% flake fragments, and 4% non-orientable debris
(1985:9 1). For block core reduction, Prentiss and Rornanski found that the untrampled
assemblage revealed a relative composition of approximately 25% complete flakes, 16% broken
flakes, 22% flake fra,oments, and 32% non-orientable debris with trampled core reduction
assemblages revealing a composition of approximately 13% complete flakes, 18% broken flakes,

43% fiake fra,gnents, and 31% non-orientable debris (1989:94-95). In al1 cases split flakes
accounted for less than 6% of the assemblage. Thus, in both cases, trarnpling appears to have
lowered the relative amount of complete flakes, and increased the relative amount of flake
fragments and broken flakes. Further, the relative proportion of non-orientable debris appears to
stay relatively constant in trarnpled biface production assemblages and lowers in trampted block
core reduction assemblages.
Comparing the relative proportions of the various debitage types seen in the sample units
from the Tsini Tsini site to the results put forth by Prentiss and Romanski ( l989), it appears that
the relative proportions of debitage types within the Tsini Tsini simple assemblages resemble the
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experimentalIy produced trampled assemblages in t e m s of the hiph relative proportion of flake
fra,gnents.

However, they differ greatly from the relative proportions produced in the

experimentally trampled assemblages in tems of the much Iower relative amounts of complete
and broken flakes and the much higher relative amounts of non-orientable debris. These
differences may be the result of severe trampling of the assemblage as lower relative amounts of
complete and broken flakes and increased values for non-orientable debris is what one would
intuitiveiy expect from an excessively trarnpled assemblage; thereby suggesting the possibility
that the assemblage recovered from the site may have been subjected to trampling at some point
in the past,

In order to further explore the presence of any morphological and technolopical
differences between the three excavation areas in terrns of the main debitage assemblage, a
number of t-tests using the SPSS program ?TEST (SPSS Inc. 1990:701-703) were also
conducted comparing the average weights of each of the respective size grade classes between
the upper and lower terraces of the site- The resuIts of the t-test analyses yielded mixed results.
For example, the resizlts of the t-tests suggest that there is no significant weight differences
between the average weight between the upper and Iower terraces in respect to the GI size class
(104)= 0.77, p c.440). However, each of the other size classes were sipificantly and

consistently smaller on the lower terrace in comparison to the upper terrace [the G2 size cIass
(239)= -3.57, p c.000), the G3 size class Q (244)= -2.55, E <.O1 l), and the G4 size class (r (199)=

-2.45, p <.015)]. The smaller size of the flakes on the lower terrace (as measured by average
weight) suggests that this difference is possibly indicative of the degree of trampling that had
taken place on the lower terrace. These findings appear to be consistent with the results of the
Sullivan and Rozen flake completeness analysis which reveded that the debitage assemblages
recovered from the lower terrace inchdes much higher counts of non-orientable debris in
comparison to the other two excavation areas. This is consistent with what one would expect if
the lower terrace (which foliows the river's edge) was used as a transportation corridor bath for

humans and anirnals alike. In respect to the average weight differences between areas, it could
be argued that the size g a d i n g process lirnits the amount of possible variability in t e m s of
average weight within each of the size classes.
A chi-square analysis (Thomas l986:264-29 1) was d s o conducted examining the relative

proportions of the Sullivan and Rozen flake types between the sample units from the datum rock

and the lower terrace. The results revealed that the distribution of the relative proportions of the
different debitage categories within the two sample assembiages from those areas found that the
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relative composition of debitage breakage categories is dependent on location (x2=202.3 146,
de3). This results suggests that the relative composition of the debitage assemblages is area
dependant and that therefore that the difference apparent between the s m p l e debitage
assemblages recovered from the two areas may suggest a difference in the d e g e e to which both
assemblages were trampted. As noted, this makes intuitive sense in that it would appear that the
lower terrace would have been subjected to the effects of trampling far more than the upper
terrace due to that area representing a nahiral transportation corn-dot-. Unfortunately the sample
size recovered frorn the rock face was too small and produced expected values of less than two
and as such, the chi-square test was not permissible (Thomas 1986:295).
However, the fact that the exotic and non-andesitic debitage from the site does not
appear to emulate this pattern (Table 10) suggests that either a reduction strategy not yet
modelled experimentally or some property of the andesite is responsible for the depree of
fragmentation seen within the andesite debitage collection as one would expect that the exotic
Table 10. Flake Completeness Comparing Pooled Andesitic Sample Unit Debitage and Pooled
Non-Andesitic Debitage (FcSm 11)

Debitage

Complete
Flakes

Broken

Andesite

345
(3.0%)

Non-Andesite

74
(18-896)

906
(7 -9%)
16
(4.1%)

Fiakes

Flake
Fragments
5833
(51.1%)
240
(61.1%)

Debns

Totals

4326
(38.0%)
63
(16-0%)

11,410
(100%)
393
(100%)

debitage assemblages wc-r!d be even more fra,o;mentary if they were subject to trampling due to
their largely more bnttk nature (particdarly the obsidian, chert, and jasper recovered from the
site). This appears to be consistent with the findings of Amick and Maudlin (1997) suggesting
that breakage and fracture patterns appear to differ between raw rnaterials. Nevertheless, it could
be suggested that the debitage assemblages recovered from the lower terrace and daturn rock may
have been subjected to at least some degree of trampling at some time in the past.

In addition to the flake completeness analysis conducted on the sampIe units, a third type
of debitage analysis, an individual complete flake analysis, was also conducted on the sample
assemblages. Complete flake analyses have been conducted in a variety of contexts by a number
of researchers using a variety of materials (Le., Brauner 1972; Draper 1982; Seeman 1994; StahIe
and Dunn 1981;Teltser 199 1). These types of studies have been shown to be successfu1 in
discrirninating between, and identifying, the presence of core and biface reduction activities and

have also been found to be successful in identifjring stages of reduction in too1 production. A
number of different discrete and continuous variables in addition to a nurnber of
presencehbsence attributes were selected based on their experirnentally tested and suggested
ability to differentiate between rnanufacturing techniques and manufacturing stages. Flake types,
the attributes selected for examination, and the reasons for their selection are presented in
Appendix D,
The results of the complete flake analysis reveal that there is a remarkable similarity in
terrns of the technological composition of the cornplete flakes culIed from the sample units
selected from the lower terrace and the datum rock excavation areas- As noted earlier, initial
subjective observations of the debitage recovered from the site suggested that soft hamrner biface
reduction flakes (produced through the utilization of an antler. bone, wood, or soft Stone
indentor) represent the predominant flake type at the site. These subjective observations, which
appear to have been confirmed by the results of the mass analysis, appear to be further confirmed
by the results of the individual flake analysis. The results of the individual complete f!ake
analysis reveal (Table 11) that, based on a polythetic approach utilizing a number of
experirnentally defined diagnostic attributes [see Appendix D), that approximately 80% of the
complete flakes from each of the three sampie units at the site exhibited attributes such as
diffused bulbs, small lipped platforms, expanding shape, and dorsal scar patteming which have
been suggested by a number of authors as being characteristic of biface reduction flakes (Ahler
1989a211; Hayden and Hutchings 1989249; Niquette et al. 1991:32; Whittaker 1994: 185-86).
The remaining portions of the debitage within the sample units represented lesser amounts of
hard hammer flakes and pressure flakes. No bipolar flakes were identified in any of the sample
debitage assemblages.
Table 1 1. Technological Flake Types Identified in the Three Sample Units Tsini Tsini Site
(FcSm 11) (Complete Flakes Only)

Excavation Area
Lower Terrace
Datum Rock
Rock Face

1

Hard Rarnrner
Rakes- 6
(2.30%)
5
(6.80%)
2

(20.0%)

Pressure
219

37

(83.6%)
61
(83.6%)
8
(80.0%)

( 14. IO%)

7
(9.60%)
O
(0.00%)

It should be noted that an analysis of a number of attributes using the SPSS program

CROSSTABS program (SPSS Inc. 1990:99-107) and the SPSS progarn TTEST (SPSS Inc.
1990:70 1-703) reveal that when al1 of the complete flakes frorn each of the respective sarnple
units are combined, that there are a number of significant differences between the complete
t

flakes recovered from the three areas in terms of specific seIected metrïc and non-metric
attributes (see Table 12)However, when the complete flake assemblages from each of the units were broken
down into Ahler's (1975, 1986, 1989a, 1989b) m a s analysis size grades and re-examined
statistically, the vast majority of these observed statistical differences between the three sample
assemblages disappeared. However, some differences between the lower tenace and rock face in
comparison to the daturn rock area were still apparent (see Table 13).
The results of these analyses suggest that while the aggregate comparison of al1 of the
complete flakes from the three excavation areas do reveal some significant differences, these
differences for the most part disappear when the agsegate assemblages are broken down into the
respective size classes utilized in the mass analysis procedure. This suggests thar while the
reIative composition of the aggregate samples may differ, that individual flakes within size
categories are very similar in terms of morphology, f o m , size, etc. Thus, the results of the
individual complete flake analyses appear to confirrn that the debitage assemblages recovered
from the lower terrace and datum rock excavation areas are similar and that there are differences
between the debitage recovered from these two areas in comparison to the assemblage recovered
from the rock face area.
As noted earlier, a ftake completeness analysis (ALA Sullivan and Rozen 1985) and a
mass analysis were also conducted on the non-andesitic and presumably exotic debitage from the
site (Table 10). Analysis using the chi-square statistic comparing the relative composition of
Sullivan and Rozen's debitage types between andesitic and non-andesitic debitage suggests that
the degree of fragmentation as shown by the relative composition of flake types varied when
comparing the pooled andesite debitage from the respective sample units to the pooled amounts
of non-andesitic debitage. This suggests that the degee of fragmentation differs according to
raw material type (X'=330.8756, de3). It is unlikely that the observed differences are due to the
non-andesitic debitage being subjected to, or differential affected by, post-depositional forces.
Rather, it is more likely that the material dependent differential degree of fragmentation
exhibited is either the result of some property of the andesite (Amick and Maudlin [I997]

Table 13.
Summary of Results of T-Tests of Selected Complete Flake Metric Attributes
Comparing Sample Units from Three Excavation Areas
Tsini Tsini Site (FcSrn 11)
(G2 and G3 Flakes Only)

Note: G1 and G4-sized flakes were excluded frorn these analyses due to
inadequate sample size, Chi- square tests were not calculated due to inadequate sample sizes.

suggest that different raw materials exhibit different fracture patterns) a n d o r the differential
application of different reduction strategies depending on the raw material being reduced.
Further examination cornparing the andesitic and non-andesitic debitage recovered From
the site reveaIs that the andesitic and non-andesitic debitage assemblages differ considerably in
terrns of their morphology and their technological origin and that the reduction strategies applied
to non-andesitic debitage differs significantly between the upper and the Iower terrace. For
example, examination of the non-andesitic debitage identified the presence on both the upper and
lower terrace of the bipolar reduction of extremely small cortical cores of primarily exotic raw
materials and the presence on the lower terrace of debitage suggestive of the production of small
bifacid obsidian objects in that area, something not apparent on the upper ternce. ~Moreover,
rnicroblade production, a type of reduction which is thought to be consewative of raw materials
(Browman and Munseil I969:259-260; Greaves 1991 :ii: Johnson 19872; Magne 1989: 19;
Mewhinney 1956; Nelson 199 1 6 8 ; Patterson 198753; Torrence 1979:76), appears to have been.
focused exciusively on exotic raw materials (specifically obsidian and possibly also basait) and
appears to have been spatially restricted to the lower terrace. (However, as noted in Appendix A,
there is some question as to the possibility of a rnicroblade technology in andesite at the site).
These apparent differences appear to reflect the material dependent differential application of
reduction strategies and the spatially restricted conduction of certain reduction strategies in nonandesitic raw materials. Overall, the analysis of the non-andesitic debitage suggests that raw
materials other than andesite appear to have been utilized more conse~atively,that different
reduction strategies appear to have been applied to exotic raw materials, and that differences
exist between the upper and lower terrace in tems of the technology applied to exotic raw
materials.
As detailed in Appendix A, analysis of the bifaces, biface fragments, and associated
debitage within the collection were conducted utilizing a 4 stage reduction and trajectory mode1
based on the work of Bradley (1975), Callahan (1979), Collins (1975), Frisom and Bradley
(1980), Holmes (1890, l894a, l894b), Johnson (1 989)- Muto (197 l), Newcomer (1 97 1),
Patterson (1 977)- Sharrock (1966), and Whittaker (1 994). The results of the analysis suggest that
four separate biface reduction trajectories appear to be present at the site with the distinction
between these trajectories being based primarily on the initial blank forrn. The trajectories
identified at the site were identified through the analysis of morpholo,oical attributes of the biface
blanks, bifaces, and biface fragments recovered from the site in addition to attributes of the
debitage and debitage assemblage. Trajectsry #lrepresents the reduction of the creation of
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iarge bifaces through the reduction of large primarily non-corticai fiake blanks (Amick 1985).

Trajectory #2 consists of the bifacial reduction of large, coarse-&pinedapparently locally
derived, water-rolled andesite cobbles. This trajectory appears to be spatially restrïcted to the
extreme rear of the site and its exact association with the rest of the deposit is uncertain. The
relative lack of cortical flakes and the relative lack of coarse-grained andesite debitage within the
main deposit at the site suggests that if this trajectory was a part of the reduction strategïes of the
people responsible for the production of the main deposit at the site, that it represented an only
minor component of their overall technologïcal repertoire. Trajectory #3 consists of the
reduction of predominantly endstruck, non-cortical flake blanks- The biface blanks and early
stage preforrns within this trajectory are characterized by a prominent dorsal ndge created by the
p i o r parailel removal of two large flakes prior to the detachment of the flake blank from the
larger parent mass. These prior removals on the dorsal face give the biface blanks and preforms
within this trajectory at least initially a largely convexo-trianplar cross-section. It appears that
the original flake blanks utilized within this trajectory were the resuIt of "the following of a
ridge" of the edge of a large non-cortical parent core. Trajectory #4 consists of the creation of
relatively small-sized bifacid implements from small, !argely non-cortical, flake blanks. The
presence of this trajectory was suggested by the fact that many of the smaller bifaces retained
morphological evidence indicating that they began as relatively srnaIl non-cortical flake blanks.
Due to the largely non-cortical nature of the debitage and the relative smalI size of the debitage,
it appears that debitage from trajectories #1, #3, and #4 represent the source for the rnajority of
the debitage recovered from the site. Unfortunately, it does not appear to be possible to assess
the relative contribution of each of these trajectories to the overall debitage assembiage.
Identifying whether the flake blanks utilized for biface production at the Tsini Tsini site
were denved through the spatially segregated off-site reduction of water-rounded, glaciofIuvial!y or fluvially deposited, andesitic cobbles or whether they were acquired through the
quarrying of a bedrock outcrop source is problematic as no areas of primary reduction have so far
been identified at the site nor have any areas of primary reduction been located during a nurnber
of surveys of the surrounding region. However, the presence of somewhat similar raw material
has been identified in sorne of the tributary streams which flow into the Bella Coola and
Talchako River Valleys from the south (Phi1 Hobler, personal communication 1997). The
relative lack of cortex on the vast majority of the bifaces recovered from the site despite their
apparent early stage, the relative lack of cores recovered frorn the site, the relative lack of cortex
within the debitage collection, the morphology of the flake blanks recovered from the site, and
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the sheer volume of material at the site (an estimated 14 million flakes at the site assurning a
constant distribution of 3,639 flakes per 2 x 2 m area derived from excavation units extended
across the 120 x 130 m or approximately 15,600 m'of the site), combine to suggest the presence
of a nearby bedrock source for the material (possibly high in the upper reaches of the Tsini Tsini
Valley as suggested by Hobler [1995]) with non-cortical quarry flake blanks being transported to
the site for hrther reduction similar to situations described by Gramley (1980), Hester et al.
(1 977), Holmes (1890), Huckell(1973), and Patterson (1997)- Unfortunarely, it is possible that
this presumed bedrock source (possibly an andesite dyke) for the vast majority of the raw
material reduced at the site rnay never be found as Neoglacial advances above the site (Desloges
and Ryder 1990) may have covered and/or destroyed the original source or alternatively, the
original source may have been covered by Holocene fluvial sediments deposited by Tsini Tsini
creek, by slopewash, or the results of other rnass wastage phenornena (cf. Ahler 198 1 in Wiant
and Hassen 1983; Gramley 1980).

In t e m s of the reduction strategy utilized at the site, early on during andysis of the
bifaces from the Tsini Tsini site it was noticed that the bifaces and biface fragments recovered
from the site exhibit one face that is decidedly more extensively flaked than the opposin,a face.
Further examination revealed that these largely unreduced faces exhibit morphological
characteristics that suggest that they represent the ventral face of the original flake blank from
which the biface was initiated. It appears therefore that the creation of the bifaces at Tsini Tsini
was accomplished through initial unifacial reduction of the dorsal surface of the parent blank.
This is suggested by the large number of bifaces and biface fra,oments which still retain evidence
of the original ventral a n d o r dorsal surface of the original parent flake from which they were
derived and the large number of bifaces which still retain largely unreduced ventral surfaces.
This "unifacial and then bifacial" strategy would appear to make most sense in a situation in
which the raw material being worked is hard and difficutt to flake as andesite is considered to be
(Ackerman 1974:6; 1980:194) as the original bulbar surface of the flake would represent an
already largely thin and convex face to work with, thereby reducing the amount of energy
expenditure needed to create a biconvex, bifacial fonn. It is possible that this strategy may
indicate that the producers of the assemblage may have encountered many problems and
produced many errors while attempting to reduce the particular type of andesite found at the siteTherefore, it may have been considered more efficient to wait until the more difficult dorsal face
was reduced until starting to thin the already Iargely thinned and relatively uniforrn face
represented by the ventral face of the flake blank. The "unifacial and then bifacial" reduction
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strategy which appears to be apparent at the site appears to be reminiscent of the unifacial biface
strategy identified in the Mamrnoth Lakes region of California by Skinner and Ainsworth (199 1).

In general, biface reduction at Tsini Tsini appears to be initiated by first edgïng the
dorsal face of the flake blanks and then atternpting to thin the biface from the subsequent ridges
created by this initiai edging. The presence of this strategy is suggested by a number of bifaces
and biface fraDments within the assemblage that retain evidence of Iargely unobtmsive shailow
flake scars dong their laterai margins and d o n g their proximal and distal extremities. FoIlowing
initial edging, it appears that flaking of the dorsal face appears to have continued until a roughIy
similar convex shape in cross-section similar to the ventral face was created. Once this point was
reached, reduction of the ventral face appears to have commenced. From the morphology of the
bifaces and biface fragments, it wouId appear that either teardrop-shaped (cf. Shafer 1985:300)
(as suggested by the one rounded base fra,oment) and/or bipoint shaped (as suggested by the
prevalence of pointed biface fragments) were the intended bifacial form.

In t e m s of stages of reduction exhibited at the site, examination of the larger bifaces and
biface fragments recovered from the site suggest that they represent largely Stage 2 (edging in
progress) and Stage 3 (edging completed and thinning begun) biface production rejects. This
appears to be confimed by several lines of evidence including an analysis of the fracture patterns
of the larger biface fra,oments conducted comparing the biface fragments to illustrations and
descriptions provided in Amick (1985), Coilins (1 9 7 3 , Crabtree (1972), Faulkner (1984), Frisom
and Bradley (l980), Johnson (1979, 198l), Purdy ( 1975), Rondeau (198 l), Shafer (1979), and
Tsirk (1979). The analysis revealed that 50% (n=7) exhibited end shock (Amick 1985; Crabtree
1972; Johnson 1979; Purdy 1975; S hafer 1979) which resulted in a "lateral snap" o r
"amputation" (Tsirk 1979). Of the remaining larger biface fragments, 43% (n=6) appear to be
the result of truncation due to the collapse of an edge as described by (Collins 1975; Rondeau
1981) with the rernaining lone fra,oment (7%) representing a bending fracture (Faulkner 1984).

In general, the types of fracture present on these fragments are thought to predominantly
represent early-to-intermediate stage soft hammer production failures (Amick 1985; Johnson
1979).
Further evidence of the early-to-midstage nature of the bifaces recovered from the site is
provided by an andysis of the width-to-thickness ratios of the Iarger bifaces and biface
fragments. Callahan (1979) suggested that width-to-thickness ratios increase with an increase in
the observed stage of reduction. Examination of the larger bifaces and biface fra,ments reveals
that the vast majority of biface fragments had width-to-thickness ratios of between 2: 1 to 4: 1
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with the average being 2-7 1:1, These values are consistent with the values sugested by Ahler
(1986), Sharrock (1966). and Callahan (1979) as being representative of Stage 2 and Stage 3
bifaces. Subsequent statistical analysis utilizing the SPSS p r o a m TIEST (SPSS Inc. l990:7O 1-

703) found that there is no significant differences in the width-to-thickness ratios apparent on the
Iuger biface fragments between the upper and lower terraces (t(9)= -27, p c.79) suggesting that
the larger biface fraements recovered from the upper and lower terraces of the site do not differ
in terrns of the stage of reduction represented. Further confirmation of the early-to-midstage
nature of the biface assemblage recovered from the site is represented by the results of the
debitage analysis and by the relative Iack of pressure flaking apparent on the bifaces and biface
fragments within the collection, as well as the relative Iack of pressure flakes in the debitage
collection (as identified dunng the individual complete flake analysis of the three sample units
see Table 11). The presence of a srnail amount of pressure flakes within the debitage assemblage
(as identified by the sample unit analyses) suggests that while some pressure flaking and final
forming of bifaces andfor srna11 tools may have taken place at the site, it appears that this was not
a significant behaviour contributing to the formation of the debitage assemblage at the site. The
extreme scarcity of late stage or finished bifaces at the site despite three successive years of
excavation strongly suggests that the final finishing of the bifaces took place elsewhere and that
bifaces were transported off site in a largely intermediate stage of production. The possibility
does however still remain that finished bifaces are present in unexcavated areas of the site but
were not located due to inadequate sarnpling. However, this does not appear to be likely
considering the amount of excavation that has taken place during the three years of excavation at
the site.
As part of the overall analysis of the assemblage from the site, a small refitting program

was instigated using al1 of the biface fra,oments recovered during the 1994 and 1995 field

seasons. Conjoining programs have a long history in archaeology especially in Europe with
successful refits and/or the lack of successful refits having been used to infer reduction
techniques, reduction stages, post-depositional movement, contemporaneity of assemblages, loci
of manufacturing, the possibility of post-depositional scavenging and distinctions between
successive components (Bradley 1982; Bunn et ai. 1980; Cahen 1983; Cahen and Keeley 1980;
Cahen et al. 1979; Cahen and Moeyersons 1977; Hofman 1981; Levi Sala 1986; Robertson 1984;
Schiffer 1987; Speiss 2984; Spurrell 1883; Stafford 1985; Verrey 1986; Villa 1982, 1991;
Yerkes 1989). h British Columbia, refitting analyses and attempts at the refitting of artifacts
appears to be a reIatively rare phenomenon with one of the only such studies previously
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attempted being that attempted by Rousseau and Muir (199 1). The refitting program conducted
on the Tsini Tsini assemblage using the various biface fnDmentswithin the assemblage was
largely unsuccessful, producing only two successfuI refits. Two additional refits were also
achieved within other tools classes, None of the successful refits were items recovered from
units representative of the upper and lower terraces of the site. Of those that were successfdly
refit, the majority were achieved either from adjacent units or adjacent levels.
The refitting analysis did provide sorne unanticipated results. For example, the refitting
program revealed chat two separate portions of the same object could display differential
amounts of patination. This suggests that following original deposition, different postdepositional rnovement and surficial exposure of these two objects appears to have occurred and
accordingly, that the degree of patination seen on the objects recovered from the site rnay not be
temporally related but rather rnay be dependent on micro-environmental factors. The general
lack of successful refits at the site conforms to the expectations put forth by Yerkes (1989: 190)
that few refits are expected to occur where only part of the manufacture, use, and discard cycle is
present. Moreover, it has been suggested that few refits are expected to occur if a site is only
temporady occupied for short periods of time over a number of successive years znd/or seasons
as the assemblages recovered from sites of this nature would be expected to be compnsed of
mixed material composed of largely unrelated manufricturing episodes (Villa 199 1; Yerkes
1989: 190). Accordingly, the majority of the unsuccessful refits appear t o represent what Cahen
and Keeley (1980: 176-177) would identify as "phantom tools", that is "those tools whose
presence is attested to by partial remnants that could not be refit". However, this does not
necessady preclude the possibility that the larger biface fragments were scavenged as can often
be the case with larger biface fra,gnents (cf. Schiffer 1987:286) or culled and transponed offsite
(Morrow 1997).
Overall, its appears that the Tsini Tsini site has the appearance o f what StiIes et al.
(1974) would call a "factory site", what Ahler (1956), Bryan and Tuohy ( 1960), GramIey (1980),
Holmes (1890, 1894a), and Shafer (1985) would identify as a "workshop", what Raymond
(1984) would call a "field base", what Binford (1979) would define as a "special purpose site",
and what Jeffries (1982) would descnbe as a "short trajectory site" in that the site reveals a
relative lack of finished implements and forma1 tooIs, the presence of a number of production
rejects, a relative lack of cores, and the presence of vast quantity of only a narrow range of
reduction debris. Further confinnation of the production centre nature of the site and the
apparent concentration on secondary reduction seen at the site is provided by the lack of any
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definitive hearths a n d o r habitation andor structural remains at the site sugesting that visits to
the site tended to be brief with the presence of a considerable quantity of production detritus
recovered from the site in relation to the number of finished implernents also being indicative of
the manufacturing focus of the siteWhile the results of aforenentioned analyses suggest an overail similar pattern at the site
in terrns of the nature of the main debitage assemblage recovered from the site and in terms of
the main type of reduction taking place at the site (biface reduction), it does appear that the upper
and lower terrace do differ in ternis of the distribution of formed tools and recognizable artifacts.
A cluster analysis using the SPSS pro,oram CLUSTER (SPSS Inc. 1990:76-83) using Ward's

(1963) method and squared Euclidean distance found that there was an almost complete
separation between the respective excavation areas (Figure 13)- While the results of the cluster
analysis does appear to suggest that the three excavation areas do differ in terrns of the relative
composition of forrned tools and recognizable artifacts, it appears that there are many
morphoIogical and technological similarities apparent between the recognizable artifacts
recovered from each of the respective three excavation areas in terrns of the method of
production and their resulting forms- Accordingly, apart from a number of localized specific
concentrations of artifacts, there does not appear to be any substantive differences between the
assemblage recovered from the upper and lower tenaces. Therefore, it appears that the
excavation units on the two terraces of the site represent part of the same technological tradition
and that those tools that d o have a spatially restricted distribution on either the upper and lower
tenaces may be related to localized behaviouraI specific activities rather than being reflective of

a particular temporal time frarne or technological tradition.
It appears that the lower terrace and the datum rock excavation areas represent pnmary
context knapping assemblages representative of predorninancly rnid-stage biface reduction while
the assemblage recovered from the rock face excavation area is of unknown origin. It is possible
that the rock face excavation area may in fact represent the remains of a living floor beneath
some form of shelter. This is suggested by the relative lack of G4-sized flakes recovered from
that area, the relatively large size of the debitage recovered from there, the Iack of sirnilarity of
the deposit to primary knapping assemblages (AhIer 1975; Behm 1983; Goulding 1980), and the
relative Iack of formed tools. However, there is no way to be certain and therefore this assertion
must be considered only speculation only.
Although biface reduction appears to be the main reduction technotogy represented at the
site, other reduction technologies also appear to be present. For example, the presence of a small
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Re-scaled Distance Cluster Combine

DR = Datum Rock

LT = Lower Terrace
R,F = Rock Face
Figure 13. Dendrogram of SPSS Cluster Analysis Output Utilizing Only Tools
and Recognizable Artifacts
bipolar industry at the site is suggested by the presence within the debitage collection of
concentrations of bipolar debitage, the presence of bipolarly reduced exotics, the presence of
bipolarly reduced tested cobbles, and the presence of the single pièce esquillée (Hayden 1980;
MacDonald 1968:85-90). In addition to this small bipolar industry, the presence of various srna11
cores and core fragments and a small proportion of the debitage also suggest the presence of a
relatively poorly represented srnall core technology. However, it does not appear that either of
these reduction techniques represented a significant proportion of the overall technology of the

.

inhabitants of the site. Rather, it appears that biface production was the prirnary technology
utilized at the site. The presence of a number of tools types (Le., the spurs, denticulates, notches,
scrapers, the pièce esquillée, and the various "burin-like" tools within the assemblage) thought to
be indicative of a bone, wood, and antler technology suggests that a bone, wood, and antler
industry was also part of the technological repertoire of the prehistoric inhabitants of the site
(Fnsorn and Bradley 1980: 139; Funk et al. 1969; Hayden 1980; Kelly and Todd 1988; Whittaker
1994; Wiimsen 1968). The presence of these implernents does suggesc that the Tsini Tsini site
could have served as a production centre or "factory" for the creation of bone, wood, and antler
tools as weIl as bifaces (cf. Bryan and Tuohy 1960505).
Examination of the technological origin of the flake tools at the site was conducted in
order to ascenain if the flake tools in the collection were the product of a prepared core
technology or alternatively were the result of the expedient creation of tools from biface thinning
flakes culled from debitage. Examination revealed that of the 328 identified flake tools,
)
of hard hammer flakes which were subsequently fashioned into
approximately 5% ( ~ 1 8consist
tooIs, 35% (n=l14) consist of soft hammer flakes which were made into tools, with the
remaininp approxirnately 60% (n=196) being either too frapentary to identify to technological
origin or too ambiguous to be confidently placed in any one tzchnologica1 category with any
degree of certainty. A casual inspection of these non-identifiable fragments suggests that the
majority of those flake tools in the non-identifiable category appear to represent the fragrnentary
cornpiete or fragmentary biface thinning flakes but that identification could not be made
confidently. It therefore appears from the relative Iack of identifiable cortex on the flake tools
within the assemblage and the general morphology of the flakes on which these tools were
created, that the majority of flake tools apparent within the collection appear to represent biface
thinning flakes that were expediently modified for situational needs rather than the product of a
deliberate prepared flake industry. The r&tive lack of cores frorn which prepared flakes could
be struck also appears to h n h e r confirm this observation.
The fact that the site exhibits only a portion of the encire biface reduction process and the
fact that the inhabitants of the site appear to have concentrated their technology on biface
production suggests that the people responsible for the creation of the main component at the site
rnay have practiced a mobile adaptation. Recent studies conceming technological organization
have suggested a strong association between mobile adaptations, the concentration on a bifacial
technology, the presence of spatially delirnited portions of biface reduction trajectories over the
landscape, and the conservative use of exotic raw materials (Hayden et al. 1996:22; Raymond
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1984; Seddon 1992; Teltser 1991). Kowever, this does not preclude the possibility that the site
may be representative of the remains of repeated visits to the site by a task-orientated group from
a sedentary population. This possibility remains a n avenue for future research.

The overall pattern that emerges from the analysis of the lithic assemblage from the Tsini
Tsini site is that the main deposit at the site represents an early-to-midstage biface production
centre in which the occupants of Tsini Tsini organized their technology around the production of
bifaces with other tools being manufactured expediently out of biface reduction detritus. As part
of their overail technolo,oical organization, it appears that the inhabitants of the site practised a
material dependant differential utilization of exotic raw materials and reduction techniques with
exotic and non-andesitic raw materials being utilized more conservatively in cornparison to the
andesite that constitutes the vast majority of the assemblage recovered from the site,

Chapter Seven: Interpretations, Areal Cornparisons, SpecuIations, and Conciusions

7.1 Interpretation
The interpretation of the assemblage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site is hindered by
five main factors including: 1) the comparatively few diagnostic artifacts or "index fossils"
(Witthoft 1952465) recovered from site considering the large size of the assemblage and the
wide spatial distribution of the deposit, 2) that the end result of the predominant technology
represented at the site (bifaces) is a relatively ubiquitous and inherently undiagnostic tool type
that is found throughout the archaeologicaI record of both the West Central Plateau and the
Central Coast, 3) the lack of any firm radiocarbon dates associated with the main deposit at the
site, 4) the lack of any datable tephra layers, and 5) the relative lack of any fIoral and faunal
remains which limits the inferences that can be made regarding subsistence activities or
seasonality of occupation. Despite these drawbacks, it appears that the assemblage recovered
from the site consists of a large main typologically early-lookinz component and a relatively
poorly represented relatively late cornponent. Acknowledging the problems and cautions that
have been identified by a number of authors in atternpting to attach linguistic and ethnic labels to
;
I 975:22, 19ïïb:88;
prehistoric artifacts (see Burley and Beattie 1987; Carlson 19 9 6 ~Donahue
Fladmark 1979:253; Hassan 1987:3; Magne and Matson 1987), it appears that the most
temporally diagnostic items recovered from the site appear to be suggestive of a relatively late.
and presurnably, Athapaskan presence at the site. The features and the artifacts suggestive of this
late component include:

1) The srnall contracting stem point recovered frorn the lower terrace which appears to
be similar to those found in late prehistoric contexts on the West Central Plateau at
Chinlac (GaSv 1) (Borden 1952:Fipre 27), at TezIi (FgSd 1) (Donahue's group 3 points
[Donahue 1977a:Figure 7]), at Punchaw Lake (Montgomery 1978:Figure 22), and in the
Anahim Lake complex of sites as a surface find at the Potlatch site (FcSi 2) (WiImeth
1978a:PIate xi).
2 ) The possible roasting pit located on the lower temace dating to 490 3- 60 BP (Beta

101949) (see Appendix B) which appears to be sirnilar in size and contents to two
possible roasting pits identified on the West Central Plateau including the one identified
at the Daniktco Site (FdSi 3) in the Anahim Lake region (Wilmeth 1978x77) dating to

approximately 1200 BP and the one identified at FaRt 16 near Alexis Creek dating to
620 -t 80 BP (Bussey 1983:35).
3) The small modified bone point(?) fra,gment found in unit 108-1 IOS, 106- 108W near
the datum rock which appears to be reminiscent of those found on the West Central
Plateau at the Potlatch site (FcSi 2) in the Anahim Lake region (Stewart 1978:Plate 3).
4) The small bone fish effigy lure recovered from unit 108-1 IOS, 106-108W near the
datum rock on the upper terrace which appears to be similar to those depicted in Clark
( I974:9) and Monce ( 1890:Figure 4, 1893:Figure 58), and descnbed by Teit ( l909:779),

Morice (1 890: 130, 1893: 172, 1894:72), and Tyhurst (1984:6 1). Clark (1974). Morlan
( 1970a), Holmes (1975: 163), and Tobey (198 1:424) have identified small bone fish Iures

of this type as being diagnostically Athapaskan.

5) The presence of the hafted scrapers fashioned from exotic raw materials and the
general predorninance of flake scrapers recovered at the site suggests an Athapaskan
presence at the site as, in general, scrapers are generally thought to be more characteristic
of Athapaskans assemblages in the Bella Coola area rather than Nuxalk assemblages
(Phil Hobler, persona1 communication 1997; Hobler and Bedard 1993).
6) The presence of a number of different exotic raw materials (e.g., particularly the

sedimentary rocks such as the chert and the jasper in addition to the vanous basalt items
recovered at the site) suggest an Athapaskan presence at the site as these types of raw
materials occur in vast numbers on the West Central Plateau but less so in the Bella
Coola valley itself or d o n g the Central Coast in general.
7) The small arnount of andesite implements (n=lS) that exhibit "double patina"
(Goodwin l96O:3O 1) andor evidence of lateral recycling (Schiffer 1972, 1987). These
artifacts, although not specifically indicative of an Athapaskan presence, do at least infer
a lapse in time between the initial occupation of the site and the subsequent reuse of the
site and these items by Iater peoples.
8) The presence of the possible Tci-thos (spall scrapers) recovered from the lower
terrace near the possible roasting pit. These artifacts are generally thought to be
diagnostically Athapaskan (Cook 1975: 126; Holmes 1975: 103).
9) The possible living floor identified against the rock face and dated to 420

+ 50 BP,

which may be suggestive of the presence of a temporary lean-to shelter against the rock
face of a type used by the Carrier and the Tsiihqot'in and described by Anderson

(1863:77), Birchwater ( 1991: 15), Borden (1954: 192), Bumard-Hogarth (1987: 142),
Envirocon Ltd- (198 1:39), Fumiss (1993a), Jenness (1929:Z), Lane (1953: l72), Morice
(1892: 120, 1893: l93), Ray (1939: l48), Teit (1909:776), and Tobey ( 1981:425).
10) The presence of the small "seed" bead which was recovered on top of the datum
rock in a similar context to those found on the West Central Plateau. R. G. Matson has
suggested that this be representative of some type of an offering associated with hunting

(R.G. Matson, persona1 communication to Hobler 1996).
11) The possible cache pit on the lower terrace, a type of feature which is ubiquitous on
the West Central Plateau (see Alexander et al. 1985; Alexander and Matson 1986;
Blacklaws 1978:36; Borden 1% la: 10, 1951b, 195232; Donahue 1972a; Eldridge and
Eldridge 1980:76; Fladmark 1976; KeImer 1975; Helmer and Wilson 1975; Matson et ai.
1980; Sewell 1950; WiImeth 1969a, 1978a; Wilson 1983; Zacharias 1990), present in the
upper Bella Coola Valley (Hobler and Bedard 1992:29; Hobler 1988; Hughes 1977: 13),
and relatively rare dong the Central Coast.
12) The possible post holes on the lower terrace that are possibly indicative of
temporary Iean to shelters or possibly fish drying racks of a type noted previously as
being utilized ethnographically by both the C h e r (Smith 1930-1922) and the
Tsilhqot'in (Burnard-Hogarth 1987).
13) The small localized concentrations of obsidian bifaciai tool production areas on the
lower terrace found in proximity to the possible post-holes, the possible cache pit, and
the possible roasting pit. Due to their provenience, these items may also be associated
with the late Athapaskan presence at the site.
14) The presence of some of the denticulates recovered from the site which Monce
(1900: 17) identifies as being used by the Déné for bloodletting.
15) The presence of what appears to be the frapentary

rernains of an obsidian stemmed

projectile point sirnilar to those found on the West Central Plateau at the Potlatch site
(WiImeth 1978x211) and at UIkatcho (Donahue 1973:Plate 26) which are thought to
date to the historidproto-historic period (Wilmeth 1978a:91).
16) Lastly, the presence of bifacially retouched scrapers, a type of implement which

Matson et al. (1980) describe as being characteristically Athapaskan.
While the site does not contain a number of those items that are thought to be
definitively diagnostically Athapaskan such as Kavik Points (Cook 1975: 1%; Derry 1975;
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Matson et al. 1980; Morlan 1970a:29) and a particular type of spurred endscraper (Gunnerson
1968: 182; Wilrneth 197Ob:42), it appears from a consideration of the foregoing that there is
enough evidence to suggest the presence of a late, and presumably, Athapaskan presence at the
site dating to approximately 500 BP. In addition to the previously identified objects and features,
it is possible that at least a portion of the andesite debitage may also be associated with this late
component. However, determining exactly what proportion of the debitage assemblage from the
site is associated with this possible relatively late-dated occupation of the site is problematic as a
definitive methodology for dating debitage has yet to be developed. The identification of the
Athapaskan component at the site is not surprising considering the numerous references to an
Athapaskan presence in the upper valley near Stuie (Alexander et al. 1985:37; Birchwater 1991,
1993; Boas l898:26; Borden I952:34; Bussey and Alexander I992:67; Cox l832:374; Donahue
1977x49; Edwards I978:37; Farrand IgOOa:3; Furniss 1993a; Glavin 1992: 105; Goldman
1941:4 14; J. Hall l98Oa:32, 1980b: 18I ;Hobler and Bedard 1992:66; Jenness 1932:362;
Kennedy and Bouchard 1976: 1;Kay 1995:7; L. Kopas 1976: 174; Lane 1953: 1%; Lepofsky
l985:72; Mack 1994; Mcnwraith 1948; Morice 1892: 120, 1925:479; Munro 1944:4; Nater
1994: 177; Newman 1973:202; Ravenhill 1938:23; Scouler 1848231; H. Smith 1920-1934 in
Tepper 1991; H. Smith 19 10, l92O-l922, 1925d; W. H. Smith 1967:58; Teit 1909:762; Tobey
198l:4 17; Turner 1975:33; Tyhurst 1984:25; Walker 1976:32; White 19l3:487). Determining
whether it was the Carrier or the Tsilhqot'in who specifically created this component however is
difficult if not impossible to determine definitively,
As noted, in addition to the retatively small late-dated presumably Athapaskan
component at the site, the majority of the assemblage recovered from the site appears to represent
a main typologically early-looking component. in terrns of areal comparisons for this main
typolo,aically early Iooking main component, a review of previous archaeological research both
on the West Central Plateau and dong the Central Coast failed to provide a direct andogue by
which the Tsini Tsini site could be interpreted. A nurnber of sites within the Upper Bella Coola
Valley do, however, appear to show some affinity with the Tsini Tsini assemblage. For example,
at the site of Upper Qwliutl (FcSm 61, a possible pre-pithouse component that included Tsini
Tsini andesite was identified as being present beneath a srnall pithouse and associated cache pits
(Hobler and Bedard 1992). Hobler and Bedard (1992) suggest that this component was disturbed
by the later construction of the pithouse and therefore was not associated with the pithouse
remains present at the site. It is possible that the small number of possible obsidian microblades
recovered at this site may have also been associated with this earlier pre-pithouse andesite
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component. In addition to the site of Upper Qwliutl, flakes of Tsini Tsini andesite have also
been identified at the Big Rock Picnic site (Beth Bedard, persona1 communication 1995) and
dong the Sunset Bluffs directly across the valley from the Tsini Tsini site (Gary Shelton,
personal communication to Hobler 1995). Moreover, a single microblade (which has since
unfortunately gone missing) was also located at Sunset Bluffs (FcSm 7) (Hughes 1977). Further
upvalley, Beth Bedard (personal communication 1994) has reported the presence of a large
quantity of microblades and bifaces at the Atnarko River site. To date, however, no microbhdes
a n a o r examples of Tsini Tsini andesite have been recovered within the Bella Coola Valley
downriver of h i e . This dong with the fact that Tsini Tsini andesite and obsidian microblades
have been recovered extending in a line from upriver dong the Atnarko River Valley suggests
the possibility of an upper valley/Plateau affinity of the Tsini Tsini site rather than an upper
vaIley/lower valley connection (although this may be a function of the destruction of earlier sites
by the destructive nature of the Bella Coola River). A recent archaeological survey of the upper
Bella Coola Valley and its tributaies conducted by Beth Bedard (unpublished) may eventually
shed light as to the cultural affinity of the Tsini Tsini assemblage. Unfortunately, the results of
this survey were unavaihble for exarnination at the time of the wnting of this thesis.
In terms of chronology, HobIer (1995, I996a) and Carlson (1997) have suggested that the
assemblage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site is consistent with assemblages recovered from
early coastal sites. As noted earlier, the sequence dong the Central Coast is based primarily on
the relatively well-dated sequence at the stratified site of Namu on the outer Coast. Using the
Central Coast sequence as a source of interpretation, Hobler (1995, 1996a) has argued that there
is a temporally-delirnited horizontal stratification of the assemblage recovered from the Tsini

Tsini site. According to this view, the material recovered from the upper terrace of the site bears
direct affinity to the early components at Narnu (specifically Namu l a and 1b) with the lower
terrace bearing affinity to subsequent microlithic components. SpecificaIly, Hobler suggests the
presence at the site of an early pebble tool tradition deposit on the upper terrace (as represented
by the "foliate" points, choppers, "crude" bifaces, and a Iack of microblades) and the presence of
on the Iower terrace of a relatively later cornponent reflecting a shift in technology similar to that
which occurred at Narnu in which an obsidian microcore and microblade industry was added to
the earlier "crude" biface, leaf-shaped point, and chopper industry.
According to Hobler (1995, 1996a), the two tenaces at the site correspond to successive
regressions or stable periods of sea level associated with the marine transgression that is known
to have taken place within the valley. Thus, the upper terrace of the site would have been the
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first area to be aeriafly exposed and occupied by early populations followed by the subsequent
aerial exposure and occupation of the Iower terrace followed by marine regression which isolated
and preserved the landform. FolIowing Hobler's argument, the association of the tenaces at the
site to the marine transgression within the valley would therefore push the date of occupation of
the lower terrace closer to the earliest known dates for rnicroblade technology on the Central
Coast (Le., closer to its 9700 BP maximum temporal extent rather than to its disappearance on
the Central Coast by approximately 4500 BP [Apland 1982; CarIson 1983; Hobler 1982~1,
1990a:304]) in order to align with the temporal range of the marine transgression within the
valley. This would therefore date the upper terrace to a period prior to the rnid-9000's BP in
order to coincide with the first exposure of land following marine regression within the valley
and the lack of microblade technology within the region, Accordingly, this would date the Iower

terrace closer to the initial introduction of microblade technology to the Central Coast region
(closer to 9700 BP). If this interpretation is correct and the site does represent an early coastal
site associated with the marine transgression dong the coast, the site would constitute one of the
earliest sites dong the entire Northwest Coast. Moreover, it would represent one of the few sites
besides the site of Namu which would bridge the gap between the earlier Pebble Tool cultures of
the Northwest Coast and the subsequent introduction of rnicroblade technology to the region.
It appears that the assemblage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site does appear to show

some affinity to a number of other early coastal sites. Acknowledging the problems inherent in
making cornparisons to sites from far afield (Bryan and Tuohy 1960; MacNeish 1454, 1959;
Wilmeth 197Sa), the assemblage recovered from Tsini Tsini does appear to display certain
similarities to the assemblage recovered from the Ground Hog Bay 2 site in that the assemblage
recovered from the Ground Hog Bay 2 site also revealed the presence of microblades, flake
cores, bifaces, various types of scrapers, choppers, notches, gravers, flake burins, utilized flakes
(some of which appear to be burinated), and a large amount of flaking detritus (Ackerman
l992:2 1, 1996: 126). It should be noted that the association of receding relative sea levels with
temporally delimited occupations as suggested by Hobler is reminiscent of the interpretation of
Ground Hog Bay 2 put forth by Ackerman et al. (1979). Other sirnilarities to the assemblage
recovered from Ground Hog Bay 2 include the use of andesite and argillite, the presence of a
possible andesite microblade technology, and the possible association suggested between phases
of occupation and relative sea levels.
The main deposit from the Tsini Tsini site also appears to reveal some similarities to the
assemblage recovered from the Hidden Falls site on Baranof Island in Alaska in that the
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assemblage recovered from the Hidden Falls site included a number of microblade cores, cobble
choppers, possible burinized flakes, various forms of scrapers, flake cores, gravers, notches,
utilized flakes, and debitage (Davis 1989). Similarities can also be seen between the main
deposit recovered from the Tsini Tsini and the assemblage recovered from the site of Namu in
that both sites display the presence of rnicroblades, the CO-occurrenceof pebble choppers and
foiiate points, the predorninant use of andesite, and the relative conservative utilization of
obsidian as a raw material. Tsini Tsini also appears superficially to have rnany sirnilarities to the
Campus site in Alaska in that the assemblage recovered from that site included rnicroblades,
scrapers, and leaf-shaped points (Mobley 199 1). However, it should be remembered that these
sites do differ substantially from the Tsini Tsini site in the way that these site represent entirely
different environmental contexts, they are located a great distance from the Tsini Tsini site, they
often include a prepared flake core and blade technology, and often include substantial faunal
remains.
It should be noted that a case can be made, as first suggested by Kobler (199% that the
main early-looking component at Tsini Tsini resembles, and may be related, to the inter-tidal
lithic assemblages assigneci to the Cathedral phase based on the type site at Cathedra1 point
(FbSu 1) (Apland 1977, 1982; Carlson 1972a, 1983). The sirnilarities between the inter-tidal
lithic assemblages and the Tsini Tsini assemblage c m be seen in tenns of the favoured location
and relative Iimited use of retouching, the preferred location and type of utilization apparent
dong working edges, the use of primarïly !ocal aridesitic raw materiais, the fashioning of formed
tools by the creation of narrow and shallow notches and spurs which take advantage of flake
projections and irregularities, the types of "crude" and simple flake tools found (i-e., notches,
denticulates, spurs etc.), the morphological shape of what Apland called "crude bifaces", the
possible presence of a microblade industry based on the presence of a small amount of
microblades and a single microblade core, and the presence within the inter-tidal assemblages of
both foliate points and pebble choppers (cf. Hobler 1995, 1996a). The inter-tidal Iithic
assemblages are suggested as dating between 6000-3000 BP through the cross-dating of the
various proveniences of these assemblages to the known ternporally delimited sequence of
relative sea levels for the region (Retherford 1972). However, some questions have recently
been raised as to the validity of the sequence originally proposed by Retherford with it now bring
suggested that the inter-tidal lithic assemblages predate 5000 BP (Phi1 Hobler, personal
communication 1998; Roy Carlson, personal communication 1998). The Tsini Tsini assemblage
does differ from the inter-tidal lithic assemblages in that the Tsini Tsini assemblage lacks the
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presence of a prepared core technology. However, this rnay be a reflection of the special purpose
nature of the Tsini Tsini site. Moreover, it should be noted that there have been some questions
raised as to the genuineness of the rnicroblades associated with the inter-tidal lithic assemblages
(Donahue 1977a:256). However, unlike Donahue, 1 am i n c h e d to accept Apland's (2977, 1982)
and Carlson's (1973a) interpretation as to the genuineness of these artifacts. As such, it could be
argued that the main assemblage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site may be related to the intertidal lithic assemblages with the Tsini Tsini site representing the most easterly expression of the
inter-tidal lithic cultures utilizing a different raw matenal- The apparent typological and
technologicaI similarities to the inter-tidal lithic assemblages would therefore suggest that the
main early component at the Tsini Tsini site predates 5000 BP.
Again, acknowledging the problems inherent in making comparisons from far afield
noted earlier, it should be pointed out that the Tsini Tsini site also does appear to display some
sirnilat-ities with m m y very early interior sites including the Pointed Mountain site in the Yukon
where MacNeish ( 1954:252) recovered an assemblage which he suggested dated to between
8000-4000 BP. The assemblage at the Pointed Mountain site included a number of polyhedral
cores, retouched and unretouched lamellar flakes, end and side-scrapers fashioned from large
prismatic flakes in associated with snub-nosed end-scrapers, thin and cmde side-scrapers, rough
endscrapers, bifacial blades, choppers and large projectiIe points, and possibly crude corner and
angle burins. The Tsini Tsini site assemblage also appears to display certain characteristics that
appear to be sornewhat reminiscent of the Denali complex as defined by West (1967) including
microblades, wedge-shaped rnicroblade cores, flake burins, boulder-chip scrapers (tci-rhos),end
scrapers with some g a v e r spurs. relatively large biconvex bifacial knives, and a lirnited number
of blades or blade-Iike flakes (West 1980: 166). The Denali complex is thought to date between
approximately 10,000-8000 BP (West 1981 in Ackerman 1992: 19). The similarity of the Tsini
Tsini assemblage to these possible early intenor sites is intriguing in Iight of Carlson's (1997)
recent assertion as to the possibility of an ultimately Interior Alaskan origin for a great deal of
the early assemblages found on the Northem Northwest Coast. Nevertheless, it should be
remembered that the comparisons noted may be too far afield as to suggest a direct relationship.

7.2 Conclusion
The analysis detailed in the proceeding reveals that the inhabitants responsible for the
main early assemblage at the Tsini Tsini site appear to have been organized their technolog
around the production of bifaces with other forms of tools being manufactured expediently out of
biface production detritus. It appears that these inhabitants appear to have practised a material
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dependent differential utilization of raw materials with exotic materials being utilized more
conservatively. The analysis revealed that no substantive differences between the three
excavation areas of the site in terrns of the biface reduction strategies employed or in terms of the
stages of production represented within the early component at the site. However, differences
between the upper and lower terraces were apparent in terms of the distribution of forrned tooIs
and recognizable artifacts, and the distribution of particuhr reduction strategies. OveralI, it
appears that two assemblages are apparent at the site: a main, undated, early assemblage and a
srnaIll late-dated assemblage (ca. 500 BP) associated with an Athapaskan presence within the
upper BeIIa Coola Valley.

The goals of this thesis were: 1) to identify the nature of the reduction strateges
employed at the site, 2) to identify the way that the inhabitants of the site organized their
technology, and 3) to ascertain if any substantive differences existed between the three
excavation areas of the site in tenns of the reduction strategies employed. It is felt that these
goals have been met and that a greater understanding of the nature of early lithic technology
along the Central Coast and within the Bella Coola Valley has been achieved and an
understanding of the way in which it was organized at the Tsini Tsini site h a been gained.
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Appendix A. Artifact Descriptions and Analysis
Bifaces, Biface Fragments, and Biface Technology
It appears that biface reduction is the major activity represented in the assemblage
recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. Bifaces, as the narne suggests, are fonned tools that display
flaking scars on two opposing faces (Crabtree 1973: 16; Faulkner l984:3 13). They are generaily
thought to represent multifunctional tools that could have been utilized as projectiles as well as
slicing, chopping, and scraping tools (Barnforth 1986; Copp 1996; Ham 1975; Hayden et al.
199692; Johnson 1987; Shott 1986) and/or cores (Kelly 1988; Morrow 1988). Analysis of the
process of biface reduction at the site was accomplished utilizing a four stage reduction model
based on a four stage reduction and trajectory model based on the work of Bradley (1975),
Callahan (1979), Collins ( 1973, Frisom and Bradley ( 1%O), Holmes ( 1890, 1894b, I897),
Johnson ( 1989), Muto ( 197l), Newcomer ( 197l), Patterson ( 1977), Sharrock (1966), and
Whittaker ( 1994).
Biface stage and trajectory analyses have been utilized successfully in a number of
different contexts and are particularly prevalent in those studies which emphasize the study of
technological organization. The basic premise of a reduction trajectory is that earlier forms are
modified into later forms with shared morphologies in a systemized way through a senes of
progressive steps or stages (Johnson 1993). Within any trajectory, the number of different stages
represented can Vary. These stages are based upon perceived shared morphologka1 and
technological attributes and represent changing goals and techniques during the progression to
the final finished form of the artifact (Stahle and Dunn 1982).
The utilization of stage reduction analyses has often been questioned on methodological
and theoretical grounds (Le., Patterson 1979; Raab et al. 1979: 171; Rozen and SuIlivan
1989: 180: Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758) with it being argued that an emic conceptualization of
the differentiation between separate stages of reduction has yet to be identified from
ethnographie accounts (Raymond 198453). Nevertheless, the presence of what appear to be
caches of "bianks" suggests that prehistoric knappers may have manufactured lithic impkments
in discrete stages of production irrespective of whether or not they recognized them as such
(Gilreath 1983: Il). The utilization of a stase and trajectory analysis in this study, while
admittedly representing an artificial construct, represents an efficient means of organizinp,
operationalizing, and conceptualizing the reduction continuum present at the site and represents
an efficient means by which to relate the manufacturing process present at the site to others.
Acknowledging Amick's (1985) assertion that stages are often based on subjective criteria, a
thinning index (width-to-thickness ratio) (cf. Callahan 1979; Whittaker 1994) for stage
delineation was incorporated as part of the stage analysis with values used being provided by
Calfahan (1979: 18) and Whittaker (199490 1-204). As noted by Pendleton (1 979) and Morrow
(1984), the number of stages and their relative composition differs from assemblage to
assernbiage. h the case of the Tsini Tsini assemblage, a four-stage biface reduction trajectory
will be utilized in this study. Specificafly, these four stages consist of:
Stage 1: The acquisition of the raw material.
Stage 2: Primary edging of the margins (Bifaces in this stage display a width-

to-thickness ratio of approximately 2: 1).

Stage 3: Continued edging with flakes extending past the midline of the biface
(Bifaces in this stage display a width-to-thickness ratio of approximately 3-4: 1).

Stage 4: Final shaping and thinning (Bifaces in this stage display a width-tothickness ratio of approximately 4 o r above: 1).

Based on the four stage reduction mode1 described above, it appears that four separate
biface trajectories (rnethods of production) appear to be apparent at the Tsini Tsini site with the
difference between these trajectories being primarily based on initial blanWpreform size and
differential rnorphological characteristics. Admittedly, the four trajectories identified within the
Tsini Tsini assemblage are based on very few specimens, However, as there were only a few
early stage and complete bifaces recovered from the site, the identification of these four
trajectories was felt to be justified as they represented the only other source of information
regarding stages of reduction and the nature of the production of bifaces at the site other than the
debitage itself.

Trajectory #1: Early Stage Complete Bifaces
Trajectory #1 appears to consist of the creation of Iarge bifacial implements (knives?)
(bifaces that are generally considered to be larger than projectile points are thought to have been
utilized in the same rnanner as modern day knives r o p p 1996:38]) through the reduction of
large, predominantly non-cortical flake blanks. Two Trajectory #1 complete bifaces are present
in the Tsini Tsini assemblage. The two specimens are both biconvex in transverse cross-section,
they both display excurvate margins that taper to pointed tips, and both exhibit largely rounded
bases. Both specimens display evidence that they were fashioned from large non-cortical flake
blanks (Figure 14). Specimen #715 reveals a portion of the original ventral surface of the parent
flake blank from which it was made. Specimen #5 retains a portion of the original striking
platform that caused the detachment of this specimen from its larger parent mass.
The initial edging necessary for further reduction of specimen #5 does not appear to have
been completed. As such, this specimen would appear to represent an eariy stage (Stage 2)
biface (edging in propess when flaking was terminated). Specimen #5 appears to reveal
evidence that it had been water-rolled at some point in its post-depositional history as a number
of flake scars apparent on the object appear to have been dulled and rounded. The rounding of
the flake scar margins on this object is not surprising since the specimen was found in proximity
to the current course of Tsini Tsini Creek. The presence of the water-rolling damage seen on the
object suggests that Tsini Tsini Creek may have had a variable course tlxough time and may have
flowed over the far western extremity of the raised delta feature for an indeterminate length of
time (at least long enough to have dulled the flake scars of the specimen). Specimen #5 aIso
displays what appears to be recent fracture marks on one of its faces. The lack of any apparent
developed patina on these exposed areas suggests that these fractures may represent either
relatively recent reuse, scavenging or recycling (Schiffer 1972, 19871, post-excavation damage,
or recent post-depositional actions such as fracturing resulting from the logging operation on the
site. Unfortunately, the cause of this fracture c m not be definitively established.
The shape of the original bulb exhibited on specimen #5 and the morphology of the remnant
striking platform apparent on the specimen suggests that the original flake blank from which this
object was fashioned was detached from its parent mass through the use of a relatively hard
indentor, perhaps either a dense hamrnerstone or a dense wood billet. Following detachment, the
shape and depth of the flake scars suggest that a relatively soft indentor was utilized to thin the
piece. The identification of the type of indentor noted in the preceding remains largely
speculative. As noted by Bradley (1978), Bradley and Sampson (1986), Henry et al. (1976),
Patterson and Sollberger (1978), Mewhinney (1964), Pelcin (1997a, 1 9 9 7 ~and
) ~ Sollberger
(198 l), many attributes thought to be exclusiveIy associated with the soft hammer technique and
the utilization of a relatively soft indentor can be produced utilizing a relatively hard indentor

-
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Figure 14. Complete Bifaces Trajectories #1, #2, and #3
Trajectory #1 (a) #7 15, (b) #5, Trajectory #3 (c) #log, Trajectory #2
(d) #42 1.
and vice versa.
Specimen #715 also appears to represent a Stage 2 biface blank (cf. Muto 1971).
Reduction of this biank appears to have been halted due to the lack of success in thinning the
object (the piece displays a series of stacked steps along one of its lateral margins in addition to a
small Iocalized area of battering along the margin adjacent to the stacked steps suggesting that
the happer was unable to overcome this error in production after a number of failed attempts).
The final t'otm of specimen #7 15 was the result of the refitting of two smdler biface fia-pents

and a large media1 biface fragment. Prior to its refitting, it appeared that the large media1 biface
fragment was reminiscent of a transverse burin similar to that recovered from the site of Ulkatcho
(Donahue 1973: 164). However, once the apparent "burin spall" was refit on the larger biface
fragment, it was irnrnediately apparent that an intentional burin blow did not cause the removal
of the flake. Rather, it appeaïs that the fragment represents the unintended product of an
unsuccessful attempt to thin the objective piece. This interpretation is consistent with the lack of
apparent Wear on the "burinated" edge. There is also an apparent inconsistency in the material
dong the "burinated face" which may have been the caused the fracture which "burinated" the
tip of the specimen. The shape and the depth of the flake scan on the piece suggest that a
relatively soft indentor was used in an attempt to thin the piece. The relative width and size of
these objects and the fact that the size range of the more finished biface fragments fits within the
width and thickness parameters of these two pieces suggests that these two objects may represent
the approximate original size of the blanks utilized to create the majority of the Tsini Tsini
bifaces and biface fragnents. The size and the apparent tapering of the lateral margins of these
bifaces suggests that the pointed tip and rounded base ''tex-drop-shaped" form (Shafer
1985:300) was the intended form of the finished bifaces in Trajectory #l. The proveniences of
the specimens are listed in Table 14. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 15.
Note: Length was measured with the long axis of the piece orientated vertically. Width
measured at maximum point perpendicular to width. Thickness was measured at its maximum
extent between the ventral and dorsal faces.
Table 14. Provenience EarIy Stage Complete Bifaces, Trajectory #1
n=2

1

Area
Rock Face
Upper Terrace

1

Artifact#
715
5

.

-

Unit
124- 126S, 32-34W
General Site Surface
A

-

1

Material
Andes ite

Level
15

1

O

bL

1

Table 15. Metrics Early Stage Complete Bifaces, Trajectory #1
n=2

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Width/Thickness Ratio*

Min.

Max.

Mean

SD

101.3
45.20
23.40
117.7
1.87

109.5
47.80
35-50
161.2
1.93

105.40
46.50
24-45
139.48
1.90

5.80
1.84
1.48
30.77
.O4

*width-to-thickness ratios rounded to the nearest 100"

Trajectory #2: Early Stage Complete Biface and Associated Material
Trajectory #2 consists of the bifacial reduction of coarse-grained, water-rolIed,
apparently locally derived, andesite cobbles and large flakes. Specimen #42 1, the sole complete
biface (preform) representative of this trajectory, appears to represent a large primary flake that
was detached from a large, coarse-grained, andesite, water-rolled cobble (Figure 14). The
specimen exhibits cortex on both its dorsal surface and on its retained striking platform. The
specimen displays only marginal flaking on both its ventral and dorsal faces suggesting that only

a slight attempt has been made to thin the object- Along one of its lateral margins, alternating
bifacial flaking has been conducted creating a wavy sinuous margin. It appears that this edging
was confined to one Iateral margin and that flaking was halted due to some perceived inadequacy
of the material.
The specimen is of interest as it suggests that a t least a portion of the andesite
assemblage may be the result of the reduction of coarse-grained possibIy water-rolled bouldersized andesitic clasts. This would explain the presence in the debitage assemblage of a number
of coarse--0rained andesite flakes that display cortex that resembles the water-rolled edges of
fluvially transported cobbles. The context of this piece, as a surface find at the extreme rear of
the site in addition d o n g with the presence of other coarse-grained biface fra,gnents (e-g.,
specimens M33, #426, M87, #575, and #672 to be described later in this section) which were
also found primarily as surface Ends raises the possibility that this particular trajectory may be
unrelated to the main assemblage of fine-grained debitage recovered at the site, However, there
is not enough evidence to securely state whether or not this is in fact the case. It should be noted
that although this item does resemble the form of a cobble chopper, the precise nature of the
altemating flaking and the concentration d o n g a single margin was interpreted to be more
indicative of the preparation of subsequent flake removal and further bifacial reduction rather
than the formation of a "chopper" working edge. As prirnary edging does not appear to have
been completed on this object, it appears that this specirnen represents an early Stage 2 biface.
The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 16. Metrics are presented in Table 17.
Note: Length was measured with the long m i s of the piece orientated vertically. Width was
measured at the maximum point perpendicular to width. Thickness was measured at its
maximum extent between the ventral and dorsal faces.
Table 16. Provenience Early Stage Complete Biface, Trajectory #2
n= 1

Area
Upper Terrace

1
1

Artifact #
421

Level
O

Unit
General Site Surface

Matenal
Andesite

Table 17. Metrics Early Stage Complete Biface, Trajectory #2
n= 1

Length (mm)

1

133.5

1

"width-to-thickness ratios have been rounded to the nearest 100'~

Trajectory #3: Early Stage Complete Biface and Associated Material
Trajectory #3 is represented by cornplete biface specimen #108 (Figure 14) (which was
created by the conjoining of biface fraoments specimens #108 and #170), and by a number of
specimens with the various biface end types. Specimen #108, the largest and most complete
specimen in this trajectory, appears to represent an early stage 2 production reject (or

preformhlank) that was bisected by a misplaced blow d o n g one of its lateral rnargins. This
misplaced blow appears to have caused a transverse fracture resulting in a type of end shock
described by Rondeau (198 1: 10-1 1)- The length and depth of the flake scars apparent on the
biface suggest that the biface was primady reduced on one face by what appears to be hard
harnmer technique (Crabtree 1972). A prominent ridge is present on the opposite face to where
the majority of the flaking has taken place. It appears that a small number of attempts have been
made to thin the piece on the face displaying the prominent ridge. This is suggested by a number
of flake scars which begin at the ridge and extent for a short distance towards the respective
lateral margins. The prominent ridge and the largely convex opposite surface of specimen #108
suggests that the original flake blank may have been created from an end struck flake possibly
removed from a rectangularily-edged parent mass. The two paraIlel flake scars whose m q i n s
form the prominent ridge apparent on this and other specimens in this trajectory probably
represent prior attempts at the removal of large end struck flake blanks for further reduction by
the following of a ridge forrned by prior flake removals on the surface of a large, non-cortical
parent mass. This form gives the specimen in this trajectory, a t least initially, a largely convexotriangular cross-section. The specimens in this trajectory similar to the specimens in Trajectories
#1 and #4, a11 exhibit one face that is decidedly more convex thm the opposite face. The
provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 18. Metncs are presented in Table 19.
Note: Length was measured with the long axis of the piece orientated vertically. Width was
measured at mairnum point perpendicular to width. Thickness was measured at its maximum
extent between the ventral and dorsal faces.
Table 18. Provenience Eariy Stage Complete Biface, Trajectory #3
n= 1

Area
Datum Rock

Artifact #
108

Unit
1 14-1 16S, 100-102W

Level
2

Material
Andes ite

Table 19. Metrics Complete Biface Trajectory #3

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Width/Thickness Ratio*

99.2
37.3
21.6
71.8
1.73: 1

"width-to-thickness ratios have been rounded to the nearest 1 0 0 ~

Trajectory #4: Early Stage Complete Bifaces and Associated Material
Trajectory #4 appears to represent the creation of relatively smal1-sized bifacial
implements from smaI1, largely non-cortical flake blanks (Figure 15). The small size of the
initial flake blanks utilized in this trajectory distinguishes the items in this trajectory from the
implements within other trajectories as the original flake blanks appear to have been
considerably smaller than those utilized in the other trajectories. The relatively small bifaces in

this trajectory are ail roughly excurvate in outline and biconvex in cross-section. Unlike the
objects subsurned in the arnorphous biface type, regular edging is evident on al1 of these

,

-----

Figure 15. CompIete Bifaces Trajectory #4
Biface BIank Type #1 (a) #239, Complete Bifaces Trajectory #4
(b) #430, (c) #197 , (d) #25. (e) #483.
specimens. However, this edging is present in variable amounts with some objects displaying
almost completely eciged lateral margins while in other cases, bifacial flaking is apparent on only
a srnaIl portion of their rnargins. Flaking in al1 cases appears to have been tenninated for some
unknown reason (perhaps due to some perceived flaw in the material). Al1 of the specimens in
this category appear to have started out as smail flake blanks. This is suggested by the presence

of areas which appears to represent the original ventral and dorsal surface of the parent flake. In
some cases, a portion of the original striking platforrn is aIso apparent.
The flaking apparent en these specimens is Iargely confined to the margins of the pieces
with the flake scars only occasionally extending any considerable distance towards the rnid-point
of the bifaces. It does not appear that these bifaces represent bifacial scrapers and thus the final
form of the artifact as areas of unifaciai flakïng are apparent beyond the bifacially flaked edge,
thereby suggesting that Iater fiaking on the opposite face was intended to be completed. If the
bifacial edge was the intended forrn, it is doubtfûl that a unifacial edge would have been created
if it were not to be further subsequently reducedIt shouId be noted that specimens #25, #197 and #484 in this. trajectory strongly
resembles specimen #384 of Medial Biface Type #2 in tenns of their respective sizes and the
nature of the flaking apparent. The nature, shape, depth, and Iimited extent of the flake scars
dong the margins of these specimens suggest that they represent the setting up of ridges for
subsequent flake removals. The majority of the bifaces within this trajectory do not exhibit fdly
edged bifaces. As such, they are classified as representing Stage 2 bifaces. The proveniences of
the specimens is listed in Table 20, Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 21,
Note: Length was rneasured with the long axis of the specimen orientated verticaliy. Width was
measured at the maximum point perpendicular to width. Thickness was rneasured at the
maximum extent between the two faces of the object.
Table 20. Provenience Early Stage Complete Bifaces, Trajectory #4
n=4

f

Area

1 Artifact # 1

Lower Terrace
Rock Face
General Site Surface
General Site Surface

197
484
25
430

-'

Unit
1 Level
2
34-36S, 93,-94W
116-118S, 30-32W
3
GeneraI Site Surface
O
General Site Surface
O

1

1

Materid
Andesite

1

Lb

6.

Lb

Table 21. Metncs Early Stage Complete Bifaces, Trajectory #4
n-d

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
WidtNThickness Ratio*

1

Min.

Max.

Mean

57.30
37.50
10.50
39.13
2.23

73.50
42.10
18.30
5 1.77
4.01

63.85
40.80
14.20
46.79

1

3.O6

SD
6.86
2.21
3.93
5.58
-93

*width-to-thickness ratios have been rounded to the nearest 100'"

Trajectory #4: Biface Blank Type #1
Specimen #239 (Figure 15) appears to represent an early stage biface that appears to
have been intentionally shaped on its dorsal surface into a rounded end. Flaking on the dorsai
surface is fairly well advanced and relatively less advanced on the ventral surface. It appears that
the knapper was attempting to begin to thin the ventral face of the flake when a thinning flake
hinged. This hinging caused the creation of an elevated "knot" (Faulkner 1984:33 1) on the

ventral surface of the flake. No further attempts to thin the ventral face appear to have been
undertaken folIowing the hinging of the thinning flake and it appears that the biface was
subsequently discarded due to this uncorrectable error, It does not appear that this fia-vent
represents a portion of a larger biface. Rather it appears that the intended product was relatively
small perhaps a projectile point. As edging on the specimen appears to be complete and as
fiaking extends past the rnid-line, this object was classified as a Stage 3 biface. The provenience
of the specimen is Iisted in Table 22, Metrics are presented in Table 23.
Table 22. Provenience Biface Blank, Trajectory #4
n=l

Area

-

Lower Terrace

Artifact #
239

-.

Level
3

'Unit-

36-38S, 36-38W

Material
Andesite

Table 23. Metrics Complete Biface Blank, Trajectory #4

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Width/Thickness Ratio

65 -9
47.3
14.5
49 -42
3-26:1

Biface Fragments
Biface End Fragment Type 1.1
The Fragments in this type were dubbed "biface ends" following Pokotylo's (1978:2 18)
assertion that it is not possible to distinguish re1iably if these fragments represent the basal or
distal portions of bifaces. The size of the fra=pents subsumed within this type suggests that they
represent the fragmentary remains of bifaces which at their minimum would have been much
l q e r than those produced from the fiake blanks associated with Trajectory #4. Therefore, the
fra,grnents within this type appear to represent the fra,omentary remnant ends (tips?) of large
Stage 2 (edging complete and some reduction has begun) and Stage 3 (forming and thinning of
the objects is in progress) bifaces associated with Trajectories #1 and #3 (Figure 16). The
specimens in this category are predominantly excurvate in outline and display ends that taper
either to an acutely angled point or a small curvate "tip". The specimens in this type al1 exhibit
fractures faces dong the rnargin opposite to the apparent "tip". As a whole, the specimens within
this type are asymrnetrically biconvex in transverse section with some of the fragments
displaying a more predorninately trianplar cross-section on one of their faces in cornparison to
the opposing face. The fragments in this type al1 exhibit thinning fIake scars on both faces with
these flakes scars generally extending past their midlines. As a group, the specimens in this type
Vary in terms of their degree of reduction. However, in general they al1 appear to have one face
that is decidedly more convex than the other. The size of the objects in this type and the degree
of reduction exhibited on these fra,ments varies considerably with a number of these implements
evincing thick cross-sections, only crudely formed outlines, and deep flaking scars. The flaking
apparent on these "cruder" specimens is largely confined to the exrreme margins of the objects
with only the occasional flake scar reaching the midline (Le., specimen M34). The large size and
the relatively crude nature of the flaking exhibited on these specirnens suggests that flaking had

Figure 16. Bifaces End Fragments Type 1.1 and 1.2
Type 1.1 (a) #700,(b) #859, ( c ) #548, Id) M92, (e) #62 1, (0 #573,
(g) #626, (h) #5 17, Type 1.2 (i) #429.
not advanced to any great degree when these fragments had become separated from their larger
parent whole. Other specimens appear to display more advanced forms of flaking. On these
specimens, flaking is pattemed and regular thereby resulting in a well-formed symmetrical
outline, r e g l a r rnargins, and a thin profile (Le., specimens #548 and #62 1).
Specimens #548 and #621 appears to be the most advanced bifacial forms in the Tsini
Tsini assemblage in rems of their sophistication of flaking and final fonning. It could be
suggested that these two fragments represent the later stages of the intended form to which the
other fragments in the class would have progressed had reduction not been halted. Specimen

#548 exhibits only a marginal amount of fiaking on o n e of its faces with significantly more

advanced flaking in tenns of the placement of the blows and the degree of reduction being
apparent on its opposite face. The largely unmodified face of the specimen exhibits features that
suggest that this face represents the original ventral face of the parent flake from which specimen
#548 was fashioned, The pattern of flaking on the more reduced face suggests that a problem
was encountered while attempting to reduce this face- A large hinge fracture is evident along
one margin of the object and a series of stacked steps has created an elevated h o t near the
rnidline of the object- From the presence of a number ~f Eake scars whicb appear to be initiated
far from the margins, it appears that the h a p p e r atternpted to remove this projection but was
unsuccessful. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 24. Descriptive statistics
are presented in Table 25.
It should be noted that even on the more finished larger pieces, there is little evidence of
pressure flaking apparent. Rather, pressure fiaking in the Tsini Tsini collection appears to be
largely confined to the small forrned tools. This may be due to the fact that andesite is
considered hard and difficult to flake (Ackerman 1974:6, 1980: 194). As such, to create any
considerable length of flakes out of this material would require a considerabte arnount of force
necessary in order to induce a fracture front by pressure done. Conversely, it is possible that
these fragments had not yet progressed to the stage in which pressure flaking was required for
finishing. This appears to be the more likely explmation, as these specimens appear to represent
early-to-midstage production errors.
Within this type, a few specimens bear special mention. A number of morphological
similarities are present between the specimens in this type and those in the complete biface types.
Specifïcally, specimen #492 is extremely sirnilar morphologically in ternis of the patina, material
quality, and flaking pattern to comptete biface #7 15. This is not necessarily surprisin,o as both
were found in the sarne area and may possibly represent contemporaneous knapping events.
Specimen #492 also evinces a small "notch" working area immediately adjacent to its fracture
face. This notch creates a spur projection edge with the intersection of the break (similar in form
to Spur Type 1.4 in that it represents the creation of a spur adjacent to a break). There is some
evidence of possible use-related Wear on the piece suggesting the possibly that this object may
have been recycled (Schiffer 1972, 1987) following its detachment frorn its parent whole.
Evidence of recycling also appears to be apparent on specimen #573 in that the specimen
exhibits evidence suggestive of it being recycled into a denticulate following its detachment.
This is suggested by the presence on the object of three negative flake scars which exhibit doubIe
patina (Goodwin 1960:30l). Two of these flake scars are irnrnediately adjacent to one another
and form a denticulated edge dong one margin of the artifact. The other flake scar is on the
opposite ma& and is in the form of a notch. This notch is positioned in proximity to the
fracture at the base of the artifact thereby creating a spur projection in a hooked fashion in a
sirniIar pattern to that displayed by #283 and #655 of Notch Type 5 and specimen #492 of this
tYPeTwo fra,gnents (specimens #607 and # 859) differ from the rest of the fra,ments
subsumed in this type in that they are composed of a extremely grainy volcanr'c tuff. (Specimen
#859 was refit with specimen #607 as part of the conjoining project that focused on the larger
biface fragments within the collection). These fragments and the conjoining of fraaments #IO8
and #170 within the complete biface type in Trajectory #3 represent the only successful conjoins
that could be achieved within any of the lithic pieces subsumed within the various biface and
biface fragment types. Interestingly, the two conjoined fragments display differential patination
in terms of coIour and morphology even though they were discovered in the same unit but in
different levels (specimen #607 was recovered from L e v e l 2 in unit 32-34S, 56-58W while
specimen #859 was recovered in Level3 in the same unit). This suggests that the degree and

type of patination apparent on the specimens may be due to the length of exposure on the surface
following deposition or that the type and degree of patination is dependent on particularities of
soi1 chemistry and penneability. A similarly formed object of volcanic tuff was also found d o n g
the lower terrace in unit 34-36S, 104-106W in Level5. In size and shape, the fragments in this
type strongly resemble biface fragments #573 and #5 27. Specimen #517 was found in the same
unit as #700 while specimen #573 was found one unit to the south and one unit to the West of the
unit from which specimen #859 was recovered. The presence of bifaciaI working of volcanic
niff appears to be restricted to the lower terrace as no objects of this materia1 were recovered
frorn the upper terrace.
Using the dia,gams and descriptions provided by Arnick (1985), Crabtree (1972)Faulkner (1 984), Johnson ( 1979, 198l), Purdy (1975), Rondeau ( 199 1), and Shafer (1 985), an
attempt was made to identify the types of fractures exhibited on these fra,oments. h a l y s i s
suggested that 7 of the fragments (50% of the objects in this type) displayed end shock (Amick
1985; Crabtree 1972; Johnson 1979; h r d y 1975; Shafer 1979) resuking in a lateral snap or
amputation (Tsirk 1979), 6 objects (approximately 43% of the total nunber of objects in this
type) displayed a particular type of end shock which is thought to be the result of truncation due
to the collapse of an edge (CoIlins 1975; Rondeau 1981), with 1 frqgnent (approximately 7% of
the total) displaying a fracture that superficially resembles a creneated fracture (Johnson 1979;
Table 24. Provenience Biface End Fragment Type 1.1
n=14
Area
Lower Terrace
bb

bb

bL

CL

CL

CC

Datum Rock
LI

LL

bb

Rock Face
bL

General Site Surface

Arîifact #
545
859
573
62 1
548
517
700
72
434
743
574
492
626
474

Unit
34-3 6S, 40-42W
32-34S,56-58W
34-36S, 58-60W
34-36S, 64-66W
32-34S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
114-1 los, 100-102W
108-1los, 104-106W
110-112S, 106-108W
112-1 14S, 108-1 IOW
116- 11SS, 28-30W
1 16-1 18S, 30-32W
General Site Surface

1

_

kvel
2
3
4
2
3
3
5
1
O
4
2
4
5
O

Material
Andesite
Volcanic Tuff
Andesite
b6

L

bb

Volcanic Tuff
Andesi te
<b

CL

bb

LC

CC

6b

Table 25. Metrics Biface End Type 1- 1
n=14
:.Attribute . -

-

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
WidthKhickness Ratio

-1

-Mi&37.80
32.30
10.80
19.65
1.89: 1

.

..

Max.-

84.80
55-70
24.50
112.93
4.03: 1

.

Mean

SD

60.85
45-44
17-19
45-74
2.78: 1

13.83
6.1 1
4.40
26.56
0.70

-

Table 17.Metrics Biface End Fragment Type 1.2
n= 1
-

.- At~bute. Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Width/Thickness Ratio

-

-,

-

45.8
59.6
19.8
59.32
3.01:1

Note: Length rneasured with the apparent end of the biface fia-ment orientated vertically and
rneasured to the end of its termination. Width was measured at the widest point with the
apparent biface end orientated verticdly, Thickness was measured at the maximum point
between the two faces of the object.

Biface End Fragments: Type 2
The specimens within this type (Figure 17) consist of "edge bite flakes" (Whittaker
1994: 190) and biface thinning flakes and flake fra,vents that retain what appears to be the
renmant ends (tips?) of bifaces. The specimens in this type al1 exhibit bifacial flaking and
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Figure 17. Bifaces End Fra,oments Type 2.1 and 2.2
Type 2. I (a) #284, (b) #8 1 1, (c) #Ils, (d) #88 1, Type 2.2 (e) #539,
(f) #825, (g) #922
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display varying levels of reduction- Sorne of the specimens in this type appear to have been
reduced in a regular pattern while others appear to represent earlier stages in bifacial reduction in
that they display both irregular margins and relatively thick cross-sections. The more finished
fragments within this type display Iargely regular, bifacially flaked, convex faces in cross-section
with the earlier stage items disphying largely bitriangular cross-sections. The outlines of the
specimens in this category range from largely rounded to acutely triangular. It appears that the
specimens in this category could represent reduction errors in the process of biface thinning
which may have resulted possibly from the incorrect execution of thinning blows or the presence
of inclusions in the material defiecting the fracture front causing unwanted fractures.
Alternatively, it is also possible that certain specimens may represent the fracture of tips of
bifaces through use (chopping actions?). In general, these fragments appear to be largeiy
restricted to the front of the site with only one fragment being recovered from the upper terrace.
It is possible that sorne of these objects rnay actuatly represent projectile point tips. However, as
noted by OdeIl (1988:342-343)- it is impossible to discriminate between the remnant tips of
projectiIe points and remnant biface tips. Within this larger type, two subtypes were defined on
the basis of shared rnorphological and technological attributes.

Biface End Fragment Type 2.1
It appears that these fra,g-nents dispIay remnants of the frapentary rernains of early
Stage 3 oifaces fractured dunng production. Alternatively, it is possible that these fqoments
represent the broken ends of bifaces transported back to the site in animal carcasses as suggested
by Bousman (19933 1). However, there is no sure way to identify this and as such, this assertion
rnust be considered speculation only. The specimens in this type are al1 approximately the same
size, al1 exhibit snap andor truncated bending fractures, are a11 Iargely convexo-triangular in
cross-section, and are far less extensively flaked andor reduced than the fra,pents encompassed
in Biface End Fra,gnent Type 2.2, The proveniences of the specimen are listed in Table 28.
Metrics are presented in Table 29.
TabIe 28. Provenience Biface End Fragment Type 2.1
n=6

Area
Lower Terrace
46

LC

64

$6

Artifact #
811
443
97
284
88 1

Unit

Level

32-34s- 56-58W
32-34S, 64-66W
32-34S, 92-94W
34-36S, 92-94W
34-36s. 104-106W

3
1
1
2
7

Materiai
Andesite
46

6C

66

LC

TabIe 29. Metrics Biface End Fra,oment Type 2.1

Attribute Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Wekht (d

-

.---M*.

22.60
22.40
8.30
3-72

-..-

Max,-

Mean

38.90
17.80
17.80
13.36

32.45

12.38
12.38
8-84

SD
6.50
3.41
3.4 1
3.62

Note: Length was measured with the apparent end of the biface fra,oment orientated verticdly
and measured to the end of its terrnination. Width was measured at the widest point with the
apparent biface end orientated vertically. Thickness was measured at the maximum extent
between the two faces of the object,

Biface End Fragment Type 2.2
The fragments in this type, Iike those in Biface End FragmentType 2.1, al1 evince what
appears to be the remnant ends (tips?) of bifaces dong the margin opposite to the flake
termination- The specimens in this type exhibit morphological characteristics that suggest that
they represent classic "edge-bite flakes" (Whittaker 1994: 190) as they dispIay normal flake
terminations rather than the apparent snap fractures found on the specirnens wirhin Biface End
Fragment Type 2.1 (Figure 17). The fragments in this type appear to represent the fragmentary
remains of Stage 2 and Stage 3 bifaces. The proveniences of these specimens are Iisted in Table
30. Metrics are presented in Table 3 1.
Table 30. Provenience Biface End Fra,pent Type 2.2
n=8
Area Lower Terrace
16

bb

bb

bb

LL

16

Lb

Artifact #
48 1
650
599
955
922
539
1026
825

Unit
34-36S, 40-42W
34-36S, 58-60W
32-34S,64--66W
32-34S, 64-66W
34-36S, 64-66W
34-36S, 64-66W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 104-106W

Level
2
2
3
4

Matenal
Andesite

1
2

' 6

Lb

Lb

bb

.
b

2

6b

5

bb

Table 3 1. Metrics Biface End Fra,ment Type 3.2
n=8
Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min.

Max.

1 1.80
28 -60
5 -20
1.50

53.30
46.70
11.40
16.39

Mean
32.69
34.94

8.O9
8.24

SD
14.74
6.38
2.14
5.02

Note: Length measured with the apparent end of the biface fragment orientated vertically and
measured to the end of its terrnination. Width was measured at the widest point with the
apparent biface end onentated vertically. Thickness was measured nt maximum extent between
the two faces of the object.

Biface Edge Fragments
The specimens in this type appear to represent "edge bite flakes" which retain the
fragmentary remnants of biface margins as their dorsal and ventral faces (Figure 18). These
fragments differ from those fragments in Biface End Fraament Types 2.1 and 2.2 in that the
bifacially flaked areas apparent on these objects are interpreted as representing t h e lateral
margins of bifaces and not the fra,pentary remains of biface "tips" or "bases". Adrnittedly,
217

questions rnzy 'Ue raised as to the validity of elevating these specimens to a type status when in
actuality alrnost al1 biface reduction flakes technically represent biface edge fra,ments.
However, as the particular fragments in the two types described below are interpreted as either
representing errors in manufacture (it appears they represent the striking of an unstrengthened
biface edge with excessive force andlor the creation of fragments through use), the raising of
these objects to a "type status" was felt justified. As such, the presence of these specimens at
various locations across the site identifies the locations at which biface production andor
utilization andor retooling behaviours were taking place. In addition, these specimens also
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Figure 18. Biface Edge Fragments Types 1 and 2
Type 1 (a) #296, (b) #266, (c) #6 1, (d) #409,Type 2 (e) #773,
(9 #248, (g) #6OI

.-- -

provide insight into the nature of the reduction process of the bifaces at the site as the retained
edges of bifaces present on these specimens exhibit preserved evidence of the biface reduction
process. The recovery of a number of these fragments at the rock face excavation area, an area
characterized by a relative lack of debitage suggests that at least some of these fra,oments may
represent the resharpening of a weakened or duIled biface margins during use. Overall, if
appears that the objects subsumed under the types described in the foliowing more than likely
represent a combination of both manufacturing errors, resharpening episodes, and fia-oments
created by utilization of a biface edge during various chopping functions.
Note: For both types, length was taken as a measure of the retained biface edge viewed edge on.
Width was taken at the ma++imum
extent perpendicular to length. Thickness was taken at the
maximum extent between the two faces of the object with the rernnant edge viewed edge-on.

Biface Edge Fragment Type 1
The 16 flakes and flake fragments in this type display what is interpreted as a remnant
edge of a biface as part of their dorsd and ventral surfaces. These flakes display Iittle or no
definable terminations. These types of flakes are often referred to as "edging flakes" (Van Dyke
and Behm 1981:278) o r "bifacial platform flakes" (Shafer 1985:294) as they display rernnants of
both faces of the parent biface from which the flake was detached as their platform and dorsal
surfaces (Shafer 1985:294) (Figure 18). Viewed with the rernnant biface edge orientated edge
on. these remnants are widest d o n g the rernnant bifacial edge. The remnant edges apparent on
these specimens, which have also been called "margin removal flakes" (Yerkes and Kardulias
1993). would have extended only marginally into the main surface of the biface. Accordingly,
they therefore appear to be associated with the collapse of an edge during thinning and/or
resharpening (Arnick 1985: 143; Yerkes and Kardulias 1993:97). The rnajority of the fra,gments
in this type exhibit hinge terminations. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 32.
Metrics are presented in Table 33.
Table 32. Provenience Biface Edge Frqbments Type 1
n=16

Area
Lower Terrace
CL

bb

bb

6b

4d

bb

<b

66

Datum Rock
bb

CL

bb

CL

6b

b&

Artifact #
524
796
938
465
367
366
409
131
126
61
185
266
195
288
137
296

- Unit
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
34-36S, 58-60W
34-36S, 64-66W
30-32S, 92-94W
30-32S, 92-94W
32-34S,92*94W
34-36S, 92-94W
34-36S, 92-94W
110-112s- 100-102W
112-1 14s. 104-106W
112-1 1 6 , 104-106W
106-108S, 106-108W
L 10-1 12S, 110-1 12W
110-1 12s- 110-1 12W
110-1 12S, 110-1 12W
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Level
1
3
1
O
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
6
3
1
2
2

Materiai
Andesite
bb

bl

Cb

bL

bb

.b

bL

bC

bb

bL

66

b6

66

4b

lb

Table 33. Metncs Biface Edge Type 1
n=16
.Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min24.60
7-50
3 -90
t.31

.

1

Max.

Mean, -

72.20
26.30
16-40
19.83

42.49
15.56
1 1.03
8.0 1

SD
13.64
5.13
3.68
6.15

The fragments within this type are interpreted as the directing of a blow either
intentionally or unintentionally perpendicular to the original biface edge resulting in a section of
the biface edge being removed. Many of these fia-ment exhibits stacked steps on one of their
faces (what would have been the edge of the original biface). The presence of these stacked
steps on the original biface would have inhibited further bifaciaI thinning and as such, at least
some of these fia-aments may represent the use of a specific recovery technique to eradicate
stacked steps and other flaking errors. These fn,oments appear to represent the fragmentary
rernains of Stage 2 and Stage 3 bifaces (edging appears to be complete and initial thinning and
shaping appears to have been initiated).

Biface Edge Fragment Type 2
The 24 specimens in this type also appear, like the specimens in Biface Edge Fra,gnent
Type 1, to represent what are variously known as "edge bite" fiakes (Whittaker 1994: 190),
"bifacial platform flakes" (Shafer 1985:294), or "edging flakes" (Van Dyke and Behm 1981278)
in that the dorsal surfaces and striking platforms of these flakes represent the rernnant edge of a
biface. However, the specimens in this category differ from those specimens in Biface Edge
Fra,oment Type 1 in that these specimens display varying amounts of "normal" flake terminations
(Figure 18). A number of the specimens in this type exhibit only small terminations and
therefore only relatively small portions of the original biface edge while others retain
comparatively large terminations and accordingly retain Iarger proportions of the original biface
edge. Accordingly, these fragments appear to represent what Hayden and Hutchings (1989252)
identified as "R"type flakes. These types of flakes are thought to represent errors in the latter
stages of biface resharpening (Hayden and Hutchings 1989:252).
The fra,pents in this type appear to represent the fra,omentary remains of Stage 3 bifaces
(edging complete and initial thinning and shaping has begun) and possibly Stage 4 (final
finishing has begun) bifaces. While morphologically the remnant edges of the fra,ments in this
type could be confused with the rernnant edges of cores, an examination of the angle between the
platforrn and the dorsal face of the flakes within this type revealed that the vast majonty of the
specimens in this type displayed reiatively low edge angles between their dorsal and ventral
surfaces. It is expected that if these fra,oments did represent core platforrn rernnants, that they
would display significantly more acute angles than those displayed on these fragments. The
proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 34. Metics are presented in Table 35.

Table 34. Provenience Biface Edge Fra,pents Type 2
n=24

- Aika
-- Artifact#
Lower Terrace
773
'

CL

bl

LC

LL

bL

Datum Rock
6L

bL

Lb

1

CL

I

LL
b&

LL

6L

bL

Rock Face
LL

- - Unit
32-345.58-60W

-.

127
130
9 17
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100
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40
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34-36S, 92-94W
34-36S, 92-94W
32-34S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
106-108S, 98-100W
108-1 105, 104-106W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
1 12-1 1 4 , 104-106W
106-108s. 1 0 6 - 1 0 8 ~

13
84
156
248
879
60 1
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108-1 l o s , 106-108W
108-1 los, 106-108W
110-1 12S, 108-1 IOW
110-1 12S, 108-1 10W
General Site Surface
118-120S, 30-32W
124-126s. 32-34W

1-

LeveI

MaiezM

6

Andesite

1
1
2
4
4
5
3
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LC
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LI
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1

bL

2

LC
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I

Table 35. Metrics Biface Edge Fra,ments Type 2
n=24

1

1

Attrîbute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min,

1

17.60
16.30
5.30
2.87

-

1

Max.
62.90
48.70
24.70
66.8 1

1

1

Mean
38.2 1
27.60
11.93
1 1.47

SD

1

1

11.31
9.10
4.94
13.43

1

Medial Biface Fragments Type 1
The two specimens in this type appear to represent the fra,omentary media1 rernains of
Trajectory #1 bifaces in that they display the presence of two bifacially flaked margins and faces
but lack characteristic biface ends (Figure 19). The two fra&mentsin this category exhibit welldefined, sinuous, bifacial margins and shallow flake scars on both faces that extend past the
midline of both faces. Specimen #886 is biconvex in cross-section while specimen #808 is
plano-convex in cross-section. From their appearance, their similarity in form, and their
provenience, it couid be suggested that at one time these two fra,aments may have once both been
part of the same early stage biface. However, the intervening fia-ment that would link these two

--

.

Figure 19. Medial Biface Fragments Types 1 and 2
Type 2 (a) #155, (b) #832, (c) #384, (d) #745, (e) if249, Type 1
(f) #886, (g) #808.

fraogments was not identified in the collection recovered from the site. Both fragments exhibit a
single lateral margin that is more extensively flaked than the opposing margin. As edging was
not cornplete, the fra*ments appear to represent the fra&pentaryremains of Stage 2 biface
fragments. The large size of these fragnents combined with the lack of advanced flaking and
thinning on both faces of t h e specimens suggests that reduction was terminated fairly eariy on in
the reduction sequence. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 36. Metics are
presented in Table 37.

Table 36- Provenience Medial Biface Fragments Type 1
n=2
. -

- Area

.

- .

Lower Terrace
CC

Artifact#
886
808

-

-.

--.

.U&:-':.

.

32-34S, 54-56W
32-34S, 56-58W

. - b v e l . i- Mâterid .
Andesite

3
3

&b

Table 37. Metrics Medial Biface Fra,aments Type 1
n=2

1

Attnbute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (6)
.

1

1

Min.
23.8
62.4
18.2
3 3 .O2

.I

Max.

57.9
65 -4
20.1
74.39

-

1

1

Mean
40.85

63.90
19.15
53.7 1

1

SD

24.1 1

11

2.12
I .34
29 .35

Note: Length was measured with the bifacidly flaked margins onented vertically. Width was
measured at maximum point perpendicular to Iength. Thickness was measured at the thickest
point between the two faces of the object.

Medial Biface Fragments Type 2
The media1 biface fra,oments in this type appear to represent the media1 remnants of
Trajectory #Mbifaces (Figure 19). Sirnilar to Medial Biface Fragment Type #1, this type was
defined on the basis of the presence of what appears to be two bifacially flaked margins lacking
characteristic biface ends- The flake scars apparent on the specimens are shallow, thereby
suggesting the use of a relatively soft percussor during reduction. Ail of the specimens in this
type are biconvex in cross-section and exhibit snap fractures at both "ends". The small size of
the rernnants suggests that the intended form of these objects may have been projectile points or
some other s m d l bifacially forrned objects. FIaking in most cases extends past the rnidline on at
least one face- A number of the specimens do not exhibit developed bifacial edges d o n g both
lateral margins. Al1 of the specimens in this type exhibit a single margin that is decidediy more
flaked than the other. Specimen #249 bears special mentioning as it represents one of the only
non-andesitic bifacial fragments recovered from the site. The presence of this specimen d o n g
with the presence of the basait debitage recovered from the site suggests that basalt biface
rnanufacturing and/or retooIing was also taking place at the site. These fragments appear to
represent the fra,gnentary rernains of Stage 2 and Stage 3 bifaces. The proveniences of the
specimens are listed in Table 38. Metrics are presented in Table 39.

Table 38. Provenience Medid Biface Fragments Type 2
n=7

-Area
Lower Terrace
-

cc
Lb

LL

CL

Datum Rock
CL

&fact#
384
608
832
249
745
155
255

Unit.,

"

- .,

-.

- <

.Level

O

36-38S, 36-38W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
34-36S, 92-94W
34-36S, 90-92W
112-1 14s. 104-106W
112-1 14s. 104-106W

2

3
2
3
2
3

Andesite

Table 39, Metrics Media1 Biface Fragments Type 2
n-7

Attri bu te
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min,

Max.

22.10
22.50
10.40
8.33

47.40
5 1.50
15.50
33.40

.

-

-

- Mean

33-84
38.69
1 1.96
17.52

SD
9.3 1
10.14
1-99
8-59

Note: Length was rneasured at the maximum extent with the long mis of the piece oriented
verticalIy. Width was measured at maximum point perpendicular to length. Thickness was
measured at the thickest point between the two faces of the object.

Eariy Stage Amorphous Bifaces
The specimens in this type appear to represent early failures in Trajectory #4 (the
reduction of small flakes to produce small bifacial irnplements). Specimens in this type are
characterized by the presence of bifaciai flaking and their relative lack of a definable final f o m
(with the possible exception, in some cases, of a roughly biturvate outline) (Figure 20). In a11
cases, reduction appears to have been terrninated early on during the reduction process due to
either apparent flaws in the material (Le., specimen #505), the presence of stacked steps, the
presence of a large intrusive overextended fialce scar (Le., specimens #36, #9, and #364), or the
apparent inability of the h a p p e r to thin the objective piece due to the presence of a prominent
hinge fracture (specimen #834). None of the objects in this category exhibit patterned reduction
nor do they display regularly shaped or flaked lateral margins. As regIar edging is lacking on
these specimens, these specimens appear to represent early Stage 2 production rejects. The
proveniences of the specirnens are listed in Table 40. Metics are presented in Table 41.

- - - -- --
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Figure 20,Amorphous Bifaces and Unifaces
Bifaces (a) #505, (b) #264, (c) #834,(d) #36, (e) #49,
Unifaces (f) #779, (g) W 0 6 , (h) #55 1, (i) #48

-

Table 40. Provenience EarIy Stage Amorphous Bifaces

n=5
Area - . - - - M a c t # .
Lower Terrace
49
Datum Rock
36
264
Rock Face
834
505
LL

6L

Unit
General Site Surface
106-IOSS, 98-1OOW
112-1 14S, 104-106W
118-12OS, 28-30W
1 18- I2OS,30-32W

Level
O
3
6
4
3

Materid
Andesite
bL

46

Lb

66

Table 41. Metrics Early Stage Amorphous Bifaces
n=5

l

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
'

.

Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

--

--

m;;-

*

64.30
41.10
18.30
53.52

Max,
80.30
49.90
37.30
127.40

1

Mean
70.0
43.82
33.62
69-46

SD
6.50
3.67
7.86
32.42

Bifacial Points and Point Fragments
Bifacial projectile points can be defined as chipped Stone implements that have been
bifacially flaked and which exhibit modification which appears to have been applied in order to
a1low for the hafting of the object as projectile point tips (either as arrow or spear tips) (Ham
1975:124). Three forrns of cornplete projectile points, two projectile point fra,oments, and a
single possible projectile point "blank" were identified in the Tsini Tsini assemblage.
FoIiate Bipoint
A single basalt foliate bipoint was recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. The bipoint is
biconvex in longitudinal section, asymmetrically bitriangular in transverse section, and exhibits
excurvate blades that taper at both ends to blunted ends (Figure 2 1). The specimen displays an
extrernely sinuous lateral margins with edge batteting being apparent at one end of the bipoint
(the base?) with evidence of grinding (possibly relating to hafting?) being apparent dong both
lateral margins- The specirnen exhibits a potlid fracture (Harnrnatt 1975:4; Pnce et al. 1982:469;
mirdy 1975) on one of its facing suggesting that the specimen has been subject to extreme heat
following its manufacture. The specimen appears to have been was created by the application of
collateral flaking (Butler 1965a:2; Cambron and Hulse 1961:103; Crabtree l972:52) with fiake
scars feathering out at a mid-line mnning d o n g its longitudinal axis. None of the flake scars
apparent on the specimen appear to transcend this mid-line ridge. A number of step fractures are
apparent d o n g the lateral margins of the specimen. From the size and the shape of the flake
scars apparent on the point it appears that the point was produced by a combination of soft
harnrner percussion and pressure flaking. The basalt from which the point was fashioned
exhibits a dark groundmass interspersed with du11 grey phenocrysts. The provenience of the
specimen is listed in Table 42. Metrics are presented in Table 43.
The basalt bipoint recovered from the Tsini Tsini site appears in t e m s of technique of
manufacture and morphotogy to be reminiscent of a bipoint found at the Coquitlam Lake site
near Vancouver (Wright 1996:209 Figure C), a number of points in the collection of the Museum
of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia recovered from Locarno phase sites (Le.,
226
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Figure 2 1. Bifacial Projectile Points and Fragments
(a) #6, (b) #572, (c) #708, (d) #47 1, (e) #8 13
specimen DhRt 6-659 from the Point Grey site), a basalt bipoint recovered frorn the Axeti site
(FeSr 5) (Prince 1992:Figure 56), a number of bipoints illustrated in Butler (196 1:Figure 2
particularly q, a point from Indian Well I site on the DalIes in Oregon), and a number of foliate
points recovered from the sites on the West Central Plateau (Le., Heyman and Smith 1970:6
[especially their group two points]; Ludowicz 1983:Plate I ;Mitchell 1970a:Figure 8; Vanstone
I993:Figures g-i). The specimen also appears to be similar to one collected by H a l m Smith in
the 1920's in the Bella Coola region (in Capes n.d.:4).

Foliate points, which are d s o variously caIled, leaf-shaped points (Butler 1961;
Fladmark 1976; Ludowicz 1983; MitcheIl 1969, 1970a, I970b: Sanger 1970b), Iaurel leaf points
(Wilmeth 1975), and Cascade points (Butler 1961;Riddell 1968; Swanson 1962), occur
throughout the archaeological record of both the West Central Plateau (i-e., Arcas 1997, 1998;
Brandon and Irvine 1979; Butler 1961;Donahue 1972a, 1975; Fiadmark 1976, 1982: 108; Helmer
1977; Heyrnan and Smith 1970; Kenny 1972, 1973; Mitchell 1970a, 1970b; Sanger 1970b;
Sewell 1950; Vanstone 1993; Wilmeth 1975; Wilson 1986:12; Wilson and Smart 1994) and the
Central Coast (Carlson 1970, 1972a, 1990a; Hobler 1982a; Luebbers 1978; Mitchell 1969;
Prince 1992; Simonsen 1973). As such, this point can not in isolation be considered cuIturally
diagnostic or particularly time sensitive. The fact that this specimen was found in association
with what appears to be relativeIy later rnaterial from the datum rock, the fact that it wâs a
surface find, and the fact that the point strongly resembles points recovered from the nearby
Chilcotin Plateau (see Heyman and Smith 1970; Vanstone 1993) suggests that this point may be
associated with the relatively late prehistoric/protohistoric presence of Athapaskans at the Tsini
Tsini site. However, it is also possible that this point may also be associated with the early
occupation of the site. It should be noted that Hadm Smith (n.d.) colIected a number of leafshaped points from in the Bella Coola valley (Smith n.d.:Figure 14) with them also being found
in traditional Nuxalk territory at Axeti (FeSr 5) (Prince 1992), at Nusquatl (FcSt 3) (Millennia
1995b:17), at Nutsqwalt (FeSr 4), and at Nutal (FeSr 7) (Prince 1992)- In addition, they have
also been found out towards the outer Coast at the McNaughton Island Site (ElTb 10) as beach
finds (Pomeroy 1980:Fipre 104).
Note: Length was measured with the long axis of the specimen onentated venically. Width was
measured at maximum point perpendicular to length. Thickness was measured at maximum
point between the two faces of the object.
Table 42. Provenience Foliate Bipoint
n= 1
Area
Datum Rock

Aaifact #
6

Unit
Surface Find 104s. 103W

Level
O

Material
Basal t

Table 43. Metncs Foliate Bipoint
n= 1

Length (mm)
Width (at midpoint) (mm)
Thickness (at midpoint) (mm)
Weight (g)

70.6
21.2
8.6
12.57

Contracting Stem Point
A single smail contracting stem point was recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. The point
is biplan0 in longitudinal section, asyrnrnetrically biconvex in transverse section, and displays
asymrnetric excurvate blades that taper to a tip (Figure 21). The basal end of the point has been
modifled by a combination of percussion and normal abrupt retouch (Tixier 1974:20) to create a
contracting stem which presumably represents a hafting juncture. Sirnilar to specimen #708 (the
possibte point "blank" identified in the collection), primarily unifacial, semi-abrupt retouch

(Tixier 1974:20) is largely concentrated near the tip with flake scars extending only about 2 mm
from the edge. Technologïcally, the production of this point seems to be sirnilar to the
techniques used to produce specimen #708. The specimen is broken at the base so the exact
original iength of the contracting stem is unknown. Sirnilar to #708, as the retouch apparent on
the specimen is primarily unintrusive in nature, large portions of the original unmodified ventral
and dorsal surfaces of the parent flake from which the object was made are still visible.
Specimen #572 is thickest at its base and tapers to the tip. The rnargins of the point are pnmarily
only unifacially modified suggesting that the form exhibited is not necessarily the final intended
f o m of the object and that the production of the point may have been halted for some unknown
reason. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 44. Metrics are presented in Table
45.
Small contracting stem points are thought to be typical of late Athapaskan assemblages
(Borden 1952; Wilmeth 1970, 1978a). The specimen recovered from the Tsini Tsini site appears
to be identical to the one illustrated in Wilmeth (I978a:Plate xi) with sirnilady sized and shaped
points having also been found at Chinlac (GaSv 1) (Borden 1952:Figure 27), at Tezli (Donahue's
group 3 points) (Donahue 1977a:Fipre 7)' and at Punchaw Lake (Montgomery 1978:Fipre 22).
In addition, interestingly, a point of a similar form was also recovered as a surface find on the
inner Coast (at EkTa 10) (Pomeroy I980:Figure 47e). it should be noted that the patina on the
flakes is decidedly more Iustrous in cornparison to the patiza displayed on the rest of the object.
This suggests that some time may have elapsed between the original detachment of the flake and
its subsequent modification. If the assertion of the relatively late date of this point is correct, this
would also suggest that patina forrns fairry quickly on freshly exposed andesite flake scars.
Moreover, it also suggests that the Athapaskan groups who utilized the site long after its initial
occupation appear to have recycled at least some of the earlier material present at the site.
Note: Length was measured with long mis of the specimen orientated vertically. Width was
measured at the maximum point perpendicular to Iength. Thickness was measured at maximum
point between the two faces of the object.
Table 44. Provenience Contracting Stem Point
n=l
-

Area
Lower Terrace

M a c t#

Unit

Level

572

32-34S,56-58W

2

.

Table 45- Metrics Contracting Stem Point
n=l

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (at shoulders) (mm)
Thickness (at shoulders)(mm)
Width at base (mm)
Thickness at Base (mm)
Weight (g)
-

-

1

22.4
18.5
2.9
4.9
3 -2
1.50

Material
Andesite

Foiiate(?) Quartz Crystal Point
This point was one of the most interesting of the artifacts recovered from the three
seasons of excavations at the site. The point (Figure 22) is biconvex in transverse cross-section

Figure 22. Quartz Crystal Projectile Point
and displays two sinuous excurvate lateral margins. The basal end of the point displays a
transverse bending fracture. Invasive, bifacial, colIaterd flaking extends past the mid-line of
both faces of the object with some areas of apparent grinding also being apparent along localized
areas of the laterai margins. The specimen displays a number of step fractures on one face
suggesting the unsuccessful thinning of the object in this area. The shape of the flake scars
apparent on the specimen suggests that the specimen was reduced utilizing a combination of
pressure flaking and the utilization of the soft harnmer technique with the use of a relatively soft
indentor. The provenience of the specimen is presented in Table 46. Metrics are presented in
Table 47.

One face of the point is far more extensively ffaked that the opposite face suggesting that
the object rnay not have been completed when discarded and/or lost. A Iarge intemal fracture
flaw is apparent within the specimen. This fracture does not appear to be reiated to the reduction
of the piece, rather it appears to be an inherent flaw within the crystal itself. The relative lack of
quartz crystd debitage recovered at the site (only two pieces of quartz crystal debitage were
recovered from the site) suggests that the object rnay have been transported into the site in a
finished form. However, it is possible that the debitage associated with the manufacture of this
point rnay remain in some unexcavated area of the site. Unfortunately, the most diagnostic part
of the projectile point, the base or hafting element is missing. However, it appears from the
tapering of both margins that the piece would have represented a foliate projectile point in its
complete form.
The finding of such a well-formed artifact considering the difficulty of the matenal to
work is impressive. Due to the inherent cleavage planes apparent within quartz crystals, the
reduction of quartz crystal requires the knowiedge of specific knapping techniques (Crabtree
i967:IO-11). Sources containing nodules of quartz crystal big enough to be reduced are rare
(Crabtree 1967: 10-1 1). However, quartz crystal sources are known ethnographically to exist in
the Bella Coola valley and surrounding regions (Mack 1994:8 1) with small quartz crystal and
quartz crystal fra,oments being recovered from the proto-historic/historic site of Snxlhh (FcSq 4)
(HobIer and Bedard 199244) and in a number of sites d o n g the Central Coast including the
McNaughton Island site (ElTb 10) (Carlson 1975: 12). Small amounts of quartz crystal have also
been identified at a number of sites on the West Central Plateau including the Deep Creek Site
(FbRn 13) near Williams Lake (Kenny 1972, 1973).
Quartz crystal was a type of raw material traded extensively prehistorically in B.C.
(Carlson 1994:337). Quartz crystal projectile points as such however are very rare with none so
far being found in Btitish Columbia. Morphologïcally the specimen recovered from the Tsini
Tsini site does somewhat morphologically resemble the fluted points illustrated in Worrnington
(1957:Figure 16) recovered from the Lehner Site in Arizona- However, the base of the Tsini
Tsini specimen is, as noted, unfortunately missing and therefore there is no evidence of the
fluting that is apparent on the specimens illustrated by Worrnington. The Fact that no fiuted
points have been found d o n g the B.C. Coast and the fact that the specimen appears to display
tapering margïns at both ends suggested that this point more than likely was foliate in outline
when whole.
Quartz crystal is often thought to have had been considered by aboriginal populations to
have shamanistic and supernaturd properties (see Carlson 1990b:85; Fladmark 1986b:68; Masse
1980: 175; Simonsen 1973:42; Smith 190l:3 1). Moreover, quartz crystals are often referred to in
Nuxalk oral histories (Le., Boas 1898:45; Mack 1994:79; M. Siwallace n.d. in Storie 1973:3) and
play prominent roles in Nuxalk dances such as the Krisiur dances (Smith 1922 in Tepper
199 1 :165) and the Crystal dance (Andy Schooner Sr. n.d. in Storie 1973:80-81;McLlwraith 1948
EPlates 3 and 4). It is possible that the quartz crystal point recovered from the site rnay have
been irnported to the site sometime following its original manufacture and therefore rnay have
been introduced into a later context by the process of "smearing and blending" (Ascher 1968) in
a similar to the way that fluted points are found in later contexts in Oregon (Minor 1985:35) and
the way that AustraIian aborigines have been observed scavenging and recycling ancient
irnplements (Gould et al. 1971:163). While these factors rnay be responsible for the presence of
the point at the site, there is no way unfortunately to definitively identify if any of these
behaviours took place.

Table 46. Provenience Quartz Crystal FoIiate(?) Point
n= 1

Area
Rock Face

Artifact #

Unit

757

1 18-12OS, 28-30-W

Level
6

Material
Quartz Crystal

Table 47. Metrics Quartz Crystal Foliate(?) Point
n= 1

1

Length (mm)
Width (at mid-point) (mm)
Thickness (at mid-point) (mm)
Maximum Width (mm)
Maximum Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

1

54.5
34.8
6.5
25.0
7.2
1 1.20

1

Note: Length was measured with long m i s orientated vertically. Width was measured nt
maximum point perpendicular to length. Thickness measured at maximum point between the
two faces of the object.

ProjectiIe Point Fragment Type 1
This specimen (specimen #47 1) appears to represent the fra,omentary remains of a small
bifacial possibly folkte(?) point (Figure 2 1). The specimen is biconvex in longitudinal section,
asyrnrnetrically biconvex in transverse section, and displays sinuous lateral margins. The
specimen exhibits bifacial collateral flaking extending from both lateral margins thereby creating
a mid-line ridge d o n g the long axis of the specimen. Morphologically, specirnen #47 1 is
somewhat similar in appearance to the basalt foliate bipoint in the assemblage (specirnen #6).
However, the two specimens differ in that the flaking apparent on this specimen appears to be far
more advanced than on specimen #6. Also, unlike specimen #6, this specimen is fashioned from
andesite rather than basalt. The specimen appears to be incomplete and exhibits a snap fracture
at its base and a broken tip (frorn impact?). It should be noted that it is possible that this
specimen may represent the frabgnentary tip of a bifacial drill sirnilar to thûsc recovered at Tezli
(Donahue 1977a:plate 26), in the Anahim Lakes region at the Goose Point Site (FcSi 1)
(WiImeth 1978a:plate XV), and at Chinlac (GaSv 1) (Borden 1452:Figure 1). The provenience
of the specirnen is listed in Table 48. Metrics are presented in Table 49.
Note: Length was measured with long axis and apparent tip orientated vertically. Width was
measured at maximum point perpendicular to length. Thickness rneasured at the maximum point
between the two faces of the object.
Table 48. Provenience Projectile Point Fragment Type 1
n=1

Area
Lower Terrace
-

Ariifact#'
47 1

'

*

Unit -

Level

34-36S, 64-66W

1

Materiai
Andesite

7

Table 49. Metrics Projectile Point Fragment Type 1
n=l
. Attribute .
Lenoth (mm)
Maximum Width (mm)
Maximum Thickness (mm)
Weiuht ( 0 )
'

2.54

Projectile Point Fragment Type 2
This specimen (specimen #8 13) appears to represent the basal portion of the stem of a
stemmed obsidian projectile point (Figure 21). The specimen has been flaked bifacially aIong
three of its margins with the fourth margin being represented by a transverse snap o r bending
fracture. The fragment is asyrnrnetricaliy biconvex in transverse cross-section, displays largely
paraIlel-sided rnargins, and an apparently squared base. A remnant of a silver weathered surface
discoloration is apparent on one of its faces. The specimen exhibits a snap fracture along the
margin where it appears that it was separated frorn its larger whole. This fragment was ociginally
catalogued in the field as a microcore. However, the shaping of this object appears to be far too
deliberate to be caused unintentionally. Moreover, the minute size of flakes that would have
been obtained from such a piece would have had doubtful functional ability. The specimen
appears similar to the basal ends of sternrned points recovered from the Potlatch site (Wilmeth
I978a:Zi 1) and Ulkatcho (group 7 1) (Donahue 1973:Plate 26). These types of points are though
to date to the proto-historic or histork occupation of the western portion of the West Central
Plateau (Wilmeth 1978x9 1). The provenience of the specimen is listed in TabIe 50. Metrics are
presented in Table 5 1.
Note: Length was measured with long axis orientated vertically. Width was measured at
maximum point perpendicular to Iength. Thickness was measured at maximum point between
the two faces of the object.
Table 50. Provenience Projectile Point Fra,oment Type 2
n= 1

Area
Lower Terrace

Artifact #
813

Unit
32-34S, 104- 106W

Level
5

Material
Obsidian

Table 5 1. Metrics projectile Point Fra,gment Type 2
n= 1

Attribute - - Length (mm)
Maximum Width (mm)
Maximum Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
,

-

13.9
11.5
5.2
1.57

Bifaciai Projectile Point Blank(?)
The identification of this specimen (specimen #708) as a point "blank" is made with
sorne reservations as the intentional shaping of this object does not appear to be very extensive
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(Figure 21). The specimen is ovoid in outline, displays excurvate rnargins, a plano-convex
transverse cross-section, and is widest at its midpoint. The object has been primarily unifacially
shaped with the majority of retouch O C C U on
~ the
~ ~original ventral face of the flake from which
this object was created- The retouch apparent on the object tenninates dong the same plane.
This uniform type of retouch has been suggested as being caused by the application of the
retouch while the implement is resting on another object (Bonnichson n-d. in Donahue
1977a: 165'). The shaping of the object appears not to have been completed as the retouch that is
present is largely non-intrusive and largely confined to the tip of the specimen- As such, it may
be possible that the form exhibited by the artifact rnay not be the final intended form- The light
semi-abrupt retouch (Tixier f 974) that is apparent dong the margin of the specimen only extends
about 2 mm from the edge thereby leaving a great majority of both faces of the artifact exhibiting
the unmodified surface of the original flake from which this object was fashioned. The size of
the object, the modification apparent on the object (similar to the contracting stem point
[specimen #572] retouch is concentrated on the tip and is of a simiiar form), and its provenience
(the object was found in the unit adjacent to the only fimly identified projectile point fashioned
from andesite) combine to s u g e s t that the object is associated with point production and
therefore represents an incomplete point of an unknown shape terminated early on during the
reduction process. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 52. Metrics are presented
in Table 53.
Table 52. Provenience Bifacial Projectile Point Blank(?)
n= 1

1

1

Area
LowerTerrace

1
(

Ahfact #
708

1
1

1
1

Unit
32-34s. 58-60W

Level
4

1

Material
Andesite

1

11

Table 53. Metrics Bifacial Projectile Point Blank(?)
n=l

1

Attribute Length (mm)
Width (at mid oint) (mm)
Thickness (at mid oint) (mm)
Width at Base (mm)
Thickness at Base (mm)
W e i ~ h (o)
t

1

1

42.9

1

3.38

Note: Length was measured with Iong a i s and apparent tip orientated vertically. Width was
measured at maximum point perpendicular to length. Thickness measured at maximum point
between the two faces of the object.

Unifacially Modified FIake Tools
Unifacial flake tools, as the name implies, represent flakes of various foms that exhibit
one modified and one unmodified face (Epstein 1964: 159). A number of different types of
unifacial flake tooIs were recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. A substantial number of the
unifacially modified flake tool types described in the following sections appear to represent the
expedient manufacture of implements which take advantage of natural and culturally

manufactured morpbological irregularities present on flakes in order to manufacture andor
augment spur projections, concave notches, and other forms of working areas (Hobler 1995: 12).

DenticuIates
Denticulates are a type of flake tool defined on the basis of the presence of a working
edge characterized by multiple projections on a single face andor margin of a flake or flake
fragment created by the presence of multiple adjacent notches (Carlson 1972: Crabtree 1972).
The presence of these multiple adjacent notches create projections that have been described as
resembling the ' ' t ~ ~ tnn
h a CRW" ( C r a h t r ~1973-581
~
(Fiaiire 3?\ T h e n n t r i i ~ cfn-erl dong the

Figure 23. Denticulates and Notches (Types 1 and 2 )
Denticulates (a) #347, (b) #609, (c) #771, Notch Type #1 (d) #837,
(e) W24, (f) #467, Type #2 (g) #9 19, (h) # 1002.

denticulated margins of the specimens in this type appear to be of two general forrns. They were
either created by a single applied blow without any subsequent retouch or were formed by light
modification of the margin of a flake by semi-abrupt retouch. In general, the denticulates present
in the Tsini Tsini assemblage were made on irregutarly shaped flakes. The denticulated
projections dong the denticulated working edge al1 appear to exhibit varying degrees of what is
interpreted as being use-related Wear.
Two of the specimens in this type (specimens #IO34 and #1036) appear to represent
either the broken off portions of larger denticulated tools or the intentional creation of small fine
denticulated edges for fine work. Both of these specimens were both recovered from the datum
rock area- Specimens #347, #490, and #77 1 are morphologically extremely similar in form,
especially in terms of the length of the working edge, the angle of the edge which was selected to
be modified, the amount and type of patina present, and the overall f o m of the flake on which
the denticulated edge was fashioned. Two of these objects were recovered from units o n the
lower terrace. The other was recovered from the datum rock area. Specimens #894 and #942 are
also extremely similar in forrn. Both specimens appear to represent large flakes that have been
repeatedly notched by single bows without any apparent subsequent retouch. Of these two
specimens, one was recovered from the lower terrace while the other was recovered from the
rock face excavation area. Specimen #942 exhibits an extremely similar working edge which
also appears to have been created by single adjacent blows without any apparent follow-up
shaping retouch. These two specimens were recovered corne from the lower ternce and the rock
face excavation areas respectively. Denticulates have been suggested as being tools utilized in
the serating of sticks of wood (Bordaz l970:42) with Morice ( 1900:17) suggesting that
denticulates were used by the Déné for bloodletting. The proveniences of the specimens are
listed in Table 54. Metrics are presented in Table 55.
Table 54. Provenience Denticulates
n=16

Area
Lower Tenace
bL

66

L I

46

bL

bb

bL

bL

6b

LL
LL

Datum Rock
Lb

.

bb

Rock Face

Artifact #
77 1
609
587
978
734
870
78 1
446
942
958
IO08
490
1034
347
1036
894

Unit
34-36S, 40-42W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S758-60W
34-36s. 64-66W
34-36S, 64-66W
34-36S, 82-84W
34-36S, 82-84W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 90-93W
32-345, 104-106W
32-34S, L 04- 106W
34-36S, 104-106W
108-1 los, 104-106W
I 12-1 1423, 104-106W
110-1 12S, 106-108W
I 18-I2OS, 28-30W

Level
6
2

2
3
4
3
Wall SIump
O
1
3

7
3
3
1
i

4

Material
Andesi te
66

LL

bb

bL

Lb

LL

CL

CL

Lb

bb

LL

4&

LL

bL

Lb

Table 55. Metrics Denticulates
n=16

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1
1

Min.:
23.90
14.20
2.80
-67

'

1 ---Max.- 1

Mëa

78.30
64.30
19.60
66.60

45.23
3 1.98
8.6 1
15.41

I

1

I

1

L

1

-

SD
15.40
13.01
4.83
17.88

1

1

Notches
Notches are a type of flake tool that is defined by the presence of an intentionally formed
concave working edge (Apland 1982:39; Masse 1980:154)- The notched tools in the Tsini Tsini
assemblage are of two general forms- They were either formed by the appiication of a single
blow dong the margîn of a fiake followed by light retouch a n d o r use-related Wear or were
f o m e d exclusively by retouch and use-related Wear. In both cases, the final morphological form
is represented by a relatively s m d l and narrow concavity d o n g the margin of the parent flake o r
fiake fragment.
Notches have variously been suggested as being used on small convex surfaces for the
scraping, smoothing, shaving, and shaping of wood a n d o r bone implements (Le., shaftstraightening) (Apland 1982; Faulkner 1984; Frisom and Bradley 1980: 129; Masse 1980: 157;
Rousseau arid Muir 1991) a n d o r the stretching of fibrous materiais (Masse 1980: 157). Notches,
which are often referred to as "spokeshaves" (Bucy 1974; Gunnerson 1968; Luebbers 1978;
MacDonald 1968; Meade and Smith 1968; Powers and Hoffecker 1989; Smith and Calder 1972;
Wilmeth 1971a) a n d o r "notched scrapers" (Davis 1989)- a n d o r "notched flakes" are a cornrnon
artifact type in sites both on the Central Coast and in other areas of the Northwest Coast (see
Ackennan 1992; Apland 1977, 1982; Carlson 1970, 1973, 1996a; Luebbers 1978) as weIl as on
the West Central Plateau (see Donahue 1973; VanStone 1993; Wilmeth 1971a). As such,
y
period or of any cultural or technological
notches are not particularly diagnostic of ~ a temporal
tradition,
Al1 of the notches in the collection exhibit varying degrees of macroscopically visible
evidence of Wear in the f o m of microflaking and the presence of striations in the "working"
concavity. Morphologically, the working concavities present on the specimens included in the
notch category Vary in size from being rather pronounced with deep, steeply-sided margins to
relatively small-sized concavities with low edge angles and relatively little in the way of apparent
evidence of retouch and/or evidence of utilization. Overall, the artifacts in the notch category
exhibit little in the way of morphological similarity. The flakes on which the notches were
formed appear to be irregular in shape and in size ranging from small thin biface thinning flakes
to larger hard hammer flakes to amorphous non-orientable chunks of lithic material. The Iack of
similarity in the form of the notches and the shapes and technological origins of the lithic pieces
on which the notches were fonned suggests that the notches in the collection represent the
expedient creation of a concave working edge for various expedient uses. Fifty (96.2%) of the
total 52 notches in the collection were fashioned from andesite. The remaining 2 (3.8%) artifacts
were fashioned from Jasper
In order to relate the relatively small size of the notch working edges in the collection
and to characterize the working edges of the specimens, a number of additionai measures of the
notch working edges were taken following the methodology descnbed in Apland (1982). The
width and the depth of the notch in relation to the margïn were measured dong with the angle of
the working edge in the notch concavity. The depth of notch was measured by resting callipers
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on the two sides of the notch and moving the central piece of the callipers until it rested at the
centre of the notch (Apland 1952). The depth was then measured by reading the upperrnost
extension of the callipers. The width of notch was measured across the edges of the working
edge. Edge angle was rneasured at the midpoint of the working edge using a contact gaiorneter.
Following Apland ( 1982) the widest object being worked would have been approximately 19 mm
wide x 4.5 mm deep suggesting that relatively small cylindrical object were being worked at the
site (perhaps wooden or bone shafts for composite projectile points?). Metrics of al1 of the
notches is presented in Table 56Table 56. Metrics Al1 Notches
n=52

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (,a)
Notch D e ~ t h(mm)
Notch Width (mm)
Notch Angle (O)

'

Min.

Max.

18.00
1 1-50
2.40
-82
-40
2.80
45"

85.60
56.50
19.90
90.17
4.50
19.10
86"

1

Mean

SD

43.30
3 1.84
7-47
1 1.96
1.63
8.70
67.06"

13.76
10.96
4.32
15.68
1-02
3.19
1 1-58"

A number of notch subtypes were defined on the basis of shared morphologies and
shared technological origin.

Notch Type #l:Arnorphous Notches
The specimens in this sub-type are characterized by a Iack of morphological similarity in
terms of the flakes on which the notches are found as well as the size and shape of the working
concavity. Thus, their only apparent shared trait is the presence of a well-defined intentionally
made working concavity and their lack of successful integration into the other notch types. The
notches in this type constitute the most numerous of the various notch types identified at the
Tsini Tsini site. The notches in this type include those notches produced by the application of a
single blow followed by retouch and those working concavities created by retouch and/or userelated Wear (Figure 23). Specimen #500 in this type is noteworthy as it represents one of the
only formed tooIs fashioned frorn Jasper recovered from the site. Specimen #8 19 displays
double patina (Goodwin 1960:30 1). The proveniences of the specimens are Iisted in Table 57.
Metncs are presented in Table 58.

Table 57. Provenience Notch Type 1
n4O

Area
Lower Terrace
&L

LC

CC

LC

6b

Lb

L I

CL

Cb

LL

L6

l6

LL

LC

LC

LL

bb

bb

Lb

LL

Lb

bL

CC

LL

6L

bC

Datum Rock

1

LC

LC

LL

CL

LL

L I

Generd Site Surface

Artifact #
360
363
328
84 1
1019
907
1004
837
864
1018
670
73 1
724
819
293
205
1
1007

968
970
973
500
993
99 1
519
383
354
388
316
370
378
377
333
398
400
395

Unit
30-32S,92-94W
30-33S, 92-94W
30-32S, 92-94W
32-34S, 54-56W
32-34S,54-56W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S,56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 58-60W
32-34S, 58-60W
32-34S,58-60W
32-34s. 58-60W
32-34S, 92-94W
32-34S, 92-94W
32-343. 104-106W

Levei

34-36s. 64-66W
34-36S, 64-66W
34-36S, 82-84W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 104-106W
3&38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
106-108S, 106-108W
108-1IOS, 106-108W
110-1 12S, 108-11OW
110-112S, 108-11OW
112-1 14S, 104-106W
1 14-1 16S, 100-102W
114-1 16S, 100-102W
General Site Surface

3
3
3
1
3
3
3
O
O
6
2
4
2
2
5
1
1
O

1

Matyal
Andesite

CC

C&

CC

Jasper
Andesite
LL

bL

bL

LL

bb

C6

CL

LL

Lb

LL

LL

L4

b&

Table 58. Metncs Notch Type 1
n4O

-Amibute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (mm)

Min.
28.30
24.90
2-40
1-54

-

-

Max-

Mean

85.60
56.50
19.90
90.17

45.25
33.93
7.36
13-36

SD
12.3 1
10.9 1
4.83
17.48

Notch Type #2: Double Notches
The notches in this type were defined by the presence of two relatively small noncontiguous formed concave working areas that may or may not be present on the same face of a
ffake or flake frabment (Figure 23). (Note: two adjacent notches would be subsumed under the
denticulate type). Of the four notches in this sub-type, two of the artifacts (specimens #365 and
#842) exhibited botki notches on the same face and dong sarne lateral margin, while specimen
#IO02 exhibited notches on opposite lateral margins of the sarne face. Specimen #9 19 exhibited
two notches on aIternate faces and dong aiternate lateral margins. The proveniences of the
specimens are listed in Table 59. Metncs are presented in Table 60.
Table 59. Provenience Notch Type 2, Double Notches
n=4

Area
Lower Terrace
Lb

LL

Datum Rock

Aaifact #
842
1002
365
919

Unit
32-34s- 54-56 W
32-34S,56-58W
30-32S, 92-94%'
112-1 14S, 108-1 10W

Level
2
3

Materid
Andesite
66

1
1

-

Lb

1

LL

Table 60. Metncs Notch Type 2, Double Notches

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

-

Min.
40.50
28-70
7-60
8-46

Max.
75.80
39.40
1 1.20
17-72

Mean
54.88
34.05
9.13
12.66

SD
15.76
4.40
1.69
3-93

Notch Type #3: "Micronotches"
The small size of the working concavity and the small size of the flakes on which these
small working areas were found defined the specimens in this type (Figure 24). From the small
size of these implements and the small size of the working areas, it appears that these may have
been used for fine scraping and smoothing functions or for the fine shaping of bone in the
production of bone needles in a similar manner to that described by Smith and CaIder
(1972: 100). It should be noted that these artifacts might also represent the residual fra,ments of
much Iarger flake tools, as most of the flakes in this type are fia-mentary in nature. The
proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 6 1. Metrics are presented in Table 62,

Table 6 1. Provenience Notch Type 3, "Micronotches7'
n=3
.=. '",

'

'

-"Area-.

Lower Terrace
66

Daturn Rock

- -.--

-

- .-

Unît 32-34S, 56-58W
32-34S, 56-58W
112-1 145. 104-106W

Artifact#
674
795
334

--

-

-.- - - - - -

Material
Andesite

Level
2

3

bb

5

bb

--

Figure 24. Notch Types 3,4, and 5 and Retouched Flakes
Notch Type 3: (a) #647, (b) #795, (c) #334, Notch Type 4: (d) #401,
(e) #246, Notch Type 5: (0#655, (g) #283, Retouched Flakes (h) #308,
(i) #1020, (j) #1035, (k)#567.
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Table 62. Metrics Notch Type 3, "Micronotches"
n=3

1

1

Attrihute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
,

1

--

1
1

Min.

1 . - Max,

18.O0
11.50
5 -60
.82

29 -60
19-20
5.80

-

1

Mean

1
1

23.00
16.17
5.70
2.02

3-93

1

1

. SD

5.96
4.10
-10
1.O8

1

Notch Type #4: "Tanged" Notches
This type was defined on the basis of the similarity in form in the size of the notch, the
presence of two small projecting "tangs" on both sides of the notch concavity, and the similar
size and shape of the flakes on which these notches are found (Figure 24)- The morphological
simiIarities between these specimens (specimens #216, #376, and #40 1) suggest that they
represent a shared intended final product. Specimen #216 is noteworthy as it represents one of
the only other recognizable artifact forms fashioned from Jasper. Specimen #40 1 displays
double patina (Goodwin 1960:301). Similar to the specimens within Notch Type #3, the srnaIl
size of these objects and the small size of the working edges apparent suggests that they were
utilized for fine scraping and smoothing functions. The proveniences of the specimens are listed
in Table 63- Metncs are presented in Table 64.
Table 63. Provenience Notch Type 4, ".Tanged" Notches
n=3

1

1

Area
Lower Terrace
Datum Rock

1

1

Artifact #
246
40 1
376

6b
b

1-

Unit
30-32S, 92-94W
106-108S, 98-100W
110-1 12S, 108-1 IOW

1

1

Level
2

3
2

Material
Jasper
Andesite

1

1

66

Table 64. Metrics Notch Type 4, 'Tanged" Notches
n=3

1.

1

Attribute
Length (mm)

1

Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

1

-

.

Min.

1
L

1

29.30

22.80
23.70
7-40
4.4 1

Max.

1

25 -60
10.10
9.7 1

1

Mean
25.87
25.73
8-77
6.34

1

I

1

SD
3 .27
1.62
1.35
2.93

1

1

Notch Type #5: NotchKravers
The notched tools in this type, similx to the artifacts in Spur Type 1.1, display a notch
adjacent to a spur-like projection (Figure 24). However, unlike those artifacts subsumed in Spur
Type 1.1, it appears that the notch rather thm the spur projection was the primary intended
working edge. This is suggested by the fact that the notches appear to be far more developed in
terrns of their size, the amount of retouch and modification present, and their resulting form in
cornparison to any of the notches present on any of the Type 1.1 Spurs. However, it should be
noted that v q i n g amounts of apparently use-related Wear are apparent on some of the spur-Iike

projections in this type. Therefore, the definition of this type is put forth with some reservations.
The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 65. Metrics are presented in Table 66.
Table 65- Provenience Notc b Type 5, Notch/Gravers
n=2

Area
Lower Terrace
-

-

-

Artifact #
655
283

LL

Unit

-

.

32-34S,58-6OW
34-36S, 92-94W

Level
3

Material'
Andesite

2

L I

Table 66. Metrics Notch Type 5, Notch/Gravers
n=2
r

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min.
34.60
16.90
6.50
5.82

Max,
40.90
25.80
7.50
5.92

1

Mean
37.75
2 1.35
7 .O0
5.87

SD
4.45
6-29
.7 I
.O7

Spurs
Two overail types of spurs (rounded gravi&?) projections) were identified in the Tsini
Tsini assemblage. The two overall types were defined on the basis of their method of
manufacture with a number of subtypes being defined on the b a i s of shared morphologicaI
similarïties and shared technological origin. AH of the spurs in the assemblage exhibit an
intentionally formed pronounced projection in the form of a "point or tip" (Apland 198240)
which reveais varying arnounts of apparently-use related Wear. Spurs, which are often cdled
"gravers" (Borden 1979; Bryan and Conaty 1975; Carlson 1973; Clark 1975; Crabtree 1972;
Davis 1989; Donahue 1975; Epstein 1964; Funk et al. 1969; Greaves 199 1 ;Holmes 1975;
Lawhead 1979; Ludowicz 1983; Luebbers 1978; MacNeish 1954; MacDonald 1968; Rainey
1940; Sanger 197Ob; Wilrneth 197 1b; Workmm 1977) or "perforator/gravers" (Masse 1!BO),
have been suggested as being a type of tool used for s!otting bone or antler (Crabtree 197266;
Faulkner 1984; Funk et al. 1969:65; MacDonald 1968:93; Sanger 1970b:83). The overall two
types of spurs in the collection were formed either as the result of the formation of an adjacent
notch which isohted a projection along a rnargin of the objective piece (Spur Types 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
and 1.4) or by the application of either a single line and/or intersecting Iines of abrupt and serniabrupt retouch (Spur Types 2.1 and 2.2) which thereby isolated the spur projections. The spurs
within the assemblage were created on a variety of flakes and flake fraaments ranging frorn
complete biface reduction flakes to small flake fragments of unknown technological origin. The
notches that form the spur/graver projections in the coIlection are, with few exceptions, far less
intrusive than the notches apparent on the specimens subsumed in the notch and denticulate
artifact categories. The lines of retouch which form the spur projections range in intensity from
being intermittent and largely unobtrusive to being heavy, continuous, and abrupt. The spurs in
the Tsini Tsini assemblage were made exclusively on andesite flakes and flake fraopents. The
generally small nature of the spurs in the collection suggests that they may have been used to
engrave fairly soft matends such as bone, various soft woods, or perhaps antler.

Spur Type 1.1: Single Notch Spurs
These spurs (Figure 25) exhibited a spur projection created by the application of a single
notch. The application of this notch formed a spur projection that extends outward from the
rnargin of the flake or fIake fragment on which the spur was fashioned. The proveniences of the
specimens are listed in Table 67. Metncs are presented in Table 68.

- --- - - -------

Figure 25. Spur Types 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
Spur Type 1.1: (a) #3M, (b) #998, (c) #458, (d) #346, Type 1.2:
(e) #934, Type 1.3 (f) #348, Type 1.2 (g) #820

Table 67. Provenience Spur Type 1.1, Single Notch Spurs
n=7

Area
. - ~aifact#
:1344
Lower Terrace
1 909
6b

Datum Rock

458
346

Unit
30-32S,92-94W
32-34S, 58-60W
.

-

Level

Material

3
3

Andesite
46

TabIe 68. Metncs Spur Type 1.1, Single Notch Spurs
n=7

[

Attribute

Min.

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

26.90
23 .50
3.80
3 -50

1
1

Max.

-

1

84.50
44.60
17.30
36.88

1
1

SD

Mean
5 1-44
3 1-24
8 -76
14.44

19.1 1
7.33
5.70
14.46

1

1

Spur Type 1.2: "Double Notch" Spurs
The spurs in this type were defined by the presence of two adjacent notches whose
lateral margïns combine to forrn a single graver(?) projection (Figure 25). Although the
specimens in this sub-type somewhat morphologically resemble denticulates, the single spur
projection created by the two lateral masgins of the notches was interpreted as being the intended
form of the notching modification as the notches exhibited on these specimens are generally
poorly developed. Moreover, unlike those artifacts subsurned in the denticulate type, the
artifacts in this type display only a solitary prominent spur/,oraver projection. The proveniences
of the specimens are listed in Table 69. Metrics are presented in Table 70.

Table 69. Provenience Spur Type 1.2, Double Notch Spurs
n=4

Area
Lower Terrace
Lb

Datum Rock
L&

Artifact #
820
242
37 1
934

Unit
32-34S, 56-58W
34-36S, 92-94W
108-1 los, 106-108W
110-1 12s. 1 0 6 - 1 0 8 ~

Level
3
2
4
1

Material
Andesite

..
LL

'L

Table 70. Metrics Spur Type 1.2, Double Notch Spurs
n=4

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min.
34.50
13.30
5.00
4.57

1

Max.
85.50
41.10
23.10
56.28

Mean
55-45
26.90
10.78
2 1.92

SD

23-70
1 1.47
8 -44

23-54

Spur Type 1.3: "Multispurs"
These spurs were defined by the presence of multiple non-contiguous spur projections
created by small notches (Figure 25). Unlike those artifacts in the denticulate type, the multiple
spur projections apparent on these flakes and flake fragments are not adjacent and are often not
present on the same face. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 7 1. Metrics are
presented in Table 72.

Table 7 1. Provenience Spur Type 1-3, "Multispurs"
n=4
-

Artifact# .
Unit
928
34-36S, 64-66W
348
106-108S, 106- 108W
404
108-1 los, 106-108W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
335

Area

Lower Tenace
Datum Rock
bb

bb

Level
I
4
3
5

Matend

Andesite
Lb

bb

CC

Table 72. Metrics Spur Type 1.3, "Multispurs"
n=4

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
.

>

Min.

1

19.60
15.80
3.80
1.46

1

Max- 49 -20
37 -60
5.90
13-23

Mean
34.53
26.58
4.78
6.62

1

SD
12.96
11.73
1.13
5.99

1

Spur Type 1.4: "Pseudo-burins" Type 1
The spurs in this type morphologically resemble burins and were ctassified as such in
earlier publications (see Hobler 1995. 1996a). The spur projections apparent on these objects
appear to have been intentionally forrned by the application of a notch in close proxirnity to an
adjacent break (possibly of cultural origin) thereby forming a spur projection (Figure 26). The
breaks apparent on these flakes do not exhibit the typical characteristics which are though to be
indicative of intentional burins blows (i.e., negative bulbs of percussion etc.) (see Giddings 1956;
Irving 1955). However, this does not preclude the possibility that these "pseudo-burins"
(Crabtree 1972:86) may have been intentionally formed by the intentional flexion axial torsion
snapping of the original flake in a similar manner to the axial snap fracture burins described by
Bryan and Conaty (1 975), Crabtree (1969:367), F ~ s and
o ~Bradley (l980:90-9 l), McCully
(1941: 151), Patterson (1976), and Smith and Calder (1972) with this then being followed by the
application of a notch in a similar manner to that described by Smith and Calder (1972). The
breaks present on these specimens al1 exhibit the same relative amount of patina as the rest of the
respective flake surfaces thereby suggesting that the breaks apparent on these specimens appear
to be relatively contemporaneous with the rest of the flake scars exhibited on these flakes. The
apparent lack of Wear on these "burin-like" edges also appears to discount the possibility that
these implements represent "true" burins (cf. Epstein 1964). Moreover, the lack of characteristic
burin spall removals also appears to further suggest that these implernents do not represent "true"
burins (cf. FIenniken and White 1985: 149; Irving 1955:381). For a further discussion of the
difference between "true burins" and "pseudo-burins" see Giddings (1956) and Henniken and
White (1985). Rather, it could be suggested that the makers of these spurs were taking advantage
of the edge formed by either a natural or culturally induced break rather than having to form
another notch or apply a line of retouch in order to form a spur projection. The use of this type
of an edge as a backing to a notch would provide the same "strength without bulk" that is
described for burins (Crabtree 197250; Frisom and Bradley 1980: 129) in their use in various
"graving" actions. This strategy would appear to represent an expedient and efficient strategy for
the making of an expedient apving implement out of relatively bard lithic raw material.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.

Figure 26. Spur Types 1.4,2.1, and 2.2
Spur Type 1.4: (a) #279, (b) #379, (c) #10 17, (d) #1023, (e) #280,
(0 #74, Type 2.1 (g) #74, (h) 3 18, Type 2.2 (i) #766,(j) #949,
(k) W97, (1) #6220
Burins and "burin-like" objects are variously suggested as being used for shaving and
shaping bone, wood, and antler (Butler 1961; Henniken and White 1985; Ft-kom and Bradley
1980; Giddings 1956, 1964; Heitzer and Kelley 1961) in the production of tools such as awls,
barbed points, fishhooks, hafts, and needles (Borden t 975:3 1). It has also been suggested that
burins and "burin-like" objects were also used as sinew cutters (Gunn 1975: 10). The flakes on
which the implements were fashioned are al1 composed of andesite, are al1 generally irregular in
shape, and are primarily planotonvex in cross-section. It should be noted that specimen #279

and #IO23 exhibit potlid fractures (Price et al. 1982469; h r d y 1975) on their dorsal and ventral
surfaces respectively suggesting that they have both been exposed to considerabie heat at some
point in their p s t , The pseudo-burins in the Tsini Tsini collection appear to resemble a
particular type of notch depicted in Apland (1982:Fipre 2.14 d, h, and j). It currently does not
appear that a true burin industry is present at the Tsini Tsini site, The proveniences of the
specimens are listed in Table 73- Metrics are presented in Table 74.
Table 73. Provenience Spur Type 1.4, "Pseudo-burins" Type 1
n= 18

I

Area
Lower Terrace
-

-

1

327

1

Unit
30-32s. 92-94W

1

2

-

4b

4b

bC

b&

bb

Datum Rock

4b

General Site Surface

604
1017
926
279
280
319

34-36S, 40-4T-I;
34-36S, 56-58W
34-36s- 64-66W
34-36S, 92-94W
34-36S, 92-94W
106-108s. 106-108W

2

Lb

2
1
3
3
2

LL

190
382

112-114S, 104-106W
General Site Surface

2
O

4L

bb

bb

6b

bb

64

Table 74. Metncs Spur Type 1.4, "Pseudo-burins" Type 1
n=18
: Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1

'Min.
18.50
10.90
2.60
-55

Max.
56-10
4 1 -90
9-40
17.56

1

,Mean
37.59
26.94
5.18
6-25

1

SD
8-43
8.57
1.82
4.32

Spur Types 2.1 and 2.2
As noted previously, the spur projections in these two types were formed by the
application of varying amounts of retouch.
Spur Type 2.1: Intersecting Retouch Spurs
The specimens in this type were defined by the presence of a ,pver/spur projection that
was formed by the intersection of two lines of continuous semi-abrupt retouch (Figure 26).
Specimens #3 18, #325, and HO8 closely resemble each other in fonn and as such appear to

represent a consistent intended product. Specimens #74 and #480 also closely resemble each
other in that they both display the same form of retouch and similarly forrned projections.
Interestingly, aI1 of the specimens in this type were recovered from the datum rock excavation
area. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 75. Metrics are presented in TabIe
76.
Table 75. Provenience Spur Type 2-1
n-d

Atea
Daturn Rock
LC

&C

&L

Artifact #
325
3 18
74
408

Unit
106-I08S, 100-102W
106-108S, 106-108W
112-114S, 100-1O2W
112-1 14S, 104-106W

Level

Material
Andesite

3
2
1
O

LL

LL

bL

Table 76. Metrics Spur Type 2.1
n=4

1

1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1

Min,

1

36.30
3 1.60
6.60
5.37

1
I

Max.
47.90
38.80
16.40
24.77

1

Mean
39.32
33.88
9.55
1 1.44

1
I

SD
5.72
3.37
4.66
9 .O5

1

1

Spur Type 2.2: "Pseudo-burins"Type #2
The specimens in this type, similar to Type 1.4 Spurs, also morphologically resemble
burins. The spur projections in this type appear to have been created by the application of a
single line of retouch dong a margin that intersects with either a natural or possibly cuIturally
induced break or possible axial snap. The application of this retouch thereby creates a burin-like
object in a sirnilar manner and fashion to that described by Patterson (1976: 185) and Frisom and
Bradley (1980:90-9 1). The line of retouch apparent on these specimens forrns a type of
"backing" imrnediately adjacent to the intersection of these two margins; thereby forming a spur
projection (Figure 26). As with the "pseudo-burins" in Spur Type 1.4, there is no evidence of the
presence of any intentional bui-in blows on the specimens nor is there any apparent Wear on the
"burin" edge. Also, similar to those spurs in Spur Type 1.4, differential patina is not exhibited on
the faces of the breaks nor is there any difference in the patination on the lines of retouch or
dong any of the faces of the flakes on which these spurs were created. As with Spur Type 1.4,
these spurs appear to represent the utilization of a pre-existing or cuIturaily induced snap fracture
to expedientiy create a graver/spur projection. The specimens in this type appear to be
morphologically resernble the description of the corner burins with one edge trimmed described
by MacNeish (1954:244) at his Pointed Mountain site. According to MacNeish (1954:244),
those implements represented multipurpose tools with the burin-like edge being utilized for the
cutting of slots with the retouched area being used for graving. It is possible that the specimens
within this type recovered from the Tsini Tsini site may have served the same multipurpose
function. The proveniences of the specimens are Iisted in Table 77. Metrics are presented in
TabIe 78.

Table 77. Provenience Spur Type 2.2, "Pseudo-burins" Type 2
n=9
- Area -

Lower Terrace
6b

bL

bb

6L

bb

Datum Rock
bb

bL

ArtXact#
766
997
949
622
544
557
38 1
336
916

-Unit
32-34S, 58-60W
32-34S, 104-106W
34-36S, 40-42 W
34-36S, 64-66W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36S, 104-106W
110-1 12S, 108-1 10W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
112-1 143, 108-1 10W
-

-

Level
6
6

Material
Andesite
bL

4
2

.L

LL

1
3
2
2
O

Lb

b&

LL

4L

bL

Table 78. Metics Spur Type 2.2, "Pseudo-burins" Type 2
n=9

Length (mm)
Width (mm)

1

Min,
22.90
14.50

Max.
64.90
43-30

1

25.56

1

-

Weight (g)

1.O9

Mean

1

39.69
27.87
8.03

SD

1

13.30
8.59

1

7 -64

Piercers
The artifacts in this type were defined by the presence of a type of fonned projection that
is interpreted as having been utilized for various piercing actions of soft materials (Le., hide).
Due to the presumed function of these artifacts (Figure 271, these types of implements are also
often called "perforators" (Carlson 1970, 1972; Faulkner 1984; Hobler and Bedard 1992:
Wilmeth 1978a: 10). The makers of the piercers in the collection as a rule appear to have taken
advantage of a prominent anse on the dorsal surfaces of the flakes on which these tools were
created as part of the working projection in order to manufacture, through the application of
varying amounts of abrupt and semi-abrupt retouch, a relatively long, roughly triangularlyshaped projection. It could be suggested that the utilization of a prorninent arise as part of the
working projection would have provided greater strength to the projection in the conduction of
various piercing activities and would have thereby allowed for a greater exertion of pressure on
the working projection during the utilization of these irnplements than would a projection created
by the retouching of the surface of a flake lacking a prorninent arise. The amount of retouch
evident on the specimens in this type class varies from the application of small isolated lines of
discontinuous retouch to the concentrated application of continuous parallel lines of retouch.
The working edge of these implements generally occurs at the distal end of the flake from which
the implement was fashioned. It does not appear that the flakes on which the piercer working
edges are found were intentionally produced and therefore part of a prepared flake strategy.
Rather, it appears that these flakes were intentionally culled from the debris resulting from tool
production for their perceived qualities. It shouid be noted that a number of the implements in
this type also display other working areas Le., specirnens #50, M80, #662, and #885 also exhibit
varying amounts of isoIated runs of continuous semi-abrupt "normal" retouch (Tixier 1974)
which occur dong one or both of their lateral margÏns. In most cases, with the exception of
250

specimen #480, these isohted lines of continuous scraper retouch do not appear to be associated
with the forrned projection. The presence of these isolated areas of retouch and other working
areas apparent on these implements suggests that these implements may represent muItipurpose
tools created for a variety of both scraping and piercing functions, perhaps for hideworking. The
proveniences of the specirnens are listed in Table 79. M e t k s are presented in Table 80.

Table 79. Provenience Piercers
n=9

Area
Lower Terrace

- ---,

Lb

46

CL

1

46

1

Rock Face
LL

General Site Surface

1

- Unit
32-34S, 54-56W
34-36S, 40-42W
34-36S,58-60W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36s. 92-94W

Aaifact #
885
480
662
990
28 1
307
1015
50

1

108-llOS, 40-42W
1 18-120S, 28-30W
General Site Surface

Table 80. Metrics Piercers
n=9

Attribute
r
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min,
40.00
14-50
3.80
3.O0

-

Max.'-82.30
39.00
12.30
12.42

Mean
53.5 1
27.69
6.7 1
8.47

SD
12.89
7.94
2.72
3 -30

Scrapers (Unifacial)
Scrapers were defined by the presence of what is interpreted as being an apparently
intentionally formed "scraper" working edge. Following Dibble (1987), Frisom and Bradley
(1980), and White (1963), scraper types were defined by the location of the working edge in
relation to the stnking platforrn andor longitudinal axis of the flake on which the scraper was
created in addition to the shape of the working edge. Whenever possible, scrapers were also
classified by the presence of possibIe hafting elements, For fragments with no identifiable
ventral and dorsal surfaces, (i.e., scrapers that were created on miscellaneous non-orientable
manufacturing debris), residual type categories were created (Le., non-orientable scrapers).
The working areas apparent on the scrapers within the Tsini Tsini collection are, in
general, relatively poorly formed with in many cases, the working areas exhibit evidence of light
utilization which appears to scale into serni-abrupt and abrupt retouch (Hobler 1995). In other
cases, the working edges appear to have been formed with the opposite face from that being
modified resting on a surface, thereby resulting in the flake scars terminating on the same plane.
The scrapers within the Tsini Tsini assemblage vary in the amount and intensity of retouch
apparent with sorne specimens displaying only Iight unobtrusive retouch while other scrapers
exhibit continuous semi-abrupt to abrupt retouch, The vast majority of the scrapers recovered
from the site represent what Dibble (1987) would classify as "simpIe scrapers" in that they reveal
retouch along a single lateral margin,
In general, scraper edges in the Tsini Tsini collection were almost exclusively unifacial
and were made on variously sized irregular flakes, flake fragments, and pieces of lithic debris.
Edge angles exhibited on the scrapers in the assemblage tend to chster into'two distinct
groupings: 45-60° and 60-79". Although a one-to-one relationship between edge angle and
function can not be assumed, Wilmsen (1968) has suggested that the first group of values are
252

associated with skinning and hide scraping, sinew and plant-fibre shredding, and/or the heavy
cutting of bone or horn. The more acutely-angled group of values are suggested by Wilmsen to
be associared with their use as tools in woodworking, bone-working, skin softening, and the
heavy shredding of various organic materiah. The scraper type category contains the highest
percentage of fomed tools made out of exotic and presumably exotic materials (6 l18.8 %] of the
total 47 scrapers and scraper fra,pents recovered from the site). The perceived intentional
forrning of scraping working edges separates these specimens from those specimens subsurned in
the retouched flake category.
The majority of scrapers in the Tsini Tsini assemblage appear to represent the relatively
expedient creation of working scraper edges out of rnanufacturing debris rather than the product
of a prepared flakekore industry. A number of the weI1-forrned scrapers fashioned from exotic
raw material (Le., specimens #139 and #448) more than likely represent the persona1 gear of
individuals (Binford and Stone 1985) and therefore rnay have been the subject of curatonal
behaviours. Formed scrapers are suggested as being reflective of an interior influence rather
a coastal influence (Hobler and Bedard 1992) with flake scrapers beirig a common type of
artifact on the West Central Plateau (see Borden 1952; Donahue 1973; Wilmeth i978a).
Scrapers are generally though to have been used for various scraping activities such as
hideworking &d dressing pelts (Bordaz 1970; Bryan and Conaty 1975; Funk et al. 1969: Teit
1909; Whittaker 1994) and for the cutting of various orgmic materials (Whittaker 1994).
Ethnographically, on the PIateau, scrapers fashioned from obsidian, jasper, and basalt were noted
as being used for dressing pelts (Borden 1952:33; Monce 1893:49-51) and for the processing of
various floral resources including the obtaining of nettle fibres for fish lines (Borden 1951b:4,
1952:33).
Note: Working edge angles represent the average of three rneasures taken dong the working edge
using a contact ganiometer, Working edge length was estimated by tracing the outline of the
working edge on paper and then measuring the traced outline.

Scraper Type 1.1: Endscrapers (Convex working edge).
These scrapers were defined by the presence of a moderately-to-slightly convex working
edge created by the application of a line of relatively steeply angled, systematic abrupt retouch
applied to the dista1 end of the flake on which the scraper working edge was created (Crabtree
197260; Niquette et al, 199 1:32). The scrapers in this type are irregular in shape and Vary in
their degree of thickness and relative arnount of retouch present (Figure 28). In general, the
specimens are plano-convex in transverse cross-section. The proveniences of the specimens are
listed in Table 8 1. Metrics are presented in Table 82.
Table 8 1. Provenience Scraper Type 1.1, Endscraper (Concave Working Edge)

n=3
Area ' .
Lower Terrace
Lb

Rock Face

Artifact:#
558
559
436

.
unit . - 34-36S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
1 16-1 18S, 30-32W

Level
3
3
1

-

Materiai Andesite
Lb

LI

Figure 28. Scraper Type 1.1, 1.2, 2-1, and 2.2
Type 1.1 : (a) #559, (b) #436, Type 1.2: (c) #56 1, (d) #358,
Type 2.1 (e) #332, (f) #1010, Type 2.2 (g) #43, (h) lf55-

Table 82. Metrics Scraper Type 1.1, Endscraper (Concave Working Edge)
n=3

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (,a)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle

.

(O)

Min-

Max.

Mean

SD

30.30
15.70
3-30
1-26
10.40
66.33

6 1-80
39.20
14.80
23-43
20.50
87-33

42.37
29.73
7.50
9-37
15.37
76.1 1

16.99
13-40
6.35
12.22
5 .O5
10.57

Scraper Type 1.2: Endscraper (Straight working edge)
The scrapers in this type exhibit a straight working edge Iocated d o n g the distal margin
of the flake on which the working edge was created (Figure 28). The working edges apparent on
the specimens in this type were formed by the application of small Iines of continuous semiabrupt to abrupt retouch. A11 of the specimens in this type were fashioned from andesite. The
proveniences of the specimens are Iisted in Table 83. Metncs are presented in Table 84.
Table 83. Provenience Scraper Type 1.2, Endscraper (Straight working edge)
n-d

1

Area
Lower Terrace
.

66

Rock Face
General Site Surface

1

Artifact #
355
56 1
304
394

1

Unit
30-32s. 92-94W
34-36S, 104-106W
108-1 los, 4042W
General Site Surface

1

Level

1

1

Materid
Andesite

3

Lb

2

CC

O

6b

1

Table 84. Metrics Scraper Type 1.2, Endscraper (Straight working ecige)
n-4
Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )
Working Edge Length (mm)
Workino Edoe Anole (O)

Min.
32.30
27.80
3.60
4.25
11-30
60.33

1

Max.
45.70
31.50
9.80
11.32
23.50
75.33

Mean
40.13
29.78
6.23
7.85
16-70
69.17

SD
5.82
1.52
2.8 1
3 -57
6.19
7.17

Sidescrapers
Scraper Type 2.1: Sidescraper (Concave working edge)
The scrapers in this type display rnoderately-to-slightly concave working edges d o n g a
single lateral margin. These working areas were created by the application of a continuous line
of abrupt and semi-abrupt retouch (Figure 28). The specimens in this type Vary in form and
thickness. A number of these scrapers within this type display thick cross-sections and irregular
outlines while others are relatively thin. The scrapers in this type are, in general, concavo-

convex in cross-section. Al1 of the specimens in this type were fashioned frorn andesite. The
proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 85. Metrics are presented in Table 86Table 85- Provenience Scraper Type 2.1, Sidescraper (Concave working edge)
n=4

--Aaifact#'

1

Lower Terrace

'

1010
45
157
332

Unit
32-34S, 104-106W
1 12-1 145,104-106W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
1 12-1 14S, 104-106W

Level

Material -

4
1
2
5

Andesite
b

Lb

b&

TabIe 86. Metrics Scraper Type 2.1, Sidescraper (Concave working edge)
n=4

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

Min-

Max-

Mean

SD

33.30
26.40
3 -40
2.67
10.50
46.67

57.70
45.90
8-40
65.10
13.30
81.67

43.18
32.05
6.30
22.91
11.30
67.42

10.39
9.27
2.1 1
28.63
0.89
16-63

Scraper Type 2.2: Sidescraper (Convex working edge)
The scrapers in this type display a convex working edge dong one of their lateral
margins created by the application of a line of sequential, semi-abrupt, retouch (Figure 28). The
two specimens in this type are both plano-convex in cross-section. Specimen #55 exhibits one of
the most advanced f o m s of scraper working edges in the Tsini Tsini collection with the object
displaying patterned interlaced sequential retouch scars. The proveniences of the specimens are
Iisted in Table 87. Metrics are presented in Table 88.
Table 87. Provenience Scraper Type 2.2, Sidescraper (Convex Working Edge)

n=2
- Area
Datum Rock
bb

Artifact #'
Unit
106-108S, 98-100W
55
110-1 12S, 100-102W
43

-

Level
3
2

Material
Andesite
66

Table 88. Metrics Scraper Type 2.2, Sidescraper (Convex Working Edge)
n=2

Lena@ (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weikht (E)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle ( O )
-

1
1

37.40
31.20
3-60
4.56
22.50
54.67

1
1

42.90
57.20
6.70
10.2 1
35.40
66.33

1
1

40.15
44.20
5.15
7.39
23.95
60.50

1
1

3.89
18.38
3-19
4.00
2.05
8.25

1

Scraper Type 2.3: Sidescraper (Straight working edge)
The specimens in this type represent relatively small thin flakes and flake fragments that
display a straight working edge dong one of their margins created through the application of a
line of light semi-abrupt retouch (Figure 29). The generally small size of the scrapers in this type
suggests that they were held between the fingers during utilization. Specimen #143 is a small,
thin, obsidian flake fra,oment which exhibits a minute working edge that was created as a result
of fine retouch. The small size of this working edge and the small size of the ffake suggests that
this implement was used for fine working. This object represents one of the only identifiable
formed toois in the entire Tsini Tsini assemblage fashioned from obsidian. The proveniences of
the specimens are listed in Table 89. Metrics are presented in Table 90.
Table 89. Provenience Scraper Type 2.3, Sidescraper (Straight Working Edge)

n-d
Area
Lower Terrace
Datum Rock
66

Rock Face

Artifact #
647
143
399
1016

Unit
34-36S, 1 0 4106W
108-1 los, 106-108W
114-1 16S,100-102W
118- 1205.28-30W

Level
4

Material
Andesite
Obsidian
Andesite

2
1
4

b&

Table 90. Metrics Scraper Type 2.3, Sidescraper (Straight Working Edge)
n-d

Amibute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edgv Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

. Min.

Max.

16.80
13.70
1.20
-36
10.90
40.67

38.30
30.80
5.70
3 -97
14.50
67.33

Mean
28.92
19.55
3.28
2.28
12.78
56.50

-.

SD
9.50
8.18
1.96
1.61
1.66
12.89

Scraper Type 2.4: Small Sidescrapers (Convex working edge)
The two relatively small scrapers in this type display a single, relatively low angle,
convex working edge dong one of the lateral margins of the original flake frorn which the

implement was created (Figure 29). The working edges apparent on these objects appears to have
k e n fashioned by the application of a small continuous line of semi-abrupt retouch. The small
P

-

Figure 29. Scraper Type 2.3,2.4,3.1, and 3.2
Type 2.3: (a) #647, (b) #143, (c) #1016, Type 2.4 (d) #396, (e) #509,
Type 3.2 (0 #987. (g)#1021, (h)#SI,Type 3.1 (i)#838, (i)#535.
size of these scrapers and the small size of the working their edges suggests that these scrapers
may have been used for fine scraping operations. No evidence of apparent hafting elements
could be identified on these specimens. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table
9 1. Metrics are presented in Table 92.

Table 9 1- Provenience Scraper Type 2.4, Small Sidescrapers (Convex Working Edge)
n=2

Area
Lower Terrace
-

Unit
30-32S, 92-94W
34-36S, 90-92W

Artlfact #

- .

396
509

CL

Level

Matenal

O
1

Andesite

'

bb

Table 92. Metrics Scraper Type 2.4, Small Sidescrapers (Convex Working Edge)
n=2

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
. .
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)

1

-

Min.

19.40
, 17-60
1 4.20
-78
11.80
48.33
I

1

Working Edge Angle ( O )

1

Max.
23.50
17.80
16.40
1.67
15.20
49.00

Mean
21.45
17.70
10.30
1.23
13.50
48.67

1

SD .

I

1

3.90
-14
8.63
-63
2.40
-47

Arnorphous Scrapers (Types 3.1,3.2, and 3.3)
The scrapers in Scraper Types 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 appear to represent the expedient creation
of a "scraper" working edge dong the rnargins of various amorphously-shaped, Iargely blocky,
fragments of Iithic debris. The scrapers in this type category appear to be the most variable in
size of any of the types in the scraper colIection. It appears that the specimens in the three
amorphous scraper sub-types wouId been dassified as core fragments, block shatter, andor
unidentifiable fragments of lithic debris were it not for the presence of a relatively well-formed
"scraper" working edge along one at least one of their margins. The relatively large size md
coarse-grained nature of some of these implements suggests that they were used to work large,
relatively dense and hard materials that would have provided considerable resistance (Le.,
perhaps antler and/or wood).
Scraper Type 3.1: Core Fragment and Debris Scrapers (Convex working edge)
These irreplarly shaped large blocky fragments exhibit marginally convex largely
crudely fomed "scraper" working edges (Figure 29). In addition to the presence of a convex
scraper working edge, specimen #585 d s o displays evidence of utilization dong one of its
unrnodifîed margins. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 93. Metrics are
presented in Table 94.
Table 93. Provenience Scraper Type 3.1, Core Fragment and Debris Scrapers
(Convex Working Edge)
n=3
--

-

Area . . .Aaifact#
Lower Terrace
470
-

<b

585

Rock Face

838

-.

Unit .'.
32-34S, 4042W
34-36S, 104-106W
1 16- 1 18S, 26-28W
_

Level

Material

1
4
Wall SIump

Andesite

-

&b

bb

Table 94. Metrics Scraper Type 3.1, Core Fra,oment and Debris Scrapers
(Convex Working Edge)
n=3

Attribute

-

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

Min.

Max.

62.50
37.90
14.80
28.8 1
21.50
65.00

64.40
50-70
10.50
75.25
39.50
76-33

-

Mean
63.73
45.23
22.87
56.28
29.60
71.67

SD
1.O7
6.60
7.86
24.36
9.13
5.93

Scraper Type 3.2: Core Fragment and Debris Scrapers (Straight working edge)
These specimens represent arnorphous core fragments, block shatter, and large fra,ments
of lithic detritus that display a well-forrned straight working edge forrned by the application of
abrupt retouch (Figure 29). The fragments in this type are generally smaller than those scrapers
in Scraper Type 3.1. The working edges apparent on specimens #33, #5 1, and #9S7 border on
being classified as denticuhted due to their Iargely jagged nature. However, these working edges
do not display the same level of welldeveloped formed notching displayed by the specimens
subsumed in the denticulate type. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 95.
Metrics are presented in Table 96.
TabIe 95. Provenience Scraper Type 3.2 Core Fragment Scraper
(S traight Working Edge)
n-d

Artifact# 987
1021

Area

Lower Terrace
LL

$6

1

Danim Rock

33
51

-

Unit
34-36S, 82-84W
34-3GS, 90-92W
34-3 6 S , 92-94W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
-

Level
3

Material
Andesite

4

LL

3

LL

1

46

Tabfe 96, Metrics Scraper Type 3.2 Core Fra,ament Scraper
(Straight working edge)
n 4

Attribute .
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)
.

--

-

Min.
28.30
20.90
11.40
8.97
12.10
74.67

Max.
44.30
27.20
15.40
16.04
20.70
8 1.67

Mean
38.60
23.38
13.13
11.82
15.83
76.75

SD
7.32
2.69
!-72
3.28
3.79
3.34

Scraper Type 33: Debris Scrapers (Straight working edge)
The specimens in this type represent irregularly shaped flake fragments display a s d g h t
"scraper" working edge d o n g at least one of their margins (Figure 30). Specimen #222 of this

__ -___

- __ _ _

_-

_

.

-

-

Figure 30. Scraper Type 3.3,4.0,5.1, and 5.2
Type 3.3: (a) #222, (b) #826, Type 4.0 (c) #139, (d) #448, Type 5.1
(e) #960,Type 5.2 ( f ) #668, (g) #588, (h) #12, (i) #58 1.
type is noteworthy as it represents one of the only formed tools fashioned from quartzite. The
specimen displays a srnaIl sequential line of abrupt retouch dong one of its margins and a waterrolled smoothed cortex on its dorsal face. The other two specimens in this type were both

fashioned from andesite. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 97, Metrics are
presented in Table 98.
Table 97. Provenience Scraper Type 3.3, Flake Debris Scrapers
(Straight Working Edge)
n=3

Area
Lower Terrace

Artifact#

CL

826
827

bb

222

1

Unit
30-32S, 92-94W
34-36S, 104-lO6W
34-36S, 104-106W

Level

-

4

5
5

Materid
Quaiîzite
Andesite
LI

Table 98. Metrics Scraper Type 3.3, Flake Debris Scrapers
(StMight Working Edge)
n=3

1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle ( O )

. .

1

Min.
39.50
20.30
7 -40
8.O7
9.70
62.67

Mean

Max,

1

44.90
23.90
11.40
11.07
12.90
74.67

1

41 -43
2220
9.87

9.54
11.30
70.22

SD

1

'

3.01
1.81 1
2.16
1.50
1.60
6.58

Scraper Type 4: Hafted(?) "Thum bnail" Scrapers
These two smal1 scrapers in this type exhibit the classic "thurnbnail" scraper fonn
(Stewart l973:7 1) created by the application of a line of continuous semi-abrupt retouch. The
two specimens in this type both appear to exhibit bilateral damage and apparent deliberate
thinning which appears to suggest that these implements may at one time have been hafted
(Luebbers 1978:42) (Figure 30). Both of these scrapers were fashioned out of apparently exotic
materials and show evidence d o n g their margins of possible backing and/or bulbar thinning.
Specirnen #448 is fashioned from a very fine-grained, aphantic-textured volcanic tuff
(Hardness=7) that displays some banding and some pitting (Dunlop 1997). It appears that the
general fonn of this object was created by the intentional axial snapping of the original parent
flake into a rectangular fonn with the subsequent retouching of one of the margins of the
fra,oment until the desired forrn had been reached. Specirnen #139 is fashioned out of a white
milky vein quartz flake. This implement appears to have been intentionally modified to facilitate
hafting. This is sugested by the presence of abrupt retouch on the proximal end of the flake and
the presence of reduced areas d o n g both lateral margins of its dorsal surface. The fashioning of
specimen #139 out of vein quartz in such a well-developed fonn suggests that the happer who
fashioned this piece was extrernely skilled as vein quartz is considered one of the least desirable
material for making tools with Crabtree (1967: 11) suggesting that it requires "considerabIe ski11
to fashion even a crude artifact from this type of material".
Both of the specimens in this type display relatively low working edge angles. The
amount of effort expended in the formation of these tools, the well-forrned nature of these tools
(these two implements easily represent the most well-developed and well-formed fiake tools in
the Tsini Tsini collection), and the apparently exotic raw materials on which these scrapers were
fashioned combine to suggest that these tools may have represented the "personal gear" of one of

the prehistoric inhabitants of the site and therefore rnay have been the subject of curatorial
behaviour (cf. Binford and Stone 1985). Ethnographically, srnail hafted scrapers of this fonn
were used on the Plateau for pIant processing tasks (Borden 195I b:4, 195233) such as the
processing of nettle fibres for the manufacturing of toggling harpoon and fish lines. Scrapers of
this type occur in Iate contexts both on the West Central Plateau Le., at Tezli (Donahue 1975:36)
and at Alexis Creek (Bussey 1983:61) and along the Northwest Coast (Stewart 1973). The
proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 99. Metncs are presented in Table 100.
Table 99. Provenience Scraper Type 4, Hafted(?) "Thumbnail" Scrapers
n=2

Area

Artifact#
Level
- Unit
Lower Terrace 448 34-365,
104-106W
- 1
Datum Rock
139
110-1 12s. 110-1 12W
2

Material
Volcanic Tuff
Vein Ouartz

Table 100. Metrics Scraper Type 4, Hafted(?) "Thumbnail" Scrapers
n=2

1

.I Min. 1 Max. 1

Attribute
Length ( m i ï )
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Angle

20.50
24.50
16.60
21-40
5.10
4.80
3 .O9
1.70
20.10
18.60
57-00
52.67

1

(O)

Mean
22.50

1 SD 1

2.83
19.00
3.39
1 4.95
-21
2.40
.98
1.O6
19.35 3.06
54.83

Scraper Type 5.1: Oblique Transverse Scraper
The solitary scraper of this type is defined by the presence of a scraper working edge
created by the application of a line of continuous abrupt retouch that extends transverseiy
between both the lateral and distal margins of the original parent flake on which the working
edge was fashioned (Figure 30). The proveniences of the specimen is Iisted in Table 101.
Metrics are presented in Table 102.
Table 101. Provenience Scraper Type 5.1, Unhafted Oblique Transverse Scrapers
n= 1

Area
Lower Terrace

Arîifact #
960

Unit 32-34s. 104-106W

Level
3

Material
Andesite

Table 102. Metncs Scraper Type 5.1, Unhafted Oblique Transverse Scrapers
n= 1

1

Length (mm)
Width frnrn)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

1

43.8
23-5
4-9
5.6 1
11.6
74

1

Scraper Type 5.2: Hafted(?) Oblique Transverse Scrapers
These scrapers, like the scrapers in Scraper Type 5.1, represent flakes and flake
fragments which exhibit a scraper working edge that extends transversely between the lateral and
distal margins of the original parent flake. They differ from the Scraper Type 5.1 scraper in
terms of their morpholog (they are al1 extremely thin) and the fact that these objects also exhibit
bilateral flaking damage dong their lateral rnargins which is suggestive of these objects having
been intentionally shaped for hafting purposes (Figure 30). Specimen #668 is fashioned out of a
fine-grained basalt and represents one of the few basaIt scrapers and scraper fraagnents in the
colIection. The scrapers in this class exhibit the longest working edges of any of the types of
scrapers. Specimen #58 1 approaches the forrn of a discoidal scraper. However, the retouch
present on the specimen is too discontinuous around its perimeter for this object to be classified
as such. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 103. Metrics are presented in
Table 104.
Table 103. Provenience Scraper Type 5.2, Hafted(?) Oblique Transverse Scrapers

n=4
_ Area

Lower Terrace
<L

66

Datum Rock

Artifact #
588
58 1
668
12

Unit
32-34S, 58-60W
34-36S, 58-60W
34-36S, 104-106W
112-1 14S, 102-104W

Level
2
4

5
I

Material
Andesite
L1

Basalt
Andesite

Table 104. Metncs Scraper Type 5.2, Hafted(?) Oblique Transverse Scrapers
n=4

-

Attkibute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge AngIe (O)
..-

Min.
26.70
16.90
2.90
2.87
36.20
50.67

Max.
36.30
33.10
6.60
6.22
44.30
80.33

Mean

SD

31.40
25-13
4.50
4.50
40.63
64-83

5.00
6.63
1.63
1.83
3.43
13.14

Scraper Type 6: Perimeter Scraper
The lone plano-convex in transverse section specimen of this type (Figure 3 1) displays a
semi-circular working edge around almost the entire perimeter of its dorsal face. This working
edge appears to have been created by the application of steeply-angled, abrupt, "normal" scraper
retouch (Tixier 1974). The proveniences of the specimen is listed in Table 105. Metrics are
presented in Table 106.

Figure 31. Scraper Type 6,7.1,7.2, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.1, and 9.2
Type 6: (a) #634, Type 7.1 (b) #349, Type 7.2 (c) #576, (d) #343,
Type 8.1 (e) #294, Type 8.2 (0#705, (g) #229, Type 8.3 (h) M55,
Type 9.1 (i) #920, Type 9.2 (j) #635.

Table 105. Provenience Scraper Type 6, Perimeter Scraper
n= 1

-+ka [ -Artifact#
Lower Terrace 1
634

.

-

-. Unit .

.

34-36S, 58-60W

.

,

Level
2

Materid
Andesite

Table 106. Metncs Scraper Type 6, Perimeter Scraper
n= 1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle ( O )

53.5
50.2
11.2
10.88
84.0
72.67

Scraper Type 7.1 and 7.2: Proximal Scrapers
These scrapers represent the rnanufacturing of scraper working edges d o n g the proximal
margins of the flakes from which they were fashioned. Although it is rare for scraping edges to
be positioned on the proximal end of flakes, the amount and the patterned nature of the retouch
evident on the proximal margins of these specimens was convincing enough to Hobler to suggest
that this was actual retouch and not evidence of platform preparation. This interpretation is
consistent with recent research regarding "Butt Scrapers" in other contexts (Barkai and Gopher
1998). In the case of specimen #576, both the platform and the bulb appear to have been
removed with a localised area of retouch having been applied in their place.
Scraper Type 7.1: Proximal Scraper (Concave working edge)
This scraper (specimen #349) appears to represent a thin and relatively flat biface
thinning flake modified dong its proximal margin (Figure 31). The retouch apparent on the
piece appears to have dissected the diffused bulb of percussion originally present on the flake.
The provenience of the specimen is Iisted in Table 107. Metrics are presented in Table 108.

Table 107. Provenience Scraper Type 7.1, iioximal Scraper (Concave Working Edge)
n= 1
Area Datum Rock

Artifact #

Unit

349

106-108S, 106-108W

- Level
4

Material
Andesi te

Table 108. Metrics Scraper Type 7.1, Proximal Scraper (Concave Working Edge)

Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle ( O )

22.93 -4
2.53
11.3
56

Scraper Type 7.2: Proximal Scraper (Convex working edge)
The two artifacts in this type differ significantly morpho10,oically. However, both
artifacts reveal the presence of convex working edges dong their proximal margins (Figure 3 1).
The working edge on specimen #576 terminates on a consistent plane and shows a considerabie
arnount of apparently use-related Wear. Specimen #343 represents a broken biface thinning flake
with a prominent platform that exhibits a great deal of retouch. Although admittedly some of this
retouch may be the result of platform preparation, the sheer quantity o r the parallel removals
suggests that the modification apparent on the specirnen represents t h e creation of an expedient
intentionally formed "scraper7' working edge. The proveniences of the specimens are listed in
TabIe 109. Metrics are presented in Table 1 1.
TabIe 109. Provenience Scraper Type 7.2, Proximal Scraper (Convex Working Edge)
n=2

Area
Lower Terrace
66

Unit
34-36S,90-92W
34-36S, 92-94W

Artifact #
576
343

Material
Andesite

LeveI
2
5

66

Table 110. Metrics Scraper Type 7.2, Proximal Scraper (Convex Working Edge)
n=2

1

AttributeLength (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

-1

Min.

1

Max.

1 Mean 1 SD 1

1 3 6 . 1 0 148.50 142.30
25.80 1 28.80
27.30
4.80
6.25
7.70
4.24
11.31
7.78
17.50
20.00
22.50
75.67
80.67
85.67

1

8.77
2.12
2-05
5-00
3.54
7.07

1

Scraper Fragments :Scraper Types 8.1 and 8.2
These fragments appear to represent the fra,omentary remains of presumably hrger
scrapers. The fragments in this category al1 exhibit some portion of an intentionally shaped
working edge dong at least one of their margins. An attempt to conjoin these fragments to other
objects in the collection proved to be unsuccessful. It is possible that these fra,ments may
actually represent their final intended form and they therefore represent small scrapers which

would have been held between the fingers for fine work, However, the majority of these
specimens are s o small that it would have required considerable manual dexterity for these
objects to have been utilized adeptly.

Scraper Type 8.1: Scraper Fragment (Concave working edge)
This extremety small fragment displays what appears to be a partial section of scraper
working edge (Figure 3 1). The specimen is biplmo in cross-section and appears to have been
intentionaily snapped laterally. The provenience of the specirnen is listed in Table 11 1, Metrics
are presented in Table 1 12.
Table 1 1 1. Provenience Scraper Type 8.1, Scraper Fragment (Concave Working Edge)
n=l

1

1

Area
LowerTerrace

1
1
I

Artifact # 294

1
1
I

Unit
32-34S.92-94W

1 Level 1 Material 1
1 2 1 Andesite 1

Table 1 12. Metrics Scraper Type 8.1, Scraper Fra,oment (Concave Working Edge)

Scraper Type 8.2: Scraper Fragment (Convex working edge)
These scrapers appear to display portions of once larger convex scraper working edges
(Figure 3 1). Specirnen #705 consists of a small blackish-gray, concavo-convex in transverse
cross-section, basalt flake fra,ament which exhibits a portion of an acutely angled convex
working edge. The relatively srna11 size of this object may account for its anomalistically deep
provenience (the specimen was recovered from level seven in unit 118-I20S, I 12- 114W) as the
object rnay have "winnowed" its way down vertically from its initial primary context in the
upperrnost portion of the deposit through the action of various post-depositional processes.
Specimen #229 exhibits two snap fractures d o n g its lateral margins. It should be noted that
specimen #375 resernbles specimen #222 in Scraper Type 3.3 in t e m s of both the location and
nature of the retouch evident. As such, it is possible that these two implements may actually
represent a shared intended form. The proveniences of the specirnens are listed in Table 113.
Metrics are presented in Table 114.

Table 113. Provenience Scraper Type 8.2, Scraper Fragment (Convex Working Edge)
n=3
r

-

Aitifact#

Area
Datum Rock

-

375
705
229

bb

LL

'

Levek
2
7

.
Unit
110-1 123, 108-1 10W
118-120S, 112-1 14W
146- 148S, 138- 140W
.

Materiai
Andesite
BasaIt
Andesite

3

Table 114. Metncs Scraper Type 8.3, Scraper Fragment (Convex Working Edge)
n=3

1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (rnm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle ( O )

Min.

1

17.50
8-70
3.50
1.10
6-40
71 .O0

1

'

Max.
26.50
18.90
8-40
3-59
19.30
78.00

1

Mean
21.10
14.10
5.73
2.02
13.40
74.56

1

1

SD
4.76
5.13
2.48
1.37
6.52
3.50

Scraper Type 8.3: Scraper Fragment (Straight working edge)
The lone specirnen in this type (specimen #455) represents a small flake fra,ment
(Sullivan and Rozen 1985) that disptays a remnant of a straight scraper working edge (Figure
3 1). Specimen #455 appears to be morphologically similar to specimen #559 of Scraper Type
1.1 in terms of its size, the degree of patination, and the shape of the formed working edge dong
one of its margins. This, dong with the fact that the provenience of these two objects (the two
specimens were found in adjacent units) suggests that these two fragments may represent
portions of the same larger scraper. However, an attempt to refit the two objects proved to be
unsuccessful. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 1 15. Metrics are presented in
Table 1 16.

TabIe 115. Provenience Scraper Type 8.3, Scraper Fra-ment (Straight Working Edge)

Area

Lower Terrace

Aaifact #
455

Level

Unit
33-34S, 104-106W

2

1

Materiai
Andesite

Table 1 16. Metrics Scraper Type 8.3, Scraper Fragment (Straight Working Edge)

-

I
1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
. ,
Thickness (mm)
-

Working ~ d g Length
e
(mm)
Working Edge Angle (O)

-

,

.

1

22.9
9.7
5.7

1

9.3
69

1
1
1

Scrapers mifacial)
Only two bifacial scrapers were identified in the assemblage. Of these, two technomorphological types appear to be present.
Scraper Type 9.1: Alternate Face Scraper
This lone specimen (Figure 3 1) exhibits two "scraper" working edges created by the
application of two continuous lines of semi-abrupt retouch present on opposite faces and dong
opposite Iaterd margïns. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 1OS. Metrics are
presented in Table 106.

TabIe 117. Provenience Scraper Type 9.1, Altemate Face Scraper
n=l

Area'
Datum Rock

Artifact #
920

"

-

Unit
.
112-1 14S, 108-1 10W

LeveI

.Materiai
Andesite

1

Table 118. Metrics Scraper Type 9.1, Alternate Face Scraper
n=l

Scraper Type 9.2: Bifacial Scraper
The lone specirnen of this type (Figure 31) exhibits alternating bifacial retouch dong a
single iateral margin. This fragment does not appear to represent part of a biface production
continuum. Rather, the bifaciaf edge appears to have been the intended product. The bifacial
retouch apparent on specimen #635 has been applied in such a way as to create a sinuous edge.
The shape of this working edge suggests that this implement rnay represent an implement that
may have been used for both sawing and scraping actions. Bifacially retouched scrapers are
thought to be a characteristically Athapaskan tool type (Matson et al. 1980). The provenience of
the specimen is listed in Table 119. Metncs are presented in Table 120.

Table 119. Provenience Scraper Type 9.2, Bifacial Scraper
n= l
- . Area Lower Tenace

"

-Artifact#
635

Unit .
34-36S, 58-60W

-.. .

Level.
2

Material
Andesite

Table 120, Metrics Scraper Type 9.2, BifaciaI Scraper
n= 1

Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
Working Edge Length (mm)
Working Edge Angle (mm)

1
1
1

21.04
39.8
47.67

Unifacially Retouched Flakes and iMiscellaneous Unifacially Modified Items
Type 1.1: Retouched Flakes and Flake Fragments
The specimens in this type (Figure 24) represent various irreplarly-shaped flakes and
flake fra,ments of mixed technological origin that evince varying amounts of irregular but
apparently intentional retouch (Niquette et al. 1991:32). The retouch apparent on the flake tools
included in this type occurs in smaller amounts and in a largely unpattemed nature in comparison
to the retouch evident on those tools included in the scraper category. Accordingly, the flakes
and fra,oments included in this type are interpreted as the expedient creation of a small working
edge for various scraping activities. The flakes and fragments in this category are generally
relatively thin and small and evince varying amounts of apparently use-related w e u dong their
margins. Retouch ranges from semi-abrupt to abrupt but is largely discontinuous and
unpatterned in its placement andfor its final form. The implements included in this type are
distinguished from those flakes included in the utilized flake type on the b a i s of the relative size
and the regularity of the flake scars apparent along the "working edge" (Lightfoot 1989). A
number of specimens in this type displayed more than one area of retouch. However, in no cases
did the areas of retouch appex d o n g opposite margins or on opposing faces. Rather these
multiple areas tended to be Iocated adjacent to each other on the same face and d o n g the same
margin.
Type 1.1 represents tne most numerous of subtype of the retouched flake category. A
few specimens in this type bear mentioning. Specimen #303 displays double patina on the
retouched edge suggesting a temporal difference between the creation of the original flake and its
subsequent modification (Goodwin l96O:3O 1). The proveniences of the specimens are listed in
Table 121. Metrics are presented in Table 122.

Table 121. Provenience Retouched Flakes and Flake Fragments Type 1.1
n=17

Area
Lower Terrace

bC

bL

bb

Datum Rock
bC

LL

Rock Face
Generd Site Surface

Artifact#
303

1009
560
476
406
338
357
308
405

Unit
36-38S, 36-38W

Level

Materiai

3

Andesite

4
3
3
O
2
3
2
O

bb

32-343, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
34-368, 104-106W 1
112-1 14S, 104-106W (
112-1 14S, 104-106W 1
1 LO-112S, 110-1 12W
108-1los, 40-42W
General Site Surface

&b

6L

b6

LL

SL

LL

LL

Table 122. Metrics Retouched Flakes and Flake Fra,ments Type 1- 1
n=17

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Min.

Max.

Mean

2 1-20
11.30
3.20
I29

52.70
36.70
9-90
17.02

36.36
24.82
5.56
5.5 1

1

SD
7.75
6.58
2.13
4.02

1

Type 1.2: Retouched Boulder Spall
The solitary member of this type, specimen #5 18, represents a spall of poor quality,
coarse-grained andesite that displays water-rolled cortex on its dorsal face. A small area of the
spall appears to have been marginally retouched. No other evidence of modification is apparent.
The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 123. Metrics are presented in Table 124.
Table 123. Provenience Retouched Boulder Spall
n=l
-

Area
Rock Face

.

A a i f a c t # - ...
518

Unit
11s-120s. 28-30W

Level
2

- Materid
Andesite

Table 124. Metrics Retouched Boulder Spdl
n= 1
.

-

Lenath (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weioht ( )

;;::

.

39.2

19.27

Type 1.3: Retouched Core Fragment
The solitary member of this type, specimen #567, represents a discontinuously
retouched, arnorphously-shaped andesite "chunk" or piece of block shatter which would have
been subsumed under the core fra-ment type were it not for the presence of a srnaIl line of
intermittent retouch apparent dong one of its lateral margins. The provenience of the specimen
is listed in Table 125. Metrics are presented in Table 126Table 125. Provenience Retouched Core Fragment
n= 1

Area
Lower Terrace

Artifact #
567

Level

Unit
34-36S, 104-106W

4

Matenal
Andesite

Table 126. Metrics Retouched Core Frqgnent
n= 1

Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)

42.8

32.46

Unformed Unifaces

Amorphous Unifaces
The specimens included in this category represent relatively long blade-like flakes that
exhibit unifacial reduction and (in some cases) battenng almg both lateral margins. The nature
and the goal of this form of reduction exemplified by these specimens is somewhat perplexing as
it is difficult to discern what the final intended form of this modification was or whether the
apparent form seen was indeed the final intended form. Due to the size and shape of the flakes in
this category, it does not appear that these specimens would have been amenable to hirther
bifacial reduction. Rather, it appears that a sinuous unifacial working edge was the desired result
of the modification applied to these specimens.
Of the specimens in this type, a few bear mentioning. Specimen #48 exhibits unifacial
reduction reminiscent in form, shape, and extent to the bifacial edging apparent on the Trajectory
#4 bifaces in the collection. The specimens in this type differ from Trajectory #Bibifaces in that
the reduction is limited to both margins of the flake and does not occur on the proximal or distal
ends of the flake. No attempt appears to have been made to bifacially flake this object.
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Specimen # 55 1 of this type appears to closely resemble specimen #48 in appearance and
in the location of flaking. However, specimen #55 1 unlike specimen #48 displays a considerable
arnount of unifacial battering along one of its lateral margins. Specimen #206 also displays an
area of battering dong one of its lateral margins. The purpose of this battering is difficult to
discem. However, it does not appear that this battering was part of the production of small flakes
as the size of the flakes that would have been produced would have had limited fiinctional utility.
Specimen #779 could possibly represent a small projectile point preform whose
reduction was t e d n a t e d pnor to its completion. Unifacid reduction is evident along both its
lateral margins and dong the distal end of its ventral face. Specimen #779 exhibits the same
pattern in tems of location, depth, and the length of flake scars as the Rake scars apparent on
specimens #197, #484, and #430 of the Trajectory #Mbifaces. The similarities of these objects
suggests that they may represent portions of the same reduction continuum and/or possibly
representative of the same technique of reducing relatively srnal1 thick in cross-section flakes.
Al1 of the specimens in this type were recovered from the lower terrace excavation area. The
provenience of the specimens are listed in Table 127. Metncs are presented in Table 128.
Table 127. Provenience Amorphous Unifaces
n=4

Area
Lower Terrace

Artifact #
55 1

Unit
32-34s. 56-58 W

Level

Lb

206

IL

48

30-32S, 92-94W
General Site Surface

2
O

1

Material
Andesite
bL

Lb

Table 138. Metrics Amorphous Unifaces
n=4
Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Rlin;
45.20
25.30
11.30
14.3 1

Max64.90
43.00
19.90
45.5 1

Mean
56.98
3 1.25
15.58
30.23

SD
8.36
8.12
3.6 1
13-20

Utilized Flakes
The specimens in this type include unmodified, flakes, and flake fragments of irregular
shapes and of rnixed technological origin which evince macroscopically identifiable, largely
unpattemed edge damage dong their margins that is interpreted as being evidence of the
expedient utilization of these margïns for various short term cutting and scraping activities of
various materials (i.e., wood or hide) that required little or no modification (Grimes et al.
1984: 165; Ham 1975:179; HuckeII l973:48; Lavine-Lischka 1976: 12; Luebbers l978:42;
Wilmsen 1968:160), The 139 flakes and flake fra,gnents in the two defined utilized flake types
represent various States of completeness with 25.2% (n=35) representing complete flalces, 19.4%
(n=27)representing broken flakes, 54% (n=75) representing flake fia-ments, and 1.4% (n=2)
representing non-orientable debris according to the flake completeness typology suggested by
Sullivan and Rozen (1985). The flakes in this category do not display any evidence of
intentional modification nor do they display any consistency in form. Moreover, these flakes
lack any consistency as to their degree of patination. This lack of rnorpholo~calsimilarity

suggests that these flakes were not intentionally created as part of a prepared flake strategy.
Rather, it appears they represent the opportunistic culling of flakes from existing manufacturing
debris of flake which were assessed to have an existing edge that could be expediently utilized
for various activities. As suggested by O'Connel1 (1977:274), the amount of flakes that were
actually used as expedient tools in any lithic assemblage is probably underrepresented as the
expedient utilization of a unmodified flake margins can Ieave little to no recognizable usewear
(see Pagoulatos 1992). This is undoubtedly the case with the Tsini Tsini collection as it is with
most other lithic assemblages. Utilized flakes are a common lithic artifact type present in almost
al1 archaeological sites that contain lithic implements and are therefore not considered diagnostic
in any way. Utilized flakes have been experimentally demonstrated to be more efficient than
bifaces in certain cutting and scraping tasks (Sollberger 1968).
Utilized flakes represent the single most numerous artifact type recovered from the site.
Evidence of use-related Wear constituted on average approximately 20% of the outline of the
flake on average. There appears to be a conscious size selection bias in t e m s of the size of
flakes selected for expedient utilization with 17.3% (n=24) representing G1-sized flakes, 79.1%
(n=l10) representing G2-sized flakes, and 3.6% (n=5) representing G3-sized flakes according to
the size grades for debitage suggested by Ahler (1975). Of the 139, items in the two types, al1
but one consist of andesite. The lone non-andesitic implement is comprised of obsidian.
Unfortunately, time limitations negated the possibility of conducting a use-wear study of the
types of edge damage present on the flakes and/or the identification of the materials that these
flakes were used upon.
It has been suggested that trampling darnage can produce edge darnage that at least
visually emulates utilization (Flenniken and Haggarty 1979; Pryor 1988; Shea and Klemck
1993: 176). However, definitively identifying if some of the specimens in this type represent
trampled items would require an extensive use-wear replication study, something that is
unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis but that could be potentially informative.
Two sub-types of utilized Aakes were defined on the b a i s of perceived shared
morphological characteristics.

Utilized Flakes Type 1.1
This sub-type represents the most numerous utilized flake sub-type in the Tsini Tsini
collection. This sub-type contains various amorphously shaped flakes and flake fragments of
rnixed technoiogical origin that display macroscopic edge damage d o n g at least one rnargin
(Figure 32). It should be noted that specimen #932 exhibits a potlid fracture (Price et al.
1982469; Purdy 1975) suggesting that the object had been exposed to a considerable amount of
heat at some time in its past. The provenience of the specimens are listed in Table 129. Metrics
are presented in Table 130.
Table 129. Provenience Utilized Flakes Type 1.1
n=132
:
Area
Lower Terrace
b6

bb

bL

CL

bb

Artifact#
352
355
356
227
34 1
30 1

.

--

1

-

-Unit

-

36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W
36-38S, 36-38W

A

Matenal

Level
O
O
O

Andesite
6b

bb

bb

2

bb

2

3

1

6L

I

Lb

1

I

391

Feature #1

I

1

1

bb

Datum Rock

402
44 1
939
407
169

LI

CL

CL

6L

1
1

350
63
979
373
380
94 1

L4

LI

LI

L4

LL

CL

1

(28.5S, 115.5W)
106-108S, 98- 1OOW
108-1 10s. 104-106W
108-1 10s. 104-106W
112-1l a , 104-106W
112-1 14s. 104-106W

1

Rock Face
.
L

CL

bC

LL

CC

1

118-I20S.30-32W
118-130S, 30-32W
123-126S, 32-34W
108-1 los, 40-42W
108- 1 los, 40-42W
108-1 1OS, 40-42W
108-1 10s. 40-42W

LL

Obsidian
Andesite
6L

CL

4
3
3

106-108S, 106-108W
108-1 105, 106-108W
110-1 12S, 106-108W
110-112S, 108-1 10W
110-112S, 108-1 10W
112-1 14s. 108-1 IOW

713
1001
726
224
311
305
306

66

3
O
2
O
2

1

bb

Lb

b4

2

LI

2
3

L4

6
7
15

LL

1

1

"
LL

4L

1
1
2

LL

2

LL

LL

bL

Table 130. Metncs Utilized Flakes Type 1.1
n=132

1

AttributeLength (mm)
Width (mm)
.
.
Thickness (mm)

1

Weight (g)

-

I

.Min.

.

1

4.90
10.60
1.60
-42

.

I

Mm..
8 1.60
55-10
25.60
75.74

Mean

1

1

43.43
3 1.37
7.09
9.64

SD
12.52
7.80
3.48
9.O2

1

Utiiized Flakes Type 1.2: "Pseudo-burins" on a break
The flakes in this type in outline morphologically resemble "burins on a snap" (Powers
and Hoffecker 1989:274) or "burins on breaks" (Brian Hayden, personal communication 19961,
or "bend break tools" (Frisom and Bradley 1980:90-9 1) in that they exhibit small. spatially
restricted areas of apparent use-related Wear d o n g a margin directly adjacent to a step fracture
face (Figure 32). These snap fractures may be the result of the deliberate axial snapping or

Figure 32. Utilized Flakes Type 1.1 and 1.2
Type 1.1 : (a) #52, (b) #342, (c) #8 14, (d) #967,(e) #3 12, (f) #39 1,
Type 1.2: (g) #995, (h) #IO1 1, (i) W88, (j)#912.

torsion snapping of a flake as descnbed by (Bryan and Conaty 1975; Crabtree 1969:367; Fnsom
and Bradley 1980:90-9 1;McCully 1941:151;Pattenon 1976: Smith and Calder 1972) in order to
create a right angle rnargin. There is, however, identifiable Wear directly on what would
constitute the "burin" edge. However, there is no evidence to suggest the pnor application of any
intentional burin blow being applied to these implements. Despite this, the possibility that they
represent a form of pseudo-burins c m not be comptetely discounted as to date, no method has so
far been devised in which one could differentiate between the intentional axial snapping of a
flake or fmgment and the unintentional breaking of a flake margïn as a result of the
manufacturing process or as a result of some post-depositional taphonomic agent (Le.,
trampling). Morphologically, the implements in this sub-type are somewhat sirnilar to the
implements subsumed in Spur Type 2.2. However, the specimens in this sub-type differ from
these other implements in the Spur Type 2.2 in that they do not display any definitive evidence
which may be taken as being suggestive of the deliberate intentional modification of the working
edge of the specimen. Rather, the edge damage that is present on these objects appears to be
localized, unpatterned, and apparently use-related. The proveniences of the specimens are Iisted
in Table 131. Metrics are presented in Table 132.
Table 131. Provenience Utilized Flakes Type 1.2, "Pseudo-burins" on a break
n=7

Area
Lower Terrace
bL

&b

bb

6b

bb

Datum Rock

Artifact #
912
988
374
966
1011

995
403

Unit
32-34S, 58-60W
34-36S, 82-84W
32-34S, 92-94W
32-34S, 104-106W
32-34S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104- 1O6W
108-1 los, 106-108W

Level
3
3

Matenal
Andesite
&&

1
3
4
5
3

bb

bb

LL

LL

&b

Table 132. Metncs Utilized Flakes Type 1.2, "Pseudo-burins" on a break
n=7

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

Min.

Max.

33.40
30.50
3.80
5.53

52-80
39-20
7.20
1 1-25

Mem
43.27
3 32 0
5.69
7.13

SI>
7.O7

1

3.26
1-46
1.94

MisceIlaneous TooIs and Objects

Pièce Esquillée
A single pièce esquiliée (Hayden 1980; MacDonald 1968) was identified in the
collection. Pièce esquiliées are a type of wedge-like tool which are thought to have been used as
wedges used in the splitting of bone and antler in the production of bone and antler tools
(Hayden 1980:3; MacDonald 1968:85-90; Stewart 1973: 112). The specimen recovered from the
Tsini Tsini site is cylindrical in outline, biconvex in cross-section, and exhibits extensive
battering and crushing dong its two opposing margins (Figure 33). The two margins of the
object constnct to two acutely angled edges. OF the two battered margins, one margin is

Figure 33. Miscellaneous Items
Pyroclast (a) #7 12, Ochre (b) lf630,Bone Fragment (c) #162, Pièce
Esquiliée (d) #142, Seed Bead (e) #1, Blade Core Fra,ments(?)
(f) #765, (g) #742, Bone Point Fra-ment (h) #142,
extensively more battered than the other. The specimen displays numerous facets that extend
from these two battered margins. However, these facets d o not extend the length of the piece.
Rather, they are largely confined to the edges. From the size of the flake scars and the battered
nature of the edges of the implement. it does not appear that the flakes removed during the
creation of the battered edges would have been the final intended products of this battering. This
is suggested by the fact that the relatively small size of the flakes that would have been created
would have had doubtful functional ability. Rather, the morphology of this specimen suggests
that it was utilized as some type of wedge with the more extensively battered margin representing
the margin which withstood the impact of the indentor with the opposite margin appearing to
represent the "wedge" edge of the implement. It should be noted that the conjoining of
specimens #132 and #200 recreated the form of this implement. The provenience of the
specimen is listed in Table 133. Metrics are presented in Table 134.
Table 133. Provenience Pièce Esqrrillée
n= 1

--.Areà .
Lower Terrace

- '

-Aaifact-# 132

-.

Unit
- '
34-36S, 92-94W
-

-

-'

hvel
1

Materiaï
Andesite

TabIe 134, Metrics Pièce Esquiliée
n=l

1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

1

1

1

1

1

62.9
37.6
22-2 56.98

-1

1

Harnrnerstones(?)
Three possible coarse-grained ganodiorite harnmerstones were recovered from the Tsini
Tsini site. The three possible harnrnerstones are spheroidal, sub-spheroidal, and elongate
respectively in shape and exhibit damage on at least one of their ends which appears to be
suggestive of battering. The identification of these objects as hammerstones is put forth with
some reservations. It is possible that the battering apparent on these cobbles may be the result of
fluvial transportation. ~Moreover,it seems somewhat doubtful that these cobbles would have
been usehl as hammerstones to reduce the relatively dense and hard andesite that constitutes the
majority of the lithic assemblage recovered from the site due to the tendency for granodiorite to
crumble when hitting a denser material.
The relative Iack of harnrnerstone found at the site is somewhat perplexing. However,
the general relative Iack of hammerstones at workshop sites has been noted by a number of
authors (Bryan and Tuohy 1960:490; Bucy 197427; Holmes 1894a) with the general relative
scarcity of harnmerstones in lithic assemb1age.s also having been noted (Bordes 1959: 10-1 1 in
Bucy 1974:27). It could be suggested that the lack of recovered hammerstones at the site appears
to further suggest that billet flaking (with either wood or antler billets[cf. Crabtree t 9701) andlor
flaking with a relatively soft hamrnerstone (cf. Callahan 1980; Patten 1980) was the primary
method of lithic reduction practised at the site. However, this does not preclude the possibility
that the hammerstones used at the site remain in unexcavated areas andor that they may have
been transported off-site. The provenience of the specirnens are listed in Table 135. Metrics are
presented in Table 136.
Table 135. Provenience Hammerstones(?)
n=3

Area
Lower Terrace
-

Arîifact #
534

Unit
34-36s. 40-42W
.

Level
2

Material
Granodiorite

Table 136. Metrics Hamrnerstones(?)
n=3

-

-

Attribute. . . .
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

-*:-. -'Max. . . I
107.90 '
67.50
40.50
33.90
172.10

80.40
79.40
1282.00
282

1

.Mean
82.13
59.70
54.23
580.93

-1-

-SD23.30
19.99
23.13
609.78

Chopper Type 1: Unifacial Chopper
Choppers are large heavy core tools that exhibit large, generally coarse, percussion scxs
on one or more faces (Crabtree 1972; Dumond 1978; Stryd 1971; Whittaker 1994). The lone
specimen of this type, specimen #85, represents an origindly-tablet shaped, coarse-@ned
water-rolled, apparently locally-derived andesite cobble which has been unifacially flaked d o n g
a single margin (Figure 34). The flaking apparent on this object has created a relatively sharp
""choppef' working edge that exhibits a small amount of apparently use-related Wear in the form
of crushing dong this margin. The morpholow of the flake scan apparent on the object and the
relative hardness of the material suggests that the majorïty of the flaking of this cobble was
accomplished using the hard hamrner technique (Crabtree 1972). The exact hinction of cobble

Figure 34. Choppers
(a) #85, (b) #20.
choppers, which have varïously also been dubbed "pebble tools" (Ackerman et al. 1979; Apland
1982; Borden 1968; Butler 1961; Carlson 1977, 1979, 1990a, 1996b; Grabert 1979; nadmark
1982, 1990; Ham 1975; Hester 1978; Hobler and Bedard 1992; Hobler 1982; Matson 1976), is
unclear (Grabert 1979: 165; Luebbers 1978:44). However, it has been suggested that choppers
have been used for the conduction of a variety of cutting and chopping Functions (MacNeish
1954; Neuman and Johnson 1979) including plant food preparation and butchery (Bordaz
1970: 17; Grabert 1979: 171;Luebbers 1W8:&), andor various woodworking tasks (Carlson
198%: 18; Crabtree 197251; Crabtree and Davis 1968:426-427; Fnsom and Bradley 1980: 124;
Ham 1975; Stryd and Eldridge 1993224-226). It has aiso been suggested that certain choppers

may have played a muItifunctiona1 role in that they may have also represented flake cores
(Fladmark l986b:28). Choppers are an expedient and easy type of tool to manufacture. They are
a relatively ubiquitous feature of archaeological sites bath on the West Central Plateau and the
Centrai Coast with them occurring in alrnost al1 temporal contexts (Fladmark 1986b; Rousseau
1993: 151). Accordingly, in isolation, choppers are not considered particulûrly time sensitive
tools (Grabert 1979: 172; Rousseau and Stryd 1996) nor are they considered particularly
diagnostic of any one technological tradition (Grabert 1979: 172). The provenience of the
specimen is listed in Table 137. Metrics are presented in Table 138.
Table 137. Provenience Chopper Type 1, Unifacial Chopper
n=1

Area
Datum Rock

Artïfact #
85

Unit

Level

112-1 145, 100-102W

1

Material
Andesite

TabIe 138. Metrics Chopper Type 1, Unifacial Chopper
n= 1

1

1

1

Attribute
- --

Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

135.5
52.9
1211.00

1

1

Chopper Type 2: Bifacial Choppers
Bifacial choppers were defined on the basis of evidence suggestive of the apparent
intentional bifacial reduction of cortex-bearing, relatively poor qudity, coarse-grained,
apparently LocalIy derived, andesitic cobbles to create a "chopper" working edge (Figure 34).
Two bifacial choppers were identified in the Tsini Tsini collection. Specimen #487 displays
patterned bifacial reduction d o n g one of its m q i n s . Specimen #20, the other bifacial chopper
in the collection, represents the modification of a relatively small tabular water-rolled cobble
which has been fldced around its perimeter rnargins in a manner sirnilar to that displayed of the
discoidal spall tools in the collection. in both cases, reduction is primarily unifacial with only
one or two flakes being present on the opposing face of the working edge. The provenience of
the specimens are listed in Table 139. Metrics are presented in Table 140.
Table 139. Provenience Chopper Type 2, Bifacial Chopper
n=2

- . Area
- Artifact #
Lower Terrace
20
Rock Face
487

.-,

Unit -

.

A

General Site Surface
118-120S, 30-32W

Level

Material

O
2

Andesite
L1

Table 140.Metrïcs Chopper Type 2, Bifacial Chopper

n-2
'

Attnbute

-

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

Minr
122.3
98.50
53.80
541.7

-

1

Max.

Mean

130.6
107.4
62.40

126.45
102.95

5.87

58.10

6.08

1 137.00

839.19

420 -74

-

SD
6.29

Discoidal S p d Scrapers
These large primary flake, flake spall tools were defined by the presence of water-rolled
cortex on their dorsal surfaces and the presence of unifacial flaking around almost their entire
perirneters. The spall scrapers recovered from the site are similar in size and form. They al1
exhibit a discoidal shape in plan view, asyrnmetrically biconvex cross-sections, and flaking that
extends around at least half of their discoidal perimeter (Figure 35). These types of artifacts have

.--- - -- - -- -- .

-

-

-*

-

--

-

Figure 35. Discoidal Spa11 Scrapers
(a) #66 1, (b) #889, (c) #502.
variously been dubbed unifacially edge modified spalls (Apland 1982:44), cortex flake tools
(Coulson 1971$, cortex spall tools (Bussey 1983; Ham 1975; Keddie 1972;Prince 1992; Stewart
1972), boulder cbip scrapers (Borden 1952; Donahue 1977a; Morlan 1970a; Rainey 1940; West
285

l967), boulder spdl tools (Mitchell 1970b), and Tci-thos (Clark 1975; Donahue 1977a; Holmes
1975; Irving 1962; MacNeish 1959; West 1980; Wilmeth 1979b)- Ethnographically, these types
of artifacts were utilized by the Tsithqot'in for hide preparation and scraping tasks (Alexander et
al- 1985: 18; Morice 1893:49). These types of tools although found on both the West Centrai
Plateau (e-g., Bussey 1983; Ham 1975; Montgomery 1979; Yip and Choquette 1996~1,at various
sites dong the Centrai Coast i-e., at FeSr 5 and FeSr 7 (Prince 1992) as well as various other sites
dong the Central Coast (Simonsen 1973:37), are generalIy considered to be a characteristic
Athapaskan form of tool (Clark 1975; Donahue 1977a). Ali of the specimens ix this type were
recovered from the lower terrace excavation area with two of these specimens being recovered in
proximity to the possible roasting pit on the Iower terrace. The proveniences of the specimens
are listed in Table 141. Metics are presented in Table 142.
Table 141. Provenience Discoidal Spall Scrapers
n=3

Area
Lower Terrace
L&

Lb

Artifact #
502
889
66 1

Unit
32-34S, 40-42W
32-34s- 56-58W
34-36S, 58-60W

-

LeveI

Material

1
3
2

Andesite
Quartzite
Granodiorïte

Table 142. Metics Discoidal Spa11 Scrapers

1

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1

Min.
1 Max.
80.40
66.30
36.90
234.70
8 18.7

1

SD

Mean
101.03

20.96

457.92

3 15.38

/

Cores and Core Fragments
Andesite Blade Core Fragments(?)
Two small rectangular andesitic fra,ments recovered from the site appear to exhibit
paralIel facets which are suggestive of the intentional removal of parallel blade(?) or blade-lik
flakes (Figure 33). The presence of these two possible fia-gments suggests the possibility that a
prepared andesite blade industry was also a part of the technological repertoire of the Tsini Tsini
inhabitants. However, no indisputable andesite blades or microblades were recovered during the
1994 and 1995 excavations at Tsini Tsini although afiw possible blades may have been
recovered dunng the 1996 excavations at the site. The flake facets apparent on specimen #742
are 8.8 mm, 8.7 mm, and 10.4 mm in width respectively with the average width of these facets
being 9.3 mm. The two possible blade facets on specimen #765 are 7.5 mm and 8.8 mm
respectively with the average being 8.15 mm. The lack of identifiable blades considering the
large sample extracted from the Tsini Tsini site suggests that these fra,oments may represent the
fra,omentary blocky remains of srnaIl cores or that they may represent the fortuitous creation of
blades or blade-like flakes from the application of parallel blows. At present, there does not
appear to be enough evidence to definitively establish whether a microblade or macroblade
industry in andesite is present at the site. However, the possibiIity shouId be noted. The
provenience of the specimens are listed in Table 143. Metncs are presented in Table 144.

TabIe 143. Proven ience Andesite B lade Core Fra,oments(?)
n=2

Unit

Artifact #
742
765

Area

Lower Terrace
bb

34-36S, 64-66W
3436S, 90-92W

Level
4
3

Material
Andesite
66

Table 144. Metrics Prepared Blade Core Fra,gments(?)
n=2

Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weioht ( o )

Min.

Max.

24.60
18-60
9-40
4.45

1
1

Mean
26.00
20.40
9.60
5.53

-

27 -40
23.20
9.80
6.6 1

.

SD
1.98
2.55
-28

1.53

Bipolar Core
This single, small, biconvex in outline and concavo-convex in cross-section obsidian
fragment (one of the Iargest in the collection) shows evidence of bipoIar flaking and the bipolar
technique (Crabtree 197243; MacDonaId 1968:69) (Figure 36). Flake scars apparent on the
object, which appears to represent an exhausted bipolar core, extend across both faces of the
object and emanate from polar opposite ends of the object. A large cortex remnant is present
dong one of its margïns. WhiIe in appearance this core somewhat resembles the andesite pièce
esquiliée in the collection, the fact that the flake scars extend across the rnidline and to the
opposite end of the piece suggests that flakes were the intended product of the battering seen on
the specimen and that therefore, this object appears to represent a bipohr core and not a wedge
(Hayden 1980). BipoIar cores, bipolar flakes, and evidence of bipolar flaking are relatively
common feature of the assemblage at Namu (Luebbers 1978) and at the Anahim Lakes cornplex
of sites (Wilmeth 1978a). This type of reduction strategy is thought to represent an expedient
and largely conservative method for the production of srnaIl, relatively sharp flakes that could
have been used for various tasks including the removal of pelts and sectioning of garne (Hayden
1980:4) andor for the modification andor creation of the tips of wooden spears (CottereI1and
Kamrninga 1990: 132). The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 145. Metrics are
presented in Table 146.
Table 145. Provenience Bipolar Core
n= 1
-

h a '

Datum Rock

Artifact #144

.

' --. Unit

- .

108-1 los, 106-108W

Level
2

Material
Obsidian

Table 146, Metncs Bipolar Core

Figure 36. Cores and Core Fragments
(a) M75, (b) #98,( c ) #202, (d) #722, (e) #652, (f) #649, (g) #457,
(h) #475

Core Type 1: Multidirectional Core
Multidirectional cores are relatively large pieces of lithic material that exhibit negative
scars originating from several directions which suggest the prior earlier removal of a number of
flakes from a number of different directions (Brandon and h i n e 1979:38; Bucy 1974; Su1Iiva.n
1987:48). Specimen #475, the only specimen of this type, is rectangular in outline, biconvex in
cross-section, and displays occasional cortical remnant areas (Figure 36). The object shows
evidence of multidirectional flaking on al1 faces. It appears that the main objective for flaking
was to produce short relatively thick flakes as no pattemed reduction appears evident which
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could be suggestive of the bifacial forrning of the object. From the shape and the depth of the
flake scars apparent on this core, it appears that reduction was accomplished using the hxd
hammer technique (Crabtree 1972)- This specimen does not appear to have at one time part of a
Iarger whole and as such differs from those specimens in the Core Fragment type. This specimen
represents one of the only "true" cores in the assemblage. The provenience of the specimen is
listed in Table 147. Metrics are presented in Table 148.
Table 147. Provenience Core Type 1, Multidirectional Core
n= 1

Artifact #
475

Area
Lower Terrace

Unit

Level

32-34S, 104- 106W

2

Materiai
Andesite

Table 148. Metrics Core Type 1, Multidirectiond Core
n= 1

Len th (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weioht ( )

72.9

11 1.38

Core Type 2: Srnall Multidirectional Exotic(?) Cores
The specimens in this type were defined by the presence of rnultidirectional flake scars
on more than one face, their small size, and the fact that they consist excIusively of non-andesitic
and presumably exotic raw materials (Figure 36). The relative small size of the flake scars
apparent on these cores suggests that the inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site had a use for
expediently produced small, unprepared flakes. Specimen #722 represents a smali Jasper core
that exhibits numerous multidirectional facets on multiple faces. Specimen # 649 is a small
argillite core displays a small cortical remnant on one of its faces. This cortex is identical to that
present on one of the argillite specimens in the Tested Cobble Type (specimen M97). Specimens
#186 and #652 represent relatively small, quixtzite, water-rolled clasts that display evidence of
negative facets indicating prior flake removals. The quartzite from which these impiements were
made resembles amber in its opaque quality. A11 of the objects in this type were recovered
exclusively from the lower terrace excavation area. The provenience of the specimens are listed
in Table 149. Metrics are presented in Table 150.
Table 149. Provenience Core Type 1, Small Multidirectional Cores
n=4
.

..Ares"

Lower Terrace
61

CC

.

&b

.

ArtifactL#
722
649
652
186

.

.,

Unit

32-34S,
34-36S,
34-36S,
34-36S,

.

-

4042W
58-60W
64-66W
92-94W

Level
3
2
3
3

1

Materiai
Jasper
Argillite
Quartzite
L I

Table 150. Metrics Core Type 2, SrnaII MuItidirectionaI Cores
n-d

Attribute Length (mm)
Width (mm)

1

1

.

Min.

Max.
38.50
29.20
20.50
20.65

17.80
11.40

1

Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

7.10
1.68

1

*

1

1

Mean

SD
9 -42
8-04
5-84
8.80

24.67
17.52

12.50

1

7.68

1
1

Opposed Platform Core
The lone specimen in this type exhibits opposed platfoms whose positioning suggest
that flaking was conducted first on one platform with the core being then flipped over with
flaking proceeding from an opposing platform d o n g an opposing margin and face (Figure 36).
These types of cores are often referred to as multiple platform cores (Masse 1980: 148). The
exact intent of this reduction process is unclear as the it does not appear that flake production
was the intended result of the flaking nor does it appear that the core was being shaped a n d o r
fomed in any particular rnanner. The provenience of the specimen is Iisted in Table 151.
Metrics are presented in Table 152.
Table 151. Provenience Opposed Platform Core
n= 1

1
I1 LowerArea
Terrace 1

Artifact#
457

1

Unit
34-36S, 64-66W

( Level
1

1
1

Matenal
Andesite

]

1

Table 152. Metrics Opposed Piatform Core
n= 1

1

Attribute
Length (mm)

1

61.8

1
1

Miscellaneous Core Fragments
As the name of this type implies, the objects in this type appear to represent amorphous
fragmentary remnants of primariIy andesitic cores of varying quality and blocky rectangular
chunks of lithic material. The objects in this type display multifaceted surfaces, multidirectional
negative flake scars, and generdly amorphous fonns, with occasional cortical portions. The
fragments are of varying sizes with them ranging from spheroid and sub-spheroid frammentsto
blocky, rectangular chunks or block shatter (Pokotylo l978:2 10-2 11) (Figure 36). As a group,
the fragments in this type reveal varying amounts of evidence that suggests that they were once
parts of larger cores (Le., the presence of partial pIatform rernnants etc.). This type represents a
common residual category for those Iarger fragments of lithic material that could not be
associated with bifacial reduction and/or be classified as debitage due to the presence of negative
flake scarring (Carlson 1972; Fladmark 1985)- A number of these fra,grnents display evidence
sugesting that they retain the fragmentary remains of the platforni edge of a Iarge cores. These
specimens, d o n g with certain portions of the debitage collection and the few cores recovered at
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the site, represent the only true evidence at the site of the reduction of large andesite cores. A
number of the specimens in this type (Le., specimen #666) exhibit evidence which suggest that
they represent the result of the bipolar reduction of large water-rolIed cIasts. This suggests that
large water-rotled andesitic cIasts were split at the site utilizing the bipolar technique. A few
specimens in this type (Le-, specimens #60 and #202) exhibit the presence of double patina
(Goodwin 1960:301) suggesting that they rnay have been recycIed after initial use. Oniy two
non-andesitic fragments are included in this type. These consist of two relatively smdl,
amorphous fragments of obsidian recovered frorn the datum rock area (specimens #41 and #I45).
The proveniences of the specimens are listed in Table 153. Metrics are presented in Table 154.

Table 153. Provenience Core Fragments
n4l

Area.
Lower Tenace
bb

bL

bb

'6

LC

bL

66

bL

LL

bL

bL

L1
bb

bL

Daturn Rock
bL

bL

6 1

'L

bb

LL

Rock Face
LL

General Site Surface
6L

bb

Unit.-

1

Level
1
1

Artifact #
217
482

36-38s- 36-38W
32-34S, 40-42W

854
943
575
96
98

34-36S, 82-84W
34-36S, 90-92W
34-36s. 90-92W
32-34S, 92-94W
32-34s. 92-94W

Wall Slump
1

131
254
526
1012
1025
447
592
856
60

34-36S, 92-94W
34-36S, 92-94W
32-34S, 104-106W
32-34S, 104-106W
32-34S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-106W
34-36S, 104-IO6W
106-I 08S, 98- 10OW
110-1 12S, 100-102W
112-1 14S, 100-102W
114-1 16S, 100-102W
112-1 14S, 104-106W
112-1 1 6 , 104-106W
108-1 los, 106-108W
116- 118S, 28-30W
108-1los, 40-42W
General Site Surface

1
2
2
4

29

89
202
165
41
145
497
160
913
426
423

- -

bb

bL

1

1
1
1

Material
Andesite
'b

1

bL

'L

'
6

Lb

Lb

'b

4b

bL

Lb

5
1

Lb

4
6
3
2
1
2
I
1

LI

2
4
4
O
O
O

Lb

bb

LC

44

'b

LC

IL

Obsidian
bb

Andesite
Lb

LL

4b

bL

Table 154. Metrics Core Fra,gments
n4l
- Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

-

Min,

-

21.10
13.80
9.10
3.78

-

Max,.'

Mean

-SD

107.10
230.50
46.80
359.70

56.64
41-36
19.23
5 1.O6

17.58
35-66
7-79
77.3 1

Tested Cobbles
The specirnens in this type appear to represent the testing of Iocally derived, waterrolled, cobbles for their suitability for further reduction. The four boulder-sized clasts in this
type exhibit only lirnited flaking on restrkted areas of their surfaces (Figure 37). No clear pattern

-

-

--

Figure 37. Tested Cobbles
(a) #747, (b) #839. #747=11 cm.
of reduction is apparent. Rather, further intensive reduction of these cobbles appears to have
been halted for some unknown reason (perhaps due to the perceived inadequacy of the material
for further reduction. Specimen #487 represents a coarse-grained clast in the andesite-rhyolite
range that appears to have been tested on both faces. Specimen #747 represents a relatively
coarse-grained, argillite water-rolled clast. The original form of the clast was recreated through
the conjoining of specirnens #497, #688, and #747. The flake scars apparent on this object reveal
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that the interior of this cobble displays a banded interior surface that includes a number of
inclusions and inherent fault lines. A few isolated homogenous exposed areas in the interior of
the cobble appear to be flakable. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 155.
Metrics are presented in Table 156.
Table 155. Provenience Tested Cobbles
n=5
Area

1

Artifact#
839
136
49 1
747
672

Lower Terrace
Datum Rock
Rock Face
LI

General Site Surface

1

-Unit
34-36S, 90-92W
110-1 12S, 110-1 1SW
1 16- 1 18S, 30-32W
118-12OS, 30-32W
General Site Surface
,

1

Level
5
2
3
6
O

1

Material

1

Andesite
I&

IL

Argillite
Andesite

Table 156. Metrics Tested Cobbles
n=5
Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1

Min.
95.90
80.40
4 1-40
375.20

Max.

1

170.8
131.3
67.50
2172.00

1

Mean
122.30
105.20
56.38
1041.83

SD
28.73

1

20.28
10.4 1

707.03

1

Miscellaneous Items

Trade Bead
A single extremely small glass trade (seed?) bead was recovered from the site. The bead,
which resembles type Wld2 according to Kidd and Kidd's (1970) and Kariins's (1982)
c2assification systems, is wire-wound, monochrome, and doughnut-shaped (Figure 33). The
colour of this object may have dulled through exposure to the elements. Unfortunately, wire
wound trade beads are not particuIarly amenabte to dating but its presence does at least suggest a
proto-historic or historic presence at the site. The bead was recovered in a crevice on top of the
datum rock. According to R. G. Matson of the University of British Columbia (persona1
communication 1995 to Hobler 1995), it is a common occurrence on the Chilcotin Plateau to find
solitary beads on top of isolated glacial erratics and lxge boulders with Davis (1970b:90)
arguing that isolated boulders were often considered sites of a spiritual nature by the Nuxalk,
Carrier, and the Tsilhqot'in. The placing of these beads on top of these boulders is thought to
represent some type of spiritual offering possibly associated with hunting (R. G. Matson persond
communication 1995 to Hobler 1995). It should be noted that similar types of bertds to the one
recovered from the Tsini Tsini site have been recovered from the site of Chinlac (Cranny
1986:Plate 1) and the Potlatch site (Wilmeth 1969b5). The provenience of the specimen is [isted
in TabIe 157. Metrics are presented in Table 158.

Table 157. Provenience Seed Bead
n= 1

Area
Daturn Rock

Artifact #

.

.

-

Unit

--

Level

-

On Top of Datum Rock

1

O

Matenal
Glass

Table 158. Metrics Seed Bead
n= l
--

--

- -

.25

Length (mm)
Width (mm)

1

-25

1

Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

1.l

.O4

I1

Red Ochre
A single, srnaIl piece of red ochre was recovered from one of the units immediately
adjacent to the rock face (Figure 33). The provenience of the object suggests that this red ochre
fragment may have been used to create pictographs at this location and/or that the object may
have possibly been used to provide skin colouring. However, no pictographs have so far been
located dong the rock face at the rear of the site although this does not preclude the possibility
that pictographs were present at one time on the rock face and have either faded through time due
to the effects of weathering or altematively, have been covered underneath the significant
overburden of colluvium present in that location. Red ochre was considered a major t n d e item
aboriginally with a number of different sources being known in the Interior of the province
(Corner 1968). As such, the presence of the small nodule does not imply any one specific
cultural source although an interior source is suggested by the fact that small nodules of red
ochre have also been found at a number of sites on the West Central Plateau including at the sites
of Ulgathco (Donahue 1970:18, 1973:166), the Dragon Lake site (FfRo 4) (Thomas 1976:6), the
Deep Creek Site near Williams Lake (FbRn 13) (Kenny 1972. 1973), and at a recently excavated
site on the Chilco River (Arcas 1998:37). The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table
159. Metrics are presented in Table 160.
Table 159. Provenience Red Ochre

Area
Rock Face

Artifact#
630

-

Unit

Level

124-126S, 32-34W

6-12

Table 160. Metncs Red Ochre
n= 1

Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)

4.5
-57

Material
Ochre

Modified(?) Obsidian Pyroclast
The form of this solitary object sugests that this object represents a pyroclastic obsidian
fragment (Figure 33). The specimen displays a single flake scar that may or may not be of
human origin. The fragment is one of the largest pieces of obsidian recovered from the site and
the fact that it has not been further reduced to smdler fra,oments is problematic as much of the
other obsidian that was recovered from the site appears to have been reduced to the point of
exhaustion, Large deposits of pyroclasts have been discovered in the upper reaches of Burnt
Bt-idge Creek (Brian Apland, persona1 communication 1998). The provenience of the specimen
is listed in Table 16 1. Metrics are presented in Table 162,
Table 16 1. Provenience Modified(?) Obsidian Pyroclast

n= 1
Area
Lower Terrace

Artif'act #

Unit

712

34-36s. 64-66W

Level
3

Material
Obsidian

Table 162. Metncs Modified(?) Obsidian Pyroclast
n= 1

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Wei~ht( o )

1

36.5
16.8
7.9
5 .O9

MicrobIades and Microblade Technology
Microblade attributes utilized in the following analysis were culled from a number of
previously published works concerning rnicroblades and rnicroblade analysis including Clark
(1992), Cook (1968), Leblanc and Ives (1986), Mobley (1991), Sanger (1968~.1970a), and
Wyatt (1970a, 1970b). The attributes, operationalization of these measures, and terminology
used in the following analysis are defined in Appendix E.

Obsidian MicrobIades
Microblades have over the years variously been dubbed Iamellar flakes (Borden
1952:37), lamellar blades (Butler 1958), bladeletts (Browman and Munsell 1969:257), and
prismatic blades (Bordes 1969:ll; Crabtree 1972:86; Sollberger and Patterson 1976). Defining
exactly what constitutes a microblade is problematic as various definitions have, over the years,
been put forth. For example, it has been suggested that rnicroblades can be defined as "small,
parallel-sided bladelets, usually one cm wide exhibiting, one or two dorsal arises and produced
via the pressure technique from a prepared core" (Hutchings 1996: 170). Alternatively, it has also
been suggested that microblades can be defined as "bladeIets ten millimetres or less in width,
regularly removed from a prepared multifaceted, polyhedrai core" (Browman and Munsell
l969:257) (see also Sollberger and Patterson l976:5 18 and Taylor 1962:426 for alternate
definitions). The apparent discrepancy as to the definition as to what constitutes a microblade
and how they differ from blades arises from the fact that microblades as a class of artifacts
exhibit a great deal of variation both in their quantitative and qualitative properties. To date, a
formally defined and universdly recognized definition as to what constitutes a microblade has

yet to forrnulated andor adopted. However, it has been suggested that rnicroblades c m be
distinguished from parallel-sided flakes through a polythetic combination of morpholo,oical and
technological attributes especially those attributes which are indicative of the deliberate
characteristic preparation of microblade cores and the subsequent removal of successive paraIlelsided blades (Sanger I97Oa: 106). These attributes include such traits as the presence of
deliberate platform flaking and grinding, core edge preparation, platforrn rejuvenation, and
various combinations of these attributes and techniques (Sanger 1970a: 106). Thus, while it
appears that defining what constitutes a microblade is problematic, it does appear possible to at
least distinguisb them from morpholo,oically similar looking flakes.
Microblades can be manufactured by direct percussion, indirect percussion, and pressure
techniques (Bordes 1969: 11;Crabtree 1968; Torrence 1979:72-73). In general, rnicroblade
technology is thought to be conservative of material (Browrnan and Munsell I969:259-260;
Greaves 1991:ii; Johnson 1987:2; Magne 1989: 19; Mewhinney 1956; Nelson 199158; Patterson
198753; Torrence 1979:76) in that it produces a standardized product (Johnson 19872;
Patterson 198753) that is perceived to be a highly efficient use of raw materials due to the
relative high amount of usable edge that can be rnanufactured per quantity of raw materiai
(Greaves 199 l:39; Pokotylo 1983; Sheets and Muto 1972633). However, Hayden et al. (1996)
have recently questioned the 'efficiency" of a microblade technology in that they argued that due
to the extremely high faiIure rate in production, the requirement for a specific form and size of
core, and the general need for a relatively high quality of raw material suggests that the
technology should be considered rather wasteful of raw material. Unfortunately, ethnographie
descriptions as to how microblades were used in British Columbia are Iacking as the technology
was absent at the time of contact (Sanger 1970b:62). Currently, it is unclear as to what their
exact function was (Fladmark 1986b:48).
It has variously been suggested that rnicroblades were hafted onto bone, wood, or antler
shanks either through friction or through the application of some form of an adhesive in order to
create cutting and piercing tools (Carlson 1983x9 1; Clark 1981 :1IO; Luebbers 197 1:84,
1978:40; Owen 1988:88-91) that could have been used for the cutting meat (Crabtree 1968:453;
Harnmat 1970:150; Markos 199 1:224), for the scraping and cutting of hides (Giddings l964:24 1;
Hutchings 1996:174; Owen 1988:88-91), or for the incising, scraping, shaving, and whittling of
wood (Owen 1988:88-9 1; Stewart 1973:77). It has aIso been suggested that microblades may
have been hafted singly in a straight "pen ho1der"-type hafting elements in a similar manner to
the hafted quartz crystal "microflakes" recovered from the water-logged Hoko River site (Croes
1989: 108 Figure 9; Flenniken 1981) and subsequently utilized for to engrave antler ancilor bone
(Giddings 1964:203; Sanger I968a: 198, 1968b:37, 197Ob366). Moreover, it has aIso been
suggestcd that microblades may have been slotted laterally in grooves along the edge of wood,
bone, or antler shanks as part of composite projectile points (Bordaz 1970:44; Carlson 1983a:gl;
Fladmark 1986b:33; Giddings l964:24 1;MacNeish 1954:239, 1959: 13) andior parts of other
forms of composite tools (Carlson 1983x9 1, l983c:Z 1; Patterson 1973, 1976; Whittaker
1994:37; Tabarev 1997: 141). It is possible that al1 of the above assertions may be true and that
microblades represent a multifunctional tool which may have been utilized for various tasks
depending on the requirements of use, the context of use, and the availability of other altemate
forms of raw materials. As is apparent, the general lack of agreement as to how microblades
were used suggests that further research and experirnentation regarding rnicroblades and
rnicroblade technology is needed.
A total of sixteen obsidian rnicroblades and rnicroblade fragments were identified in the
assembIage recovered from the Tsini Tsini site (Figure 38). The 16 obsidian microblades and
rnicroblade fragments constitute approximately 5.5% of the total 291 obsidian objects recovered
from the site. The obsidian microblades were found exclusively on the lower terrace in two

specific concentrations (in units 33-34S, 56-58W in proximity to the possible roasting pit and in
unit 34-36s- 90-92W), Of the obsidian 16 microblades and microblade fragments recovered
from the site, 9 (56.3%) display a single dorsal arise, 3 (18.8%) display 2 dorsal arises, 1 (6.3%)

Figure 38. Obsidian and BasaIt Microblades, Microblade Fra,grnents, and
Associated Material
Core Platforrn Rejuvenation Flake (a) #57 1, Basalt Microblade Fragment(?)
(b) MW, Obsidian Microblade Fra,o;ments (c) #507, (d) #803, ( e )#741,
(f) #673, (g) #597. Width of b=12.2 mm
displays 3 dorsal arises, and 3 (18.8%) display 4 dorsal arises. Only 6 (37.5%) of the 16
fragments display a platform or platform remnant. The platforms apparent on the microblades
tended to be small and lipped with the bulb of percussion on these specimens being generalIy
classified as "diffiised". Of the 16 obsidian microblades and microblade fra,ments, 9 (56.3%)
displayed a triangular cross-section while 7 (43.8%) displayed a non-trianplar cross-section. No
evidence of deIiberate retouch was observed on any of the specimens. However, 12 fragments
( 7 5 8 of the total) did dispiay some apparent evidence of apparently use-related Wear. Of these
specimens, 2 (16.7%) display evidence of apparently use-related Wear dong a single margin
while 10 (83.3%) display evidence suggestive of utilization dong both rnarginsThe small d i f i s e bulbs and the presence of protmding lips extending from the striking
platforms on the complete and proximal microblade fragments recovered from the site suggest
that the rnicroblades recovered from the Tsini Tsini site were detachment by pressure (Crabtree
1968; Jelinek 1965:278; Pitzer et al. 1974:127). An effort to refit the microblades in order to
reconstmct the core shape in a manner atternpted by Leblanc and Ives (1986) and Sanger (I968a)

proved to be unsuccessfÙl. No cores were recovered dun'ng the excavations at the Tsini Tsini
site. The lack of any cores at the Tsini Tsini site is problematic as many of the classification
systems of traditions and the differences between Coastal and Interior microblade industries rests
largely on core attributes (see Sanger 1968c; Magne 1996). Unfortunately, there does not appear
to be any way to definitively determine whether the microblades found at Tsini Tsini were
denved from more than one core as there does not appear to be any significant differences in
colour, texture etc. which could be used as evidence of the utilization of more than one core. Of
the specimens in the microblade collection, a few bear special mention. Specimen #673, unlike
the rest of the obsidian microblades, displays a heavy patina. This may be the result of
differential surficiai exposure of this specimen in comparison to the other microblades and
microblade fraements in the collection. It is possible that the proximal and distal microblade
fragments recovered from the site represent the intentionally snapped off and discarded distal and
proximal ends of microblades produced as by-products of the manufacture process of the straight
mid-sections which are desirable for hafting in lateral insets of composite tools (cf. Tabarev
1997). However, there is no way to definitively determine if this is in fact the case.
Accordingly, this assertion must be considered speculative.
MicrobIades have been recovered from a number of sites on the West Central Phteau
including the sites of Ulkatcho (FfSk 1) (Donahue 1973). Tezli (FgSd 1) (Donahue 1977a), Hom
Lake Southwest (EkSe 1) (Mitchell 1970a, 1970b), Natalkuz Lake (FiSi 19) (Borden 1952), at
two sites near Alexis Creek (FaRt 16 and FaRt 17) (Bussey 1983), at a site on Zenico Creek
(Fa& 5) (Arcas 1997: 1 15), and at the complex of sites in the Anahim Lake region including the
PotIatch site (FcSi 2), the Goose point site (FcSi l), and the Daniktco site (FdSi 3) (Wilmeth
1978a). On the Central Coast, other than the substantial collection recovered on the outer coast
at Namu, microblades have been recovered at a number of inner coast sites includins the
Cathedra1 phase sites of FbSu 1, FaSu 18, and FaSu 21 (Carlson 1972a:45), at Kimsquit (FeSr 5)
(Phil Hobler persona1 communication in Fiadmark 1985:202), with them also being reported as
present at the Talheo Hot Springs site (aka "Microville") in South Bentinck A m (Beth Bedard
personal communication in Hobler 1995: 1). A few microblades have also been recovered in the
Bella CooIa Valley itself at Upper and Lower Qwliutl (Hobler and Bedard 199237) and in the
Upper Atnarko River region (Beth Bedard persona1 communication in Hobler 1995: 1) with a
single occurrence also being reported at FcSm 3 on Sunset Bluffs (Hughes 1977: 13). The
proveniences and the breakage classes of the obsidian microblade specimens are listed in Table
163. Metrics are presented in Table 164. Metria of complete microblades are provided in Table
165.

Table 163. Provenience Obsidian MicrobIades
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Table 164.Metrics Obsidian Microblades
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Table 165-Metrics CompIete Obsidian Microblades
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Microblade Core Phtforrn Rejuvenation Flake
Other than the obsidian microblades and rnicroblade fia-vents previously discussed, the
microblade core platform rejuvenation flake to be described in the following represents the only
other tangible evidence of obsidian rnicroblade production at the Tsini Tsini site- Microblade
core piatform rejuvenation flakes such as the specimen descnbed in the following, have variously
been dubbed "core tablets" (Ackerman 1980: 193; Leblanc and Ives 1986:74-75; Sanger
1970a: 108) and "core flakes" (Wilmeth 1978a: 11)- They are thought to be represent the
reshaping and rejuvenation of the edge of a microblade core platform in an effort to atone for
errors in detachment and the deterioration of the pIatforrn edge andor the avoidance of
irreplarities a d inclusions in the raw material being reduced (Epstein 1964: 166; Laughlin and
Aigner 1966; Leblanc and Ives 1986; Mobley 1991). The specimen recovered from the Tsini
Tsini site (Figure 38) displays dong its proximal and lateral margins facets which are ot-ientated
perpendicular to the two faces of the flake. These facets appear to represent the rernnant portion
of a microblade core face showing repeated removals. There appears to be a great deal of
evidence suggesting that a great deai of platform preparation took place prîor to the removal of
this flake from the microblade core, This is suggested by the considerable evidence of fiaking
and grinding that is apparent on the striking platform of the flake. The flake displays a difised
bulb of percussion and the presence of a pronounced lip along the edge of its platform. These
features suggest that the removal of this flake from its larger parent mass was accomplished by
the use of a relatively soft indentor, The presence of cortical remnants dong the iateral margins
of the flake suggests that the core from which this flake was removed was at Ieast partially
cortical. Three facets are apparent dong one of the lateral margins of the flake suggesting the
prior rernoval of at least three microblades pnor to the detachment of this flake. The three blade
scars apparent on the object are 3.9,2.6, and 4.8 mm respectively in width. It should be noted
chat this flake was recovered in an adjacent unit to one of the two loci of rnicroblades at the Tsini
Tsini site which in m m is in close proxirnity to the possible roasting pit at the site. The flake is
extremely morphologïcally similar to those specimens depicted in Wright ( 1996:Figure A) and
Mobley (199 1:Figure 22). The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 166. Metncs are
presented in Table 167.
By definition, the restricted location of the flutes dong a single rnargin of the flake
suggests that the flake was removed from a wedge-shaped core according to the definitions
provided in Morlan (1970b: 18). However, this is only speculative.
TabIe 166. Provenience Microblade Core PIatfonn Rejuvenation Rake
n= 1

Table 167. Metncs Microblade Core Platform Rejuvenation F'lake
n= 1
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Basalt MicrobIade(?)
A single possible basalt microblade was recovered from the site (Figure 38). The
possible basalt microblade consists of a proximal fraement that exhibits a tnangular crosssection, a single dorsal arise, and a step fracture at its distal end. No evidence of deliberate
retouch was apparent on the specimen although a small area of what appears to be use-related
Wear appears to be present d o n g one of its lateral mugins. Basalt microblades have been
recovered frorn a number of contexts including the sites of Natalkuz Lake (Borden 1952:37) and
the Hom Lake Southwest site (EkSe 1) where they are found in association with obsidian
microblades (Mitchell 1970a, 1970b). The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 168.
Metncs are presented in Table 169.
Table 168. Provenience Basait Microblade Fragment
n= 1

Area Lower Terrace

.Artifact#

Unit

464

34-36S, 40-42W

Level. Matenal
Basalt
1
'

Breakage Class
Proximal

Table 169. Metric Basah Microblade Fra,ment
n= l
Attribute
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)

12.2

Andesite Microblades(?)
During the excavations at Tsini Tsini, a number of possible andesite rnicroblades (Figure
39) were assigned catalogue numbers in the field and recorded as possible microblades. These
possible "rnicroblades" were re-examined as part of this study. A microscopie and macroscopic
analysis of the possible rnicroblades revealed that al1 of the specimens in this category lacked
true platforms and exhibited only vague similarities in form to m e rnicroblades. The fact that
these apparent rnicroblades constitute less than 0.01% of the total andesite assemblage and the
fact that no true cores were found in three seasons of excavations (Phil Hobler, personal
communication 1996) (with the possible exception of the two possible blade core fragments
noted earlier) combines to suggests that these "rnicroblades" may be the result of the fortuitous
302

.

-

Figure 39. Andesite Microblades(?) and Microblade Fragments(?)
(a) #812, (b) #299, (c) #1027, (d) if1038, (e) #1047.
creation of rnicroblade-like items that has been noted by a number of authors (Carlson 1996b;
Epstein 196.4; Hester et al. 1977; Patterson 1981, 1983; Patterson and Sollberger 1978;
MacNeish 1959; Mewhinney 1956) and which is thought to particularly to occur during bipolar
reduction (Dumond 1962; Fladrnark 1985). The widespread distribution of these "microblades"
across the site, the tendency for "true" microblades to be fashioned out of relatively rare raw and
usually exotic materials at rnost archaeological sites in the study region, the tendency for these
possible microblades to be recovered from those units which disphy the highest frequencies of
andesite debitage, and the fact that these "rnicroblades" do not evince any evidence of platfonn
preparation hirther support to the interpretation that these "microblades" are the fortuitous result
of the reduction process. However, it should be noted that andesite microblades are known from
a number of other contexts Le., at Ground Hog Bay 2 (Ackerman 1974, 1980; Ackerman et al.
1979). In these areas, it has been noted that platform preparation on andesite microblades is rare
due to the hardness of the material. Currently, therc does not seem to be enough conclusive
evidence to determine conclusively whether or not an andesite rnicroblade technology is apparent
at the site. The provenience of these specimens is listed in Table 170. Metncs are presented in
Table 171.

Table 170. Provenience Andesite MicrobIades(?)
n-18
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Unir- Material - Breakage Ciass
Artifact#
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Table 171. Metncs Andesite Microblades(?)
n=18

Artifact #
1031
1049
1048
1050
1040
69 1

Weight
0.1 1
O. 15
0.36
0.2 1
0.27
0.18

Length
15.4
17.4
20.1
18.2
23-4
18.7

Width
6.5
5.6
8-3
7.9
6.6
6.0

Thickness
1.1
1.5
1-4
1.2
1-5
1.2

Non-Andesitic Debitage and Debitage Analysis
Analysis of the non-andesitic debitage collection recovered from the Tsini Tsini site was
accomplished in the following manner. First, debitage was visudly sorted by raw material type.
The debitage was then size-gaded using a series of nested screens according to the mass analysis
methodology described by Ahler (1975, 1986, f 989a, 1989b). Following size sorting, the
debitage was then subsequently weighed and counted by size grade. Once this was
accomplished, the debitage in each size -de was sorted by their degree of completeness
according to the methodolo,~ described by Sullivan and Rozen (1985).
Only 393 pieces of non-andesitic debitage were recovered from the site. This arnount
represents a relatively minor cornponent of the total debitage collection recovered from the site
(approximately 0.26% of the total debitage collection with the rernaining approximately 99.74%
of the debitage assemblage recovered from the site being comprised of andesite). Obsidian was
by far the rnost nuïnerous of the non-andesitic types of debitage recovered from the site (n=267,
67.9%) followed in descending order by smaller arnounts of argillite (n=75, 19.0%), two types of
basalt (n=36,9.2%), jasper (n=5,1.3 %), chert (n=4, 1.O%), white vein quartz (n=2,0.5%),
quartzite (n=2,0.5%), and quartz crystal (n=2,0.5%).
The majority of the non-andesitic debitage recovered frorn the site appears to be exotic to
the site. Past geologïc and geomorphological research in the vicinity of the Tsini Tsini site has
suggested that the sediments and underlying bedrock underlying the site are volcanic in origin
(Baer 1973; Desloges 1990). Accordingly, it would appear that the debitage recovered from
sedimentary rocks ( e g , the chert and jasper) in addition to the metamorphic clasts (e-,o., the
quartzite and the argillite) more than likely are exotic to the site and probably were imported to
the site as manuports. However, this does not preclude their presence in glacio-fluvial deposits
at or nearby the site with them being transported by fluvial processes from source areas some
distance away.
Obsidian Debitage
Of the 267 pieces of obsidian debitage recovered from the site, 8 (approximately 3%)
consist of G2-sized flakes, 108 (40.4%) consist of G3-sized flakes, and 151 flakes (56.6%)
consist of GLCsized flakes. Of the G2-shed flakes, according to Sullivan and Rozen's typology,
one specimen consists of a broken flake, 2 consist of flake fragments, 3 consist of pieces of nonorientable debris, and 2 flakes represent complete flakes. Of the G3-sized flakes, according to
Sullivan and Rozen's typology, 4 consist of broken flakes, 58 consist of flake fragments, 15
consist of pieces of non-orientable debris, and 3 1 flakes represent complete flakes. Of the G4sized flakes, according to Sullivan and Rozen's typology, 6 consist of broken flakes, 94 consist
of flake fragments, 27 consist of pieces of non-orientable debris, and 24 consist of complete
flakes. Overdl, of the total 267 pieces of obsidian debitage recovered from the site, 11 (4.1%)
consist of broken flakes, 154 items (57.7%) consist of flake fragments, 45 (16.9%) items consist
of pieces of non-orientable debris, and 57 (21.3%) consist of complete flakes. As is apparent, the
obsidian debitage assemblage recovered from the site consists exclusively of G2-sized or smaller
sized flakes with the majority being of the G4 size grade. Analysis of the obsidian debitage
collection identified the presence in the Tsini Tsini assemblage of soft hamrner flakes, pressure
flakes, hard hammer flakes, and bipolar flakes. The presence of these various types of flakes
suggests that the production and/or resharpening of obsidian tools was taking place at the site in
addition to the bipolar reduction of small obsidian cores.
Analysis of the individual flakes of obsidian identified a locus of smdl obsidian tool
production on the fower terrace through the identification of a localized distribution of small
bifacial tool manufacturing debris in three adjacent units (32-34S,92-94W, and 30-32S, 92-94W,
and 34-365, 90-92W). The identification of this manufacturing locale was based upon the small

size of the flakes recovered in the area, the presence of multidirectional intersecting flakes scars
.on the dorsal faces of flakes recovered from the area, the presence of soft harnrner biface
reduction flakes with lipped and prepared platforms, the presence of a nurnber of small Iate stage
pressure flakes, and the general thinness of the flakes recovered. These chxacteristics combine
to suggest that a small bifacial tool(s) (perhaps projectile pointCs]) wadwere being manufactured
in this location. Two other loci of obsidian tool manufacture were also identified during the
individual flake analysis of the obsidian debitage. These concentrations were also located on the
lower terrace in unit 32-34S, 104-lO6W and unit 34-36S, 58-60W respectively. The small
localized concentrations of obsidian tool production areas appear to occur exclusively on the
lower terrace and appear to be focused in proximity to the possible post-holes, cache pit, and
roasting pit tentatively identified at the site. For exarnple, 13 pieces of obsidian debitage were
recovered from the small possible cache pit located at X S S , Z 15.5W. Determining whether
these pieces of debitage were actually associated with the possible cache pit, the possible
roasting pit, or the possible postholes on the lower terrace is difficult to discern. Nevertheless,
the localized distribution of obsidian debitage does at least suggest a possible association.
It should be noted that three areas of localized bipolar obsidian reduction were also
identified during the individual flake analysis of the obsidian debitage. These concentrations
were identified in unit 112-1 14S, 100-102W (as evidenced by specirnen #7 1 which consists of a
bipolar core fraagment), unit 32-34S,56-58W (where a nurnber of conjoinable bipolar flakes were
found), and unit 32-34S, 64-66W (where a number of bipolar flakes were identified). Other than
the concentrations noted above, the distribution, technological types, and the size of the obsidian
debitage recovered from the site suggests that they are primarity the result of the resharpening of
previously manufactured tools andor the reduction of small cortical cores. The latter is
suggested by the prevalence of cortex on 8 (approximately 3%) of the 267 pieces of debitage
recovered from the site and the presence of a number of small obsidian cores in the collection
which retain cortical rinds. The presence of cortex covered obsidian debitage at the site and the
presence of cortical obsidian cores suggests that the obsidian recovered from the site may have
been transported to the site in srnall cortical nodule forms in a similar rnanner to that described
by Apland ( 1976:35).
Considering the almost exclusive concentration on obsidian in the rnicroblade
technology and the generally small size of the obsidian flakes at Tsini Tsini, it appears that there
was a differential use of obsidian in cornparison to the main andesite deposit in that it appears
that obsidian was used conservatively. Accordingly, it could be suggested that obsidian might
have been considered by the inhabitants of the site to be a valuable commodity. While the
relative lack of obsidian tools in the assemblage and the small size of the tools recovered from
the site may be a function of sarnple size, it also rnay be indicative of the importing to the site of
completed obsidian tools and the subsequent transportation of formed obsidian tools offsite
folIowing use andlor maintenance and/or manufacture. As such, they may have been the subject
of curatorial behaviours (Binford 1979).
The reIative lack of obsidian at the Tsini Tsini site and its relative abundance in other
sites within the Bella CooIa Valley is somewhat perplexing given the proxirnity of the site to the
known obsidian sources near Anahim Peak- A number of obsidian sources are unknown in the
study region with the closest source being represented by the ethnographically known sources in
the Anahim Peak/Rainbow mountain range especially near Obsidian and Grizzly Creeks, Tsitsutl
Peak, Anahim Peak, and Mackenzie Pass (Apland 1976; Bevier 1978; Birchwater 199 1, 1993;
Borden 195la; Carlson 1994; Eldridge and Eldridge 1980; Dawson 1878; Haering 1976; Willie
Hans 1987 in Hobler 1988:lO; James et al. 1991; James et al. 1996; Mack 1994; Ministry of
Lands 1938; Nelson and WilI 1976; Pike 1975; mirvis 1971:48; Teit 1909:764; Wilmeth 1973b)
with the possibility of unrecorded sources also being present on Vancouver Island (Carlson

1994:353). It should be noted that vein obsidian sources that could have been quarried
prehistorically have been recently identified near Far Mountain in the Xlgachuz Range (Souther
1984) and near Athione Island near Cape Swaine on the outer Central Coast (Souther 1986).
These potential sources/quarries should be investigated archaeoIogically in order to ascertain
whether or not either of these possible sources represents one of the unknown sources for
obsidian described in Carlson ( 1994).
One possible reason for the relative lack of obsidian at the site is that the prehistonc
inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site may have been denied access to the known obsidian sources
due to conflict over the various source areas. There are several references to obsidian trade and
conflict over control of the quarry sources in ethnographie accounts of the region (See
Birchwater 1991: 1, 1993: 11; Clayton Mack 1987 in Hobler 1988: 12; Furniss 1993x67; Goldman
1953:45 in Will and Rousseau 1995:70; Morice 1893:65). For example, Father Morice
( 1893:65) noted that,

"The material chosen in preference to fashion arrow or spear heads with was loose,
broken pieces of the rock such as were found on the surface. Of course, these were
confined to a few localities only, wherein were situated sorts of quanies which were
jealously guarded against any person, even of the same tribe, whose right to a share in
their contents was not fully established, A violation of this traditional law was often
considered a cusus belli between the CO-clansmenof the trespasser and those of the
proprietors of the quarry".

Moreover, GoIdman (1953:45 in Eldridge and Eldridge 1980:32) and Fumiss (1993a: I 1)
both noted that interior groups were often in conflict over possession of obsidian quarries with
Birchwater (1993: 11) noting that coastal groups including the Haida, Bella Betla, Kitimat, and
Kwakiutl peoples and Interior Salish groups such as the Shuswap were also involved in this
conflict. Thus, it is possible that the inhabitants of the Tsini Tsini site may have been denied
access to obsidian resources due to conflict over the resource. Altematively, it is possible that
the inhabitants of the site may have been recent mi,mts to the area and therefore unaware of the
nearby obsidian source areas and/or may that they may have had a cuItural1y dictated or
utilitarian preference for non-obsidian raw materials particularly for bifaces.
A conjoining program exarnining the obsidian debitage recovered from the site met with
only limited success. Specimen #80 from Level3 of unit 108- 1 los, 106- lO8W was successfully
conjoined with specimen #150 from Level2 of Unit 110-1 12S, 208-1 10W. The successful
conjoining of these two fragments reveals that not only that these two deposits are more than
likely conternporaneous, but also the extent of the horizontal and vertical dispersion of what
appears to be an originally contemporaneous deposit.
It appears that a number of different types of obsidian were used at the Tsini Tsini site.
This is suggested by the number of visually identifiable different colours of the obsidian and the
number of different cortex types apparznt at the site. A number of the obsidian flakes recovered
from the site exhibit a silvery weathered surface (Le., specimen #554). Some of the obsidian
displays a number of inclusions with the result being that the obsidian resembles the appearance
of Garibaldi obsidian or pitchstone (Carlson 1994). Other fragments of obsidian debitage are
almost free of any visually identifiable inclusions and are tramlucent while still others exhibit an
almost waxy texture. The colour of the various fragments of obsidian varies from a clear pure
black to a greenish hue. It could be suggested that obsidian "fingerprinting" using X-ray
fluorescence in a similar manner to that described by James et al. (1991), James et al. (19961,

Wilmeth (1973b), Nelson et ai. (1975), and Carlson (1994) needs to be conducted in order to
definitively identify whether any of the obsidian debitage o r forrned tools recovered from the site
may have been imported frorn other regions and/or sources such as the Mt. Edziza source area
(Fladmark 1984, 1985) or other known source areas aIong the Northwest Coast (see Carlson
1994; James et al. 199 1; and James et al. 1996 for a list of the location of known obsidian source
areas). Unfortunately, funding for such a project unavailable pnor to the wnting of this thesis.
The provenience, size-,grade distribution, and weights of the obsidian debitage recovered from
the site are presented in Table 172. The inter-terrace distribution of obsidian debitage by
frequency, weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 173.
Table 172. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Obsidian Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)
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Table 173. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Obsidian Debitage
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Basalt Debitage
Two different overall types of basalt were identified in the Tsini Tsini collection. The
difference between these two types of basalt was based upon visual criteria. The first type of
basalt consists of a fine-grained greyish black (N2) basait (Hardness=7) with an aphantic and
compact texture and relatively few inclusions (Dunlop 1997). This basaIt Iikely came frorn an
extmsive basaltic flow (Dunlop 1997). The second type of basalt consists of a coarse-grained,
aphantic-textured, greyish black (N2) basalt (Hardness=7) that contains numerous phenocysts.
This form of particular basalt represents the material utilized to fashion the basalt foliate bipoint
(specimen #6) recovered from the Datum Rock excavation area. Of the total 36 pieces of basait
debitage recovered from the site, 15 (41.7%) consisted of fine-grained basalt while 21 (58.3%)
consisted of coarse-grained basalt.
Fine-Grained Basalt Debitage
Of the fine-grained basalt, 2 (13.3%) consist of G2-sized flakes, 10 (66.7%) consist of
G3-sized flakes, and 3 (20.0%) consist of G4-sized flakes. Both of the G2-sized flakes consist of
non-orientable debris (Sullivan and Rozen 1985). Of the G3-sized flakes, 8 (80%) consist of
flake fragments while 2 (20%) consist of complete flakes (SuHivan and Rozen 1985). Al1 of the
fine-grained basait G4-sized items consist of flake fra,ments. Of the flakes that could be
identified to technoIogïcal origin, al1 represent soft-harnrner flakes. The fine-grained basalt
debitage was distributed almost exclusively (14 out of the total 15 or 93.3%) on the lower terrace
with the vast majonty (13 out of the total 15 [86.7%]) being concentrated within units 32-34S,
40-42W and 34-36S, 40-42W respectively with single occurrences also being identified in unit
34-36S, 104-106W and as a surface find on the upper terrace. An area of bifacial manufacture
ancilor resharpening was identified during the individual flake analysis of the fine-grained bas&
debitage within unit 32-34S, 4042W on the lower tenace. The provenience, size-grade
distribution, and weights of the fine-grained basalt debitage recovered from the site are presented
in Table 174. The inter-terrace distribution of fine-grained basait debitage by frequency, weight,
and size-grade is presented in Table 175,

Table 174. Proven ience, Size-Grade Distribution, and Weigfits of Fine-Grained B asalt Debitage
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Coarse-Grained Basalt Debitage
Twenty-one pieces of coarse-grained basalt debitage were recovered from the site. Of
the coarse-grained basalt, 1 flake (4.76%) consists of a G2-sized flake, 16 (76.19%) consist of
G3-sized flakes, and 4 (19.05%) consist of G4-sized flakes. The G2-sized flake consists of a
flake fra,ment. Of the G3-sized debitage, 2 (12.50%) consist of broken flakes, 5 (3 1.25%)
consist of flake fra,ments, 2 (12.50%) consist of debris, and 7 (43.75%) consist of cornplete
flakes. Of the G4-sized pieces of debitage, 1 (25.0%) consists of a broken flake, 1 (25.0%)
consists of a flake fragment, and 2 (50.0%) consist of pieces of non-orientable debris- Of those
flakes that could be identified to technc!o$cal origin, 10 consist of soft-harruner flakes with one
pressure flake and a hard hammer flake aIso being identified. The coarse-gained basalt debitage
at the site was distributed almost exclusively on the lower terrace with 20 of the total 21 items
(95.23%) being recovered from the lower terrace. In addition, a single occurrence was also
identified on the upper terrace in unit 112-1 14S, 104-106W. Interestingly, coarse-grained basalt
debitage was found in all units in which the fine-grained basalt was also identified. However, the
reverse was not tme. This suggests that there may be some sort of association between the two
types of raw materials and possibly in the types of formal tools produced fashioned from both
types of basait. Unfortunately, no successful refits of the coarse-grained debitage to the foliate
bipoint rnanufactured from this same materiai were achieved- The provenience, size-grade
distribution, and weights of the coarse-grained basalt debitage recovered from the site are
presented in Table 176. The inter-terrace distribution of coarse-gained basalt debitage by
frequency, weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 177.

Table 176. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Coarse-Grained Basalt
Debitage
(al1 weights in gram)

-'Excavation
Area

Unit

-

-

G

G1 -

1 . Wt

Table 177. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Coarse-Grained Basalt Debitage
(al1 weights in gams)

Excavation Area
Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site Totals

G1

-

GI

wt.
-

-

-

-

-

G2

G3

G2

wt--

1
1

10.87
10.87

-

.

1
15
16

-

G3
wt:
0.78
8-44
9.22

G4

_
.

"

4
4

G4

wt.
-

1
1

0.33
0.33

Basalt quarries and basalt sources occur throughout B.C. (Pike 1975:7). The closest
known basait sources to the Tsini Tsini site occur near Tezli (Donahue 1973), near Puntzi Lake
(Teit 1909:763), and dong the Baezeko River (Helmer and Wilson 1975; Lawhead 1979; May
197th; Montgomery 1978; Wilson 1977). FIakable basalt also often occurs in cobble forrn in
many of the river and strearnbeds in many areas of the West Centra1 Plateau and Central Coast.
To date, a definitive method for sourcing basalt has yet to be identified (Erle Nelson, persona1
communication 1996). It is therefore unclear as to the location of the source for the two types of
basalt recovered from the site.

Jasper Debitage
Five pieces of jâsper debitage were recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. Of these 5
pieces of debitage, 2 (40-0%) consist of G2-sized flakes, and 3 (60.0%) consist of G3-sized
flakes. The rnajority of the Jasper debitage (n=4, 80.0%) was recovered from unit 32-34S, 9294W on the lower terrace- The remaining singIe piece (20.0%) was recovered from unit 110112% 108-1 10W on the upper terrace. The larger G2-sized fragments consist of pieces of nonorientable debris with some of these specimens exhibiting cortical remnants. Of the remaining
G3-sized items, 2 (66.0%) consist of flake fragments with the other piece (33.0%) consisting of a
complete hard harnrner ftakeJasper is a crypotocrystalline silicate and a sedimentary rock (Luedtke 1979:746;
Whittaker t 994:7 1). Sources for Jasper are known to occur near Hat Creek (Pike L975:7) with
chert outcrops having also been identified also in the Hat Creek Valley (Dawson 18942 12b in
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Greaves 199L :7O; Pokotylo 1W8), on the Blackwater River (Montgomery I978:72), at Puntzi
Lake (Teit 1909:763), and at various sites along the Fraser River (Purvis 197 1:46). The fact that
the area surrounding the Tsini Tsini site is volcanic in ongin (Baer 1973; Desloges 1987;
Munday 1939b524) strongly suggests that the Jasper recovered from the site is exotic to the site.
The quantity of jasper retaining cortex and the water-rolled shape of sorne areas of the larger
fragments recovered from the site suggests that the Jasper was impoaed to the site as manuports
in cobble fonn and then later reduced. This does not preclude the possibility however, that the
Jasper may have been washed down into the Bella Coola VaIley during a flood event, or that the
Jasper couId have occurred as nodules in the glacial till and moraines that are known to surround
the site. In general, the presence of Jasper at a site is predominantly an interior phenornenon (see
Brandon and Irving 1979; Borden 1951, 1952) with Jasper being rare to non-existent in sites
dong the Central Coast. The provenience, size-grade distribution, and weights of the Jasper
debitage recovered frorn the site are presented in Table 178. The inter-terrace distribution of
Jasper debitage by frequency, weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 179.
Table 178. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Jasper Debitage
(al1 weights in garns)
Excavation

G
1

Unit

Area

Lower Terrace
Datum Rock
Totals

-

32-34S, 92-94W
1 10-1 12S,108-1 1OW

-

G

G1
Wt

2

-

2

-

-

2

G2
Wt
5.94

G
3
2

-

5.94

1

1
3

G

G3
Wt
2.56
0.69
3.25

4

-

G4
Wt

-

-

Table 179. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Coarse-Grained Jasper Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)
Excavation Area

Gl-

Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site Totals

-

G1

wt.
-

.

G2

2
2

G2

G3

-

1
2

wt.
5 -94
5-94

3

G3

G4

0.69
2.56
3-25

-

wt.

-

G4

wt.
-

-

-

Vein Quartz Debitage
Two pieces of white rniiky vein quartz debitage (Hardness=7) with a vitreous lustre
(Dunlop 1997) were recovered from the Tsini Tsini site. These two srnall G4-sized fra,oments
were found in adjacent units on the lower terrace (34-36S, 40-42W). The fra,oment recovered
from 32-34S, 40-42W consists of a broken flake while the fra,ment recovered from 34-36S, 4042W consists of a piece of debris. Neither of these items could be successfully refit to the lone
vein quartz artifact in the collection (specimen #139, the small "thumbnail" scraper recovered
from the Daturn Rock excavation area within unit 110-1 123, 1 10-1 12W). The provenience, sizegrade distribution, and weights of the vein quartz debitage recovered from the site are presented
in Table 180. The inter-terrace distribution of vein quartz debitage by frequency, weight, and
size-grade is presented in Table 181.

Table 180. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Vein Quartz Debitage
(dl weights in gams)

TabIe 18 1. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Vein Quartz Debitage
(al1 weights in g m s )

1 Excavation Area
Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site Totals

.

G1

--

-

-

G3

G3 Wt.

G4

-

-

-

-

-

-

GL

G2

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

wt.

G2
wt.

l

2
2

G4

wt.
-

0.13
0.13

Argiilite Debitage
It appears that much of what was originally field classified as basalt actually represented
argillite. The misidentification of the debitage is understandable considenng that the majority of
the argillite debitage visually emulates the appearance of fine-grained basalt. The argillite
recovered from the site consists of metamorphosed siliceous mudstone with muscovite-gamet
layers (Dunlop 1997). It is a dark grey (N3) colour and has a compact texture and is fine-gained
(Dunlop 1997). The argillite displays a number of muscovite-rich sedimentary layers with smalI
silica-filled fractures (Dunlop 1997). Evidence of the reduction of argillite cobbles is apparent at
the rock face as evinced by the presence of the tested cobbIe at the rock face area (forrned by the
conjoining of specimens #497, #688, and #747). The presence of a number of small finishing
flakes on the Iower temce suggest that tool production in argillite was taking also place in that
location. Sources for argillite are known in the upper reaches of the Nusatsum region especially
near Matterhorn Peak (Baer 1973: Map 1327A). However, the presence of the water-rolIed
cortex suggests that the material was obtained in a secondary context (Le., from redeposited tills
or in nvedstrearn beds). Strong banding is apparent within the inner portion of the larger core
fraaments and flakes of argillite recovered from the site. However, portions of apparently
flakable material are apparent in certain areas. ArgilIite is a much more common raw material
used on the Coast rather than on the PIateau. For exarnple, modified argillite has been found at
Ground Hog Bay 2 (Ackerman et al. 1979), and at Locality 1 at Chuck Lake at Hecata Island
(Ackerman et al. 1985). The provenience, size-grade distribution, and weights of the argillite
debitage recovered from the site are presented in Table 182. The inter-tenace distribution of
q i l l i t e debitage by frequency, weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 183.

Table 182. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Argillite Debitage
(al1 weights in gams)

Table 183. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Argillite Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)

Excavation Area
Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site TotaIs

Gl.

1
1

GI
wt

G2

G2 Wt-

G3

-

-

-

-

-

33
1
34

36.13
36. f 3

-

1

1

1

G3 Wt.

G4

7.02
0.85
7.87

39

i

G4wt-

1

1-74
0.29

40

2.03

Quartz Crystal Debitage
Two pieces of colourless quartz crystal debitage (Hardness=7) were recovered frorn the
site. One fragment, a small G4-sized flake fragment, was recovered frorn unit 32-343, 104-L06W
while another small G4-sized flake frqgnent was recovered at the rock face in unit 118-120S, 2830W (in proxirnity to the quartz crystal point recovered from the rock face excavation area,
specirnen #757). The provenience, size-grade distribution, and weights of the quartz crystal
debitage recovered frorn the site are presented in Table 184. The inter-terrace distribution of
quartz crystal debitage by frequency, weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 185.
Table 184. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Quartz Crystal Debitage
(al1 weights in g r a m )

Table 185. Inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Quartz Crystal Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)

.ExcavationArea

'

.

GI .

_

GL

.

WC

-

-

Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site TotaIs

-

G2

*G2Wt.

-

-

-

-

-

-

- .

-

-

G3

G? .Wt,

-

-

-

-

G4. -

G4 Wt,

0.5 1
0 .O6
OS7

1

1
2

Chert Debitage
Four pieces of brownish grey (5YR 4/1), waxy, and compact-textured, largely translucent
chert debitage were recovered from the site. The chert (Hardness=7) has a chemical sedimentary
origin as suggested by the presence of fossil marine organisms (possibly radiolarians and
bryozoans) in the material (Dunlop 1997). Two G4-sized flake fra,oments were recovered from
unit 112-1 14S, 102-104W with a single G2-sized piece of debns being recovered from an
adjacent unit (unit 112-1 14S, 104-106W). A single G3-sized flake fragment was recovered from
unit 34-36S, 40-42W. A number of pieces of chert were originally field classified as vitreous
basalt. Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to definitively identify specific sources of chert
although attempts have been made to statistically identify sources based on chemical
composition (see Luedtke 1978, 1979; Sieveking et al. 1972)- It should be noted that a few chert
artifacts and pieces of debitage were recovered at N a m (Carlson 1996b:90). The provenience,
size-grade distribution, and weights of the chert debitage recovered from the site are presented in
Table 186. The inter-terrace distribution of chert debitage by frequency, weight, and six-grade
is presented in Table 187.
Table 186. Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Chert Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)

1

34-36s ,40-42W
112-114S,102-104W
112-114s- 104-106W

gk

Totals

G

Unit

Excavation
Area Lower Terrace
DaturnRock

1

G1 G . G2
Wt
.Wt 2

G
3
1

- --

-1

-

1
I l

-

1

1

13.77
13.77

1

-

1

G

G3
Wt

1

4

0.59
-

-

-

-

0.59

G4
Wt

-

2

1

0.27
2 10.271

Table 187. Inrer-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Chert Debitage
(al1 weights in grams)

Excavation &ea

G-1

Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site Totals

-

.

.

.._-

-

-

-- G l

-

-wt: .
-

G2 - : G 2 W t - , G3
1

-

-

-

1

13.77

-

13.77

1
1

-

,

G3Wt;

0.59
0.59

.

G4

G4Wt..

2

0.27

2

0.27

-

-

Quartzite Debitage

Two pieces of quatzite debitage were recovered at the site. Quartzite debitage occurred
exclusively on the Iower terrace, One G3-sized flake fragment was recovered within unit 3234S,58-60W. A single piece of G3-sized debris was recovered from unit 34-36S,90-92W. The
provenience, size-grade distribution, and weights of the quartzite debitage recovered from the
site are presented in Table 188. The inter-terrace distribution of obsidian debitage by frequency,
weight, and size-grade is presented in Table 189.
Table 188, Provenience, Size-Grade Distribution and Weights of Quartzite Debitage
( d l weights in grarns)

Table 189. inter-Terrace Size-Grade and Weight Distribution of Quartzite Debitage
( d l weights in grams)

Excavation Area

G1

Upper Terrace
Lower Terrace
Site Totals

-

-

-

G2

G2 Wt.

G3

G3 Wt-

G4

G4Wt.:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

1.56
1.56

--

-

GL

wt.

-

2

-

-

Faunal Remains
The faunal assemblage recovered from the excavations at Tsini Tsini was extremely
small. Oniy four objects were recovered from the site although a number of areas of extrernely
small and fragrnentary burnt bone were noted on both the upper and lower terraces. Bnan Pegg,
a graduate student at Simon Fraser University specializing in Zooarchaeology, exarnined the
small faunal assemblage recovered from the site in an attempt to identifi the fragments to species
level. In general, the relative lack of faunal remains at the site, particularly salmonoid remains
considering the proxirnity of the site to a major salmon-bearing river, is somewhat perplexing.
Sirnilarly, the Iack of rnammalian rernains considering the availability of m m a l i a n resources in
the surrounding region and the apparent intensity of usage of the site is also somewhat
bewildering. It is possible that the relative lack of remains rnay be due to differential
preservation of rernains due to the acidic nature of soi1 in the upper valley. Alternatively, the
lack of faunal remains at the site may be due ro culturdly dictated practices such as that practised
by the NuxaIk (McIlwraith 1925:27) and witnessed by Mackenzie (1927 [1801]) in which salrnon
bones specifically, and perhaps other faunai remains as well are returned to andor tossed into the
river following consumption.

Unidentifiable Mammal Bone Fragment #1
This fragment of a rnammalian bone was too fragrnentary to be identified to the
species Ievel (Brian Pegg, personal communication, 1996). No intentional modification of the
specimen is apparent. The exact nature of the association of this fragment to the cultural deposit

at Tsini Tsini is uncertain. The provenience of the specimen is Iisted in Table 190. Metrics are
presented in Table 19 1.
Table 190. Provenience Unidentified Mamrnal Bone Fragment #1

Area

Artifact #

Daturn Rock

175

-

Unit

kvel
2

-.

106-108S, 106-108W

Material
Bone

Table 19 1. Metrics Unidentified Marnrnal Bone Fra-ment #1
n= 1

1

Width (mm)

1

Weight (g)

0.25

1

Unidenaifiable Mammal Bone Fragment #2
This bone piece was identified as being a fragmentary bone of a hoofed mammal (Brian
Pegg, personal communication 1996). No intentional modification of the specimen is apparentSimilar to specimen $175, the exact association of this fia-ornent with the rest of the cultural
deposit is uncertain. The provenience of the specimen is listed in Table 192. Metrics are
presented in Table 193.
Table 192. Provenience Unidentified Marnmal Bone Fra,gment #2
ri=

Area
Lower Tenace

1

Level

Unit
32-34S,92-94W

Artifact #
162

1

Material
Bone

Table 193. Metncs Unidentified Mamrnal Bone Fra,oment #2
n=l

I
1
1

-

Lenoth (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight (g)
-

1
1
1

1

26.3
10.9
7.4
1.02

1
1
1

1

Modified Bone Artifacts
Modified Bone Fragment
This modified bone fragment (Figure 33) is concavo-convex in cross-section and
triangular in outIine. The margins of the piece contract to a fonned, pointed end. The base of
the fragment appears to have been intentionally squared. On the concave face of the object, two
macroscopically identifiable parallel, incised groove marks are apparent. These striations, which

are located within the retained interior chmnel of the bone object, in combination with the form
of the object, suggest that this object was ground into its finai form. Due to the acidic nature of
the soi1 at Tsini Tsini, it is doubtful that this modified piece is of any considerable age. It is
possible that this object represents the tip of a bone point or awl (see Luebbers 1978:Figure S ;
Simonsen 1973: 102 for possible examples), or the fragmentary rernains of a fis11 spear point
sirnilar to that recovered from the Anahim Lake complex of sites (Stewart 1978: Plate 3 ) , or
possibly the tip of a bone projectile point such as that illustrated in Helmer (1977:97) or Pomeroy
(1980:Fipre 111). Unfortunately, it is not possible to definitively determine which of these
possibilities this fra,ment represents due to its fragmentasr nature and the lack of any other
associated matenal. Ground bone points and objects are thought to occur relatively late in
prehistory on both the West Central Plateau (Helmer 1977) and along the Central Coast
(Luebbers 1978; Pomeroy 1980). The fact that this fragment came from the same unit in which
the bone fish effigy was recovered appears to suggest that this fia-ment may be associated with
the relatively late and presumably Athapaskan component present at the site. The provenience of
the specimen is listed in Table 194. Metrks are presented in Table 195.

Table 194, Provenience Modified Bone, Bone Projectile Point Fragment(?)
n= 1

Datum Rock

Arîifact #
142

Unit
108-1 l o s , 106-108W

Level
2

Material
Bone

Table 195. Metncs Modified Bone, Bone Projectile Point Fragment(?)
n= l

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Weight ( g )

21.9
10.3
4.4
0.72

Carved Fish Effigy
This tiny object (Figure 40) represents a small bone f r z p e n t that has been modified into
the shape of a smail fish fry. The srnail fish effigy motif is identical on both faces of the object.
The fish effigy, which was found during the removal of the littermat during the 1994
excavations, displays a deIicately incised rnid-line on both faces that mns along the long axis of
the specimen. The line expands near the mouth of the fish in what appears to be an attempt on
the part of the manufacturer to simulate the f o m of the mouth of a fish. Also present on both
sides of the object are delicately incised eyes and dots near what would appear to represent the
tailfin of the fish. The nose of the object appears to have been ground square. Presently, the
specimen lacks a dorsal fin although it appears that there may have been one at one time present
as there is a damaged area near the back of the fish. The tail of the fish also appears to be
missing. The presence of such fine intricate carving and incising on such a small item and the
fact that the specimen survived excavation is truly impressive.
Fish effigies of a sirnilar size and shape to this object were used by the Carrier and
Tsilhqot'in as fish lures (Teit 1909; Morice 1890, 1893). As described by Teit (1909:779),
Morice (1890: 130, 1893: 172; 1894:72), and Tyhurst (1984:61), these small fish effigies were
used as decoys when trout fishing through holes in ice with a spear (Teit l909:779). Teit

Figure 40. Carved Fish Effigy
(lgO9:780-78 1) describes the notched slit on the side of these effigies, which is apparent on the
Tsini Tsini effigy, as being used as a slot through which fish line would be attached. SmalI bone
fish effigy lures of this type are thought to be charactenstically Athapaskan (Clark 1974; Holmes
1975:163; Tobey 1981:424; Morlan 1970a). A picture of a fish lure dated to 250 BP from the
Klo-kut site (Clark 1974:9) appears to be extremely sirnilar to the one depicted in Morice
(1890:Figure 4) and Morice (1893:Figure 58) which in turn bears resemblance to the Tsini Tsini
specimen- It should be noted that it is possible that this object represents a small fish effigy bone
pendant. These types of pendants were worn ethnographically by the Tsilhqot'in in an attempt to
remove constrictions in the throat (Lane 1953:408). The provenience of the specimen is listed in
Table 196. Metrics are presented in Table 197.
Table 196. Provenience Carved Fish Effigy
n=l

Area
Datum Rock

-

Artifact #
23

Unit
108-1 10s. 106-108W

Level
Surface

Maienal
Bone

Table 197.Metncs Carved Fish Effïgy

Lenoth (mm)
Width (at rnid oint) (mm)
Thickness (at mid oint) (mm)
Weioht

(o)

0.80

Appendix B. Possible Feature Descriptions

Three possible features were identified at the site during excavations conducted during
the 1994 and 1995 field seasons.
Feature #1: Possible Cache Pit
Feature # l consists of a small circular depression situated near the edge of the Iower
terrace overlooking the Talchako River. The small depression, which appears to be of human
origin, is Iocated at 28.5S, 1 15W (Figure 4), and rneasures approximately 80 cm wide x
approximately 50 cm deep. This depression was sectioned by a 50 cm wide x 180 cm long test
unit excavated by Beth Bedard during the 1994 field season. Artifacts recovered fiom the test
excavation included 247 pieces of andesite debitage, a single piece of argiilite debitage, 13
pieces of obsidian debitage, and a single andesite utilized flake (specimen #39 1). See Table 198
for a breakdown of the size distribution of the debitage recovered from Feature #l.

TabIe 198. Debitage Recovered From Feature #1,28.5S7 1 15W

Material
Andesite
Argillite
Obsidianl

G1

G1

wt.

G2

G2

-

wt.

1

12.20

40

44.30

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

(33
118
1
7

G3

.
.:

wt.

1

59.40
0.18
5.24

-

.. ~4
~ -4- ..... . ;
..
- - -.-

.- -

wt;

88

5 -70

6

0.39

-

-

No formed tools or recognizable artifacts were recovered from the pit. in addition, the feature
lacked any fire-cracked rock or any preserved floral or faunal rernains. No datable material was
recovered during the excavation of the feature.
Small-sized depressions lacking fire-cracked rock are often interpreted as representing
storage or cache pits (Alexander and Matson 1986:87, l987:93; Borden 195la: 10; Wilmeth
1969a:7). It does not appear that Feature #1 represents a roasting pit as roasting pits tend to be
larger and often contain large quantities of fire cracked rock (FCR), charcoaI, and other f o m s of
burnt organic materials (i-e., bone, food etc.) (Alexander and Matson 1986:87, 1987:93).
Ethnographically, srnall cache pits were used by both the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in for caching
salmon (Morice 1893: 197). In the case of the Carrier, salmon were buried in the ground and
aliowed to putreQ sometirnes in combination with salmon oil and occasionally berries and then
"relished as a delicacy" (Morice 18%: 197, l9O5:2 16). Smatl pits of this size were aiso used
ethnographically by both the Carrier and the Tsilhqot7into store dried fish and other forms of
food resources particrilarly at procurement sites (Alexander et al. 1985:91; Furniss 1993a:38;
Lane 1953:45; Smith 1920- 1922).
Small cultural depressions of a similar size to Feature #1 have been identified in a
nurnber of locations in the upper Bella Coola valley including on Sunset Bluffs (FcSm 3), at two
sites on the Stuie slope above QwZiud (FcSm 5 and FcSm 6) (Hobler and Bedard 1992:29), along
the Stuie camp trail (FcSm 81, at NoosguZch (FcSo 1), and at SnutZi creek (FcSp 1) (Hughes
1977: 13). Cultural depressions of a similar form and size are also a common feature on the West
Centrai Plateau and have been identified at a number of sites including at Chinlac (GaSv 1)
(Borden 1952:32), at sites in Tweedsmuir Park (Borden 1951a: 1O), at sites in the Anahirn Lake
area (Wilmeth 1969a, 1978a; Zacharias 1WO), near Tezli (FkSd 1) (Donahue I972a), along the
banks of the Nazko River (Blacklaws l978:26), in the Eagle Lake and Potato Mountain Region
regions (Alexander et al. 1985; Alexander and Matson 1986; Matson et al. 1980), in the Nechako
River region (Borden 1951b; Sewell 1950), in the Blackwater River area (Helmer 1975; Helmer
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and Wilson 1975; Wilson 1983), at Punchaw Lake (Fladmark 1976), along the banks of the
Baezaeko River (Wilson 1977), in the Morice Lake Area (Burley 1975), along the upper reaches
of the Dean River (Eldridge and Eldridge 1980:76), and along the banks of the Fraser River
(Sanger 1970b)- These types of features have onIy occasionally been identified along the Central
Coast with some of the only occasions being on major river courses in the Dean-Burke Channel
fjord system including on the lower Dean River (FeSr 2 ) (Hobler 1972a:87) and along the upper
Bella Coola River (Hobler and Bedard 1992; Hughes 1977). From the distribution of these types
of features, it appears that small cultural depressions of similar sizes appear to be prirnarily an
interior and Iargely a riverine phenomenon.
As is apparent from the proceeding discussion, cache pits appear to be a relatively
cornrnon type of archaeological feature on the West Central Plateau (Bussey and Alexander
199278). These features tend to be found either singularty or in groups ofien in association with
major water courses rivers, pithouses, and roasting pits (see Alexander et al- 1985; Bussey and
Alexander 1992; Eldridge and Eldridge 1980; Sewell 1950). Single occurrences of cache pits are
not cotsidered to be unusual particuIarly to the north of the Tsini Tsini site (see Cranny
1986: 127; Eldridge and Eldridge 1 98O:76; French l996:24; SewelI 1950). The srnaIl depression
at Tsini Tsini appears to be approximately the same size as those found and tested at Upper
Qwliutl (Hobler and Bedard 199236). However, it does not appear to have served the same
hnction as the srnall depressions at the site of Qwliutl (FcSm 6) as the pits at Qwliutl contained
firecracked rock (Hobler and Bedard 199236). The fact that these types of features tend to be
found primarily on the Plateau suggests that chis feature may be reflective of the late and
presumably Athapaskan presence idectified at the site.

Feature #2: Possible Roasting Bit
Feature #2 consists of an oval basin on the lower terrace located at 33.5S, 56.2W
(Figure 4) which appears to have been dug into the culture-bearing deposit at the site. The pit
rneasures approximately 170 cm long x approximately 1 10 cm wide x approximately 45 cm deep
(Figure 41). The basin contained an approximately 10 cm thick layer of charcoal interspersed
with fire-cracked rock (FCR) and cultural material which then appears to be "capped" by a
pavement of rocks. This basin was the only location at the site in which true fire-cracked rock
was identified. Pits of a similar size and composition (both containing charcoal and fire-cracked
rock) have been found on the plateau in a number of different areas and in these areas they have
been interpreted as being roasting pits (see AIexander et al. 1985; Alexander and Matson 1986,
1987; Bussey 1983; Ludowicz 1980; Magne l985a; Magne and Matson 1984; Matson et al.
1980; Wilmeth 1971b, 1978a, 1980). However, as noted by Bussey and Alexander (1993: 105)
the identification of roasting pits has not been consistent. To date, no such features being
identified in the Bella CooIa Valley or anywhere else on the Central Coast despite the
ethnographic descriptions of such features and their use by the Nuxalk (McIlwraith 1948; Smith
1920- 1922; Turner 1973% 1975).
Ethnographically, roasting pits of both the Interior and Coastal Salish (Boas 1890b:637;
Hill-Tout 1907: 10 1 ;Turner and Kuhnlein l983:2 12), the Nuxalk (McIIwraith 2948; Turner
1973% 1979, as well as the Carrier and the Tsilhqot'in (Morice 1890: 135) are described as
being constructed in a somewhat similar manner including the presence of cobble pavements.
Morice (1890: 135) describes the construction of a Carrier roasting pit as follows, "the natives dig
out a hole about three feet in diameter in the ground, pave its bottom with heated stones over
which they throw chips of bark and then fiIl it up with roots". A sirnilar description of roasting
pit constniction by the Carrier can ais0 be found in Smith (1920-1922). Roasting pits in generaI
tend to be located in dry, relativety flat areas in proxirniq floral resources, shelter from the wind,
with nearby sources of fuel, water, and of suitably-sized cobbles also being accessible nearby
(Alexander et aI. 1985: 103-1 05). AI1 of these elements appear to have been available at the Tsini
Tsini site. However, the majority of roasting pits Iocated on the Canadian Plateau especiaIly
those that have been used repeatedly tend to have rims (Alexander et al. 1985: 108) and tend to
create positive features on the landscape (Geordie Howe, persona1 communication 1995).
However, this is not the case with the possible roasting pit identified at the Tsini Tsini site. This
thereby suggests that either the roasting pit at Tsini Tsini was not used repeatedly or that the pit
is of a different forrn to the majority of the pits utilized further inland. It should be noted that the
pit does appear to resemble a type of rock oven associated with the cooking of salmon described
by Stewart (1977: 131).
One of the only ways to definitively identiS, whether or not the pit apparent at the site
represents a roasting pit, rock oven, o r some other type of pit feature is to conduct ethnobotanical
and matrix analyses of the material recovered from the pit. However, to date, the exarnination of
the pit fi11 has yet to be completed. Dating of a charcoal sample from in the pit achieved a date
of 490 f 60 BP (Beta 101949). This relatively late date suggests that the pit is part of the
relatively late and presumably Athapaskan cornponent at the site. It does not appear that the pit
couId be a tanning pit as the size of the pit is much larger than those that have been
archaeological and ethnographically identified on the West Central Plateau (see Alexander et a[.
1985; Burnard-Hogarth 1987: 141; Fumiss 1993a; Rousseau and Muir 1991). However, the fact
that many of the artifacts thought to be associated with hide tanning and hide preparation (Le.,
the discoidal spall scrapers, sorne of the scrapers, and possibly the microblades [see Appendix
A]) were found in apparent association with this pit does suggest that this pit may have
represented an unusually large hide tanning pit. Altematively, it could be that these artifacts are
more likely reIated to food preparation rather than the preparation of hides. It does not appear
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that this pit represents the a heat treating pit for the modification of any of the lithic raw
materials recovered at the site as none of the lithics recovered from the site appear to reveal any
of the characteristics such a s that are thought to be associated with heat treating such as changes
in colour and lustre (Henry 1978; Sharrock 1966). Moreover, the size and the contents of the pit
do not appear to be similar to any of the ethnographically known forms of heat treating pits (see
Hester 1972; Mandeville 1973: Shippee 1963). Accordingly, it will be up to the results of future
paIaeobotanica1 analyses of the samples extracted fiom the pit before the exact fùnction and the
contents of the pit can be identified.
Two instances of roasting pits of a similar form to that identified at the Tsini Tsini site
have been Iocated on the West Central Plateau: one identified at the Danikco Site (FdSi 3) in the
Anahim Lake region (WiIrneth 1978x77) dating to approximately 1200 BP with the other being
identified at FaRt 16 near AIexis Creek, dating to 620 k 80 BP (Bussey 1983:35). In both
instances, the contents, form, and relative late dates of the roasting pits are similar to the Tsini
Tsini feature. Moreover, interestingly, in both cases, similar to the Tsini -1sizl pit, possible Iatedated rnicroblades were also found associated with both of these features. The location of these
two other roasting pits, their relatively recent dates, and the associated materials found in
proximity to these three roasting pits suggests that they are a11 reiatively recent Athapaskan
features on the landscape.

Feature #3: Possible Living FIoor
Feature #3 consists of a possible habitation floor located against the rock face. This
possible feature was identified during excavations in unit 1 l8-129S, 28-30W with it possibly
extending to adjoining units. Evidence of this possibIe compacted "living floor" consisted of a
small spatially restricted area of compacted greyish-ash that contained numerous srna11 pieces of
charcoal. A charcoal fragment recovered from within the cornpacted ash strata was dated to 420
k 50 BP, thereby suggesting that this feature along with the possible roasting pit is associated
with the late component at the site and therefore dates to the late QwIiutl phase occupation of the
upper valley (Hobler 1995: 10). While the sampIe was taken in proximity to the Quartz CrystaI
point, the sample more than likely dates the late component at the site rather than the point itself.
However, this does not discount the possibility that the Quartz Crystal point was introduced to
the site at a reIativeIy late date.
The rock face area at the rear of the site would have provided shelter and protection from
the strong winds known to occur within the upper vaIley and as such, the cornpacted house fioor
may represent the only tangible remains of a temporary lean-to type structure constructed against
the rock face and fashioned out of brush, bark, poles, branches and hides in a similar manner to
the summer shelters made by the Carrier and Tsilhqot'in near fishing stations (see Anderson
1863:77; B irchwater 199 1 :15: Borden 1954: 192; Envirocon Ltd. 1981:39; Furniss l993a:X;
Jenness 1929:22; Lane 1953: 172; Morice 1892: 120, 1893: 193; Ray 1939: 148; Teit 1909:776;
Tobey 1981 :425) and the Ulkatcho Carrier structure depicted in Harlan Smith's photographs of
the upper valley (Smith 1922 photograph #56923 in Tepper 1991:45). These types of structures
wouId be almost invisible archaeologically with the remains of the cornpacted floor may be the
only remains of these types of structures discovered. From the dates of this possible "living
floor" it appears the house floor is representative of the Iate and presumabiy Athapaskan
component at the site.
It should be noted that a number of possible post-lioles were discovered at the site in unit
34-36S, 104- 1O6 W on the Iower terrace. The location o f these remains overlooking the river may
also represent the only tangible remains of the previously described form of temporary shelter or
they rnay be the only tangible remains of a type of fish drying rack h o w n to have been used
ethnographically at fishing stations on the West Central Plateau (see Burnard-Hogarth 1987).

Appendix C. Definitions of Flake Types Utilized in Sullivan and Rozen Debitage Anaiysis
1. Debris- Debris (aka non-orientable debris) consists of irregularly shaped chunks of lithic
material which lack a single interior surface as indicated by the presence of positive percussion
features such as ripple marks or undulations, fracture wings, force lines, and bulbs of percussion.
The objects within this category represent pieces of lithic material with no discernible direction
of force (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758). This type therefore represents a residual category for
al1 those fragments that could not be placed confidently in any other category. Debris (Baumler
and Downurn 1989; Crabtree 1972; Sullivan and Rozen 1985) is often referred to in other
debitage studies as "chunks" (Tomka 1989:158) andor "shatter" (Ahler 1989b:213; Baumler and
Downurn 1989; Binford and Quimby 1963; Bucy 1974; Magne 1980; Magne and PokotyIo 198 1;
Odell 1988; Schneider 1972; Shelley 1990; Teltser 1991).

2. FIake Fragments- Flake fra,ments consist of those pieces of debitage that exhibit a single
discernible interior surface (as indicated by the presence of positive percussion features such as
ripple marks or undulations, fracture wings, force lines, and bulbs of percussion) but which lack
the presence of a striking platform a n d o r an identifiable applied point of force (Sullivan and
Rozen 1985:758). These types of flakes are often referred to in other studies as "non-PRB
flakes" (non-platform remnant bearing flakes) (Magne and PokotyIo 1981) or "no platfonn
flakes" (Amick 1985: 137).

3. Broken Flakes- Broken flakes represent those pieces of debris that exhibit a recognizable
single interior surface, a recognizabIe buIb of percussion, andor a point of percussion but Iack
intact margins (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:759; Tornka 1989: 158). Flakes were included in this
category if the flake terminations ended in brokedstep terminations, These types of flakes are
considered platform rernnant bearing flake (PRB flakes) in Magne and Pokotylo's (198 1) terrns.
4. Complete Flakes- These flakes exhibit a recognizabIe singIe interior surface, a recognizable
bulb of percussion andfor point of percussion, no marginal damage, and the presence of a hinge
or feather termination (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:759). Flakes that terminated in step
terrninations due to their ambiguous nature were included in the broken flake category.

Appendix D. Quantitative and Qualitative Attributes Utilized in the Examination of the
Complete Flakes from the Three Sample Units
The quantitative and qualitative attributes utilized in the study of individual complete
flakes were culled from a nurnber of previously published and unpublished studies of debitage.
The attributes utilized were selected for their ease of recording, and their ability andor their
suggested ability to differentiate between the technological origin of a fI&e andor the stage of
reduction that the flake represents. Fiake rnorpho10,oica.i attributes were identified using
illustrations provided by Arnick et al. (1988), Andrefse (1987), Burton (1980), Crabtree (1972)Cotterell and Kanuninga (1987), Hayden and Wutchings (1989), Maudlin and Amick (1989),
OdeIl( f 989), Patterson ( 1982b), Raab et al. (1979), Wenban-Smith (1989), and Whittaker
(1994). The attributes selected, the reasons for their selection, and their method of recording are
presented below,

Weight
The mass of the flake measured to the nearest 0.01 g. This attribute has been found to be
a useful in discriminating statistically between types of flakes (Burton 1980), in inferring
reduction stages (Magne and Pokotylo 198l), and discrirninating between flakes produced during
core and biface reduction (Odell 1989: 185).

Termination Type
Attributes recorded included either feather, hinge, or overshoot (Outrepasse?
terminations. Definitions for these terrninations c m be found in Amick ( 1985), Crabtree ( 1972),
Cotterell and Karnminga (1979, 1986, 1987), Faulkner (1984), Sollberger (1977), and Whittaker
(1994). In terms of inferences that can be drawn frorn the presence of termination types, feather
terminations are thought to be characteristic of collateral flaking (Crabtree 197264) and are
thought to represent "the most common and most desirable type of termination from a
flintknappers point of view" (Whittaker 1994:17). Hinge fractures are thought to occur more
often during hard harnmer percussion (Amick 1985: 143) and are thought to be the result of the
presence of inconsistencies in the raw material being reduced andor the application of
misdirected blows on the part of the flintknapper (Osborne 1965:43). The occurrence of hinge
fractures on flakes has been used to discriminate statisticaIly between core and bifacial reduction
flakes (Odell 1989: 185). Hinge fractures, aka overshoot (Crabtree 197280; Whittaker 1994: 19),
plunging7*(Cotterell and Kamminga l987:7O 1)-or orirrepassé (Crabtree l972:8O) terminations
are thought to occur most often during tool making (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987:701). Step
termination, aka "snap fractures" (Patterson 1982b55) due to their ambiguous nature, were not
recorded in this study as they are difficult to distinguish from post-depositional and postmanufacture flake breakage (Arnick 1985; SoLI berger 1977).
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Flake Length
Burton (1980) noted that there are a number of possible ways in which to rneasure flake
length including dong the bulbar axis (from the point of percussion in a straight line to the
termination of the flake) (Raab et al. 1979:179; PeIcin 1997c) and from the point of impact to the
last point of detachment (Arnick et al. 198897; Maudlin and Amick 1989:69; Odell 1989:168;
Sullivan 199554)- For the current study, maximum length was measured from the point of
impact to the maximum distal terminus of the flake following the method described and utilized
by Arnick et al. (1 988), Maudlin and Amick (1989), Odell(1989), and Sullivan (1995). This
rnethod was selected due to ease of recording and mesurement, As per common convention,
flake length was measured with vernier caliipers with the platform positioned vertically

(Patterson l982b:5 1). Flake length, particularly maximum flake length, has been used
successfully in discrirninating between core and biface reduction flakes (Odet1 1989: 185) with
the length of flakes produced using a retatively softy indentor (Le., an antler billet) being
generally longer than those produced by a simulated hard harnrner percussor during controlled
experimentation (Pelcin 1997~).

Flake Width
SimiIar to the attribute "length", there are a number of different ways in which flake
width c m be rneasured. For example, the width of a flake c m be measured dong a line
perpendicular to maximum length d o n g the direction of force (Burton 1980: 143; Raab et al.
1979: 179; Pelcin 1997c), it c m be measured perpendicular to the line extending from the thickest
point on the striking platform to the distal tennination (Ode11 1989: 185), or it c m be measured
perpendicular to the maximum length rneasurement measured from the point of impact extending
to the most distal extension (Maudlin and Amick 1989:69)- In the present study, Maudlin and
Arnick's (1989) method of measurement will be utilized, Flake width measurernents have been
used successfully to discriminate between flakes produced during core reduction and flakes
produced during biface reduction (Ode11 1989: 185). As per convention, this attribute was
measured using sliding callipers with the platform positioned vertically (Patterson 1982651).

Maximum Thickness
This attribute was measured between the dorsal and ventral faces of the flake at its
maximum extent (Crabtree 1972:94; Henry et al. 1976). Henry et al. (1976) found that flake
thickness values could be utilized to differentiate between pressure flakes and those flake
produced during soft and hard hammer production. Under controlled conditions, flakes produced
using an antler were generally thinner than those produced using a simulated hard hammer
(Pelcin 1997~).

Dorsal Scar Count
The number of previous flake scars on the dorsal face on the flake excluding those that
origïnate from the striking platform (Magne 1989; Magne and Pokotylo 1981; Tomka 1989: 160).
This attribute has been found to be useful in inferring reduction stages (Magne 1989; Magne and
Pokotylo 1981).
Facetting/Platform Scar Count
The presence oï absence of platform preparation as seen by the number of flake scars
apparent on the striking platform. Platfonn scar counts have been found to have been useful in
infemng reduction stages (Magne 1989: 17;Magne and Pokotylo 198 1) and have been used to
distinguish soft hamrner flakes from hard hammer flakes (Ohnuma and Berpan 1982). Platform
facets were counted with the aid of a 10x hand lens utilizing an indirect light source.
Lipping aka "overhang" (Crabtree l972:8O)
The presence or absence of a pronounced projection or overhanging lip located dong the
ventral portion of the striking platform and extending over the ventral face of a flake (Crabtree
1972:74; Pelcin 1997c; Whittaker 1994: 18). The presence of pronounced lipping is thought to be
associated with soft hammer production (Crabtree 1970, 1972; Hayden and Hutchings 1989:240;
Newcomer 1971;Ohnurna and Beraman 1982: 169; Sollberger 1968; Wenban-Smith 1989;
Whittaker 1994:18). However, recent controlled experimentation (Pelcin 1997c) has brought this
assumption under question-

Bulb of Applied force or bulb of percussion (Crabtree 197248).
The presence of a pronounced positive bulbar projection on the ventral surface of a flake
just below the platform. This attribute was visually distinguished as being either "diffused" or
"pronounced" (Patterson l982b:S 2). A "diffused" (aka disseminated or subdued) bulb of
percussion is thought to be indicative of the prolonged contact of the stnking platform with the
percussor and therefore the utilization of the soft hamrner technique (Crabtree 1970, 1972;
Hayden and Hutchings 1989; Ohnuma and Berawan 1982: 169; Sollberger 1981;Wenban-Smith
1989). Alternatively, pronounced bulbs of percussion are thought generally to be associated with
hard hamrner production (Crabtree 1972: 11-44;Hayden and Hutchings 1989940; Ohnuma and
Ber,man 1983: 169; Pokotylo 1978: 182; WenbanSrnith 1989).

Crushed Platform
The presence of an area on the striking platform that has been crushed at the point of
impact (Hayden and Hutchings 1989:240; Patterson and Sollberger 1978: 11). This attributed
represented a presence/absence attribute that was identified visually- Crushed platforms are
thought to occur significantly more often in hard harnmer production than in soft hammer
production (Crabtree 1972:44; Hayden and Hutchings 1989240; Patterson and SoIIberger
1978: 1 1).
Point of Percussion-&a point of contact (Crabtree 197284)
The presence or absence of a small, localised crushed area on the platform that is thought
to be indicative of the area of impact from a relatively hard indentor and the beginning of the
propagation of the herzian cone (Crabtree 1972~84;Hayden and Hutchings 1989:340; Whittaker
1994:14). The presence of an identifiable point of percussion has been suggested as being
indicative of the use of the hard hammer technique while the lack of a single point of percussion
has been suggested as being more indicative of the use of a relatively soft percussor (Crabtree
l97M.4; Hayden and Hutchings 1989; Ohnuma and Beraman 1982: 169; Wenban-Smith 1989).
Striking Platform Width
The maximum width of the striking pIatfom measured to nearest the nearest
0.1 cm dong a line extending between the maximum lateral edges of the striking platform
(Amick et al. 198828; Dibble 1997; Maudlin and Amick 1989:69; Odell 1989: 168). This
attribute, when utilized as part of a computed value, has been found to aid in distinguishing
between hard hammer and soft hammer percussion (Hayden and Hutchings 1989253)Striking Platform Thickness
aka Platform Depth (Dibble and Pelcin 1995; Dibble and Whittaker 1981; Pokotylo 1978)
The maximum thickness of the striking platform between the dorsal and ventral faces of
the flake measured at the maximum extent perpendicular to that used to rneasure maximum
platform width (Crabtree 197284; Pelcin 1997b:750; Seddon 1992:203; Whittaker 1994: 14).
This attribute, was measured using sliding callipers and measured to the nearest O. 1 cm. This
attribue has been used successfulIy to discriminate between core and biface reduction flakes
(Odell 1989: 185) and, when used as part of a computed value, it has been found to be usehl in
distinguishing between hard h m e r and soft hammer flakes (Hayden and Hutchings 1959:253).
Platform thickness has aIso been suggested as one of the key factors influencing flake
termination types and flake mass (Dibble 1997; PeIcin 1997a, 1997b).

Platform Grinding
A presence or absence attribute identified visually. Platform grinding has been described
as a "dual purpose platform preparation technique" which rernoves irregularities and strengthens
the intended striking platforrn (Crabtree 197268). Platform grinding is often associated with
platforrn preparation for biface thinning (LeBlanc and Ives 1986:80) and is thought to occur
more frequently in biface and tool production than in core reduction (Tomka 1989:147)- This
attribute was established visually with the aid of a 1 0 Iens
~ with the help of an indirect light
source.
Platform Type
Platform types were visually identified on the basis of illustrations provided in Bradley
( 1982), Frisom and Bradley (1980), and Stiles et al, (1974) as being either plain (unprepared)
(the presence of either a single or no platform scars) or faceted (aka prepared) (the presence of
more than one platform scar). Plain platforrns are thought to be associated more often with hard
harnrner fiake production (Oakley and Newcorner 1978:432) and core reducticn (Tornka
1989:146-147) while platforrn facetting is thought to be most often associated with biface
thinning and tool production (Ahler I989a:2 2 1;Frisom and Bradley 1980; Henry 1978; LeBlanc
and Ives 1986:80; Niquette et al. 199 1:32; Shiner I970:32; Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758:
Whittaker 1994: 185-86). This attrïbute was identified visually with the aid of a 1 0 lens
~ and an
indirect light source.

Cortex Cover
A presencehbsence attribute. The presence of a weathered cortical rind on the dorsal
surface of the flake. The presence of cortex is thought to be the most important discrirninating
element of early stage debris (Arnick et ai. 1988:32; Magne and Pokotylo 198 1 :40; Maudlin and
Amick 1989:70; Teltser 199 1:369). The absence of cortex on debitage at a site is indicative that
primary reduction took place eIsewhere offsite (Hester et al. 1977244; Minor and Tcepe!
198427; Morrow 1988) andor that the importation of already-reduced quarry bIanks was taking
place (Huckell 1973: 124).
Size Grade
The size grade utilized in the mass analysis procedure based on definitions provided in
Ahler (1977, 1986, 1989a, 1989b).
Techno-Morphological Flake Tvpes
Flake techno-morphological types were identified based on a polythetic approach
considering the atdtributespresented above. These types included biface thinning flake, interior
flake, cortical flake (prirnary or secondary flake), bipolar flake, and pressure flake
Biface Thinning Flakes
These flakes exhibits some combination of several attributes including: a predominantly
thin and predominantly concavo-convcx cross-section, multiple dorsal flake scar facets which
originate from a number of different directions, a narrow and often faceted and lipped platform, a
relative lack of cortex, a relatively diffused bulb of percussion, and a tendency to expand in
shape from the platform (Ahler 1986:70, 1989b:211; Andrefsky 1987; Gilreath 1983: 132;
Niquette et al. 1991:32; Whittaker 1994: 185-86).

Pressure Flakes
Pressure flakes are small flakes detached by the concentrated application of pressureThese flakes are characterized by their srnaII size and the presence of small, often faceted,
platfoms. These types of flakes are usually longer than they are wide, exhibit the presence of
one or more dorsal arises resulting from previous overlapping negative scars, and often display
small diffused bulbs and small lip remnants (Niquette et al. 1991:37; Towner and Warburton
1990:315-3 16). These types of flakes are thought to represent either finishing flakes of retouch
or srna11 flakes detached dunng platforrn preparation.

Cortical Flakes (Prirnary and Secondary flakes)
Primary flakes or primary decortication flakes (Yerkes and Kardulias 1993) are those
that exhibit cortex over 100% of their dorsal surfaces (Bucy 1974; Flenniken and Stanfill 1980;
Masse 1980; Sharrock 1966; White 1963). These types of flakes are though to be associated
with primary decortication and initial core reduction. Secondary flakes are those flakes that
dispIay at least some portion (<100%) of a cortical nnd on their dorsal faces (Bucy 1974;
Flenniken and Stanfi11 1980: Masse 1980; Sharrock 1966; White 1963). Secondary flakes are
thought to be associated with the latter stages of cortical removal (White 19635).
Bipolar Flakes
Bipolar flakes were defined by the polythetic occurrence (cf. Hayden 1980) of a number
of attributes identified by Ahler ( l986:ïO), Hayden (198O:3), Kelly (1988:724) including the
presence of shattered platforms, damage (i.e., crushing, battering) at polar opposite ends, flake
scars which extend from polar opposite ends, the lack of a "true" stnking platform, the Lack of
single identifiable bulb of force, and a lack of distinguishing morphological characteristics which
could aid in the identification of ventral and bulbar surfaces.
Intenior Flakes
Intenor flakes (aka tertiary flakes) are those flakes that do not exhibit cortex on their
dorsal surfaces (Flenniken and Stanfill 198024; Ode11 1988; Shafer 1985294). This category
represents a catcha11 category for those flakes that could not be identified as bipolar flakes,
decortication or cortical flakes (whether prirnary or secondary), biface thinning flakes, or
pressure flakes.
Technoiogical Flake Tvpes
Hard Hammer Flakes
Hard hamrner flakes include those flakes that c m be easily be identified as being the
result of direct hard hammer free hand percussion as well as those flakes of undetermined
technological oripin that cannot be assigned to any other technological type defined herein.
Attributes thought to be particularly indicative of hard hammer production include thick, wide,
and usually plain stnking platfoms, prominent positive bulbs of percussion, relatively thick
cross-sections, low frequencies of dorsal facets, and an identifiable point of percussion (Ahler
1989b:212).

Soft Hmrner Flakes
These types of flakes often exhibit small often faceted phtfonns, an expanding shape,
the presence of a slight lip, diffused bulbs, little or no cortex, and tend to lack point of percussion
features (Ahler 1989b:211; Hayden and Hutchings 1989:249; Niquette et al. 1991:32; Whittaker
1994: 185-86).
Pressure Flakes
-as noted above in the techno-rnorpho10,oicaI flake type.

Appendix E. Definitions of Attributes Utilized for Microblade Analysis
Microblade Quantitative Attributes:

Length- The maximum distance (in mm) between the proximal and distal ends of a complete
microblade or microblade fragment (Leblanc and Ives 1986:77; Sanger 1968~:
1 14, l97Oa: 1 15;
Wyatt 1970a:97, 1970b:131).
Width- The maximum distance (in mm) between the lateral margins of a complete rnicrobIade or
microblade fragment (Leblanc and Ives 1986:77; Sanger I968c: 114; Wyatt 1970a:97,
19706: 131). Width measurements of microblades have been utilized to differentiate between late
and early stage microblade production (Greaves 1991).
Thickness- The maximum distance (in mm) between the ventral and dorsal faces of a complete
microblade or microblade fragment (Leblanc and Ives 1986:77; Sanger 1968c: 1 14; Wyatt
1970a:97, 1970b: 131). Thickness is usually measured at the bulb of force (Clark 19927). If the
bulb was absent, a maximum measure was taken.
Thickness/Width Ratio- A computed value that expresses the thickness of a microblade or
microblade fragment in tems of a percentage of its width (Clark 19928; Sanger 1968c: 115,
1970a: 115; Wyatt 1970a:97, 1970b: 132).
Weight- The weight of the rnicroblade or rnicroblade fraDmentto the nearest 0.01 g (Clark
1992:7; Leblanc and Ives 1986:77).
Microblade Qualitative Attributes:

Platform- A presence/aosence attribute. The presence or absence of an identifiable striking
platform.
Breakage Class- The degree of compteteness. Attributes include (1) complete, (2) proximal
section, (3) distal section, or (4) media1 section (proximal-distal fragment) (Clark 19928; Sanger
1968~:
115, 1970a: 1 15; Wyatt 1970x98, 1970b:132).
Cross-section Shape- Microblades or microblade fragments with a single dorsd arise exhibit a
triangular cross-section shape while microblades with more than one anse are considered to
exhibit non-triangular cross-sections (Sanger 1968~:
115; Wyatt 1970x98, f 9ïOb: 132).
Nurnber of Arises- The number of dorsal arises present on the microblade or microblade
fragments. This attribute was recorded as either (1) a single dorsal anse, (2) 2 dorsal arises, (3) 3
or more dorsal arises (Clark 19926; Leblanc and Ives 1986; Sanger 197021: 1 17).
Retouch- A presence/absence attribute. The presence or absence of flake scars on either the
dorsal or ventral surface of a rnicroblade or microblade fra,ment (Leblanc and Ives 1986:78;
Sanger 1968~:
115; Wyatt 1970a:98, 1WOb: 132).
Use/Utilization- A presence/absence attribute. The presence or absence of flake scars a d o r
edge damage thought to be indicative of use-related Wear. Following Wyatt (1970a:98),
rnicroblades defined as retouched are also considered to have been utilized.
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Margin of RetouchKJtiIization- The presence of retouch on either on either a single or both
lateral margins (Sanger 1968c: 115; Wyatt l97Oa:98, l97Ob: 132)Face of Retouch/Utilization- The presence of an area of retouch o r utiIization was recorded as
being present on either the dorsal, ventral, or both faces (dorso-ventral retouch/utilization)
(Sanger 1968~:
115; Wyatt l97Oa:98, 1WOb: 133).

Raw Material- Recorded as either obsidian, andesite, or basalt.

Appendis F. Master Spreadsbeet of Ail Artifacts

Codes Utilized on Masterlist
Mass- 1= !A" + '/," screens used
2= !Ay' screens only
Year- 94= Excavated in 1994
95= Excavated in 1995
Unit= Unit Co-ordinates
AGI= Andesite Debitage G 1 S izegrade
AG2= Andesite Debitage G2 Sizegrade
AG3= Andesite Debitage G3 S izegrade
AG4= Andesite Debitage G4 Sizegrade
ChertDeb= Chert Debitage
QtziteDeb= Quartzite Debitage
QcDeb= Quartz Crystal Debitage
VQDeb= Vein Quartz Debitage
JDeb= Jasper Debitage
FGBDeb= Fine-Grained Basalt Debitage
CGBDeb= Coarse-Grained Basait Debitage
ARGDeb= Argillite Debitage
OBSDeb= Obsidian Debitage
UTFT1.1= Utilized Flakes Type 1.1
UTFT1.2= Utilized Flakes Type 1.2
SCRT1,1= Scraper Type 1.1
SCRT1.2= Scraper Type 1.2
SCRT2.1= Scraper Type 2.1
SCRT2.2= Scraper Type 2.2
SCRT2.3= Scraper Type 2.3
SCRT2.4= Scraper Type 2.4
SCRT3.1= Scraper Type 3.1
SCRT3.2= Scraper Type 3.2
SCRT3.3= Scraper Type 3.3
SCRT4= Scraper Type 4
SCRTS.I= Scraper Type 5.1
SCRT5.2= Scraper Type 5.2
SCRT6= Scraper Type 6
SCRT7.1= Scraper Type 7.1
SCRT7.2= Scraper Type 7.2
SCRT8.1= Scraper Type 8. t
SCRT8.2= Scraper Type 8.2
SCRT8.3= Scraper Type 8.3
SCRT9.1= Scraper Type 9.1
SCRT9.2= Scraper Type 9.2
RTF1.1= Retouched Flakes and Flake Fragments Type 1.1
R'ïF1.2= Retouched Flakes and Flake Fragments Type 1.2
RTF1.3= Retouched Flakes and Flake Fragments Type 1.3
NTl= Notch Type 1

NT2= Notch Type 2
NT3= Notch Type 3
NT& Notch Type 4
NT5= Notch Type 5
SPTI.l= Spur Type 1 - 1
SPT1.2= Spur Type 1.2
SPT1.3= Spur Type 1.3
SPT1.4= Spur Type 1-4
SPT2.1= Spur Type 2.1
SPT2.2= Spur Type 2.2
Pier= Piercers
Dent= Denticulates
AMBS?= Andesite Microblades?
BMB?= Basalt Microblade?
MCPRF= Microblade Core Platform Rejuvenation Flake
OMB= Obsidian Microblades
TC= Tested CobbIe
OPY= Obsidian PyrocIast
ABCE'?= Andesite Blade Core Fragments?
PE= Pièce Esqicillée
HAM?= Hammerstones?
DSS= Discoidal Spall Scrapers
OPC= Opposed Platform Core
CTI= Core Type I
Cm=Core Type 2
CF= Core Fra,oment
CHOPTl= Chopper Type 1
CHOPT2= Chopper Type 2
MBON= Modified Bone
FlSH= Fish Lure
UBF= Unidentified Bone Fragment
BRC= Bipolady Reduced Cobble
OBC= Obsidian Bipolar Core
BEAD= Trade Bead
AUNIF= Arnorphous Unifaces
OCHRE= Red Ochre
PFT1= Point Fragment Type 1
PFT2= Point Fra,o;ment Type 2
QCP= Quartz Crystal Point
CSP= Contracting Stem Point
PB?= Point Blank?
FB= FoIiate Bipoint
ABF= Amorphous Biface Fragments
MBF7'2= Media1 Biface Fra-oments Type 2 .
MBFTl= Medial Biface Fra,gments Type 1
CBFTJ1= Complete Biface Trajectory # 1
CBFTJ2= Complete Biface Trajectory #2
CBFTJ3= Complete Biface Trajectory #3

CBFTJ4= Complete Biface Trajectory #4
BBTJ4= Biface Blank Trajectory #4
BENDT1.1= Biface End Type 1- 1
BENDT1.2= Biface End Type 1.2
BENDT2,1= Biface End Type 2.1
BENDT2.2= Biface End Type 2.2
BEDGETl= Biface Edge Fra,ament Type 1
BEDGET2= Biface Edge Fra,pent Type 2
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